
Thermally driven Membrane Distillation (MD) has been identified as a promising approach for desalination 
or the separation of other aqueous solutions. This thesis presents comprehensive methods for MD process, 
module and system evaluation. The methods refer to the context of desalination, but their general validity 
also allows application to related MD separation problems.

Extensive experimental and numerical analysis of the fundamental MD phenomenology in coupled heat 
and mass transfer is performed. The approach includes a comparative discussion on different MD process 
configurations, known as DCMD, PGMD and AGMD. The role of the key material properties and operational 
parameters is quantified experimentally and analysed.

The results are then transferred to the scale of application, considering full-scale module flow channels. 
Different DCMD, PGMD and AGMD module prototypes with membrane surface areas of 5 to 15 m² were 
fabricated and characterised. The performance of the MD modules is comparatively discussed on the basis of 
key performance parameters such as output capacity, flux, thermal efficiency and thermal as well as electrical 
energy consumption. Suggestions on material selection are provided. Parametric field studies demonstrate 
the fundamental thermodynamic limitations imposed for the different MD processes.

The technological discussion is followed by an economic evaluation of the different MD concepts in the 
context of small-scale desalination applications. A comprehensive cost model is suggested for the estimation 
of water unit costs, to be used as an integral quantitative measure for module and system comparison and 
as an optimisation criterion. The implementation of a generic parameter optimisation program allows the 
derivation of adapted module design specifications by performing automated iterative techno-economic 
optimisation, performed for selected scenarios as examples.
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Abstract

Global desalination capacity has increased during the past decades to alleviate water scarcity in

regions with a mismatch between water availability and demand. The recent desalination market

relies almost exclusively on non-sustainable, industrial-scale processes which do not provide a

solution to prevent water scarcity in rural areas. The development of small-scale, self-sufficient

and environmentally friendly desalination systems is considered to be one of the key challenges

to sustainably overcome water scarcity.

Thermally driven Membrane Distillation (MD) has been identified as a promising approach for

decentralised desalination. However, MD has not yet reached successful commercialisation, as it

still requires scientific research in the fields of material, module and system development. High

potential for improvement is associated with adapted membrane module design meeting custom

project requirements. Comprehensive MD design methods, tools and universal design suggestions

are not yet available.

This thesis presents comprehensive methods for MD process and module evaluation which may

also be applied for techno-economic module and system optimisation based on arbitrary optimi-

sation criteria. The methods refer to the context of desalination, but their general validity also

allows application to related MD separation problems.

The derivation of the presented method is based on extensive experimental and numerical anal-

ysis of the fundamental MD phenomenology in coupled heat and mass transfer. The approach

includes a comparative discussion on different MD process configurations, known as Direct Con-

tact Membrane Distillation (DCMD), Permeate Gap Membrane Distillation (PGMD) and Air

Gap Membrane Distillation (AGMD). The experimental equipment involves a lab test cell with a

membrane surface of 150×250mm2. The role of the key material properties for channel spacers,

membranes, backing structures and gap spacers is quantified and discussed. Furthermore, the

process sensitivity to operational parameters such as temperature, flow rate, salinity and state

of deaeration is analysed.

The results are then transferred from the level of fundamental process phenomenology to the

scale of application, considering full-scale module flow channels. The performance of the MD

modules is characterised and discussed on the basis of key performance parameters such as out-

put capacity, flux, thermal efficiency and thermal as well as electrical energy consumption. In

order to validate the numerical models, different DCMD, PGMD and AGMD module prototypes

with membrane surface areas of 5 to 15m2 were fabricated and characterised. Theoretical and

experimental studies specifically address the strongly interlinked process sensitivities to MD con-

cept, channel design and operational conditions. Purely theoretical studies provide suggestions

on membrane selection and the role of potential material improvements. Wide-range parametric

field studies demonstrate the fundamental thermodynamic limitations imposed for the different

MD processes.

The technological discussion of MD modules is followed by an economic evaluation of the different

MD concepts in the context of small-scale desalination applications. A comprehensive cost model



is suggested for the estimation of water unit costs, to be used as an integral quantitative measure

for module and system comparison and as an optimisation criterion. The implementation of a

generic parameter optimisation program allows the derivation of adapted module design specifi-

cations by performing automated iterative techno-economic optimisation, performed for selected

scenarios as examples. A comparative presentation of the results indicates the suitability of the

different module concepts, the expected key cost positions and economic feasibility.

Kurzfassung

Die weltweit installierte Entsalzungskapazität wurde in den letzten Jahrzehnten massiv ausge-

baut, um Wassermangel in betroffenen Regionen zu begegnen. Derzeit werden fast ausschließlich

Entsalzungsanlagen im industriellen Maßstab eingesetzt, welche jedoch kein Lösungsansatz für

den ländlichen Raum darstellen. Daher wird die Entwicklung von kleinen, dezentralen Entsalzungs-

systemen als besonders wichtige Herausforderung auf dem Weg zu einer flächendeckenden Trink-

wasserversorgung angesehen.

Der thermisch betriebene Membrandestillationsprozess (MD) gilt hierfür als aussichtsreicher

Technologieansatz. Dennoch konnte sich die MD bis heute nicht kommerziell durchsetzen und

weiterhin ist Entwicklungsarbeit in den Bereichen Materialien, Module und System zu leis-

ten. Ein besonders hohes Verbesserungspotential wird der anwendungsorientierten Entwick-

lung von Membranmodulen zugeschrieben. Umfassende Gestaltungsmethoden, -werkzeuge und

-richtlinien sind hierfür bisher nicht verfügbar.

In dieser Arbeit werden Methoden zur MD Prozess- und Modulbewertung erarbeitet, welche

schließlich zur techno-ökonomischen Modul- und Systemoptimierung auf Basis verschiedener Op-

timierungskriterien angewendet werden können. Zwar werden die Methoden hier im Kontext der

Entsalzung dargestellt, doch erlaubt deren Allgemeingültigkeit grundsätzlich auch Anwendung

bei verwandten MD Separationsproblemen.

Die dargestellten Methoden beruhen auf umfangreichen experimentellen und theoretischen Un-

tersuchungen zum gekoppelten Wärme- und Stofftransport in der MD. Eine zentrales Element

der Arbeit stellt die vergleichende Betrachtung von Direkt Kontakt MD (DCMD), Permeat Spalt

MD (PGMD) und Luft Spalt MD (AGMD) dar. Die Experimente werden mit einer Testzelle

durchgeführt, welche eine Membranfläche von 15×25 cm2 bereitstellt. Die Einflüsse der wichtig-

sten Materialparameter zu Kanal-Stützgeweben, Membranen, Trägerstrukturen und Spaltgrößen

werden quantifiziert und diskutiert. Zudem wird eine vergleichende Sensitivitätsanalyse zum

Einfluss von Betriebsbedingungen wie Temperatur, Strömungsgeschwindigkeit, Salzgehalt und

Entgasungszustand durchgeführt.

Die Ergebnisse werden weiterführend auf Strömungskanäle im Anwendungsmaßstab überführt.

Die Leistungsfähigkeit der MD-Module wird anhand von allgemeingültigen Bewertungsgrößen

evaluiert, welche Produktdurchsatz, Flux, thermische Effizienz und sowohl thermischen als auch

elektrischen Energiebedarf beschreiben. Zur Modellvalidierung werden unterschiedliche DCMD,
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PGMD und AGMD Module mit Membranflächen von 5 bis 15m2 hergestellt und charakterisiert.

Die experimentellen und theoretischen Untersuchungen adressieren insbesondere die gekoppelten

Sensitivitäten bezüglich MD Konzept, Kanalgestaltung und Betriebsbedingungen. Mittels Mod-

ellrechnungen werden Empfehlungen für eine angepasste Materialauswahl ausgearbeitet und das

Potential möglicher Materialverbesserungen ermittelt. Die thermodynamischen Grenzen der ver-

schiedenen MD Konfigurationen werden durch Ergebnisse umfangreicher Parameterfeldstudien

deutlich.

Der technologische Teil der Arbeit wird ergänzt durch eine wirtschaftliche Bewertung der MD

Verfahren am Beispiel kleiner Entsalzungsanlagen. Ein Kostenmodell zur Abschätzung der

Wassergestehungskosten wird vorgestellt, welche dann als Vergleichsgröße zur Modul- und Sys-

tembewertung sowie auch als Optimierungskriterium dienen. Die Implementierung eines Pa-

rameteroptimierers erlaubt eine automatisierte, iterative techno-ökonomische Optimierung von

Modulgestaltungsgrößen, welche exemplarisch für ausgewählte Szenarien durchgeführt wird. Die

entsprechenden Ergebnisse geben Hinweise auf die Eignung der verschiedenen MD Verfahrensvari-

anten, die Verteilung der Kosten sowie die Wirtschaftlichkeit.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

On July 28th 2010, the human right to water and sanitation was explicitly recognised by the

General Assembly of the United Nations by resolution 64/292 [1]. The resolution is not effectual

according to international law, but it draws attention to one of the most important challenges for

the coming decades. According to the WHO / UNICEF Joint Monitoring Programme for water

supply and sanitation, 770 million people did not use an improved source for drinking-water in

2011, including 185 million who relied on surface water to meet their daily drinking-water needs.

More than 80% of the population without access to an improved drinking-water source lived in

rural areas [2].

The issue of water scarcity will principally be intensified in the coming decades by depletion of

renewable and fossil aquifers, intrusion of salt water into overstressed fresh water aquifers, pollu-

tion of available fresh water resources and consequences of climate change. An increased water

demand is predicted especially in the developing world due to exponential growth of the popu-

lation, increase of individual demand, industrialisation, tourism and excessive use of water for

agriculture to supply local and global markets. Fresh water availability and demand is subjected

to a major locational and seasonal mismatch. Especially arid and semi-arid regions in northern

Africa, south-western Asia and swathes of central Asia are affected by an increase in physical

water scarcity [3]. The lack of water already causes local, national and international conflicts

today. Projects and work groups such as “UN-Water” or “NATO Science for Peace Programme“

have been set up in order to develop road maps and concepts for sustainable water management,

especially for arid regions with increasing water demand. The activities include socio-economic

as well as technological approaches, wherein the production of fresh water by water treatment

techniques such as disinfection, filtration and desalination is considered an inherent part.

Successful implementation of a technological approach mainly depends on the availability of in-

frastructure, energy and interest in financing. During the past decades, desalination capacity

has increased tremendously based on technological ability, high demand and economic sustain-

ability. The Global Water Intelligence database DesalData has been accessed to derive some

numbers and trends on the recent desalination market [4]. The global online capacity increased

from 7mio.m3 d−1 desalinated water in 2000 to 61mio.m3 d−1 in 2014. Additionally considering

recently contracted capacities, the global capacity is almost 70mio.m3 d−1. The global capacity
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1 Introduction

is subdivided among three technologies that hold more than 95% of the market share. The

respective market shares of the established desalination processes are 17% and 8% for thermally

driven Multi-Stage Flash (MSF) and Multi-Effect Distillation (MED) and 70% for electrically

driven Reverse Osmosis (RO). A brief introduction to these key technologies is provided in Ap-

pendix A.

About the half of the global capacity is produced by desalination plants with capacities greater

than 50 000m3 per day, while only 3.5% of the global capacity originates from small scale plants

with a capacity lower than 1 000m3 per day [4]. Recent desalination may therefore be considered

highly industrialised, characterised by a central plant structure that requires reliable infrastruc-

ture for energy and water distribution as well as financial strength. Countries as Saudi Arabia,

United Arab Emirates, USA and Spain are therefore the main producers of desalinated water

in terms of capacity. Fresh water supply in some regions strongly relies on water desalination.

In Saudi Arabia, the amount of water provided by desalination is already double the available

natural renewable resources and current water supply is satisfied to 84% by exploitation of

non-renewable groundwater resources. In the United Arab Emirates, almost all domestic and

industrial water supplies rely on desalination [4].

Increasing desalination activities may significantly reduce water scarcity. However, since desalina-

tion is realised by energy-intensive processes, the supply strategies require integral consideration

of both water and energy. The required energy originates almost exclusively from non-renewable

energy sources, so today’s established desalination approach does not represent a sustainable

solution. The excessive application of desalination also causes considerable environmental im-

pact. Applying the proposed emissions that have been derived for the individual technological

approaches to the respective global capacities [5], the accumulated CO2 emissions recently caused

by desalination are estimated to be about 730 000 t per day. Besides the emission of greenhouse

gases and other air pollutants, the environmental concerns revolve around concentrate and chem-

ical discharges into the sea. The concentrate discharge mainly affects the mixing zone by saline

loads, thermal loads and potential turbidity and sedimentation. Moreover, daily chemical dis-

charges1 have been estimated to amount to 30 t of disinfectants, 110 t of antiscalants and 400 kg

of copper from corrosion [6]. Further concerns address impingement and entrainment of marine

organisms at large open intake systems as well as construction-related impacts on the coast line.

Eventually, the problem of water scarcity changes into a problem of energy consumption and

impact on the marine environment [6].

Significant cost for energy and additives and tightened legal regulations obviously motivate the

development of improved desalination processes and systems with respect to energy efficiency and

pretreatment. Politically motivated research agendas strongly target sustainable water manage-

ment, in which a key role is given to the application of renewable energy sources to desalination

and the development of robust desalination approaches that do not rely on chemical pretreat-

ment. The central approach of the recent desalination market mainly addresses urban areas and

does not provide a solution for water scarcity in rural areas. Since renewable energy supply

does not require comprehensive infrastructure, it is perfectly suited especially for decentralised

1Considering the Arabian Gulf, the Red Sea and the Mediterranean Sea, over 70% of the global
desalination capacity is located [6]
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1.2 Outline of Thesis

small scale applications. Small scale desalination systems with a renewable energy supply often

provide the only but also the most economic option for supplying fresh water in rural areas.

The high availability of solar irradiation of up to 8 kWh (m2 d)−1 in arid and semi-arid zones

matches the local water demand and offers a great potential for decentralised water treatment.

It is important to note that especially the established thermal desalination technologies may not

be efficiently downscaled for decentralised applications. The fluctuating availability generally

associated with renewable energy supplies is a further issue to be considered. The necessity of

research and development of small scale desalination systems is derived from this perspective,

especially concerning robust and efficient processes that are feasible for operation with a fluctu-

ating energy supply.

Technical feasibility may be proven by scientific research and development that also contributes

to improved economic feasibility. Unlike established industrial desalination, the economic feasi-

bility of small scale decentralised systems may differ significantly depending on local conditions

such as energy costs and water price. Socioeconomic aspects may well decide whether a techno-

logical approach finds acceptance and success. It is important to note that the development of

small scale sustainable desalination technologies is only one aspect of the overall solution needed

to overcome water scarcity in a thirsty world.

1.2 Outline of Thesis

1.2.1 Challenges and Objectives

Thermally driven Membrane Distillation (MD) has been identified as a promising approach for

decentralised desalination that is suitable for utilisation of low grade waste heat or fluctuating re-

newable energy supplies [7, 8]. The membrane based MD process is considered to be quite robust

with respect to fouling and scaling and may therefore be feasible for operation with minimised

pretreatment, especially with respect to chemical additives. High thermodynamic efficiency has

been proven for small scale applications, allowing the implementation of energy-efficient con-

tainerised systems of reasonable costs. A detailed technology review on MD is provided in

Chapter 2. The Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems (ISE) has been working on the

development of self-sufficient, solar thermally driven MD systems since 2001. Several field test

systems have been built, commissioned and monitored within the framework of the EU FP5 and

FP7 programmes [8–11]. Recent activities at Fraunhofer ISE have focused on the optimisation

of the key component, the MD membrane module.

However, MD has not yet reached successful commercialisation, as it still requires scientific re-

search in the fields of material, module and system development. High potential for improvement

is still associated with adapted module design responding to local factors such as availability and

quality of raw water and energy. As an example, high potential is attributed to the MD approach
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for low-temperature operation or for the treatment of highly concentrated brines, with different

design requirements to be met. A systematic adaptation of the module geometrical design and

material selection with respect to specific technical and economic project requirements is essential

in order to achieve optimal module performance and economic feasibility. Comprehensive design

methods, tools and universal design suggestions are not yet available. Most of the scientific work

presented on MD focuses on phenomenological aspects, material characterisation and feasibil-

ity studies in lab-scale approaches. Different process variants are considered, but the literature

does not provide standard methods or comprehensive comparative evaluation. The results from

lab-scale experiments may not be used directly for argumentation in the context of full-scale

application. Comprehensive methods satisfactorily linking fundamental research to full-scale

module development have not been reviewed. The selection of key materials such as membranes

has not yet been sufficiently clarified, especially with regard to the potential for full-scale module

and system performance. Only a few publications present studies of full-scale module perfor-

mance, but they seldom provide adequate thermodynamic discussion. Even though MD is a

thermally driven process, an appreciable amount of electrical energy is required for pumping and

deaeration. However, integral evaluation and discussion of electrical loads is hardly mentioned.

Pertinent literature almost completely lacks transparent techno-economic evaluation.

It is obvious that targeted module optimisation needs to integrally consider fundamental phe-

nomenological aspects, material selection, module concept and design as well as system integra-

tion, operational strategy and costs.

The scope of this thesis bridges the gap from fundamental research to full-scale module devel-

opment. A focus is placed on the thermodynamic evaluation of MD performance rather than

on practical aspects such as fouling, scaling or pretreatment. The objective is the development

of a model-based method suitable for comprehensive evaluation and comparison of different MD

concepts varying in the scale of application, considering key performance parameters such as

output capacity, flux and thermal as well as electrical energy consumption and eventually costs.

The method should support the identification of an optimal custom module design for a specific

application based on arbitrary optimisation criteria. Since MD offers attractive characteristics

for a wide variety of applications, the method and model should be universally valid to support

MD module development also in the context of applications other than seawater desalination.

Great experimental effort for complex and expensive prototype fabrication and characterisation

is to be minimised in order to accelerate future developments. The model should include a high

level of physical detail, so that the role of specific material properties, geometrical module design

and operational strategies is reflected. Quantitative information on performance obtained for

specific configurations or material selections, that might either be known from pertinent liter-

ature or from lab-scale experiments, should be reliably transferable to a full-scale module and

system context. In this case, full-scale module optimisation can be efficiently supported by lab-

scale experiments.

Eventually, the desired method should give a transparent recommendation for the estimation of

product unit costs that provides a comparable measure and indication of economic feasibility.

However, due to individual potential project conditions and target applications, this thesis does
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not claim to provide a conclusive evaluation of the economic feasibility for MD.

1.2.2 Structure and Scientific Approach

The development of a comprehensive method according to the objectives stated in Sec. 1.2.1

is accomplished by a three-level approach, starting from MD fundamental phenomenology in

Chapter 3, widening the scope to full-scale MD modules in Chapter 4, and finally considering

economic aspects in the context of small scale MD desalination systems in Chapter 5.

The first-level approach provides the derivation of a comprehensive fundamental understanding

of thermodynamic MD phenomenology including qualitative and quantitative discussion of the

influencing parameters. The section covers the theoretical fundamentals and the derivation of

quasi-stationary one-dimensional models for all MD configurations to be considered. This first-

level model approach, also denoted ”discrete single-node model“, targets the prediction of the

coupled heat and mass transfer phenomena with a high level of physical detail, but is valid

only for a local channel position. The model approach is adopted from pertinent literature and

extended as necessary. A lab-cell test facility is designed that specifically addresses the respective

single-node model limitations. Extensive experimental work is carried out with different channel

configurations in order to derive suitable model parametrisation and prove model validity over a

wide range of operating conditions. The role of the key material properties for channel spacers,

membranes, backing structures and gap spacers is quantified and discussed step by step by

subsequently increasing channel complexity. A comparative evaluation and discussion of different

MD channel configurations based on experimental results and model predictions concludes the

chapter on MD process analysis.

The second-level approach provides the transformation of the different single-node models into

multi-node models, valid for the evaluation of complete flow channels in full-scale MD modules. A

detailed derivation of the module performance parameters is given. Full-scale module prototypes

with different conceptual, geometrical and material specifications are fabricated, referring to the

specifications studied within the process analysis chapter. A module test facility is used for exten-

sive experimental prototype characterisation. The multi-node models are strictly parametrised

according to the results of the previous process analysis and validated in the context of full-scale

modules. General aspects of MD full-scale module operation are analysed and discussed based

on an exemplary channel configuration. Specific aspects regarding the operation of different

basic module types are discussed individually for all tested channel configurations. Similarly to

the process analysis chapter, a comparative evaluation of the thermodynamic performance ob-

tained with the different MD module types is provided. Subsequently, purely theoretical studies

complete the scientific discussion on MD modules, specifically addressing aspects of membrane

selection and the role of potential material improvements. Wide range parametric field stud-

ies comprehensively demonstrate the fundamental thermodynamic limitations applicable to the
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different MD processes.

The third-level approach addresses the economic evaluation of the different MD concepts in the

context of small-scale desalination applications. A comprehensive cost model is proposed for

the estimation of water unit costs to be used as an integral quantitative measure for system

comparison and as an optimisation criterion. The investment cost model is specifically adapted

for the evaluation of MD desalination systems considering the expected key cost positions such as

pretreatment, deaeration, MD modules, heat exchangers and other system components. Further

consideration is given to economy of scale. Operational costs include financing, energy costs,

chemicals, membrane exchange, maintenance, labour and insurance. The sensitivity of the water

unit costs with respect to selected aspects in module and system design is demonstrated. The

implementation of a generic parameter optimisation program allows the derivation of adapted

module design specifications by performing automated iterative techno-economic optimisation.

The optimisation method is applied to selected scenarios covering potential MD desalination

projects as examples. A comparative presentation of the results indicates the suitability of the

different module concepts, the expected key cost positions and economic feasibility.
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A detailed overview and discussion of important technological aspects of membrane distillation

technology and the respective state-of-the-art is provided in the following chapter. At first, the

conceptual background to the process, the available process configurations and basic heat recov-

ery strategies are presented. Subsequently, attention is paid to aspects regarding implementation,

covering different topics concerning membrane and module design. The membrane distillation

process is then classified according to the potential fields of application, indicating the specific

advantages of membrane distillation compared to alternative approaches. The fundamental ap-

plicability of the membrane distillation approach for various separation problems is illustrated

by experimental studies that have been reviewed from pertinent literature.

The comprehensive technology review is also used to indicate the selected topics, concepts and

materials that are specifically addressed by the author’s own studies as presented in the following

chapters of this thesis.

2.1 Basic Concept

Membrane Distillation (MD) is a thermally driven, membrane-based separation process that

is primarily suited to the treatment of aqueous feed solutions. A hydrophobic, highly porous

membrane separates the feed solution from the permeate. At least the feed solution is in direct

contact with the membrane surface but it must not penetrate the dry membrane pore volume.

A liquid-vapour interface is thus formed, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.1(a). If a vapour

pressure gradient is established across the membrane, volatile compounds of the feed solution

evaporate and the vapour molecules are forced through the membrane pores from the feed to the

permeate side. Depending on the feed composition, the permeating vapour may either consist

of a single or of multiple components. The selective characteristic of the MD process relies on

the membrane’s impermeability with respect to the liquid feed, while vapours pass the porous

membrane structure. If the absolute pressure difference from the liquid phase to the vapour

phase Δp̂(l)−(g) is sufficiently low, the liquid phase cannot penetrate the membrane pores due to

surface tension, even though the single molecules are considerably smaller than the membrane

pores. A schematic illustration of this phenomenon, also known as capillary depression at a

hydrophobic membrane pore, is provided in Fig. 2.1(b).
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(a) Evaporation at liquid-vapour interface (b) Capillary depression

Figure 2.1: Basic functional phenomena of the membrane distillation process

At a certain pressure difference Δp̂(l)−(g), the surface tension cannot maintain the liquid-vapour

interface and the liquid feed penetrates the membrane pore volume. This characteristic pressure

is referred to as the liquid entry pressure (LEP ). It is obvious that the pressures in MD systems

must not exceed the LEP in order to remain the separative functionality of the membrane. The

essential non-wetting criteria is formulated in Eq. 2.1.

Δp̂(l)−(g)

!
< LEP (2.1)

The Young-Laplace theory describes the correlation of pressure, surface tension and surface

curvature of fluids. For an ideal cylindrical pore geometry, the LEP may be directly derived

from the Young-Laplace equation, considering the membrane pore diameter dM, the surface

tension of the liquid phase σ(l) and the contact angle θ that develops between the fluid and the

membrane [12]. Since membrane wetting will first occur at the widest pore, the maximal pore size

of a membrane material is considered. However, due to the complex geometrical characteristics

of real pore systems, modified equations are suggested, e.g. by introducing a pore form factor

0≤B ≤ 1 [13]. From Eq. 2.2, it becomes obvious that a small maximal pore size, a large contact

angle and a high surface tension of the feed solution generally support a reliable MD process.

LEP =
4 B σ(l) cos(θ)

dM,max
(2.2)

If the vapour pressure curve indicates adequate volatility of the species that is to be separated

from a feed solution, the fundamental applicability of the MD process for the specific separa-

tion problem has to be verified by the essential non-wetting criterion. It is important to note

that the feed composition could have a significant influence on the fluid surface tension. While

inorganic substances usually have a minor effect on the hydrophobic feature, the liquid surface

tension is significantly reduced in solutions containing organic substances [14–17]. Specifically

tensides are considered to be very critical within MD feed solutions [18]. Due to their asym-

metric hydrophobic-hydrophilic structure, tenside molecules are displaced from the interior of

the aqueous phase to its interfacial surface. Thus already small amounts of tensides influence
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the interfacial properties of the fluids and significantly reduce the surface tension of an aqueous

solution [12].

As for any evaporative process, the transmembrane mass transfer in MD is always accompanied

by enormous transmembrane heat transfer. The minimum heat transfer results from the latent

heat of evaporation of the permeating species that are extracted on the evaporator side, trans-

ferred through the membrane and then released on the condenser side. However, depending on

the process configuration, the channel arrangement and the membrane properties, conductive

heat transfer may additionally contribute to the overall heat transfer. The heat transfer by con-

ductive phenomena does not contribute to the mass transfer and is therefore considered to be

undesirable thermal loss.

2.2 Process Configurations

A vapour pressure gradient across the membrane acts as the process driving force in any MD

configuration. However, this driving force may be established in different ways. While the feed

solution is always in direct contact with the membrane surface, defining the respective vapour

pressure at the feed side liquid-vapour interface, the following basic approaches are used in order

to create a vapour pressure gradient towards the permeate side:

• Application of a lower temperature on a permeate side liquid-vapour interface

• Application of a stripping solution on the permeate side liquid-vapour interface

• Application of a sweeping gas on the permeate side of the membrane

• Application of a vacuum on the permeate side of the membrane

The different approaches for establishing the driving force and other process requirements led to

the development of various channel configurations that are widely used as classification criteria

within MD technology. The most common configurations utilise a temperature difference as the

driving force, while alternative approaches are considered rather exotic. The following sections

provide an introduction and description of the different MD configurations and their specific

features.

It should be noted that this thesis includes comprehensive comparative studies of the classic MD

configurations that are illustrated in Fig. 2.2, while the alternative approaches of Fig. 2.3 will

not find further consideration.
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(a) DCMD (b) PGMD (c) AGMD

Figure 2.2: Common MD configurations driven by a temperature difference

2.2.1 Direct Contact Membrane Distillation

Direct Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD) is the simplest MD configuration concerning

the channel arrangement, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.2(a). The membrane is in direct contact

with the feed solution and the permeate, while the driving vapour pressure gradient is usually

induced by a temperature difference from the feed side to the permeate side. Consequently, the

feed solution must have higher temperature than the permeate in order to achieve a positive

driving force. For a continuous process design, the feed solution is heated and the permeate is

cooled in external heat exchangers and then actively circulated parallel to the membrane. The

volatile compounds of the feed solution evaporate at the feed side liquid-vapour interface, pass

the membrane in the gaseous phase and condense at the cooler liquid-vapour interface on the

permeate side of the membrane. Based on the phase change phenomena, the feed side is usually

referred to as the evaporator side, while the permeate side is referred to as the condenser side.

In DCMD, the permeate acts as a coolant, so permeate recirculation is required and the product

has to be extracted outside the membrane module at any position of the cooling loop e.g. by a

level drain.

In a specific variant of DCMD, the driving force is established by means of a concentration dif-

ference instead of a temperature difference. This variant involves quite specific characteristics

and is therefore introduced separately in Sec. 2.2.6.

As in any evaporative process, the latent heat of evaporation is removed from the surface of evap-

oration and subsequently expelled at the surface of condensation. As a result, the temperature at

the evaporator side liquid-vapour interface is lower than the evaporator bulk stream temperature

while the temperature at the condenser side liquid-vapour interface is higher than the condenser

bulk stream temperature. This effect, also known as “temperature polarisation”, significantly

reduces the process driving force and may be controlled by the hydrodynamic conditions in the

flow channels. The DCMD channel configuration introduces low overall heat and mass transfer
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resistance compared to more complex channel configurations, thus allowing the generation of

high fluxes. However, the thin membrane layer provides low resistance with respect to conduc-

tive heat transfer. Consequently, a significant amount of conductive heat transfer contributes to

the overall heat transfer in DCMD.

The mass transfer within the membrane pores mainly refers to diffusive phenomena that are pre-

dominantly restricted by collisions with stagnant air molecules and the solid membrane structure.

In order to reduce the mass transfer resistance, deaeration of the membrane pores has been con-

sidered as a promising approach for enhancing DCMD performance [19–21]. The membrane is

indirectly deaerated by deaerating the feed solution with a vacuum system before applying it to

the MD module. This enhanced configuration may therefore be referred to as vacuum-enhanced

DCMD or V-DCMD. It is important to note that in V-DCMD, the vacuum system is applied

for feed deaeration only, not for establishing the driving force that is still solely generated by the

temperature gradient. In the V-DCMD process, the absolute pressure in the deaerated mem-

brane pores is lower than for the case of aerated operation, which increases the absolute pressure

difference from the liquid phase to the gaseous phase. Thus, the role of the limiting LEP and

the risk of pore wetting becomes more crucial for deaerated operation compared to MD con-

figurations that operate under aerated conditions. It is obvious that the maximal permissible

hydraulic pressure on the feed side is reduced accordingly.

2.2.2 Permeate Gap Membrane Distillation

Permeate Gap Membrane Distillation (PGMD) is closely related to DCMD, since also in this

configuration both sides of the membrane are in direct contact with the respective liquid fluids

and the driving force is established by means of a temperature difference. As illustrated in

Fig. 2.2(b), a third channel is introduced by an additional impermeable film that is located on

the permeate side of the membrane. Since the permeate outlet is located at the highest module

position, the gap between the membrane and the impermeable film fills with permeate during

operation and is therefore referred to as the permeate gap (PG) or liquid gap (LG). A significant

advantage of the PGMD configuration is the separation of permeate from the cooling fluid,

which allows the use of any liquid as the coolant, e.g. cold feed solution, or the integration of

the module into an existing cooling loop. The product is directly extracted from the membrane

module without coming into contact with any other system components except the permeate

channel, which helps to maintain high product quality over time. Furthermore, the permeate

quality may be directly monitored without prior mixing within a capacious permeate stream,

offering the option of fast response to quality changes and more precise leakage detection in the

context of multi-module systems. Since the permeate loses its thermal function as a coolant,

the hydraulic handling of the permeate is reduced to a minimum, which could be very valuable

especially in the context of aggressive or hazardous permeates.

The presence of the permeate gap and the impermeable film introduces additional heat transfer

resistances, which lead to a reduction of the effective temperature difference across the membrane.
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It is obvious that the design of PGMD modules aims for thin permeate gaps and thin films in

order to minimise the respective heat transfer resistances. However, the maximal flux in a

PGMD module can never reach the maximal value from a comparable DCMD module. As for

DCMD, a significant amount of conductive heat transfer contributes to the overall heat transfer in

PGMD. Similarly to the V-DCMD process, also a PGMD process may be enhanced by membrane

deaeration due to reduced diffusive mass transfer resistance [22]. This enhanced configuration

may therefore be referred to as vacuum enhanced PGMD or V-PGMD. Also for V-PGMD,

special attention has to be paid to the limiting LEP and the increased risk of pore wetting

compared to aerated PGMD operation.

It is worth mentioning that the concept of PGMD may be applied for an alternative but closely

related channel arrangement. By exchanging the membrane and film positions, the feed is sep-

arated from the heating fluid instead of the permeate from the coolant. This alternative opera-

tional mode could be denoted as Feed Gap Membrane Distillation (FGMD). FGMD allows the

application of a separate heating fluid and consequently direct integration of the MD module into

an existing heating loop. Since the feed solution loses its thermal function as a heating fluid, the

hydraulic handling of the feed reduces to a minimum, which could be very valuable especially in

the context of aggressive or hazardous feed solutions. If the brine is considered to be a valuable

product, this configuration helps to maintain high brine quality and enables direct monitoring

of the brine quality.

The conceptual ideas of PGMD and FGMD could be integrated into an extended channel ar-

rangement, combining the advantages and disadvantages of both channel configurations. Such a

combined channel arrangement has been discussed in the context of MD process integration into

heat exchangers (MDHX) [23, 24].

2.2.3 Air Gap Membrane Distillation

The channel configuration in Air Gap Membrane Distillation (AGMD) is illustrated in Fig. 2.2(c).

Similar to the PGMD channel configuration, the permeate is separated from the coolant by

an impermeable film next to the membrane on the permeate side. Driven by a temperature

difference, the volatile compounds of the feed solution evaporate at the feed side liquid-vapour

interface, pass the membrane and the air gap in the gaseous phase and condense at the liquid-

vapour interface on the cooled surface of the impermeable film. After condensation, gravity

forces the liquid permeate to trickle towards the bottom of the air gap. In order to prevent the

air gap from filling up with liquid, the permeate is extracted at the bottom of the membrane

module. In AGMD, the permeate has no contact with the backsurface of the membrane, thus

allowing the separation of compounds with low surface tension such as alcohols from dilute

aqueous solutions [17, 25, 26]. The principle advantages given by the separation of the permeate

from the coolant have already been discussed in the context of PGMD and may be summarised as

the independent choice of a cooling fluid, minimised permeate handling, minimised contact of the
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permeate with other system components and access for effective permeate quality monitoring. It

is worth mentioning that the AGMD channel arrangement may also be extended by a feed side

impermeable film for the introduction of an additional feed gap, as discussed for PGMD.

In AGMD, the air gap is about two orders of magnitude wider than the membrane itself and

thus dominates the transfer resistances. Consequently, the AGMD process shows rather low

sensitivity with respect to the membrane and the film material properties. The thermal insulation

between the feed side and the permeate side is greatly increased by the wide gap, compared to

the configurations where only the thin membrane acts as the insulating layer. The potential

reduction of conductive heat losses is one of the major argument given in favour of introducing

an air gap. However, the air gap also introduces enormous additional resistance with respect

to the desired mass transfer, so flux is also significantly reduced by the introduction of an air

gap. To optimise the mass transfer rate in AGMD, the air gap is usually designed to be as thin

as possible, always considering the limiting requirement of avoiding any direct permeate contact

with the backsurface of the membrane. In order to reduce the dominant diffusive mass transfer

resistance caused by stagnant air within the air gap, the air gap may directly be accessed by a

vacuum system for deaeration [27]. This enhanced configuration may therefore be referred to as

vacuum-enhanced AGMD or V-AGMD. It is important to note that in V-AGMD, the vacuum

pressure in the gap is limited by the vapour pressure and does not contribute to the process

driving force that is still solely generated by the temperature gradient. Also for V-AGMD,

special attention has to be paid to the limiting LEP and the increased risk of pore wetting

compared to aerated AGMD operation.

(a) SGMD (b) VMD (c) OMD

Figure 2.3: MD configurations driven by approaches other than a temperature difference
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2.2.4 Sweeping Gas Membrane Distillation

The Sweeping Gas Membrane Distillation (SGMD) configuration, illustrated in Fig. 2.3(a), im-

plements a two-channel configuration. The feed solution is circulated parallel to the membrane in

the evaporator channel and establishes a liquid-vapour interface at the feed side of the membrane.

A cold inert sweep gas is introduced into the flow channel on the permeate side of the membrane

by forced convection, which is generated by means of a compressor. A vapour pressure gradient

develops depending on the temperature difference from the feed solution to the sweep gas and

the vapour content of the sweep gas. The volatile compounds evaporate at the liquid-vapour

interface on the feed side, pass the membrane and get swept out of the module by the sweep

gas stream while remaining in the gaseous phase. Due to the low thermal capacity of the gas

stream, a significant gain in temperature is observed for the sweep gas during convection through

the module based on the absorption of the warm vapour and conductive heat transfer from the

warm membrane surface. The rapid convergence of the sweep gas temperature to the almost

constant feed temperature limits the SGMD flux performance. High sweep gas flow velocities

and short flow channels therefore benefit SGMD flux performance [28]. The vapour condensation

and subsequent permeate extraction takes place in a condenser located outside of the module.

Similarly to the AGMD configuration, the liquid permeate has no direct contact with the back

of the membrane, so SGMD is suitable for the separation of compounds with low surface tension

such as alcohols from aqueous solutions [29, 30].

The gas introduces an insulating feature which allows operation with reduced conductive heat

losses compared to a DCMD channel configuration [31]. Due to limited heat transfer character-

istics on the gas side compared to the feed side, temperature polarisation on the gas side by far

dominates the overall temperature polarisation, also calling for high sweep gas velocities [28].

However, the sweep gas velocity is limited by the pressure loss within the sweep gas channel,

which must not exceed the hydraulic pressure on the feed side of the membrane.

In order to reduce the temperature gain of the sweep gas, a cold surface for gas cooling may

be introduced, similar to an AGMD channel configuration [32, 33]. For this alternative channel

configuration, also referred to as thermostatic SGMD, the vapour partially condenses on the cold

surface inside the module, which imposes additional constraints on module design. Other than

by a temperature gradient, a driving force may also be established by simply using a dry strip

gas that is enriched with vapour from the saturated liquid-vapour interface while passing the

open membrane pores in the flow channel, e.g. for the application of air humidification [34].

2.2.5 Vacuum Membrane Distillation

The Vacuum Membrane Distillation (VMD) configuration, illustrated in Fig. 2.3(b), considers a

two-channel arrangement quite similar to that of SGMD. The feed solution is circulated parallel to

the membrane in the evaporator channel and establishes a liquid-vapour interface at the feed side
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of the membrane. The flow channel on the permeate side of the membrane is designed as a dead-

end channel, providing only one access point at which vacuum is applied by means of a vacuum

pump. A vapour pressure difference is established by continuously evacuating the permeate

side of the membrane to a pressure explicitly below the vapour pressure of the compounds that

are to be removed from the feed. These compounds evaporate at the feed-side liquid-vapour

interface, pass the membrane and stream towards the module exit point while remaining in the

gaseous phase. Besides the vapours, the pressure gradient also removes non-condensable gases

from the module. The vapour condensation and subsequent permeate extraction takes place in

a condenser located outside of the module. Any remaining vapours and non-condensable gases

are released through the vacuum system. Similarly to the AGMD configuration, the permeate

has no direct contact with the back of the membrane, so VMD is suitable for the separation of

compounds with low surface tension such as alcohols from diluted aqueous solutions [35, 36]. The

driving force in VMD is adjustable independently of the feed temperature condition by active

control of the vacuum pressure. A reasonable pressure gradient may be established also for low

temperatures, which is an important feature considering the treatment of thermally sensitive

solutions such as solutions with aromas or pharmaceutical compounds [37, 38].

It is important to note that the absolute pressure difference from the liquid phase to the gaseous

phase increases, if vacuum is applied to the membrane pores. Thus, the role of the limiting LEP

and the risk of pore wetting becomes more crucial for VMD compared to MD configurations that

operate at atmospheric pressures. It is obvious that the maximal permissible hydraulic pressure

on the feed side reduces accordingly. A beneficial effect of the vacuum conditions within the

membrane pore volume and the permeate side flow channel is the absence of stagnant gases such

as air that principally inhibit vapour transport. Furthermore, only one hydraulic boundary layer

is limiting the heat transfer within the module. Low heat transfer resistance, low mass transfer

resistance and high driving force are distinctive characteristics of the VMD configuration which

is therefore considered the most powerful configuration with respect to potential flux [39]. The

conductive heat losses in a VMD module are minimal, since no transmembrane temperature

gradient is present. The thermal energy requirement almost reduces solely to the latent heat

of evaporation. However, besides the thermal energy requirement, extensive use of the vacuum

pump is essential and needs to be taken into consideration for a comprehensive energy evaluation.

Even though extremely high performance characteristics may be achieved with the VMD config-

uration, the practical relevance is considered to be limited. Most of the experimental work that

has been published on VMD reports of laboratory scale test systems with small membrane sam-

ples and comparatively strong vacuum pumps. An effective permeate recovery requires condenser

temperatures much lower than the ambient temperatures, so most of the VMD lab test systems

include liquid nitrogen cold traps as condensers [39–41]. This approach does not seem reasonable

for full-scale applications. Another factor hindering attractive full-scale VMD module design is

the specific volume of vapours that significantly increases under vacuum conditions, demanding

wide flow channels for internal vapour transport. However, laboratory scale VMD platforms

may be efficiently used for membrane characterisation, since the VMD process is limited more

than others by the membrane characteristics and is consequently quite sensitive to the respective
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parameters. Furthermore, the VMD configuration offers advantageous features for the extraction

of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from dilute aqueous solutions, since the driving force may

be adjusted independently of temperature conditions. Almost pure VOC flux is achieved if the

absolute pressure on the permeate side is set below VOC vapour pressure but slightly above the

actual water vapour pressure, thus completely avoiding a driving force for the water vapour [36].

2.2.6 Osmotic Membrane Distillation

Osmotic Membrane Distillation (OMD) is fundamentally configured identically to a standard

DCMD channel set-up, implying an evaporator channel that is separated from the condenser

channel by a hydrophobic, highly porous membrane. The feed solution is circulated parallel to

the membrane in the evaporator channel and establishes a liquid-vapour interface at the feed side

of the membrane. The vapour pressure gradient is established by means of a hygroscopic strip

solution, typically a concentrated brine, which is applied on the permeate side of the membrane.

If the strip solution exhibits lower vapour pressure than the feed solution, the volatile compounds

evaporate at the liquid-vapour interface, pass the membrane pores and absorb into the strip so-

lution. Since the permeate is absorbed by the strip solution, OMD is usually applied for the

concentration of valuable solutions by the extraction of water rather than for the extraction of

a valuable permeate. It is important to note that the strip solution is continuously diluted by

the permeate during OMD operation, so the strip solution needs to be recovered in a separate

recycling process in order to retain its essential hypertonic characteristic [42]. Since the OMD

process can be performed under low temperature conditions, it is specifically attractive for the

concentration of thermally sensitive feed solutions such as solutions with aromas or pharmaceu-

tical compounds [42].

As in any MD process, the latent heat of evaporation is removed from the surface of evaporation

and the temperature decreases at the liquid-vapour interface on the feed side. The latent heat

is rejected at the surface of condensation and the temperature increases at the liquid-vapour

interface on the permeate side. Consequently a negative transmembrane temperature gradient

develops even though isothermal conditions are applied within the bulk liquid phases [43]. The

negative temperature gradient reduces the positive vapour pressure gradient, but establishes a

driving force for conductive heat transfer through the membrane in the opposite direction to

the vapour flux. The required heat of evaporation is therefore directly recovered through the

membrane during an OMD process. High thermal conductivity reduces the negative temperature

gradient and therefore improves the process efficiency. It is important to note that the desired

membrane property requirement regarding thermal conductivity is opposite to the desired char-

acteristics in conventional MD processes that generally benefit from membranes with low thermal

conductivity. Since the OMD driving force directly refers to the interfacial concentration of the

strip solution, the process is considered to be more sensitive with respect to concentration po-

larisation phenomena than conventional MD processes [44].

It is worth mentioning that the basic idea of the OMD process may also be applied in a com-
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bined DCMD-OMD process. In this variant, a temperature gradient is applied additionally to

the permeate side strip solution, which results in an enhanced overall driving force [45].

2.3 Heat Recovery Strategies

In MD processes, an enormous amount of heat is transferred through the membrane, mainly as

latent heat but partially also from conductive heat transfer. The minimum heat requirement

in the evaporator channel is given by the latent heat of evaporation that is essentially required

for the desired phase change and consequently for permeate production. Considering such an

ideal case for an MD water separation process, the thermal energy requirement in the evaporator

channel would be about 655 kWh per ton of permeate1. In a real MD process, conductive

transmembrane heat losses also need to be taken into consideration, resulting in an even higher

energy requirement (>655 kWh t−1). If the required thermal energy is produced exclusively for

the MD process or a limited resource of available heat is utilised, the thermal energy has a

certain value and thermal process efficiency becomes a crucial MD process specification defining

its competitiveness and economic feasibility. Therefore, the relevance of heat recovery in MD had

already been identified in the early stage of MD development [46–48]. The basic heat recovery

concepts usually considered in MD may be categorised according to two principal approaches

that are closely related to those established in conventional thermal desalination technologies.

The sensible heat recovery concept, illustrated in Fig. 2.4(a), is similar to the MSF approach,

while the latent heat recovery concept, illustrated in Fig. 2.4(b), is similar to the MED approach.

It is worth mentioning that the heat recovery concepts reduce the potentially required cooling

demand at the same time.

(a) Sensible heat recovery (cf. MSF) (b) Latent heat recovery (cf. MED)

Figure 2.4: Basic heat recovery concepts suitable for MD applications.

1A latent heat of 655 kWh per ton corresponds to a mean temperature level of about 60 ◦C.
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2.3.1 Sensible Heat Recovery

For a sensible heat recovery approach, cold fluid is introduced into the condenser channel acting

as a coolant. While circulating through the condenser channel, the coolant gains heat from the

evaporator channel. The temperature of the coolant continuously increases until it leaves the

condenser flow channel at a higher temperature. The heat that has been transferred through the

membrane in the form of latent heat and conduction is stored within the coolant in the form of

sensible heat. This sensible heat may partially be recovered by pre-heating a colder feed stream

before applying heat from an external source. It is obvious that the temperature at the condenser

outlet must exceed the temperature of the feed stream for heat recovery to be possible2. The

potential for heat recovery depends on the temperature difference between the condenser outlet

and the cold feed stream, so a high temperature level at the condenser outlet is desired. The

sensible heat recovery concept is applicable for DCMD, PGMD and AGMD. A large membrane

transfer surface area fundamentally favours effective heat recovery. Long module flow channels

that may either be constructed within a single module or by a series connection of multiple

modules are characteristic for an implemented sensible heat recovery concept. In the related

MSF approach, a high number of discrete stages would be comparable to long membrane module

flow channels. Due to the continuous temperature profile along the module flow channels, this

sensible heat recovery concept has also been denoted as an “infinite-stage flash” approach [46].

The sensible heat recovery concept is simple to implement, robust and offers high heat recovery

performance at low system complexity. A major drawback is the high pumping effort for the

essential circulation of the warm fluid in the long flow channels.

In DCMD, the condenser channel is operated with permeate and a heat exchanger must be

applied to transfer the sensible heat from the warm permeate to the cold feed. In PGMD and

AGMD, an impermeable film separates the permeate from the coolant and the condenser channel

may be operated directly with the feed solution. In this variant, the pre-heating of the feed takes

place within the condenser flow channel and no additional recovery heat exchanger is required.

In VMD and SGMD, the temperature level of the external condenser is usually significantly lower

than that of the feed solution, which obviates the implementation of a heat recovery concept.

It should be noted that this thesis covers a comprehensive evaluation of the MD process with

and without heat recovery. If heat recovery is applied, the implementation is exclusively based

on the concept of sensible heat recovery.

2.3.2 Latent Heat Recovery

The latent heat recovery concept considers a first stage evaporator at which heat from an external

source is applied. The feed is evaporated at the respective liquid-vapour interface and the vapour

is transferred through the membrane towards the condensation surface. During condensation,

2unless a heat pump is used.
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the latent heat is expelled, transferred through an impermeable layer into the following stage

and directly causes heating and evaporation of the feed solution from a thin inter-feed channel.

In this way, the heat is passed from stage to stage, following the temperature gradient that is

applied from the evaporator to the final condenser. In the final condenser, the heat is removed at

a low temperature level. The heat that has originally been supplied to the first stage is reused at

every stage, so the overall heat recovery efficiency mainly depends on the total number of stages.

It is important to note that a certain fraction of the available heat is required for heating up the

cold feed solution in the inter-feed channels until it reaches the respective state of evaporation.

An MD process that applies latent heat recovery may be considered a membrane-based MED

process, also denoted as MEMD. From a thermodynamic point of view, the latent heat recovery

concept is considered the superior approach due to the direct local recovery of the latent heat

into the following stage. The heat does not require interim storage and circulation in the form

of sensible heat, so pumping effort is reduced. A drawback of the concept is increased system

complexity to achieve the optimal flow rate and flow distribution within the individual inter-feed

channels. Furthermore, the thin inter-feed channels may introduce a higher risk of channel clog-

ging due to fouling and scaling.

The latent heat recovery concept is especially suitable for PGMD and AGMD. These MD con-

figurations feature an impermeable wall that is required for separation of the individual stages.

2.4 Membranes

The main function of the membrane in MD is reliable support for the liquid-vapour interface that

needs to be defined and maintained in any MD configuration. The hydrophobic surface property,

mechanical stability, thermal stability and chemical stability are therefore the most essential re-

quirements for MD membranes. Since the membrane automatically introduces a mass transfer

resistance for the desired transmembrane vapour transfer, the membrane structural properties

should offer the highest possible vapour permeability. Consequently, thin layers with high poros-

ity, large pore size and low tortuosity represent favoured structural characteristics resulting in

high membrane permeability. However, the definition of an optimal membrane design is con-

strained by different conflicting requirements. The maximal pore size is limited by the essential

non-wetting criterion while the porosity and the membrane thickness need to ensure appropri-

ate mechanical stability. To determine the optimal membrane thickness, further considerations

need to include the opposing thermodynamic requirements of high vapour permeability and low

conductive heat transfer.

The materials for MD membranes should meet the desired mechanical, thermal and chemical

stability requirements combined with low surface tension, low thermal conductivity, low absorp-

tivity with respect to water, appropriate processability and eventually low cost. High grade

polymers such as polypropylene (PP), polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) or polytetrafluorethylene

(PTFE) are usually considered for MD membranes. These non-polar polymers naturally feature
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excellent hydrophobic characteristics with respect to the bi-polar water properties. However,

highly hydrophobic surface properties may also be achieved with other materials in combination

with surface modification techniques such as hydrophobic surface coating. The hydrophobic na-

ture of a surface may be quantified by a contact angle measurement. For a hydrophobic surface,

a water droplet has a contact angle θ> 90 ◦ with respect to the solid surface and larger contact

angles indicate greater hydrophobicity. The highly hydrophobic character of an expanded PTFE

membrane with respect to tap water is illustrated in Fig. 2.5(a). A reduced contact angle of tap

water that has been slightly contaminated with tensides is illustrated in Fig. 2.5(b).

(a) Tap water (b) Tap water with tensides

Figure 2.5: Contact angle of water droplets on a micro-porous ePTFE membrane surface

A theoretical evaluation of the expected LEP by Eq. 2.2 indicates whether a membrane is suitable

for a specific MD application or not. The most application-oriented way to evaluate the suitability

of a membrane is experimental evaluation of the LEP . This method also allows the evaluation of

non-accessible membrane layers that might be covered by additional membrane layers, support

structures or fouling layers. An experimental evaluation of the LEP with respect to water

for various commercially available PP, PVDF and PTFE membranes with different maximal

pore sizes is provided in Fig. 2.6(a) [49]. The results clearly validate the inverse dependence

of the LEP on the maximal pore size, as predicted by Eq. 2.2. It is important to note, that

porous membrane structures usually exhibit non-uniform pore geometries. A typical pore size

distribution for a commercial capillary PP membrane is provided in Fig. 2.6(b) [49]. In this

sample, the maximal pore size is about double the mean pore size. Fundamentally, a narrow

pore size distribution is beneficial for MD membranes in order to obtain a high limiting LEP

for a given mean pore size. The common nominal pore sizes for membranes applied in MD

range from 0.02μm to 1.00μm, which directly refers to the non-wetting constraint, considering

usual pore size distributions and operational pressures. It is important to also include a safety

factor, since the LEP is expected to reduce over time due to surface deterioration phenomena

and effects caused by potential fouling deposition.

Since the suitable membrane pore size is mainly defined by the surface tension of the feed solution,

smaller pore systems are principally needed for feed solutions with reduced surface tension. For

a given membrane, critical wetting concentrations can be derived for different compounds [13].

The most common membranes are available either as flat sheets or as cylinders. The cylindrical
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(a) Experimentally obtained LEP [49] (b) Typical pore size distribution [49]

Figure 2.6: Influence of geometrical membrane specifications on the suitability for MD
applications.

membranes are further categorised with respect to their diameter into tubular (6− 25mm), cap-

illary (400− 6000μm) and hollow fibre (80− 400μm) membranes [50]. In MD, either flat sheet

membranes or capillary membranes are applied.

Different techniques are available for the fabrication of porous membrane structures from poly-

mers. A brief overview of the most relevant membrane fabrication techniques is presented in the

following paragraphs, referring to pertinent literature that provides much more detailed descrip-

tions if needed [12, 50, 51].

For phase inversion, the polymers are dissolved in a solvent. Subsequently, the homogeneous

solution is cast as a flat sheet membrane or spun to form a capillary membrane. During this

process, phase inversion is triggered and the polymer precipitates while the solvent remains liq-

uid and forms the pore system. The phase inversion may either be induced thermally or by a

change of the solvent concentration or the addition of a coagulant. The structural membrane

characteristics are defined by the concentrations and the control of the phase inversion kinetics.

The phase inversion technique may be used for the production of symmetric, asymmetric or

multi-layered membranes of PP and PVDF.

Mono-axial or bi-axial stretch forming is a suitable fabrication technique to form highly porous

membrane structures from partially crystalline polymer films. The polymer film is then stretched

vertically to the directed crystalline regions, triggering micro-cracks that are expanded until the

desired pore characteristics are obtained. Stretch forming may be performed in several stages,

directions and temperatures. In some processes, solvents are applied for intermediate swelling

and drying procedures that help to control the final pore structure. Residual stress within the

stretched membranes is reduced by subsequent tempering. Highly sophisticated stretch forming

processes are applied for the production of PTFE membranes.

It is important to note that commercial membranes specifically developed for MD applications

are not available so far. However, the fundamental technical membrane requirements for MD
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membranes are quite similar to those for common microfiltration media, especially with respect to

the desired pore geometry. Thus, commercial flat sheet and capillary microfiltration membranes

are widely used in the context of MD. A review of various commercially available membranes

used in MD, including their structural properties, has been published [51]. All of the listed

membranes are symmetric, single hydrophobic layer membranes. The ranges of the presented

structural properties are summarised in Tab. 2.1. Even though wide parameter ranges are stated

for porosity and mean pore size, most of the applications use membranes with a mean pore

size of approximately 0.2μm and a porosity of 70 to 80%. Most of the flat sheet membranes

offer a layer thickness <100μm, while common capillary membranes are significantly thicker. In

order to achieve mechanical stability, the thin flat-sheet membranes are often laminated onto a

mechanical support structure. SEM images of commercial PTFE, PP and PVDF membranes

suitable for MD are presented in Fig. 2.7.

Table 2.1: Summary of structural properties of commercially available mem-
branes that have been applied in MD [51].

flat sheet membranes capillary membranes

thickness [μm] 25 − 140a 35 − 1550
porosity [%] 34 − 90 35 − 75

mean pore size [μm] 0.02 − 1.00 0.03 − 0.80

aexcluding mechanical support layer

(a) PTFE, top view (b) PP, top view

(c) PTFE, cross-section (d) PP, cross-section [52] (e) PVDF, cross-sec. [53]

Figure 2.7: Commercially available membrane structures that are commonly applied in MD
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The research activity in the field of MD membrane development has increased significantly in

recent years. Various, mostly experimental approaches for the identification and preparation of

optimised MD membrane structures have been pursued by iteratively making and characterising

membranes on a laboratory scale. Current developments specifically address the application of

asymmetric membranes, dual-layer or multi-layer membranes, composite membranes and mem-

branes that have been subjected to different surface treatments [51].

An asymmetric membrane, which could consist of two or more functional layers, is characterised

by non-uniform structural properties. In asymmetric membranes, the limiting fine porous active

layer may be significantly thinner than in symmetric membranes. A sample of an asymmetric

capillary dual-layer membrane made of PVDF is presented in Fig. 2.8(a). A fine porous thin

outer layer provides a high wetting resistance, while a fingered macro-void inner layer provides ef-

fective mechanical support [54]. Further developments include co-polymer composite membranes

with highly porous multi-layered pore structures and improved hydrophobicity [55]. An SEM

image of a three-layer PVDF-HPF co-polymer capillary membrane is shown in Fig. 2.8(b). Novel

co-polymer membranes have been fabricated by using a hydrophilic base polymer and fluorinated

surface-modifying macromolecules (SMMs) that migrate towards the membrane surface during

membrane formation and render a highly hydrophobic membrane surface. These hydrophobic-

hydrophilic membranes are operated with a dry hydrophobic active layer and a wetted macro-void

support layer. Enhanced mass transfer due to a thin active top-layer combined with reduced

conductive heat losses due to a thick hydrophilic sub-layer has been proposed [56]. The ultra-thin

hydrophobic top-layer formed by novel SMMs can be clearly identified on a PES bulk structure

in Fig. 2.8(c). Surface treatment of commercial membranes has also been proposed to improve

their hydrophobic surface characteristics and fouling resistance. Commercial PP hollow fibre

membranes have been coated with a ultra-thin micro-porous fluorosilicone layer by plasma poly-

merisation [41]. Initial attempts to apply novel PVDF nano-fibre membranes in MD have been

made. This promising new generation of membranes prepared by an electrospinning technique is

still in the first phase of development but seems to offer much higher hydrophobic characteristics

than membranes fabricated by phase inversion [57].

All of these novel membranes are made in the laboratory for scientific purpose, not providing a

practical alternative to the adaptation of commercially available membranes with a single hy-

drophobic layer that were originally optimised and applied in other membrane processes. The

experimental and theoretical work within this thesis has concentrated on materials feasible for

real application. Consequently a focus is placed on commercially available symmetric membranes

consisting on a single hydrophobic layer.
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(a) PVDF dual layer [54] (b) PVDF-HPF co-poly. [55] (c) PES-SMM coated [58]

Figure 2.8: Laboratory samples of advanced membrane structures proposed for MD.

2.5 Membrane Modules

The membrane module is defined as a device that integrates the membrane into a functional

package including the membrane, the membrane mounting, a housing, flow channels with re-

spective inlets and outlets and mountings. The design of a MD module is always based on one

of the basic channel configurations from Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 that have already been introduced and

discussed in Sec. 2.2. A summary of the most important technical requirements for the design

of MD membrane modules now follows.

The main function of the module is to provide a seal and robust mounting for the membranes and

complete separation of the different working fluids. No leakage between the different functional

fluid channels is allowed. The flow channels have to be designed so that deflection or rupture of

the thin and elastic membrane or film materials is avoided. The materials that are in contact

with the working fluids need to provide appropriate chemical resistance, while the whole module

needs to provide suitable thermal resistance to withstand the projected operational conditions.

The module has to comply with the mechanical and thermal loads applied during assembly and

operation. Hydraulic pressure loads may have asymmetric characteristics. Static pressure loads

depend on channel height position and pressure loads based on channel flow depend on channel

length position. Furthermore, the dynamic behaviour of the pressure loads and thermal expan-

sion during start-up and shut-down phases as well as during non-steady-state operation has to

be taken into consideration. Especially for MD modules of reasonable size, thermal expansion is

a serious issue, since the MD implies operation with potentially high temperature gradients.

Besides the essential requirements concerning material and stability, an MD membrane module

has to achieve a high volumetric packing fraction and high thermodynamic MD process perfor-
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mance in terms of flux and energy efficiency. Both requirements are strongly affected by module

design parameters such as membrane selection and flow channel geometry. The hydraulic flow

velocity, the flow regime and the flow distribution defines heat and mass transfer as well as the

hydraulic pressure losses within the flow channels. High heat and mass transfer and low hy-

draulic pressure loss are opposing requirements that need to be optimised. A homogeneous flow

distribution without dead corners is desired. To minimise exergy loss during dynamic operation,

the thermal capacity of the module should be fairly low. In order to reduce heat losses to the

ambient, either an adapted module channel configuration or thermal insulation has to be con-

sidered.

The module design needs to allow adequate air bleeding while the flow channels are being filled

and during operation. Operational and maintenance effort may be reduced significantly by pre-

ventive module design. Module design may at least partially prevent fouling and scaling, but

fouling and scaling always occurs to a certain extent and the channel design should allow flushing

and cleaning. Moreover, the module design should allow the membrane to dry out in order to

regenerate the essential hydrophobic membrane feature after pore wetting. The maintenance

cost are significantly reduced for modules that allow disassembly. Module components that have

different lifetimes may be replaced separately e.g. selective or complete membrane replacement

without replacing the potentially expensive housing or mechanical framework.

If a low thermal energy demand is of interest, the module design should allow the implementation

of an effective heat recovery strategy as introduced in Sec. 2.3, either by fully integrating it into

the membrane module or by utilising additional external components. The heat recovery con-

cept may be implemented with a single membrane module or by specifically combining multiple

modules. The external piping requirement for the hydraulic integration of the MD module into a

system is to be considered in module design. Especially if many modules are connected, aiming

for higher system efficiency or higher output capacities, piping could play an important role in

the overall system costs. It is obvious that weight and the geometrical dimensions of a single

module package should allow module handling.

Eventually the module should offer long lifetime, good recyclability and low cost, which affects

material selection as well as issues regarding fabrication and assembly.

2.5.1 Module Design Concepts

A multitude of different membrane modules have been developed, addressing a wide variety

of different process requirements throughout membrane technologies. The module designs are

categorised with respect to the basic design principle and the membrane type [50]. Considering

an MD process, the usual design for capillary membrane modules applied shell-and-tube concepts

while the most relevant module designs for flat sheet membranes are plate-and-frame as well as

spiral-wound concepts. Schematic illustrations of the different basic design types are presented

in Fig. 2.9. Any of the module types may be designed and operated in counter-current flow,

co-current flow or cross flow.
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(a) Shell-and-tube [50] (b) Plate-and-frame (c) Spiral-wound [8]

Figure 2.9: Schematic illustration of the different basic module design principles.

Shell-and-tube membrane modules

The shell-and-tube module design principle is usually applied for cylindrical membranes and may

consequently be categorised into shell-and-tube modules for tubular, capillary and hollow fibre

membranes. The membranes are arranged more or less in parallel and potted with a resin at

both face ends. The membrane bundle is integrated into a tubular shell structure, enclosing the

fluid channel on the shell-side of the membrane. The single membranes are connected in parallel

and the lumen side of the membranes is fed from a head structure. Depending on the module

dimensions and the arrangement of the shell side inlets and outlets, the module may be operated

in counter-current flow, co-current flow, cross flow or mixed flow mode. Some module designs

include baffles in the shell-side fluid channel to achieve a specific flow pattern.

Modules with tubular membranes resist membrane clogging very well, allow efficient cleaning and

exhibit low pressure loss. Consequently, these modules are suitable for feeds with high particle

content, high fouling potential or high viscosity, such as biological waste waters. Because of the

large membrane diameters, mechanical support of the membranes is required and the modules

offer a limited volumetric packing fraction that has been proposed to be <80m2 m−3 [50].

Modules with capillary membranes allow significantly higher packing fractions due to the smaller

membrane diameters. Packing fractions <1 000m2 m−3 are described in the literature [50]. The

capillary membranes feature high geometrical stability and may be used for inside-out or outside-

in operation without mechanical support. Due to the small characteristic flow channel diameters,

laminar flow regimes hinder effective heat and mass transfer. Random fibre packing leads to flow

maldistribution on the shell side of the membranes which is minimised by high packing fractions

[59]. The use of braided or twisted membrane bundles and baffles is a concept which has been

suggested to achieve uniform flow distribution and enhanced heat and mass transfer [49, 60].

The membranes with small diameters have a high potential for clogging and impede effective

membrane cleaning. The feed should therefore have low clogging potential. As a preventive

measure, increased pre-treatment or maintenance effort has to be taken into account. It is im-

portant to note that membrane replacement concerns an entire membrane bundle rather than

single membranes. If the module is designed as an integrated component including the shell-tube

and the head structure, the entire module needs to be replaced if the membrane ruptures or clogs

up. Shell-and-tube modules with capillary membranes are widely used for microfiltration (MF)
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and ultrafiltration (UF), dialysis (DL) and gas permeation (GP) [50].

Shell-and-tube modules with hollow fibre membranes are similar in principle to capillary mem-

brane modules. Volumetric packing fractions of up to 10 000m2 m−3 have been described in

the relevant literature [50]. Due to the micro-channel membrane geometry, these modules may

only be applied in applications with quite pure feeds. The hollow fibre membrane modules are

commonly applied in dialysis (DL) and gas permeation (GP) [50].

The module design with capillary membranes is considered the most promising shell-and-tube

design in the context of MD, especially for the design of two-channel configurations as given in

DCMD, VMD, SGMD and OMD. It is important to note that the use of capillary membranes

introduces fundamental difficulties for the design of the more complex PGMD and AGMD flow

channels.

Plate-and-frame membrane modules

The plate-and-frame design principle is used to mount flat sheet membranes within flat frames.

The flat flow channels are equipped with channel spacers to mechanically support the thin mem-

brane and film materials. The flow channels are enclosed by stacking potentially similar frames

on top of each other. The flow channel width is defined by the width of the single frames and

spacers and commonly ranges from 0.5 to 5.0mm. The key issue for plate-and-frame membrane

modules is the connection of the membrane to the frame that is achieved either by sealing gas-

kets or by welding techniques. At the face ends, the module is closed by end plates that provide

mechanical support and the module’s inlet and outlet connections. The overall transfer area is

adjusted by simply defining the number of frames that are stacked in parallel or series. The dif-

ferent flow channels are fed from central manifolds that are integrated into the frames, allowing

co-current flow, counter-current flow or cross-flow design. Based on these design characteristics,

the plate-and-frame modules allow easy scale-up with minimal external plumbing. Moreover, the

plate-and-frame module concept allows the assembly of different channel configurations based on

only a few standard frame components. Thus, there is great potential for automation, modular-

ity and custom configuration of modules. Depending on the stacking technique, disassembly is

feasible and either the single membranes or membrane sub-packages may be accessed for analysis,

cleaning or replacement. However, plate-and-frame modules cannot compete with shell-and-tube

capillary membrane modules in terms of packing fraction. Depending on the width of the sin-

gle frames, potential packing fractions for plate-and-frame modules are stated to be less than

400m2 m−3 [50]. The heat and mass transfer characteristics in the flat flow channels is mainly

defined by the channel spacers, which offer great potential for module optimisation. The flat

flow channels are quite robust with respect to fouling and clogging.

The plate-and-frame design is widely known from conventional heat exchangers. In membrane

technologies, plate-and-frame flat sheet membrane modules are used in microfiltration (MF) and

ultrafiltration (UF), electro-dialysis (ED) and pervaporation (PV) [50]. The plate-and-frame
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type of modules also represent a suitable module configuration for different MD applications.

Not only the simpler two-channel arrangements for DCMD, VMD, SGMD and OMD can be

implemented but the more complex channel configurations for PGMD and AGMD are feasible

by simple integration of an additional frame layer and corresponding access points.

Spiral-wound membrane modules

In spiral-wound modules, flat sheet membranes are wound around a central tube. The spiral-

wound module was originally developed for reverse osmosis (RO), so the conventional design

is optimised for the high-pressure membrane process and implements a two-channel cross-flow

arrangement as illustrated in Fig. 2.9(c). In this design, the membrane is folded and sealed to

form an envelope with one open side. Several of these membrane envelopes are then hydraulically

connected to the central manifold and wound around it. The spiral-wound membrane coil is then

inserted into a strong cylindrical pressure vessel. The outer surface of the membrane envelopes

is on the pressurised feed side and the inside of the envelopes is the low-pressure permeate side.

Each side is equipped with a channel spacer. The thin permeate spacer supports the membrane

envelope against operational pressure while the thicker feed spacer (0.5 to 1.0mm) acts as a

turbulence promoter to reduce concentration polarisation. The feed is circulated through the

module axially from one open end to the other, while the permeate follows the spiral-wound

channels formed by the membrane envelopes and collects in the central tubing. Based on the

thin flow channels, the common spiral-wound modules exhibit the highest volumetric packing

fractions among the flat-sheet membrane modules, reaching values up to 1 000m2 m−3 [50].

However, the thin flow channels introduce high risk with respect to channel clogging and non-

optimal conditions for channel cleaning. Extensive pre-treatment may be necessary. In the case

of channel clogging or membrane failure, the membrane coils can be replaced while keeping the

expensive pressure vessel. Usually multiple spiral coils are arranged in series connection within

one pressure vessel.

The conventional spiral-wound module design is widely used in pressurised water treatment.

Nowadays RO is operated almost exclusively with this type of modules. The spiral-wound module

design is also applied for ultrafiltration (UF) and nanofiltration (NF) [50].

It is obvious that the classic channel configuration in spiral-wound modules is not suitable for MD

processes. However, a modified version of the spiral-wound module concept with two symmetric

and wider flow channels is applicable in MD two-channel configurations. A modification of the

hydraulic inlet and outlet design also allows operation in co-current flow, counter-current flow

or mixed flow. The implementation of the more complex three-channel arrangements for PGMD

and AGMD is feasible by integration of an additional layer and respective access points. It is

important to note that the flow channel widths in MD modules are usually larger than those of

classical spiral-wound RO, NF or UF modules. Consequently, the packing fractions that might be

achieved in modified spiral-wound MD modules may not exceed those of similar plate-and-frame

MD modules.
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2.5.2 Performance Parameters for Membrane Distillation

Modules

The definition of generic MD module performance parameters allows comparative evaluation of

the performance characteristics given for different modules and different operation conditions.

Selected parameters for the evaluation of thermodynamic MD module performance are briefly

introduced in the following section. It is important to note that a more comprehensive introduc-

tion is provided in Sec. 4.1.4.

A flux characterises a area-specific mass transfer rate of a membrane. The average flux of a MD

module jP is evaluated by referring the total permeate output rate ṁP to the total membrane

surface area AM of the module according to Eq. 2.3.

jP =
ṁP

AM
(2.3)

The specific thermal energy consumption qHX represents the amount of thermal energy that

is required to produce one ton of product water. The specific thermal energy consumption is

evaluated from the thermal power input Q̇HX and the corresponding permeate output rate ṁP

according to Eqs. 2.4.

qHX =
Q̇HX

ṁP
(2.4)

An alternative representation of the specific thermal energy consumption, usually used to eval-

uate steam-driven thermal desalination systems, is given by the Gained Output Ratio (GOR).

It typically indicates how much product water is produced by the latent heat Δhv of 1 kg of

heating steam [6]. However, also in the context of desalination processes that utilise other heat

sources than direct steam, the representation of the GOR is applied, using the modified definition

according to Eq. 2.5 [51].

GOR =
ṁPΔhv

Q̇heat

(2.5)

The GOR can be interpreted as thermal energy savings with respect to pure ideal evaporation

without heat recovery. An MD process without heat recovery is characterised by GOR<1. The

GOR can only exceed unity, if heat recovery is introduced. In an example where the GOR is 5,

only 20% of the required latent heat has to be provided by an external source.

2.5.3 Commercial Membrane Distillation Module Developments

The commercial potential of the MD process was recognised in the early stage of MD devel-

opment. A first series of patents was filed in the 60’s in order to protect the principle process

concepts. The MD process was first introduced by a patent in 1963 [61] considering the basic

DCMD configuration. A further patent filed in 1967 suggests the use of advanced hydrophobic

membrane materials (PE, PP, PVC, PTFE) and introduces an improved process configuration
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(PGMD) allowing internal heat recovery by stacking or coiling the flow channels (plate-and-

frame, spiral-wound) [47]. In 1968, a patent considers a parallel array of tubular membranes

(shell-and-tube) for implementing a process configuration known as SGMD [62]. Also the option

of establishing low vapour pressure by means of a vacuum has been suggested (VMD). However,

interest in the MD process was lost due to the limited availability of suitable membranes and low

flux compared to that of reverse osmosis (RO). In the 80’s, MD regained scientific and commercial

interest based on the availability of advanced membranes and modules with better characteris-

tics. W.L.Gore & Associates developed and patented a spiral-wound PGMD module that uses

highly porous expanded PTFE membranes in 1982 [63]. The module design was introduced as

“Gore-Tex Membrane Distillation” [64]. Other activities in full-scale module development were

conducted by Akzo which presented experimental studies on large shell-and-tube DCMD mod-

ules with capillary PP membranes [49]. The cylindrical module had a channel length of 2.0m,

a diameter of 0.25m and a membrane area of 50 to 100m2. Operated in the counter-current

flow mode, sensible heat recovery in an external heat exchanger was considered. The modules

were operated at fluxes from 6 to 50 kg (m2 h)−1. However, MD technology has not launched

successful commercialisation for economic reasons.

In recent years, MD attracted significantly attention again and many research institutions are

currently engaged in scientific work in this field. This is evident due to the increasing number of

publications dealing with a variety of topics on MD and related technologies [51]. The companies

MemSys, KeppelSeghers, SolarSpring and Scarab Development are pushing the commercialisa-

tion of the MD technology with the development of full-scale MD modules. Also Fraunhofer

Institute for Solar Energy Systems (ISE) has been working on the development of full-scale MD

modules and systems. A review of the recent MD module developments including the correspond-

ing design approach, geometrical module specifications and thermodynamic module performance

characteristics has been conducted by the author of this thesis. These approaches, summarised

in the following section, may still be considered to be semi-commercial, but some of them seem

to be close to successful commercialisation.

Scarab Development offers a semi-commercial AGMD plate-and-frame module based on PTFE

membranes. A photograph of the Scarab MD module is provided in Fig. 2.10(c). One module

has an active membrane surface area of 2.8m2, consisting of a cassette of 10 injection-moulded

frames (63 cm × 73 cm × 1.7 cm) [67]. The air gap width is stated to be about 1.0mm. Ex-

perimental results on the thermodynamic module performance characteristics are available in

the literature. At high feed flow rates and operational temperatures of 80 ◦C, the flux has been

reported to be about 9 kg (m2 h)−1 at a GOR of 0.9 [67]. A flux of 7 kg (m2 h)−1 at a GOR of

0.8 has been reported in a different study [70]. Since the single module does not offer internal

heat recovery, a sensible heat recovery concept is suggested that is based on connecting several

modules in series [67, 70].

An advanced V-AGMD plate-and-frame module approach is presented by MemSys. PTFE

membranes are attached to injection-moulded frames (34 cm × 48 cm) that are illustrated in

Fig. 2.10(a). Multiple frames are welded to form cassettes in parallel connection in order to ad-

just the surface area (0.31m2 to 2.5m2 per cassette) [65]. One integrated module stack consists
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(a) Frame and cassette of MemSys V-MEMD mod. [65] (b) SolarSpring PGMD module [66]

(c) Scarab AGMD mod. [67] (d) KeppelSeghers PGMD mod. [68] (e) TNO AGMD mod. [69]

Figure 2.10: Different (semi-)commercial approaches to full-scale MD module development.

of multiple cassettes of different functionality including a steam raiser, 4 to 10 effects (stages) and

a final condenser. Due to the similarity of the conceptual design to the conventional MED pro-

cess, the concept is denoted as V-MEMD. Vacuum is applied to the module stages. Temperature

and pressure reduce successively from stage to stage during operation. The module’s internal

latent heat recovery system offers a GOR from 2.5 to 6.0, depending on the number of stages.

The active membrane area varies from 6 to 40m2, respectively [71]. Experimental results for a

4-stage module with 10m2 of membrane have been published by the inventors. For an operation

at a heating temperature of 60 ◦C, the results show an average flux of about 3 kg (m2 h)−1 and

GOR of about 3. For a two-stage system, a flux of about 9 kg (m2 h)−1 has been reported, still

achieving a GOR of 1.7 [65]. Fluxes of about 7 kg (m2 h)−1 at a GOR of 3.2 have been reported

for a module operated at a temperature of 85 ◦C [68].

The TNO research institute proposed a (V-)AGMD channel arrangement as a so-called “Memstill”

concept [72, 73]. The concept was then taken over and improved by KeppelSeghers, switching

over to a PGMD design. Bench scale plate-and-frame PGMD modules with different flat-sheet

membranes, condenser walls and spacers have been built and characterised (500 cm × 1500 cm)

[69]. Large stacked plate-and-frame modules with basic frame dimensions of 1000 cm× 1500 cm

and a membrane surface area of 300m2 have been built for full-scale pilot plant testing. A pho-

tograph of this industrial scale approach is provided in Fig. 2.10(e). However, due to technical

difficulties, the last period of pilot plant testing has been done with smaller modules originating
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from improved automated production [69]. Performance results have been reported with fluxes

of 3 to 5 kg (m2 h)−1 and GOR ranging from 3 to 6 for module operation with deaerated feed

water [74]. The frame design allows parallel or series connection of the flow channels in order to

define flow channel length for establishing a sensible heat recovery concept if required. Parallel

and series module stack configurations with a membrane surface area of 1 × 9m2 and 3 × 3m2

respectively have been experimentally compared. For the series connection of three modules and

operation at 80 ◦C, a flux of 5 kg (m2 h)−1 has been achieved at a GOR of 1.8 [75].

A spiral-wound PGMD module that is based on the former patent of Gore [63] has been further

developed by the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems (ISE). Besides other module

approaches, these prototypes are still being modified, improved and fabricated within different

R&D projects, as for the studies reported in this thesis. A batch of modules that have been

fabricated for a field test plant is illustrated in Fig. 2.10(b). The official spin-off company So-

larSpring is promoting the commercialisation of the spiral-wound modules. The module flow

channels (0.3m to 1.0m× 3m to 20m) equipped with flat-sheet PTFE membranes are spirally

coiled, potted at the face ends and enclosed by glass fibre tubing [8, 66]. The module design

with the long flow channels is tailored for an internal sensible heat recovery concept, allowing

reasonable heat recovery at a low level of complexity. Comprehensive experimental results on

the performance specifications have been published by the author of this thesis. For operation

at 80 ◦C without deaeration, a flux of 2.5 kg (m2 h)−1 has been achieved at a GOR of 3.3 [66].

With deaeration, a flux of 3.0 kg (m2 h)−1 has been achieved at a GOR of 5.2 , while at reduced

flux, a GOR of 7.2 has been measured [22].

2.6 Advances in Membrane Distillation

Even though MD has not yet launched successful commercialisation, it is considered to be a tech-

nology with high potential for the future, offering several advantages compared to established

separation technologies.

An MD system is similar in principle to a conventional thermal separation system. Thus, well

studied methods of thermodynamic process optimisation for conventional thermal separation

processes such as heat recovery strategies could be adopted efficiently to MD applications. The

inclusion of membranes for the definition of the liquid-vapour interface introduces a great degree

of freedom for geometrical module and flow channel design. Moreover, the entire vapour space is

minimised to the volume of the membrane1, allowing ultimate maximisation of the packing frac-

tion. Unlike conventional thermal separation processes, vapour transport in MD is dominated

by diffusive phenomena due to the minimised path length for mass transfer. As a consequence,

low-temperature operation is feasible without applying vacuum and advanced separation control

could be accessed in multi-component permeation problems by appropriate membrane selection,

module design and operation. MD offers superior permeate quality since the membrane prevents

1In AGMD the vapour space consists of the volume represented by the membrane and the air gap.
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any entrainment of feed solution droplets into the product and acts as an effective barrier with

respect to particles, bacteria, viruses and any non-volatile compounds. The underlying concept

means that higher absolute pressure can be applied on the permeate side in order to ensure high

permeate quality even in the case of membrane leakage. In contrast to film evaporators that

require certain minimal flow rates to ensure full surface wetting, the liquid-vapour interfacial

surface is well defined by the membrane and consequently independent of operational conditions.

The membranes ensure permanent channel flooding and eliminate the risk of local dry-out that

would reduce performance and promote fouling and scaling. Moreover, the low thermal capacity

of the modules and their high robustness against dry-out qualifies the MD approach for dynamic

operation, e.g. in combination with a fluctuating renewable energy supply. Due to the modular

approach, MD is suitable for the full range of plant capacities, but specific advantages are given

for small and medium size systems due to the possibility of implementing effective heat recovery

concepts at low level of complexity. Conventional thermal separation systems are usually made

of expensive stainless steels or other high-grade metals that are costly to process and still offer

only limited corrosion resistance. Membrane modules are commonly manufactured of compara-

bly cheap polymer materials, combining low processing cost and high chemical resistance. Unlike

mechanical separation technologies such as RO that need to overcome osmotic pressure, thermal

separation technologies offer superior thermodynamic suitability for the treatment of highly con-

centrated brines. However, the practical implementation in conventional MSF or MED processes

is inhibited by issues of corrosion and scaling. MD seems perfectly suited for the treatment of

highly concentrated brines since it combines thermodynamic feasibility, high corrosion resistance

and a high level of scaling control.

2.7 Potential Fields of Application

The MD separation approach may be applied to any separation problem that is based on evap-

oration, if the essential non-wetting criterion is observed. MD technology is most commonly

categorised with respect to the basic process configuration and channel design, as introduced

in Sec. 2.2. Also the method of driving force generation, heat recovery strategy, module de-

sign concept or operational state may be referred to for MD technology categorisation. Other

categorisation approaches focus on the addressed separation problem rather than on specific de-

sign aspects of the MD implementation. It is important to note that MD may be integrated

in various ways in order to meet the requirements of different separation problems. In many

applications a preferably pure permeate is the valuable product of interest, but in other applica-

tions, diluted brines are recycled by concentration or unwanted components are extracted from

a valuable solution. Consequently, in MD either the brine, the permeate or both streams could

be the desired product. MD is usually considered for the treatment of aqueous solutions with

non-volatile compounds such as salts. In this case, only water vapour can pass the membrane

and the separation mechanism is categorised as single-component permeation. The rejection rate
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is nearly 100% and the permeate consists of water at very high purity, independent of the feed

concentration [66]. It is important to note that even though the permeate quality is unaffected

by the feed composition, the vapour pressure and consequently the process driving force and

flux performance is usually influenced by a dissolved component [66]. If a feed solution contains

compounds that are volatile under operational conditions, the porous membrane does not offer a

full barrier function for other components in addition to water and multi-component permeation

occurs. Different volatile components may either permeate in co-current or in counter-current

directions. The separation and consequently the permeate and brine composition is strongly

dependent on the respective driving forces and the permeabilities of the different permeating

species. The driving forces are defined by the interfacial temperatures and concentrations while

the permeabilities refer to the membrane structure, air gap dimensions and the molecular weight

of the permeating species. The given dependences may be combined in various ways to adjust

the separative behaviour in a multi-component permeation MD application, in order to optimise

the process [76].

Based on the specific advantages listed in Sec. 2.6 and the versatility of the process, MD is

attributed a high potential in several fields of application. The extraction of a pure valuable

permeate from a feed with non-volatile salts may be considered the classical application for MD.

Seawater desalination for the production of fresh water has been the most common application

considered in MD research and pilot testing [10, 11, 69]. Other desalination applications address

the production of ultra-pure water [67, 77]. Also in this thesis, desalination has been chosen as

an exemplary application of interest. It is important to note that from a thermodynamic point

of view, desalination is representative for any application that considers the extraction of pure

water from a feed solution with non-volatile contaminants.

However, MD offers attractive performance for many other fields of application such as food and

beverage processing, industrial and municipal waste water treatment, decontamination, resource

recovery, medical applications or crystallisation. An indication of the suitability of MD in ap-

plications besides desalination may be obtained from the relevant literature. Selected references

on representative separation problems have been reviewed.

In the field of food and beverages, MD has been successfully applied for gentle concentration of

fruit juices [18]. OMD is considered a suitable configuration due to the operation at low temper-

atures in order to preserve sensitive aromatic and coloured compounds [78]. SGMD and VMD

have been applied for the recovery of volatile fruit juice aroma compounds [79]. Furthermore,

aroma-free sucrose solutions have been concentrated with AGMD and DCMD [18, 80, 81]. MD

has also been studied in the dairy industry for the concentration of whey and milk, using mod-

erate temperature conditions in order to prevent damage of the sensitive proteins [18, 82].

In the treatment of contaminated water, MD has provided high rejection of arsenic [83], heavy

metals [84] and radioactive contaminants [85].

The removal of ammonia from waste water streams has been identified as feasible, but multi-

component permeation has to be considered due to the volatile character of the gaseous ammonia
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[86]. Industrial waste waters from the dye industry have been successfully concentrated by MD

[87]. The treatment of acid solutions represents an attractive application for acid production or

recovery as well as for the treatment of specific industrial waste waters. The concentration of

acids based on DCMD has been studied for selected compounds. Mineral acids were represented

by sulphuric, hydrochloric, phosphoric and nitric acids, while organic acids were represented by

citric acid [88]. Further studies on the volatile hydrochloric acid have been presented due to

the applicability for regeneration of pickling solutions. The multi-component diffusion of water

vapour and hydrochloric acid gas was intensified by salt additives [89, 90]. An AGMD module

has been used for the concentration of sulphuric acid, applying a latent heat recovery concept

[91]. The concentration of humic acid with DCMD has been experimentally studied, specifically

addressing the issue of membrane fouling [92, 93].

Azeotropes such as aqueous hydrochloric acid or formic acid cannot be concentrated beyond their

azeotropic point when a conventional evaporation approach is applied. Considering mass transfer

that is dominated by diffusive phenomena, individual mass transfer resistances for the different

permeating species are defined by the membrane structure and the inert gas in the pore volume or

air gap. Depending on the difference in molecule size of the permeating species, different transfer

resistances define a selective mass transfer characteristic [76]. Based on a given selectivity, MD

allows azeotropic mixtures to be separated, which has been experimentally proven [94, 95].

For the separation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), MD has been studied with a wide

variety of substances. The application may consider waste water treatment, recovery of valuable

substances, production of alcohol-free beverages or improvement of fermentation processes in

combination with membrane bio-reactors (MBR). The separation of VOCs with MD is based on

multi-component permeation. Mostly VMD, SGMD or AGMD configurations have been tested

in order to prevent membrane wetting. Based on the increased risk of membrane wetting due

to the reduced surface tension of organic mixtures, the feasible concentration for the feed solu-

tion is limited for many VOCs [35]. The feasibility of chloroform separation with MD has been

verified in a variety of studies, due to its applicability in waste water treatment [96, 97]. SGMD

has been applied for the treatment of waste waters containing VOCs as acetone or ethanol [98].

Extraction of aqueous methanol, ethanol, propanol, acetone, ethyl acetate, methyl acetate and

methyl terbutyl ether from aqueous solutions has been considered using VMD [36, 99]. The

AGMD configuration has been considered for the removal of ethanol [26], propanone [100] and

benzene [101].

In medical applications, MD has been tested for the extraction of water from blood blasma [102].

Other studies consider the concentration of valuable extracts from traditional Chinese medicine

[103].

Due to the intrinsic suitability of MD for the treatment of highly concentrated brines, MD is

attributed a high potential for the treatment of saturated and super-saturated solutions where

solutes tend to precipitate. MD membrane crystallisation may play an important role in the vi-

sion of implementing an integrated zero liquid discharge (ZLD) concept in the context of seawater

desalination or for the recovery of valuable substances from various processes. Crystallisation

from supersaturated brine is usually initiated in an external crystalliser [104]. As one example,

the integration of MD membrane crystallisation has been identified as potential technology for
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the crystallisation from RO brines [105]. The heterogeneous surface of the porous membrane has

been recognised to initialise crystallisation, reducing induction time, increasing crystal growth

rates and supporting formation of uniform crystals [106].

For resource recovery from industrial waste waters, MD membrane crystallisation has been con-

sidered for the extraction of iron salts from etching solutions in the steel industry [107] or the

recovery of valuable salts from waste waters in the textile industry [108].

Most of the reviewed applications apart from desalination have only been tested in the laboratory,

indicating general feasibility. Hardly any of the studies provide comprehensive concepts for

full-scale operation or specific module design suggestions. The lack of energy-related process

evaluation and economic feasibility studies indicate the academic status of current research with

respect to these applications.
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The process analysis chapter provides a comprehensive scientific discussion on the basic behaviour

of the membrane distillation process. The focus is placed on a detailed local scale, allowing

quantitative evaluation of the principle transfer phenomena, the influence of operation conditions

and the role of channel design, incorporating different materials.

A first part covers the theoretical fundamentals and the development of a parametric process

model, including the numerical methods for solving the coupled heat and mass transfer equations

for the different channel configurations. Subsequently, a section on experimental work provides

information on the testing equipment, the testing procedures and the methods for experimental

evaluation. A detailed presentation and discussion of the results is provided in the last and

most extensive section of this chapter. Experimental results as well as model-based analyses are

comprehensively analysed for a variety of scenarios.

The results obtained within this chapter provide the necessary fundamentals for the following

chapter that deals with applied module analysis. Many of the presentations are intended to

provide a detailed quantitative reference on local phenomena that may be useful for consultation

during consideration of the following chapter on modules, that has a broader point of view.

3.1 Fundamentals and Model Development

The following section introduces the fundamentals for thermodynamic modelling of the membrane

distillation process. A review and discussion of common modelling approaches is given, referring

to pertinent literature. Special attention is given to the phenomenology of heat and mass transfer

through porous media, including considerations for multi-layer configurations. Furthermore,

issues regarding heat and mass transfer in spacer-filled flow channels are discussed.

The effects of mechanical support structures on membrane performance are identified and a new

integrated modelling approach for membranes on backing structures is presented.
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3.1.1 Transmembrane Mass Transfer

In membrane distillation, water evaporates at a hot liquid-vapour interface and permeates

through a vapour-filled space. The liquid-vapour interface is maintained by a micro-porous

hydrophobic membrane that prevents liquid water from entering the vapour-filled space. Dif-

ferent transfer phenomena and driving forces may contribute to the overall mass transfer. The

dimensionless Knudsen number Kn, introduced in Eq. 3.1, indicat the nature of the mass transfer

phenomena.

Kn =
λmol

dM
(3.1)

The Knudsen number depends on the mean free path of water molecules λmol and the charac-

teristic length of the structural boundaries, here the nominal pore size of the membrane dM.

In the continuum region (Kn � 1), the mass transport is limited by intermolecular collisions.

Viscous flow, driven by a total pressure difference Δp̂ and ordinary molecular diffusion, driven

by a difference in concentration contribute to the total mass transfer. Assuming ideal gas be-

haviour, the partial vapour pressure difference Δp can be referred to instead of the concentration

difference, by applying the ideal gas law. The flux due to viscous flow jv is then added to the

diffusive flux jd, justified by the fact that there are not any viscous terms in the Stefan-Maxwell

equations or diffusive terms in the Navier-Stokes equations [76]. Effective mass transfer coeffi-

cients for viscous flow Cv and molecular diffusion Cd,mol are defined to be proportional to the

corresponding driving force according to Eq. 3.2.

j(Kn�1) = jd,mol + jv

= Cd,mol Δp + Cv Δp̂
(3.2)

In the free-molecule region (Kn � 1), mass transport is limited by collisions with structural

boundaries and Knudsen diffusion, driven by a partial pressure difference, is considered to be

the dominant diffusive mechanism. A mass transfer coefficient Cd,Kn for Knudsen diffusion is

defined, representing the flux proportional to the corresponding driving force.

j(Kn�1) = jd,Kn

= Cd,Kn Δp
(3.3)

In the transition region (0.1 < Kn < 10), superposition of the diffusive mass transfer phenomena

is expected. Considering the momentum transferred by the permeating vapour to the membrane

wall and to other gas molecules, the momentum balance leads to a total loss based on both

mechanisms. This loss in momentum may be interpreted as a loss in partial vapour pressure.

A mass transfer resistance is defined for each phenomenon and application of the superposition

principle leads to the total mass transfer resistance or the reciprocal mass transfer coefficient,

respectively [76]. Consequently, the flux based on diffusive transfer mechanisms jd is expressed

by a combined diffusive mass transfer coefficient Cd. If there is an additional total pressure

difference, flux due to viscous flow still needs to be taken into consideration, and the total flux
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in the transition region is expressed by Eq. 3.5.

j(0.1<Kn<10) = jd + jv

= Cd Δp + Cv Δp̂

=

[
1

Cd,Kn
+

1

Cd,mol

]−1

Δp + Cv Δp̂

(3.4)

Mass Transfer Through a Membrane

In membrane distillation with a single membrane layer, water evaporates at the membrane inter-

facial surface on the evaporator side, permeates through the micro-porous membrane structure

and condenses at the cold membrane interfacial surface. For the transmembrane water vapour

transport, the structural properties of the membrane as well as the presence of air in the mem-

brane pore volume introduce mass transfer resistances. The exact composition of mass transfer

phenomena in a given membrane matrix is difficult to analyse. Common membrane modelling

approaches are based on the assumption of single cylindrical pores in order to simplify the com-

plex three-dimensional structure of interconnected pores in the membranes. Most authors assume

uniform pores and apply models by using a nominal pore size dM [51]. Some authors take the

pore size distribution into account, in order to model a distribution of the different flow regimes

in a given membrane structure [109, 110].

Typical Knudsen numbers for membrane distillation conditions are in the range of 0.1 < Kn <

10, so superposition of the diffusive mass transfer phenomena is expected and Eq. 3.5 needs to

be applied for the evaluation of the transmembrane flux jM. An illustration of the analogous

electric circuit for the membrane system is given in Fig. 3.1.

jM = jM,d + jM,v

= CM,d(pw,1 − pw,0) + CM,v(p̂1 − p̂0)

=

[
1

CM,d,Kn
+

1

CM,d,mol

]−1

(pw,1 − pw,0) + CM,v(p̂1 − p̂0)

(3.5)

The diffusive part of the transmembrane flux jM,d is proportional to the driving water vapour

pressure difference Δpw,1−0 = pw,1−pw,0, where pw,1 and pw,0 are the water vapour pressures on

the hot feed side and the cold permeate side of the membrane, respectively. If the vapour pressure

difference is established by means of a temperature difference, the well-known dependence of

water vapour pressure on temperature in form of the Antoine equation may be used to determine

the individual interfacial vapour pressures [111]. In desalination applications, a reduction of hot

feed water vapour pressure by the presence of salt ions has to be taken into account. An empirical

correlation for water vapour pressure of sea water is given in the literature [112]. Appropriate
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Figure 3.1: Superposition of the different mass transfer resistances in the transition region

correlations are provided in Appendix B. Eq. 3.6 describes the reduced vapour pressure pw,s

based on pure water vapour pressure pw, dependent on sea salt salinity S.

pw,s = pw e−2.1609 10−4 S−3.5012 10−7 S2

(3.6)

For salinities S = 0− 160 g
kg and temperatures T = 0− 200 ◦C this correlation leads to an error

in vapour pressure evaluation of less than 2.5%.

If the same vapour pressure curve is valid for the evaporator and the condenser fluid, the driving

vapour pressure difference can be replaced by the slope of the vapour pressure curve ( dp
dT )T̄1−0

and the interfacial temperature difference ΔT0−1, as follows:

jM,d = CM,d

(
dp

dT

)
T̄1−0

(T1 − T0) (3.7)

The slope of the vapour pressure curve is determined by Eq. 3.8, evaluating the Clausius-

Clapeyron equation at the mean membrane temperature level T̄1−0.(
dpw
dT

)
T̄1−0

=
Δhv pw
R T̄ 2

1−0

(3.8)

The mean membrane temperature T̄1−0 is assumed to be the arithmetic mean temperature of

the interfacial temperatures on then evaporator side T1 and the condenser side T0.

T̄1−0 = 0.5 (T1 + T0) (3.9)

Eq. 3.7 shows that flux jM,d is proportional to the interfacial temperature difference ΔT1−0. Due

to the exponential character of the vapour pressure curve, its slope and therefore flux increases

significantly with the membrane mean temperature level T̄1−0.

It has to be taken into account that the vapour pressure curves for the evaporator and the

condenser fluid in membrane distillation are usually different, due to a difference in fluid compo-

sition. A correction term for the temperature difference may be introduced in order to account

for the boiling point elevation due to the solute [113, 114]. Moreover, the validity of Eq. 3.7

is limited by the linear approximation to the exponential vapour pressure curve at membrane
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mean temperature T̄1−0 and brings restrictions, especially for use in the case of large temperature

differences (ΔT1−0 > 10K) [113]. However, Eq. 3.7 is completely adequate for many theoretical

considerations and is often used for the derivation of basic relations and process sensitivities that

are not affected by a concentration difference.

Subsequently, the different mass transfer phenomena will be discussed with respect to the spe-

cific boundary conditions of membrane distillation processes considering the permeation of a

single component. The role of separative effects that are associated with the different transfer

phenomena in multi-component diffusion scenarios are discussed elsewhere [76].

At first the transfer phenomena of Knudsen diffusion is analysed. The mass transfer coefficient

for the Knudsen diffusion mechanism in a micro-porous membrane structure CM,Kn is given in

Eq. 3.10.

CM,Kn =
2

6

Mw

R T̄1−0

εM dM
τM δM

√
8R T̄1−0

πMw
(3.10)

The Knudsen diffusion mechanism is independent of any intermolecular interaction and, for a

given species, mainly dependent on the membrane structural parameters. Here, dM is the nominal

pore diameter, referred to as nominal pore size, and δM the membrane thickness. The membrane

porosity εM takes the reduction of the available cross-sectional area for diffusion due to the solid

membrane phase into account. The effective path length for diffusion is higher than the actual

membrane thickness δM, since the vapour needs to wind around the solid membrane phase. The

intensity of this effect is strongly dependent on the membrane morphology and is taken into

account by the membrane tortuosity factor τM. The molecular weight of the permeating water

vapour is represented by Mw.

For ordinary molecular diffusion phenomena, a binary mixture of water vapour and air is assumed

in the pore volume. In principle, permeation of both species is possible, but the air flux through

the membrane is assumed to be many orders of magnitude lower than the vapour flux due to

its low solubility in the liquid bulk phases [21, 115]. Consequently, the air in the membrane

is considered to be a stagnant film. The air partial pressure in the membrane pore volume is

principally dependent on the amount of dissolved air in the water according to Henry’s law.

In this modelling approach, the air partial pressure in the pore volume is considered to be in

equilibrium with the ambient pressure condition (or deaeration pressure condition), since the

hydraulic systems in MD applications are usually open to the ambient. The air partial pressure

may therefore be derived from the known absolute pressure condition by applying Dalton’s law,

given in Eq. 3.11.

p̂ = pa + pw (3.11)

The air forms a partial pressure gradient in the opposite direction to the water vapour pressure

gradient in order to fulfil the condition of Eq. 3.11 everywhere across the membrane. The mass

transfer coefficient describing ordinary molecular diffusion CM,d,mol in a micro-porous membrane
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is then defined by Eq. 3.12.

CM,d,mol =
Mw

R T̄1−0

εM
τM δM

¯̂p1−0 D
o
wa

p̄a,1−0,ln
(3.12)

The molecular diffusion coefficient is independent of pore size, since this phenomenon does not

include any interaction with the membrane solid phase. However, the membrane thickness δM and

the membrane tortuosity τM represent the effective path length for diffusion and the membrane

porosity εM takes the reduction of the available cross-sectional area for diffusion due to the

solid membrane phase into account. Do
wa is the ordinary diffusion coefficient of water vapour

in air, which is almost independent of the mixing ratio for low total pressures (0.1 ≤ p̂ ≤

10 bar). The Fuller model is used to calculate Do
wa dependent on total pressure p̂ and mean

membrane temperature T̄1−0 [116]. The quantity of air in the pore volume is evaluated by

Eq. 3.13, representing the logarithmic mean partial pressure p̄a,1−0,ln of air in the membrane.

p̄a,1−0,ln =
pa,0 − pa,1

ln
(
pa,0
pa,1

) (3.13)

If a uniform total pressure level p̂ is assumed throughout the membrane, higher temperatures

lead to a higher fraction of water vapour and less air in the pore volume. According to Eqs. 3.11

and 3.12, the molecular diffusion coefficient increases significantly at higher temperature levels

[117].

An alternative way to increase the molecular diffusion coefficient is the reduction of the total

pressure level in the membrane pore volume. The partial pressure of air and consequently the

mass transfer resistance is reduced since the membrane is being partially deaerated. Usually,

the liquid streams carry a certain amount of dissolved air to the membrane interface, where

an equilibrium with the gas mixture in the pore volume is established. If the dissolved air

concentration in the liquid streams changes, the equilibria change and air will be expelled into the

membrane pore volume or be removed, respectively. Thus, the presence of air in the membrane

pores depends on the amount of dissolved air in the liquid streams and membrane deaeration

can be carried out by deaerating those. If the total pressure in the pore volume is still above the

respective vapour pressures, a uniform total pressure level (Δp̂1−0 = 0) is formed throughout the

membrane, according to Eq. 3.11. If the membrane is evacuated to pressures below the water

vapour pressure on the evaporator side, almost no air is left in the pore volume. The residual air

accumulates on the condenser side. The local total pressure on the evaporator side is equal to the

interfacial water vapour pressure (p̂1 = pw,1), whereas the local total pressure on the condenser

side still incorporates a fraction due to air (p̂0 = pw,0+pa,0). A difference in total pressure across

the membrane is established (Δp̂1−0 > 0). In this special case, the flux due to viscous flow must

be added and a combined Knudsen/molecular diffusion/viscous flow model is applied. Assuming

uniform cylindrical pores, the viscous flow permeability of a porous membrane structure may be

derived in the form of the Poiseuille flow model [76, 113]. The viscous flow transfer coefficient is

given in Eq. 3.14.

CM,v =
M

R T̄1−0

εM
τM δM

d2M
¯̂p1−0

32μw
(3.14)
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¯̂p1−0 represents the mean total pressure ¯̂p1−0 = 0.5 (p̂1 + p̂0) in the membrane pore volume,

whereas μw is the dynamic viscosity of water vapour. The dependence of the dynamic viscosity

on temperature is given in property tables [118].

In the limiting case, the membrane is evacuated to pressures equal to or less than the water vapour

pressure on the condenser side and consequently, no air is left in the pore volume. The membrane

is referred to as fully deaerated. The ordinary diffusion coefficient in Eq. 3.12 tends to infinity

and the diffusion through air becomes negligible. The local total pressure on both sides is equal

to the local water vapour pressures. The model Eqs. 3.5 reduce to a combined Knudsen/viscous

flow model [119], which is specifically attractive for the modelling of the vacuum membrane

distillation process. In the typical case, no deaeration is applied and the membrane pore volume

will contain a certain amount of air. Due to the uniform total pressure (Δp̂1−0 = 0), no vapour

is transferred by viscous phenomena. The model Eqs. 3.5 reduce to the Knudsen/molecular

diffusion model that is quite common in membrane distillation modelling [51]. In the absence of

a viscous flux, the mass transfer coefficient based on diffusive phenomena may be interpreted as

the total membrane mass transfer coefficient CM,d = CM.

In general, exact data on the membrane structure is not available or has high uncertainties.

Thus, some authors suggest the use of empirical or semi-empirical methods to determine a total

mass transfer coefficient.

The total mass transfer coefficient CM for a given membrane material can be derived from a set

of experimental data, containing flux results at different mean temperature levels obtained at

a fixed temperature difference and similar flow rates on the evaporator side and the condenser

side. The experiments have to be performed with pure water. The measured data has to be

presented according to the specific linear form given in Eq. 3.15 that is derived from the basic

heat and mass transfer equations (Eqs. 3.7, 3.20, 3.28, 3.29) [113]. Assumptions that have to

be made include a constant value for the total mass transfer coefficient (CM = const.) as well as

equal heat transfer coefficients on the evaporator side and the condenser side (αC = αE = αE/C)

for the complete set of experimentally obtained data. Flux due to viscous flow is not considered

by the given representation.

ΔT1−0

jM Δhv
=

[
1

CM Δhv

(
1 +

λ∗M
δM

2

αE/C

)] (
dpw
dT

)−1

T̄1−0

+
2

αE/C
(3.15)

The intercept of the linear fit yields the heat transfer in the boundary layers αE/C and the

slope leads to the mass transfer coefficient CM. Results obtained by using this “Linear regres-

sion method” are reported by several researchers [8, 113, 120–122]. Special attention has to be

paid to the fact that the quality of the obtained mass transfer coefficients always depends on

the quality of the corresponding heat transfer coefficients obtained. A comparison of the heat

transfer results that are identified with the same channel setup but with different membranes

or a completely independent experiment should be used to validate the heat transfer results.

Moreover, the influence of the different operating conditions in the experiments on the overall

mass transfer coefficient, e.g. the influence of the temperature level on air partial pressure, are
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not considered and cannot be identified with the given method. However, this method gives a

reasonable quantitative indication, especially for comparative studies when the same experimen-

tal setup is used for all experiments.

A more detailed, semi-empirical approach is given in Eq. 3.16, which is derived from the mathe-

matical form presented in Eq. 3.5. The membrane structural parameters, the molecular weight of

the permeating species and the influencing operating conditions are aggregated into the empirical

parameters a, b and d [119].

CM =

[
1

a ξb
+
p̄a
d

]−1

(3.16)

Parameter ξ = p̂ · (p̂ref)
−1 is a dimensionless pressure, a can be interpreted as membrane perme-

ability at reference pressure p̂ref and 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 gives an indication of the given flow regime. If b is

closer to 1, Knudsen diffusion is considered to be dominant, whereas if b is closer to 0, Poiseuille

flow is considered to be the dominant mechanism. Parameters a and b that are identified by

gas permeation experiments with different membranes and different gases are provided in the

literature [119]. Parameter d may be interpreted as a permeability based on molecular diffusion

and was reported to be estimated from membrane specifications [21].

Mass Transfer Through a Combined Membrane and Air Gap

In membrane distillation processes, where an additional air gap is introduced next to the mem-

brane, additional mass transfer resistances need to be considered for process modelling. This

air gap is usually two orders of magnitude wider than the membrane layer thickness and domi-

nates the total mass transfer resistance by far. Thus, the membrane properties have little effect

on process performance for operation at atmospheric pressure and some authors have neglected

the membrane transfer resistance for AGMD process modelling [18, 123, 124]. However, if the

membrane has poor structural properties or the air gap resistance is reduced significantly by

deaeration, the membrane layer gains in significance and may even predominate. In order to as-

sure model validity over wide range, the total flux through the membrane and air gap jM−AG is

modelled using a multi-layer approach. The mass transfer phenomena occurring in the membrane

layer are defined by effects in the continuum/free molecule transition region (0.1 < Kn < 10),

whereas the mass transfer in the air gap is purely in the continuum region (Kn � 1), since

no micro-porous structure is introduced and geometrical boundaries are on the millimetre scale.

Consequently, the diffusive mass transfer in the air gap is based on ordinary diffusion phenomenon

only.

The resistance due to viscous effects in the air gap is negligible and only the membrane con-

tributes to the combined viscous mass transfer coefficient (CM−AG,v = CM,v).

In principle, the mass transfer in the air gap can include an additional term, based on free

convection. The dimensionless Rayleigh number Ra, defined in Eq. 3.17, gives an indication

whether the diffusive or the convective phenomenon is dominant or a combined mass transfer is
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most likely.

Ra =
g αa ΔT1−0 δ

3
AG

νa λa
(3.17)

Here g is the acceleration due to gravity, ΔT1−0 is the interfacial temperature difference, δAG is

the gap width and αa, νa and λa are the thermal expansion coefficient, the kinematic viscosity

and thermal diffusivity of air, respectively. In a vertical gap, an appreciable convective transfer

occurs for high Rayleigh numbers (Ra � 1000) [125, 126]. Estimations of the Rayleigh number

using typical conditions for AGMD (δAG ≤ 3mm and ΔT1−0 ≤ 40K) lead to fairly small values

(Ra < 100). Additionally, the development of natural convection is inhibited by the air gap spacer

filaments and rather high aspect ratios of channel width to channel height. Other researchers

performed numerical studies and conclude that the natural convection phenomenon for narrow

gaps (δAG < 5mm) are negligible [127].

Consequently, if no forced convection is induced, the convective mass transfer in the air gap is

negligible and the molecular diffusion resistance through stagnant air C−1
AG,d,mol is the only mass

transfer resistance that needs to be taken into consideration for the air gap [128, 129]. The

additional diffusive resistance is added to the model equations according to the superposition

principle.

The total mass transfer through the combined membrane and air gap jM−AG is given in Eq. 3.18.

An illustration of the analogous electric circuit for the combined membrane and air gap system

is given in Fig. 3.2.

jM−AG = jM−AG,d + jM−AG,v

= CM−AG,d(pw,1 − pw,0) + CM−AG,v(p̂1 − p̂0)

=

[
1

CM,d,Kn
+

1

CM,d,mol
+

1

CAG,d,mol

]−1

(pw,1 − pw,0) + CM,v(p̂1 − p̂0)

(3.18)

Figure 3.2: Superposition of the mass transfer resistances in a combined membrane and air
gap

The mass transfer coefficients associated with the membrane matrix are calculated applying the
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definition given in the previous section, assuming that the effective membrane mean temperature

is better approximated by the interfacial temperature on the evaporator side than the mean

temperature of the vapour space (T̄M ≈ T1 �= T̄1−0).

The additional mass transfer coefficient due to molecular diffusion in the air gap CAG,d,mol is

given in Eq. 3.19.

CAG,d,mol =
Mw

R T̄1−0

εAG

δAG

¯̂p1−0 D
o
wa

p̄a,1−0,ln
(3.19)

The air gap thickness δAG represents the path length for diffusion, whereas the air gap spacer

voidage εM takes the reduction of the available cross-sectional area for diffusion due to the solid

spacer structure into account.

It has been reported, that the “linear regression method” of Eq. 3.15 may be applied in a modified

form in order to determine an overall membrane and air gap mass transfer coefficient CM−AG

experimentally [130].

3.1.2 Transmembrane Heat Transfer

Heat Transfer Through a Membrane

In membrane distillation processes with a single membrane layer, the total heat transfer through

the membrane q̇M consists of a latent and a conductive part. The latent heat transfer q̇M,l is linked

to the transmembrane mass transport jM by the latent heat of evaporation Δhv. The conductive

heat transfer q̇M,c is directly dependent on its driving interfacial temperature difference ΔT0−1,

the effective thermal conductivity of the membrane material λ∗M and the membrane thickness

δM.

q̇M = q̇M,l + q̇M,c

= jMΔhv +
λ∗M
δM

ΔT1−0

= kM ΔT1−0

(3.20)

The dependence of the latent heat of evaporation Δhv on the temperature is taken into account

by an empirical correlation, derived from enthalpy tables for water in the gaseous and liquid

phases [118].

Δhv = 2501− 2.30 T − 0.0011 T 2 (3.21)

The heat of solution is additionally required to separate the pure product water from the saline

feed water. For a sea water concentrate at a salinity of 100 g kg−1, the heat of solution is

approximately Δhs ≈ 3 kJ kg−1, which is less than 0.2% compared to the heat of vaporisation

and is considered to be negligible [112].

In the absence of viscous flow, jM in Eq. 3.20 may be replaced by Eq. 3.7, and the integral heat
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transfer coefficient of the membrane kM is described by Eq. 3.22.

kM = CM

(
dp

dT

)
T̄1−0

Δhv +
λ∗M
δM

(3.22)

To estimate the effective thermal conductivity of the porous membrane λ∗M, usually a com-

bined thermal conductivity for the solid λM(s) and gaseous λM(g) phases is considered, weighted

by the material’s porosity. In the context of membrane distillation, many authors apply the

iso-strain model that considers the solid and the gaseous phase as parallel thermal resistances

[21, 122, 131]. An alternative basic model approach is the iso-stress model, that considers the

solid and the gaseous phase as serial thermal resistances, consequently leading to lower thermal

conductivities. The alternative models that describe the thermal conductivity of composite ma-

terials are comparatively evaluated in [132] and compared to measured values taken from [130].

It turned out, that the conductivities calculated by the basic iso-strain model are too high, and

the equations resulting in lower values were recommended. Independent examinations suggest

the superposition of the iso-stress and the iso-strain model to describe the thermal conductivity

in MD membranes [20]. Also in this thesis, the non-woven structure of the membrane solid phase

is considered to be non-parallel (see Fig. 2.7) and the iso-strain model has been modified. The

modification is based on the idea that the effective path length for conductive heat transport in

the solid phase is assumed to be longer than the actual membrane thickness δM. To do so, a

solid-phase membrane tortuosity factor τM(s) ≥ 1 is introduced into the basic iso-strain model

according to Eq. 3.23.

λ∗M = εM λM(g) + (1− εM) τ−1
M(s) λM(s) (3.23)

The gaseous phase is composed of water vapour and air and a combined thermal conductivity

may be estimated. However, the thermal conductivities are quite similar so that the assumption

for the gas phase composition is insignificant and the thermal conductivity of pure species may

be assumed [132]. The gaseous phase thermal conductivity is one order of magnitude lower than

that of the solid phase polymeric materials. Weighted with a typically high porosity value, the

two phases contribute similarly to the total conductive membrane heat transfer.

The heat transferred by conduction is considered to be parasitic, since it does not contribute to

mass transfer. The thermal efficiency ηth indicates the ratio of latent heat q̇M,l to the total heat

q̇M transferred through the membrane and is defined by Eq. 3.24.

ηth =
q̇M,l

q̇M
=

q̇M,l

q̇M,l + q̇M,c
(3.24)

In the absence of viscous flow, the alternative form in Eq. 3.25 can be derived to analyse the

thermal efficiency behaviour for different operating conditions by inserting Eq. 3.20 and Eq. 3.22

into Eq. 3.24.

ηth =

CM

(
dp
dT

)
T̄1−0

Δhv

CM

(
dp
dT

)
T̄1−0

Δhv +
λ∗
M

δM

(3.25)
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According to Eq. 3.25, high total mass transfer coefficients CM result in high thermal efficiencies.

Eq. 3.25 is independent of hydrodynamics and temperature differences, since the interfacial

temperature difference ΔT1−0 has been eliminated. According to the mass transfer coefficient

models in Eqs. 3.10 and 3.12 with CM ∝ δ−1
M , the membrane thickness δM can be eliminated in

Eq. 3.25. Thus thermal efficiency is expected to be independent of membrane thickness as well.

Heat Transfer Through a Combined Membrane and Air Gap

In membrane distillation processes, where an additional air gap is introduced next to the mem-

brane, additional heat transfer resistances need to be considered for process modelling. The heat

that is transferred through the membrane and the air gap q̇M−AG is represented by Eq. 3.26 that

contains a latent part q̇M−AG,l, a conductive part q̇M−AG,c and a part corresponding to radiation

exchange across the air gap q̇M−AG,rad.

q̇M−AG = q̇M−AG,l + q̇M−AG,c + q̇M−AG,rad

= jM−AGΔhv +

[
δM
λ∗M

+
δAG

λ∗AG

]−1

ΔT1−0

+
εAG σ

ε−1
M + ε−1

w − 1
(T 4

1 − T 4
0 )

= kM−AG ΔT1−0

(3.26)

The latent heat transfer q̇M−AG,l is directly linked to the total flux across the membrane and air

gap jM−AG.

The conductive part q̇M−AG,c is modelled with a combined conductive heat transfer resistance of

the membrane and the air gap, containing the effective thermal conductivities λ∗M and λ
∗
AG and

the respective layer thicknesses δM and δAG. The effective thermal conductivity of the membrane

λ∗M was already defined in Eq. 3.23, using a modified iso-strain model. Similarly the effective

thermal conductivity of the air gap λ∗AG is defined in Eq. 3.27, taking the thermal conductivity

of the spacer solid phase λAG(s) and the gaseous phase λAG(g) into account. If the spacer in

the air gap is wetted during operation, additional thermal bridges intensify the conductive heat

transfer; furthermore, the thermal connection to the condensation surface is enhanced. These

effects are taken into consideration by introducing a third liquid phase into the air gap iso-strain

model, depending on its volumetric fraction xAG(l) and the thermal conductivity of water λAG(l).

λ∗AG = (εAG − xAG(l)) λAG(g) + (1− εAG) τ
−1
AG(s) λAG(s) + xAG(l)λAG(l) (3.27)

The radiative heat transfer q̇M−AG,rad is described by the Stefan-Boltzmann constant σ, the

emissivity of the membrane surface εM and the film surface of the condensed water εw. The

air gap spacer reduces the effective cross-sectional area for radiation exchange, which is taken

into account by the appropriate spacer voidage εAG. Assuming a small difference between the
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interfacial membrane temperature on the evaporator side and the membrane surface temperature

on the air gap side, compared to the total interfacial temperature difference, the emittance

is calculated at temperature T1. The radiative heat transfer is usually neglected in common

AGMD models [133]. However, rough estimations using a set of parameters that is typical for

an AGMD application (CM−AG = 1.0E−7 kg(m2 s Pa)−1; kM−AG,c = 50W(m2K)−1; εAG = 0.8)

were made, in order to determine the relevance of the radiative heat transfer fraction for the

total heat transfer in AGMD processes. Evaluating an operation point at high temperatures

(T1 = 80 ◦C; T0 = 70 ◦C) results in an radiative heat transfer fraction of approximately 1.4%.

For the same scenario at low temperatures (T1 = 30 ◦C; T0 = 20 ◦C), the radiative heat transfer

fraction is approximately 3.9%. It turns out that radiative heat transfer does generally contribute

with low fractions to the overall heat transfer in air gap configurations. However, for special

conditions e.g. at low temperatures, the radiative heat transfer contributes appreciably to total

heat transfer. Low temperature operation points have some significance in module simulation,

specifically when cold zones in full-scale modules are analysed. Thus, radiative heat transfer

should be taken into consideration for comprehensive process modelling.

3.1.3 Heat Transfer in the Hydraulic Boundary Layers

In membrane distillation, a temperature gradient towards the membrane needs to be established

in order to transfer the required heat for evaporation to the membrane surface. Based on this

driving force, heat is transferred from the evaporator bulk stream to the liquid-vapour interface

on the evaporator side, passes the vapour space and is then transferred from the liquid-vapour

interface into the condenser bulk stream. The basic heat transfer equations for heat transfer in

the hydrothermal boundary layers are given in Eqs. 3.28 and 3.29.

q̇E = αE (TE − T1) (3.28)

q̇C = αC (T0 − TC) (3.29)

αE and αC represent the heat transfer coefficients, while (TE − T1) and (T0 − TC) are the tem-

perature differences from the evaporator bulk stream to the evaporation surface and from the

condensation surface to the condenser bulk stream, respectively. Heat transfer in moving fluids

consists of conductive and convective heat transfer mechanisms. The Nusselt number Nu is used

to describe the heat transfer coefficient α of the hydrothermal boundary layers.

α = Nu
λ

dh
(3.30)

In Eq. 3.30, the overall heat transfer is calculated with the fluid’s thermal conductivity λ and

the hydraulic diameter of the flow channel dh. The empirical correlations used to describe

water’s physical properties throughout this thesis are taken from [112]. The correlations include

the dependence on temperature and sea salt salinity and may be found in Appendix B. The
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dimensionless Nusselt number accounts for the enhancement of the heat transfer by convective

phenomena based on turbulences. A common approach for estimating the Nusselt number is

given by correlations of the form illustrated in Eq. 3.31.

Nu = a Reb Prc
(
dh
L

)d

(3.31)

Parameters a, b, c and d are parameters that depend on the flow field, while the channel geome-

try is accounted for by the hydraulic diameter dh and length of the flow channel L. For laminar

flow (Recrit ≈ 2200 − 3600), the parameters a = 1.841 and b = c = d = 0.333 are proposed for

heat transfer in a planar gap with fully developed hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers

[134]. Similar values have been proposed in the context of membrane distillation in [135]. Due

to the similarity of heat and mass transfer, many Nusselt correlations were originally derived in

the context of mass transfer and then adapted to a heat transfer context.

However, the heat transfer correlations that are available for the standard heat transfer problems

are usually not applicable for an MD channel set-up. Spacer materials are usually introduced into

the gap to define the channel geometry for the flexible film materials and to enhance the convec-

tive heat transfer. The entry region for the development of the thermal and hydraulic boundary

layers was identified as negligible for spacer-filled channels, since spacer filaments dominate the

hydrodynamic conditions and the boundary layers are expected to be fully developed after a few

repeated flow cells [136, 137]. Spacer filaments form recirculating vortices in the flow regime

(Re � 100) that increase in size at higher flow rates. Instabilities in the flow regime have been

identified for spacer-filled channels at Reynolds numbers about one order of magnitude lower

than in empty channels (Recrit ≈ 180 − 300) [138, 139]. Different flow regimes within net-type

spacers were classified as ’channel flow’, where the flow follows the channel formed by two neigh-

bouring spacer rods, gets reflected at the wall and then follows the channel formed by the rods

in the second spacer plane, ’corkscrew flow’, where the flow passes the spacer filaments like a

corkscrew and ’mixing flow’, where both phenomena overlap [137]. The lateral fluid movement

in channels filled with net-type spacers was identified as being dependent on Reynolds number

and it is reported that for Re ≥ 250 − 300, strong instability breaks up the flow traces [139].

To improve the performance and efficiency of spacer materials, experimental studies and CFD

analyses were carried out by several researchers [140–148].

The determination of adequate correlations to describe the hydrodynamic boundary layers has

high relevance for the quality of MD modelling results. Various empirical and semi-empirical

modelling approaches for laminar and turbulent flow regimes are summarised in the relevant lit-

erature [40, 41, 132, 145, 149, 150]. The collections contain a wide range of different mathematical

forms, that were originally derived from various scenarios. Many of the presented correlations

refer to Eq. 3.31 and its simplified form in Eq. 3.32, assuming d = 0.

Nu = a Reb Prc (3.32)

In the context of water fluid systems, the exponent c in Eqs. 3.31 and 3.32 is typically 0.333.

Some approaches take geometrical aspects of spacer design into account [149, 151, 152]. For
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spacer-filled channels, the modified form of Eqs. 3.33 and 3.34 is proposed for the prediction of

the heat transfer [151, 152]. This correlation was originally derived for mass transfer predictions

for the ultra-filtration process with spacer-filled channels.

Nu = 0.644 fS Re
0.5 Pr0.333

(
2 dh
lS

)0.5

(3.33)

fS = 1.654

(
df
δS

)−0.039

ε0.75S sin

(
φ

2

)0.086

(3.34)

The correlation includes the hydraulic diameter of the flow channel dh, the orthogonal distance

between the net spacer filaments lS, the spacer filament diameter df , the spacer thickness δS, the

spacer voidage εS and the angle between the spacer filaments φ.

However, due to the strong dependence of the hydraulic condition on the usually quite complex

geometrical constraints in the spacer-filled flow channels, the validity of any particular Nusselt

equation has to be verified carefully for a given scenario. To improve the quality of the results

for a specific channel geometry, many authors use basic forms of the heat transfer correlations

and identify the respective constants by use of their own experimental data [8, 120, 122, 153].

The Reynolds number Re, defined in Eqs. 3.35, indicates the hydrodynamic condition in the

flow channel by using the mean flow velocity c̄, the hydraulic diameter of the respective flow

channel dh and the kinematic fluid viscosity ν.

Re =
c̄ dh
ν

(3.35)

If a spacer is introduced into a flow channel with channel height H and channel/spacer thickness

δS, the total cross-sectional area in the channel is reduced by the spacer filaments. Introducing

the spacer voidage εS, Eq. 3.36 gives an estimation for the mean flow velocity c̄ in the channel.

c̄ =
V̇

A⊥

=
V̇

H δS εS
(3.36)

The hydraulic diameter dh of a non-circular cross-section is defined as four times the cross-section

of the flow channel divided by the wetted circumference. Consequently, the hydraulic diameter for

a parallel gap is defined as two times the gap thickness [134]. Considering a spacer-filled channel

with a periodically variable cross-section, the use of a generalised formulation is recommended

for the derivation of the hydraulic diameter. Eq. 3.37 is based on this generalised form which is

defined as four times the volume of the flow channel divided by the wetted surface [154].

dh =
4 εS

2
δS

+ (1− εS)
4
df

(3.37)

The spacer voidage εS, the spacer thickness δS and the diameter of the spacer filaments df are

used for the estimation.
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The Prandtl number Pr defined in Eq. 3.38 is only dependent on physical fluid properties.

Pr =
cp μ

λ
(3.38)

The thermal capacity cp, the dynamic viscosity μ and the thermal conductivity λ are introduced.

Corresponding empirical correlations may be found in Appendix B.

In all MD configurations, a significant loss in driving force can be attributed to heat transfer in

the hydrothermal boundary layers, since the effective interfacial temperature difference is always

lower than the bulk temperature difference. The temperature polarisation coefficient θ, defined in

Eq. 3.39, represents the ratio of the interfacial temperature difference ΔT1−0 to the temperature

difference in the bulk streams ΔTE−C.

θ =
ΔT1−0

ΔTE−C
=

T1 − T0
TE − TC

(3.39)

The temperature polarisation coefficient 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 provides a quantitative measure to evaluate

the effect of driving force reduction due to the heat transfer in the hydrothermal boundary layers.

If the temperature polarisation coefficient tends to zero, the process is considered to be limited

by the heat transfer in the boundary layers; if the temperature polarisation coefficient tends

to unity, the process is limited by mass transfer according to the membrane permeability. A

schematic representation of different temperature profiles considering the limiting cases and a

balanced temperature polarisation coefficient of θ = 0.5 is provided in Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of temperature profiles in an MD channel configura-
tion, illustrated for different temperature polarisation coefficients.

The temperature polarisation coefficient θ can also be expressed as a function of the integral

heat transfer coefficient of the membrane kM and the boundary layer heat transfer coefficients

αE and αC. A detailed derivation of Eq. 3.40 based on Eq 3.39 is provided in the literature [113].

θ =

⎛
⎜⎝1 +

kM(
1
αE

+ 1
αC

)−1

⎞
⎟⎠

−1

(3.40)

Substituting the expression for kM from Eq. 3.22 into Eq. 3.40 shows that temperature polar-

isation is mainly dependent on membrane properties, temperature level and thermal boundary

layers. This substitution is valid for the absence of viscous flow. From Eq. 3.40, a generic phe-
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nomenon in membrane distillation becomes apparent. An increase in performance achieved by

a higher membrane permeability CM or higher operating temperatures T̄1−0 will lead to high

integral membrane heat transfer coefficients kM and small temperature polarisation coefficients

θ. The relative loss in driving force due to heat transfer within the boundary layers increases.

The process has a self-restraining character.

3.1.4 Mass Transfer in the Hydraulic Boundary Layers

In membrane distillation, the membrane structure defines the position of the liquid-vapour in-

terface. The evaporation surface is constantly flushed with the feed water by forced convection

and water is always available at the evaporation surface during operation. The mass transfer

resistances for water from the bulk streams to the interfacial surfaces can therefore be neglected

in membrane distillation. However, in feed aqueous solutions, non-volatile solutes such as salts

accumulate at the liquid-vapour interface on the feed side, due to the separative effect of the

phase change. The specific water flux through the membrane jw (= jM) is extracted from the feed

solution at the membrane surface. The salt ions incorporated in js have originally been solved

in this feed water at the interfacial salinity S1. Consequently, this amount of salt is expelled

and accumulates next to the membrane surface. Based on the definition of salinity evaluated at

the membrane interfacial surface in Eq. 3.41, Eq. 3.42 can be derived as a source term for the

specific flux of salt ions js.

S1 =
ms

ms +mw
≈
ms

mw
=
ṁs

ṁw
=
js
jw

(3.41)

js,source ≈ jw S1 = jw cs,1
Ms

ρw
(3.42)

The molar concentration of the non-volatile solutes next to the liquid-vapour interface cs,1 be-

comes higher than the bulk feed solution in the evaporator channel cs,E. A concentration profile

is formed. Driven by this concentration gradient, salt ions are transferred from the membrane

interface to the feed bulk stream by diffusive and convective mass transfer mechanisms. The

specific flux of salt ions js,1−E transferred from the liquid-vapour interface to the bulk stream is

given in Eq. 3.43, introducing the salt mass transfer coefficient on the evaporator side βs,E.

js,1−E = βs,E Ms (cs,1 − cs,E) (3.43)

Eq. 3.44 describes the mass transfer by the Sherwood number Sh, that indicates the portion of

convective transfer with respect to diffusive transfer only.

β = Sh
Do

sw

dh
(3.44)

Here, dh is the characteristic length for diffusion and D
o
sw represents the diffusion coefficient of

salt in water. A review, presenting diffusion coefficients of ions in water is given in [116]. Based
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on the analogy of heat and mass transfer, the Sherwood number is usually calculated by using

an empirical correlation of the form given in Eq. 3.45, similar to the correlation used to calculate

the Nusselt number.

Sh = a Reb Scc (3.45)

The parameters a, b and c may be determined by a fit to experimental data or be chosen similarly

to those used for the appropriate heat transfer correlation. The hydrodynamic regime is evaluated

by the dimensionless Reynolds number Re from Eq. 3.35 and physical parameters affecting mass

transfer are introduced by the Schmidt number Sc given in Eq. 3.46.

Sc =
μ

ρ Do
sw

(3.46)

The Schmidt number Sc includes the liquid’s dynamic viscosity μ, the liquid’s density ρ and the

ordinary diffusion coefficient Do
sw.

Assuming a steady-state condition, the salt flux that is transported to the bulk feed stream js,1−E

is equal to the source term at the evaporation surface js,source. Eq. 3.47, derived from Eqs. 3.42

and 3.43, gives an estimation for the interfacial concentration c1. A schematic representation of

concentration profiles in an MD channel configuration, assuming pure water on the condenser

side, is provided in Fig. 3.4.

cs,1 = cs,E

(
1−

jw
ρw βs,E

)−1

(3.47)

Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of concentration profiles in an MD channel configu-
ration, assuming pure water on the condenser side.

The process driving force in membrane distillation is affected by the feed bulk concentration, as

analysed earlier in Sec. 3.1.1. An additional loss in driving force is therefore caused by the higher

concentration at the interfacial surface for evaporation. A concentration polarisation coefficient

can be defined, representing the ratio of the effective interfacial concentration difference to the

bulk stream concentration difference. For solutions containing non-volatile solutes, the permeate

side concentration is usually zero, leading to Eq. 3.48, where the concentration polarisation

coefficient equals the ratio of the feed side interfacial concentration c1 to the respective bulk

stream concentration cE.

ξ =
Δc1−0

ΔcE−C
=

c1 − c0
cE − cC

=
c1
cE

(3.48)

The concentration polarisation coefficient ξ ≥ 1 gives a quantitative measure for the concen-

tration polarisation phenomenon. It is important to notice that the concentration polarisation
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coefficient does not include a direct dependence on salinity level. High transmembrane water

flux jw or poor mass transfer coefficients on the feed side βs,E lead to stronger concentration

polarisation and higher values for ξ, respectively. The concentration polarisation phenomenon

is quantitatively derived and discussed in Sec. 3.4.5, subsequent to comprehensive MD model

development.

3.1.5 Integrated Modelling of Membranes on Backing Structures

Many flat sheet membranes used for MD applications are laminated onto an open mechanical

support structure, the backing material. Membranes including a support structure are referred

to as laminates. The introduction of a backing material leads to significant effects that require

consideration for both heat and mass transfer. Depending on the backing position, the membrane

area is covered partially either on the evaporator side or on the condenser side, leading to

negative effects on process performance. Only a few authors have addressed this topic and

published experimental results showing a significant influence of backing materials on flux and

thermal efficiency [122, 130, 155, 156]. First approaches to include effects of a backing material

into model equations introduce the backing as an homogeneous additional thermal resistance

layer next to the membrane [150, 157]. The main effect of this additional resistance layer is

a lower membrane interfacial temperature difference that is accompanied by a small change in

mean membrane temperature level. Some flux reduction due to the backing is represented by

such a “Homogeneous layer approach”, however, it does not show a significant dependence on the

backing position. Furthermore, the existing modelling approach is not able to reveal a significant

impact of the backing on the thermal efficiency, since the thermal efficiency is not sensitive to a

change in temperature difference (see Eq. 3.25). Consequently, the important role of membrane

support structures on process performance has not yet been studied sufficiently and especially

the theoretical modelling needs some reconsideration.

In order to achieve comprehensive understanding of the nature of the influencing effects, a new

and more detailed “Split-path model” for laminates, including effects of the backing structure

and its position, is derived within this thesis. The basic idea is to split the total laminate surface

area AL into one fraction AL,B, where the membrane surface is covered by the backing and a

second fraction AL,M, where the membrane surface is open. For clarity, a schematic top view of

a scrim type backing with the assignment of the surface fractions is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

Mathematically, the surface area allocation is represented by Eq. 3.49, where the surface porosity

of the backing is used to determine the coverage by the backing material. The surface porosity

of the backing is assumed to be equal to the volumetric porosity, the backing voidage εB.

AL = AL,M + AL,B

= εB AL + (1− εB) AL

(3.49)
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of allocation to open and covered membrane surface area
fractions.

Each surface fraction is then considered to be the effective cross-sectional area for an individual

transfer path with its individual set of transfer equations. The transfer associated with the total

laminate surface is evaluated by the superposition principle.

With this approach, the backing layer is not considered to be homogeneous and the individual

transfer phenomena associated with the presence of the backing are modelled more realistically.

In this section, the necessary modifications to the heat and mass transfer equations are identified

and discussed.

Heat and Mass Transfer Through a Laminate

(a) Backing on evaporator side (b) Backing on condenser side

Figure 3.6: “Split-path” approach for a membrane model including support structures.

The phenomenology defining the mass transfer in laminates is quite similar to that of membranes

without backing structures and the same basic equations given in the preceding sections are used
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in laminate mass transfer modelling. However, some modifications need to be considered. In the

common membrane models, the total membrane surface area AM is considered to be the effective

cross-sectional area for transmembrane mass transfer. In these cases, the diffusion paths for the

water molecules are typically assumed to be separate and parallel. For the case of disordered

diffusion in the asymmetric laminate layers, an assumption must be made for the definition

of an effective cross-sectional area for transmembrane mass transfer. In the worst case, only

the open surface fraction of the membrane (AL,M = εB · AL) is active and the total laminate

surface area is reduced by the complete area that is covered by the backing. In the optimal case,

the backing does not have any influence on the effective cross-sectional area and the complete

laminate surface area (AL) is considered the effective cross-sectional area for transmembrane mass

transfer. Consequently, a factor accounting for the reduction of the effective cross-sectional area

for transmembrane mass transfer needs to be introduced into the common model equations for

the mass transfer coefficients. This factor is referred to as the laminate factor fL (εB ≤ fL ≤ 1).

Furthermore, some of the water molecules diffuse along diagonal paths and therefore cover longer

distances from the open evaporator to the open condenser surface. The mean path length for

diffusion in the membrane pores is therefore expected to increase. This effect can be accounted for

by assuming a greater tortuosity in laminates τL than in single membranes (τL ≥ τM). Modified

transfer coefficients for laminates CL,d,mol(≤ CM,d,mol), CL,d,Kn(≤ CM,d,Kn) and CL,d,v(≤ CM,d,v)

can be derived by including the laminate factor fL and the greater laminate tortuosity τL in

the basic relations for membrane mass transfer coefficients (Eqs. 3.10, 3.12, 3.14). The modified

laminate tortuosity and the laminate factor are each assumed to remain equal for all of the

transfer phenomena. A discussion of the parametrisation of these specific laminate parameters is

continued in the following sections, considering experimentally obtained results. The total flux

through a laminate jL is calculated according to Eq. 3.50.

jL = jL,d + jL,v

= CL,d(pw,1 − pw,0) + CL,v(p̂1 − p̂0)

=

[
1

CL,d,Kn
+

1

CL,d,mol

]−1

(pw,1 − pw,0) + CL,v(p̂1 − p̂0)

(3.50)

In order to account for the effect of backing structures on overall heat transfer, latent, conductive,

convective and radiative heat transfer phenomena need to be taken into consideration. A rather

complex network of thermal resistances is formed by the presence of a backing material. The

schematic diagrams including the nomenclature are given in Fig. 3.6. The figures illustrate

the channel configurations for a membrane with the backing on the evaporator side and for a

membrane with the backing on the condenser side.

The purely conductive heat flow q̇L,B,c is transferred through the cross-sectional area AL,B that

is covered by the backing. This path for the heat transfer is represented by a series connection of

the conductive thermal resistances of the membrane (δM λ∗ −1
M ) and the solid part of the backing

(δB λ
−1
B ). In the open part of the backing, which occupies the cross-sectional area AL,M, coupled
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heat and mass transfer occurs. The heat flow transferred through this part is labelled with q̇L,M,

which is then divided into a latent and a conductive fraction q̇L,M,c and q̇L,M,l. This path for the

heat transfer is represented by a series connection of the heat transfer resistance in the backing

pores α−1
B and the conductive and latent heat transfer resistance in the membrane (δM λ∗ −1

M

and k−1
M,l). If the backing pores are filled with water, conductive and convective heat transfer to

the membrane surface occurs. The effective heat transfer in the backing pores is described in

Eq. 3.51, where the Nusselt number NuB gives the extent of convection, which is expected to

increase for higher bulk stream flow rates.

αB = NuB
λw
δB

(3.51)

Based on the resistance circuits in Fig. 3.6, the heat transfer equations have been adjusted in

order to account for the main effects of backing structures. The composition of the total heat

flow through a laminate q̇L, is given in Eq. 3.52

q̇L = q̇L,M + q̇L,B,c

= q̇L,M,l + q̇L,M,c + q̇L,B,c

(3.52)

Cases are distinguished for the different backing positions. The modified model equations for

the single heat flow fractions are given in Tab. 3.1. An integral heat transfer coefficient through

the laminate kL is defined. The nomenclature used is given in Fig. 3.6.

Table 3.1: “Split path” model for single laminates

Backing on evaporator side Backing on condenser side

q̇L = kL (TB − T0) kL (T1 − TB)

q̇L,M = εB αB (TB − T1) εB αB (T0 − TB)

q̇L,M,l = jL Δhv jL Δhv

q̇L,M,c = εB
λ∗
M

δM
(T1 − T0) εB

λ∗
M

δM
(T1 − T0)

q̇L,B,c = (1− εB)
[
δM
λ∗
M

+ δB
λB

]−1

(TB − T0) (1− εB)
[
δM
λ∗
M

+ δB
λB

]−1

(T1 − TB)
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(a) Backing on evaporator side (b) Backing on condenser side

Figure 3.7: Modelling approach for a combined laminate and air gap.

Heat and Mass Transfer Through a Combined Laminate and Air Gap

The mass transfer through a combined laminate and air gap is evaluated according to Eq. 3.53.

jL−AG = jL−AG,d + jL−AG,v

= CL−AG,d(pw,1 − pw,0) + CL−AG,v(p̂1 − p̂0) (3.53)

The composition of the combined diffusive laminate and air gap mass transfer coefficient CL−AG,d

and the valid set of heat transfer equations depends on the position of the backing.

If the backing faces towards the evaporator channel, the combined diffusive mass transfer co-

efficient is superposed in Eq. 3.54, according to Eq. 3.18, including the diffusive mass transfer

coefficients of the membrane section of the laminate and the air gap section.

CL−AG,d =

[
1

CL,d,Kn
+

1

CL,d,mol
+

1

CAG,d,mol

]−1

(3.54)

Since the resistance due to viscous effects in the air gap section is negligible, only the membrane

layer contributes to the combined viscous mass transfer coefficient (CL−AG,v = CL,v).
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In the case where the backing is facing the evaporator channel, the backing pore volume is

filled with liquid, similar to the configuration without an air gap. The “split path” heat transfer

model for a single laminate layer is extended for the additional air gap layer by including the

effective thermal conductivity of the air gap λ∗AG and the air gap thickness δAG. The radiative

heat flux q̇L−AG,rad from the warm membrane surface on the air gap side to the permeate film is

simplified to the transfer equation that was introduced for membranes without backing structures

in Eq. 3.26. The total amount of transferred heat is evaluated similar to Eq. 3.52, whereas the

modified set of heat transfer equations for the individual fractions is given in Tab. 3.2. An

integral heat transfer coefficient through the laminate and air gap kL−AG is defined. The new

network of thermal resistances including the nomenclature is illustrated in Fig. 3.7(a).

Table 3.2: “Split path” model for a combined laminate and air gap configuration, with the
backing on the evaporator side.

Backing on evaporator side

q̇L−AG = kL−AG (TB − T0)

q̇L−AG,M = εB αB (TB − T1)

q̇L−AG,M,l = jL−AG Δhv

q̇L−AG,M,c = εB

[
δM
λ∗
M

+ δAG

λ∗
AG

]−1

(T1 − T0)

q̇L−AG,B,c = (1− εB)
[
δM
λ∗
M

+ δB
λ∗
B

+ δAG

λ∗
AG

]−1

(TB − T0)

q̇L−AG,rad = εAG σ

ε−1

M
+ε−1

w −1
(T 4

1 − T 4
0 )

If the backing faces towards the air gap, the backing layer adds to the vapour space and needs to

be accounted for as an additional transfer resistance. The mass transfer in the backing section is

based on the theory for the continuum region (Kn� 1). Similar mass transfer mechanisms as in

the air gap section are assumed. Consequently no Knudsen diffusion occurs, no free convection

contributes to the overall mass transfer and viscous flow resistance is neglected.

The combined diffusive laminate and air gap mass transfer coefficient CL−AG,d, given in Eq. 3.55,

includes three layers: the membrane part of the laminate, the backing part of the laminate and

the air gap.

CL−AG,d =

[
1

CL,d,Kn
+

1

CL,d,mol
+

1

CB,d,mol
+

1

CAG,d,mol

]−1

(3.55)

Since the resistance due to viscous effects in the backing layer is negligible, only the membrane

layer contributes to the combined viscous mass transfer coefficient (CL−AG,v = CL,v).

Eq. 3.19 is applied to determine CB,d,mol by inserting the backing layer thickness δB. The backing

voidage εB takes the reduction of the available cross-sectional area for diffusion due to the solid

backing structure into account. The mean temperature and the partial pressure of air in the

backing section are assumed to be equal to the air gap section (T̄B ≈ T̄1−0 and p̄B,a,ln ≈ p̄1−0,a,ln).
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To describe the heat transfer through the combined laminate and air gap q̇L−AG in the case

of a backing adjacent to the air gap, no complex “Split-path” model needs to be applied. A

basic parallel connection of the latent, the conductive and the radiative heat transfer is modelled

in Eq. 3.56, similar to the case without backing (see Eq. 3.26). The conductive heat transfer

resistance is increased by the backing layer, and a series connection of three homogeneous layers is

considered. The total heat transfer resistance kL−AG of the combined laminate and air gap layer

is defined. An illustration of the new network of thermal resistances including the nomenclature

is given in Fig. 3.7(b).

q̇L−AG = jL−AGΔhv +

[
δM
λ∗M

+
δB
λ∗B

+
δAG

λ∗AG

]−1

(T1 − T0)

+
εAG σ

ε−1
M + ε−1

w − 1
(T 4

1 − T 4
0 )

= kL−AG (T1 − T0)

(3.56)

The effective thermal conductivity of the backing λ∗B is calculated applying the modified iso-

strain model in Eq. 3.57, taking the backing porosity εB and the solid phase tortuosity τB(s)

into account (see Eq. 3.23). No liquid water phase is considered as a thermal bridge, since the

backing layer is located in the rather warm section of the vapour space next to the membrane.

λ∗B = εB λB(g) + (1− εB) τ
−1
B(s) λB(s) (3.57)

The effective thermal conductivities of the membrane part of the laminate λ∗M and the air gap

λ∗AG have already been defined in Eq. 3.23 and Eq. 3.27, respectively.

3.2 Node Models for Theoretical Process Evaluation

In the following section, parametric models are derived for the different channel configurations,

representing the common membrane distillation process variants. The models are used to predict

the transmembrane vapour flux and heat transfer for a steady-state scenario, based on channel

configuration, materials and bulk stream operating conditions. The node models presented here

are referred to as one-dimensional models, since homogeneous conditions are assumed along the

flow channels. The channels are conceptually divided into a series connection of multiple transfer

layers perpendicular to the membrane. Each layer introduces a new set of specific heat and mass

transfer properties, according to Sec. 3.1. The walls are considered impermeable and adiabatic.

The models were implemented in the C programming language, and the coupled heat and mass

transfer equations are solved with an iterative solving algorithm.
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3.2.1 Direct Contact Channel Configuration

(a) Model structure (b) Flow diagram of the iterative solver strategy

Figure 3.8: Node model for DCMD channel configuration.

A node model for the Direct Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD) configuration was im-

plemented according to the schematic diagram in Fig. 3.8(a). The mass transfer through the

membrane/laminate is given in Eq. 3.5/3.50. The heat transfer in the channel configuration is

modelled by a series connection of three layers of thermal resistances:

• resistance from evaporator bulk stream to the membrane/laminate surface (α−1
E )

• effective resistance of the membrane/laminate (k−1
M/L)

• resistance from membrane/laminate surface to the condenser bulk stream (α−1
C )

The model equations used for the heat transfer in the boundary layers are Eqs. 3.28 and 3.29.

The integral heat transfer resistance in the membrane/laminate is represented by kM/L from

Eq. 3.20/Tab. 3.1.

The iterative solving strategy is illustrated in Fig. 3.8(b). At first, the necessary geometrical

information about channels, spacers, membrane/laminate and backing as well as material and

fluid properties has to be initialised. The evaporator side and condenser side bulk stream flow

rates and temperatures, as well as the total pressure level need to be defined. An initial flux

result jM/L,init is obtained from Eq. 3.7 by neglecting the feed side salinity, the backing and

assuming the membrane/laminate mean temperature to be equal to the arithmetic bulk phase

mean temperature T̄1−0,init = 0.5 (TE + TC). Then an initial value for the total transferred

heat q̇M/L,init is calculated according to Eq. 3.20, based on the initial flux result. In a next

step, the interfacial temperatures and vapour pressures corresponding to q̇M/L,init are derived

and the respective flux jM/L is re-evaluated with Eq. 3.5/3.50. The result is of good quality,

since no linearisation is used, feed salinity is taken into account and a more precise value for

membrane/laminate mean temperature T̄1−0 = 0.5 (T1 + T0) is accessible. The new flux result
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leads to a new value for the total transferred heat q̇M/L given by Eq. 3.20/3.52. The deviation

of the new value for the transferred heat with respect to the initial result that was used for the

preceding evaluation of the interfacial temperatures is defined as the thermodynamic error Δq̇e.

Δq̇e = q̇M/L − q̇M/L,init (3.58)

If the error is higher than the user-defined maximal permissible error Δq̇e,max, the trial result

is corrected by a solver term q̇corr that depends on Δq̇e and the number of iterations that have

already been done. The solver starts with a large step size to guarantee rapid convergence and

then automatically reduces the step size to achieve high accuracy, if necessary. After adjustment

of the trial result, the procedure starts over again until the error is lower than the maximal

permissible error. This leads to values that satisfy all physical constraints of the coupled heat

and mass transfer equations for a DCMD channel configuration. In addition to the flux and

transferred heat, any other value of interest is also accessible for further analysis.

3.2.2 Permeate Gap Channel Configuration

(a) Model structure (b) Flow diagram of the iterative solver strategy

Figure 3.9: Node model for PGMD channel configuration.

In the Permeate Gap Membrane Distillation (PGMD) process, a third channel is introduced by

an additional, non-permeable polymeric film. Since the membrane/laminate is in direct contact

with water on both sides, the heat and mass transfer models for a DCMD configuration are also

valid for the membrane section of the PGMD model.

However, the presence of the permeate gap and the polymeric film material introduces additional

heat transfer resistances to the membrane/laminate, that need to be taken into account in PGMD

modelling. Thus, the heat transfer in the channel arrangement is modelled by a series connection

of five thermal resistance layers, according to Fig. 3.9(a):
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• resistance from evaporator bulk stream to the membrane/laminate surface (α−1
E )

• effective resistance of the membrane/laminate (k−1
M/L)

• effective resistance of the permeate gap (k∗−1
PG )

• resistance of the non-permeable polymeric film material (δF λ
−1
F )

• resistance from the film surface to the condenser bulk stream (α−1
C )

For the heat transfer in the hydrodynamic boundary layers, Eqs. 3.28 and 3.29 are used.

The heat transfer in the non-permeable polymeric film is purely conductive and is calculated

using the film material’s thermal conductivity λF and the film thickness δF.

For the heat transfer in the permeate gap, the solid spacer material allows conductive heat

transfer only, whereas the liquid permeate phase allows conductive and convective heat transfer

phenomena. The effective heat transfer coefficient for the permeate gap k∗PG is calculated using

the permeate spacer voidage εPG as given in Eq. 3.59.

k∗PG = εPG NuPG
λw
δPG

+ (1− εPG)
λS
δPG

(3.59)

The Nusselt number in the permeate gap NuPG indicates the extent of convective heat transfer

in the liquid permeate phase. If the membrane surface is small and the vapour flux is low,

the permeate might be considered to be stagnant in the thin gap, the conductive heat transfer

mechanism dominates and the Nusselt number in the permeate gap reaches unity. Considering

sections with large membrane surface areas, resulting in a relevant permeate flow rate moving

towards the permeate channel outlet, significant convection may occur in the permeate channel.

In some cases, the fluid in the permeate channel is even forced to flow convectively by a pump. In

this case, appropriate correlations to estimate the Nusselt number in the permeate channel need

to be chosen. If a permeate flow ṁi−1
P with the temperature T i−1

P and the thermal capacity ci−1
p is

moving along the permeate channel into a zone of different temperature T̄P and thermal capacity

cp, sensible heat Q̇P is either accepted or ejected by the permeate until the local temperature

level is reached. Q̇P is assigned to the membrane/laminate surface area AM/L of the respective

node, in order to gain a specific value q̇P for the heat flow.

q̇P =
1

AM/L
Q̇P =

1

AM/L

(
ṁi−1

P ci−1
p (T i−1

P − TP) + ṁi−1
P (ci−1

p − cp) TP
)

(3.60)

Due to the very thin permeate channels and the very low permeate flow rates, the dynamics

of this heat transfer are neglected. However, the term q̇P in Eq 3.60 enables the model to

predict internal recovery of the heat incorporated in the distillate or internal pre-heating of the

distillate stream. These effects gain importance in the context of full-scale modules and will be

reconsidered in chapter 4.1 on module modelling.

The heat flux through the membrane/laminate q̇M/L and the heat flux through the polymeric

film q̇F are related according to Eq. 3.61.

q̇F = q̇M/L + q̇P (3.61)
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If the permeate is considered to be stagnant in the permeate gap, the fraction q̇P equals zero and

no heat is received or rejected by the permeate.

The iterative solving algorithm for the Permeate Gap Membrane Distillation (PGMD) node

model, illustrated in Fig. 3.9(b), refers to slightly different constraints than the DCMD algorithm

that was presented in the preceding section. As an initial value, the temperature in the centre

of the permeate gap is assumed to be equal to the mean bulk stream temperature T̄P,init =

0.5 (TE + TC). Based on this initial estimate, the heat flux q̇F,trial that is transferred from the

centre of the permeate gap through the polymer film into the condenser bulk stream can be

evaluated by Eq. 3.62.

q̇F =

[
1

2 k∗PG
+
δF
λF

+
1

αC

]−1

(T̄P − TC) (3.62)

The heat flux q̇P,trial that is added to or extracted from the permeate, is known. Consequently,

the function in Eq. 3.61 leads to the corresponding value for the heat flux q̇M/L,trial transferred

through the membrane/laminate section. Subsequently, the interfacial temperatures and partial

pressures are accessible and the vapour flux jM/L is evaluated according to Eq. 3.5/3.50. Based

on this flux result, the corresponding heat flux q̇M/L is recalculated according to Eq. 3.20/3.52.

The thermodynamic error Δq̇e is given by the difference determined by Eq. 3.61.

Δq̇e = q̇F,trial − q̇M/L − q̇P,trial (3.63)

If the error is higher than the user-defined maximal permissible errorΔq̇e,max, the trial is corrected

by a solver term that depends on Δq̇e and the number of iterations that have already been done,

similar to the solver for the DCMD equations. After adjustment of the result, the procedure is

iterated until the error is lower than the maximal permissible error. This leads to values that

satisfy all physical constraints of the coupled heat and mass transfer equations for a PGMD

channel configuration.
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3.2.3 Air Gap Channel Configuration

(a) Model structure (b) Flow diagram of the iterative solver strategy

Figure 3.10: Node model for AGMD channel configuration

In Air Gap Membrane Distillation (AGMD) process, a third channel is formed with a non-

permeable polymeric film, similar to the PGMD channel configuration. This channel is filled

with air and introduces additional heat and mass transfer resistances that need to be considered

in AGMD process modelling.

For heat transfer, the model structure consists of a series connection of six thermal resistance

layers, according to Fig. 3.10(a):

• resistance from evaporator bulk stream to the membrane/laminate surface (α−1
E )

• combined effective resistance of the membrane/laminate and the air gap (k−1
M/L−AG)

• resistance of the condensate film layer (δP λ−1
w )

• resistance of the non-permeable polymeric film material (δF λ
−1
F )

• resistance from the film surface to the condenser side bulk stream (α−1
C )

For the heat transfer in the hydrodynamic boundary layers, Eqs. 3.28 and 3.29 are used.

Modelling of the condensation sequence is accompanied by high uncertainty. If the condensate is

assumed to be a thin homogeneous permeate film layer, convective heat transfer turns out to be

negligible and values for the film thickness have been theoretically derived to be in the order of

≈ 0.1mm [128]. In this case, the heat transfer resistance may be estimated by an approximate

permeate film thickness δP and the thermal conductivity of water λw. Other researchers used

special correlations representing the film condensation coefficient [129]. No reports of the use of

correlations representing dropwise condensation have been encountered during this review.

The heat transfer in the non-permeable polymer film is purely conductive and is estimated using

the film material’s thermal conductivity λF and the film thickness δF.
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No heat is internally recovered from the permeate film in Air Gap Membrane Distillation

(AGMD), so the total heat flux transferred through the condensate film and the polymer film q̇F

is equal to the heat flux transferred through the membrane/laminate and the air gap q̇M/L−AG.

q̇F = q̇M/L−AG (3.64)

The iterative algorithm for the AGMD node model, illustrated in Fig. 3.10(b), uses a quite

similar solving method to the PGMD algorithm that was presented in the preceding section. As

an initial estimate, the cold liquid-vapour interfacial temperature on the permeate film surface

TP(= T0) is assumed to be equal to the mean bulk stream temperature T̄P,init = 0.5 (TE + TC).

Based on this assumption, the heat flux q̇F,trial transferred through the permeate film and the

polymeric film into the condenser bulk stream can be evaluated with Eq. 3.65.

q̇F =

[
δP
λw

+
δF
λF

+
1

αC

]−1

(TP − TC) (3.65)

The function in Eq. 3.64 leads to the corresponding heat flux q̇M/L−AG,trial that is transferred

through the membrane/laminate and air gap section. Subsequently, the interfacial temperatures

and partial pressures are known and the vapour flux jM/L−AG is evaluated by Eq. 3.18/3.53.

Based on this flux result, the corresponding heat flux q̇M/L−AG is re-evaluated by Eq. 3.26/3.56

or Tab. 3.2. The thermodynamic error Δq̇e is given by the difference determined by Eq. 3.64.

Δq̇e = q̇F,trial − q̇M/L−AG (3.66)

If the error is higher than the user-defined maximal permissible error Δq̇e,max, the trial result is

corrected by a solver term that depends on Δq̇e and the number of iterations that have already

been done, similarly to the solver for the DCMD or PGMD models. After adjustment of the

trial result, the procedure is iterated until the error is lower than the maximal permissible error.

This leads to values that satisfy all physical constraints of the coupled heat and mass transfer

equations for an AGMD channel configuration.
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3.3 Experimental Approach

A laboratory-scale test cell was developed for studies of the basic behaviour of membrane dis-

tillation processes. This experimental platform is mainly used for membrane characterisation,

studies of different MD configurations, parameter identification and model validation. This sec-

tion gives a detailed description of the test facility, the test cell and the experimental procedures.

A supplementary discussion of the expected uncertainties of measurement is provided. The last

part of this section introduces the different membrane, laminate, spacer and film materials that

are used throughout the experimental parts of this thesis.

3.3.1 Laboratory Cell Design and Test Rig

A multi-purpose test cell for sheet membranes was developed for laboratory-scale experiments.

The cell consists of two transparent half-shells made of polycarbonate. The effective area for

membrane evaluation is 150×250mm2. The main flow channels were milled in the plate material.

A set of 37× 1mm parallel distributor holes guarantees an optimised flow distribution from the

integrated inlet and outlet manifolds. The use of different channel spacers and rubber gaskets

of the corresponding size allow different channel widths to be configured. The compressibility of

the rubber gaskets is taken into account.

A separate channel can be established using an additional, modified gasket, a gap spacer and

an impermeable polymeric film between the membrane and the condenser channel. In this

way, either permeate gap or air gap configurations can be established. For the permeate gap

configuration, the permeate outlet is oriented upwards to guarantee that air is removed from the

gap. In the case of an air gap configuration, the permeate outlet is oriented downwards, since

the permeate needs to exit the test cell by gravity.

A support frame made of stainless steel and an assembly using a torque wrench assures adequate

contact pressure and defined compression for the rubber gaskets. The polycarbonate half-shell

structure of 30mm thickness and a closed, thermally insulating casing minimise thermal losses

to the surroundings. The test cell is mounted in an upright position with the outlet manifolds

upward to force out any air during operation. Fig. 3.11(a) shows a photograph of one half-shell

with the flow distribution manifolds and Fig. 3.11(b) shows a photograph of the mounted test

cell without insulation.

The test cell is integrated into a test facility that includes the hydraulic circuits, the controls

and the data acquisition. The hydraulic layout of the set-up is shown in Fig. 3.12.

The test facility consists of separate hydraulic loops for the evaporator and condenser. For each

loop, the feed water is recirculated from a 10 l storage tank (2) by a double-stage centrifugal

pump. The evaporator loop is heated by a separate heating loop with an electric heater (6) that

can provide up to 1.5 kWth. The condenser loop is cooled by using the laboratory cooling circuit
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(a) Half-shell with flow distribution manifolds (b) Mounted test cell

Figure 3.11: Photographs of the membrane test cell.
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Figure 3.12: Hydraulic layout of the experimental set-up; 1 membrane test cell, 2 feed
water tank, 3 feed pump, 4 heat exchanger, 5 auxiliary heat exchanger, 6
electric heater, 7 heat exchanger, 8 motorised valve, 9 laboratory cooling
circuit, 10 filter, 11 electronic balance, 12 deaeration module, 13 vacuum
pump, 14 permeate tank

(9) and a motorised valve (8) for controlling the cooling power. If needed, the condenser loop

can gain heat from a heat exchanger (5), e.g. for high-temperature operation. Mechanical filters

(10) with 100μm pores prevent especially the small internal flow distributor holes of the test cell

from being blocked by particles. Commercially available Liqui-Cel membrane contactors from

Membrana can optionally be included in both hydraulic loops for in-line water degassing (12).

These contactors use polypropylene hollow fibre membranes with a porosity of approximately

25% and a total membrane area of 1.4m2. An MZ 2C vacuum pump from Vacuubrand is

used to establish the vacuum condition on the lumen side of the hollow fibres. The deaeration

modules are present in the hydraulic loops only if needed. For PGMD or AGMD experiments,

the permeate is separated into a permeate tank (14). The vacuum pump is optionally used for
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AGMD experiments, if the air gap is to be deaerated. All components that are in contact with

the testing fluids are made of corrosion-resistant polymer materials. Except of the deaeration

equipment, the components allow temperatures up to 95 ◦C. The temperature is limited to

approximately 60 ◦C, if the deaeration modules are in use.

Four glass-encapsulated Pt100 temperature sensors are positioned directly at the evaporator inlet

TEi, evaporator outlet TEo, condenser inlet TCi and condenser outlet TCo of the test cell. The

volumetric flow rates are measured by Krohne Optiflux magnetic inductive flow meters MIDE

and MIDC. The weight of the evaporator storage tank is constantly measured with a Kern KB

electronic balance. If the deaeration equipment is used, the vacuum conditions are monitored

with tecsis3296 absolute pressure sensors p̂VP,E and p̂VP,C. All sensor outputs are read in with

an Agilent 34970A multiplexer and recorded on a computer.

3.3.2 Testing Conditions and Evaluation of Performance

Parameters

Membrane distillation performance depends on a variety of operating conditions. Four inde-

pendent operating parameters are identified to define the performance for a specific channel

configuration: bulk temperature difference, mean temperature level, flow velocities and feed

water concentration. If deaeration is applied, deaeration pressure is considered to be a fifth

independent parameter that is required for clear definition of a specific operation point. In order

to analyse the sensitivity of the process performance to a single operation parameter, the ex-

periments have been performed by varying this specific parameter of interest while keeping the

others constant.

Since the temperature difference is directly linked to the process driving force, the experimental

results are quite sensitive to the measurement accuracy. Therefore, the temperature difference

is controlled directly by referencing the evaporator inlet temperature TEi and condenser outlet

temperature TCo to the proportional-integral (PI) control system, instead of the two inlet tem-

peratures. In this way, the effect of the slight temperature variation along the short flow channels

on the effective temperature difference is minimised. The controlled temperatures TEi and TCo

are used to define the nominal mean membrane temperature level T̄E−C for a given operation

point. For data analysis, the precise value for the mean temperature level in the test cell is

calculated as the arithmetic mean of all main channel inlet and outlet temperatures. The mean

flow velocities c̄E/C in the channels are defined by the respective volumetric flow rates V̇E/C that

are controlled to be similar for the evaporator and condenser channels for all experiments pre-

sented in this work. Tap water is used for most of the experiments and sodium chloride (NaCl)

is dissolved in tap water for the experiments on different feed water concentrations. One set of

operation conditions with the individual parameter settings for the control system is given as an

example in Tab. 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Example sets of operation conditions representing the parameter
variations in mean temperature, flow velocity and temperature dif-
ference, including the individual control parameters.

T̄E−C ΔTE−C c̄E/C TCo,set TEi,set V̇Ei/Ci,set
a

[◦C] [K] [m s−1] [◦C] [◦C] [l h−1]

40 8 0.08 36 44 100
60 8 0.08 56 64 100
80 8 0.08 76 84 100
60 8 0.04 36 44 50
60 8 0.08 56 64 100
60 8 0.12 76 84 150
60 8 0.08 56 64 100
60 12 0.08 54 66 100
60 16 0.08 52 68 100

aassuming spacer S-320; values dependent on channel width

A new membrane sample was installed, whenever the test cell set-up was changed. All experi-

ments were performed at steady-state operation conditions for at least 5 h. The last 2 h of each

experiment are used for further analysis.

To analyse the process performance, the absolute vapour flux J and thermal efficiency ηth are

evaluated for each experiment. The thermal efficiency can be derived from sensor values obtained

in the experiments by using Eq. 3.67.

ηth =
J Δhv

0.5
(
V̇C ρC cp,C (TCo − TCi) + V̇E ρE cp,E (TEi − TEo)

) (3.67)

For the thermo-physical properties of water, the temperature dependence of the latent heat

of evaporation Δhv, the thermal capacity cp and the density ρ in particular, are taken into

account. The arithmetic mean value of the energy balances for the evaporator and condenser

channels is used to indirectly assign the heat losses to the surroundings equally to both half-

shells. Furthermore, this reduces the uncertainty in evaluating the total transferred heat to a

certain extent.

3.3.3 Uncertainty of Measurement and Error Propagation

This section presents a discussion regarding the confidence range of the experimentally obtained

results based on the respective uncertainties of measurement, the quality of controls and the

propagation of errors. Furthermore, a supplementary discussion and, if available, quantification

of additional sources of uncertainties are given.
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The individual uncertainties were determined for the temperature, the flow rate and the weight

measurements. Regarding the temperatures, high accuracy of the Pt100-sensors (4 wires, class

1/3 B) is guaranteed by an absolute temperature calibration that is performed on a regular

basis. The tolerated absolute deviation of the measurements with respect to a DKD-licensed

reference sensor is ±0.05K. In order to account for a possible drift of the sensors during the

period between two calibrations and the fact that the sensors are mounted externally to the

test cell, the overall uncertainty of the temperature measurements is assumed to be ±0.10K.

For the flow meters, a maximal error of ±0.6% was experimentally determined for different

flow rates and salinities. A maximal error of ±1.0 l h−1 is taken into consideration, leading to

a rather conservative estimation throughout the required range of flow rates. The accuracy

of the electronic balance is fundamentally rated as ±0.05 g. However, a greater uncertainty is

introduced by evaporative mass losses from the storage tank to the surroundings, especially at

higher operation temperatures. To minimise evaporative mass losses, the storage tank is covered

and sealed with a highly flexible polymer film that does not affect the mass measurement. In

preliminary PGMD experiments, the mass of the separated distillate was compared to the mass

determined by the difference in weight of the evaporator storage tank. An overall uncertainty

of approximately ±5 g h−1 was determined. If the deaeration equipment is used, the overall

uncertainty increases to approximately ±10 g h−1, due to additional evaporative mass losses

within the deaeration module.

Subsequent to each experiment, a membrane leakage test was performed by using an aqueous

sodium chloride solution at a higher pressure level on the evaporator side and tap water on the

permeate side (ΔκE−C > 50mS cm−1, Δp̂E−C > 0.1 bar). During the 30min of leakage testing,

the electrical conductivity of the permeate was monitored to assure the mechanical functionality

of the membrane sample under test.

A measuring interval of 5 s ensures a large number of data points within the 2 h of interest

for evaluating each experiment. The sensor values are derived as arithmetic mean values from

the 1440 single data points. The short measurement interval allows the operation parameters

to be controlled with high accuracy. Only minimal fluctuations of the controlled parameters

are observed. The steady-state stability of the controls is quantified for a standard experiment

(Tab. 3.3, line 2), evaluating the 2 h of interest. The standard deviation of the temperature

measurements is less than 0.04K, while the maximal difference from the set point is less than

±0.10K. Considering the flow rate measurements, the standard deviation is less than 0.2 l h−1,

while the maximal difference from the set point is less than ±1.0 l h−1. The error of the arithmetic

mean values with respect to the set points are at least one order of magnitude lower than the

uncertainty of measurement and therefore considered to be negligible for the temperature as well

as the flow rate measurements. The steady-state behaviour of the operation conditions and the

resulting flux as well as the test cell’s total energy balance are screened for each experiment to

ensure correct functioning of the equipment and the validity of the results.

A detailed error analysis has been conducted for the evaluation of the thermal efficiency according
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to Eq. 3.67. The Gaussian law of error propagation in Eq. 3.68 describes the probable and the

maximal error for a complex parameter of interest f(zi) that depends on several independent

values zi with their respective individual uncertainties Δzi.

Δf(zi)prob =

√√√√∑
i>1

(
∂f(zi)

∂zi
Δzi

)2

Δf(zi)max =
∑
i>1

∣∣∣∣∂f(zi)∂zi
Δzi

∣∣∣∣ (3.68)

To estimate the overall uncertainty for the thermal efficiency, the individual uncertainties of the

respective sensor values are considered as stated above. The probable and maximal uncertainties

for the thermal efficiency evaluation have been explicitly evaluated for a set of DCMD, PGMD,

AGMD and V-AGMD experiments that covers a wide range of operation conditions. The results

presented in Fig. 3.13 correspond to the experiments in Figs. 3.31, 3.33 and 3.34.

It turns out that the uncertainty of the thermal efficiency evaluation is mainly dependent on

the temperature differences from the channel inlets to the channel outlets, that needs to be

evaluated in Eq. 3.67. This observation indicates the important role of the individual temperature

measurements that have by far the largest contribution to the total uncertainty. Especially the

AGMD measurements are of low quality, leading to rather high probable errors ranging from

5 − 16%. The uncertainties for the PGMD and V-AGMD configurations are quite similar,

ranging from 4 − 9%. For the DCMD operation points, a larger temperature difference is

developed, leading to a relatively precise evaluation of the thermal efficiency that is associated

with a probable error of 1− 4%. The measurement uncertainty is not explicitly indicated in the

following diagrams to maintain clarity.
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Figure 3.13: Probable and maximal uncertainties in the evaluation of the thermal efficiency
estimated for different DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD experiments.
The temperature, the flow rate and the flux measurements are taken into
consideration for the propagation of errors according to Eq. 3.68.
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3.3.4 Materials for Experimental Evaluation

The selection of materials investigated in this thesis focuses on commercially available materials

that are used in state-of-the-art MD module design.

A set of commercial membrane products fromW. L. Gore & Associates was chosen systematically

for experimental evaluation. The membranes have different structural properties, mainly differ-

ing in thickness and nominal pore size. All membranes investigated here are made of ePTFE by

bi-axial stretch forming. Images of a corresponding membrane structure, made by scanning elec-

tronic microscopy (SEM), have already been presented in Figs. 2.7(a) and 2.7(c). All membranes

are symmetric single-layer membranes. The technical specifications in Tab. 3.5 were provided by

Gore and have to be interpreted as typical or nominal values. Since the listed products repre-

sent samples from one "product family", no major differences in other structural parameters are

expected.

Many flat sheet membranes used for MD applications are laminated onto an open structure pro-

viding mechanical support, the backing material. The products of the lamination process are

referred to as laminates. Fig. 3.14 shows a scrim and a non-woven backing structure that were

used for the laminates investigated in this work. The approximate specifications for thickness δB

and volumetric porosity εB are given in Tab. 3.4.

(a) Scrim backing (b) Non-woven backing

Figure 3.14: Microscopic photographs of different backing structures.

Table 3.4: Specifications for different backing structures.

reference material δB εB
[μm] [%]

scrim S PP 280 50
non-woven N PP 200 70

In order to isolate the influence of the membrane parameters, it is necessary to investigate

laminates (L) and the corresponding membranes (M) without a backing layer. Thus, the chosen

set of samples includes several examples where membranes as well as the corresponding laminates

are available. These positions can be identified by a similar reference number (e.g. M-020A and

L-020A-S). The reference number itself provides information about the nominal pore size, the
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membrane and the backing type. It should be noted that membrane properties may change

slightly due to the lamination process.

Table 3.5: Specifications of different membrane materials.

membrane backing type dM δM εM
[μm] [μm] [%]

M-005A none 0.05 23 80
M-020A none 0.20 70 80
M-020B none 0.20 30 80
M-045A none 0.45 98 80

laminate backing type dM Da εM
[μm] [μm] [%]

L-020A-S scrim 0.20 350 80
L-020A-N non-woven 0.20 270 80
L-020B-N non-woven 0.20 230 80

amembrane and backing

For the evaporator and the condenser flow channels, two commercially available channel spacers

from Tenax and DelStar are used in this work. The spacers (S) are referred to with a refer-

ence number that provides information about the spacer thickness. The spacer S-320 has an

asymmetric structure consisting of one layer with filaments parallel to the cell edges and one

layer with diagonal filaments. The diagonal filaments are oriented towards the active surface, if

not indicated otherwise. The spacer S-200 is thinner and has a symmetric structure. Detailed

specifications including data on thickness δS, porosity which is usually denoted as voidage εS and

the hydraulic diameter dh of the spacers are given in Tab. 3.6. A photograph in which the flow

direction is indicated by an blue arrow is shown in Fig. 3.15.

(a) S-320 (b) S-200

Figure 3.15: Channel spacers used for the evaporator and the condenser flow channel.

For experiments with an additional gap, different channel spacers are used for different gap

geometries. In this gap position, the spacer functionality is reduced to defining the geometrical

configuration, since the impact of the gap spacer on hydrodynamics is of minor importance.
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For setting up the narrow gap in PGMD experiments, commercial polypropylene spacers from

DelStar, identified with the reference numbers S-025 and S-050, are used. For setting up wider

gaps in AGMD experiments, the S-200 spacer is used. A further variation in gap thickness is

achieved by stacking multiple spacers.

Table 3.6: Specifications for different main channel spacers.

reference position structure material δS εS dh
a

[mm] [%] [mm]

S-320 evaporator/condenser asymmetric LDPE 3.20 72 2.2
S-200 evaporator/condenser/air gap symmetric PP 2.00 80 1.8
S-050 permeate gap/air gap symmetric PP 0.50 80 -
S-025 permeate gap symmetric PP 0.25 80 -

aevaluated with Eq. 3.37

For PGMD and AGMD experiments, a commercially available, impermeable ETFE film from

SaintGobain with a nominal thickness of 127μm is used to separate the permeate channel. This

film material is referred to as F-127.

3.4 Results and Model Validation

The materials and the channel configuration used in membrane distillation have a significant

effect on process performance and consequently on the overall system efficiency. A comprehen-

sive understanding of the thermodynamic phenomenology is essential in order to ensure optimal

material selection and channel design and to develop constructive approaches for process op-

timisation. A systematic identification and validation of the node model parameters is done

successively for the heat transfer in the spacer-filled channels, the membrane structural prop-

erties, the backing material and the enhanced gap channel configurations. A separate section

is dedicated to each of the main transfer layers, providing experimental and theoretical results

as well as a comprehensive supplementary discussion. Subsequent to each section, a brief pre-

sentation of selected references from pertinent literature is provided. It should be noted that

a comparative quantitative evaluation of results obtained in this thesis and results obtained by

others is reasonable only in some cases, since experimental set-ups, materials and operating con-

ditions differ significantly throughout the literature. However, the references allow qualitative

comparison, give an overview of specific observations and problems that have been identified

elsewhere and provide some further reading on each specific topic.
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3.4.1 Spacers - Enhanced Heat Transfer in the Flow Channels

The heat transfer in the flow channel significantly affects the membrane distillation performance.

In order to achieve high quality-modelling results for any channel configuration, it is necessary to

initially identify the heat transfer for a given channel/spacer geometry depending on the physical

fluid properties and the flow velocity.

Determination of Heat Transfer Correlations

In order to obtain a reference for heat transfer in the spacer-filled channel, independent heat

transfer measurements have been performed. For these experiments, the test cell was configured

in a heat exchanger (HX) mode, using an impermeable polymer film to separate the flow channels.

The heat transfer resistance of the film was taken into account during evaluation. A very thin

film with a thickness of only 12μm has been chosen, in order to imitate the flexibility of a

membrane material and to minimise the influence of the corresponding heat transfer resistance

on the results. The spacer S-320 was placed with the diagonal spacer filaments facing towards

the heat transfer layer. One set of experiments was performed without any spacer in the flow

channel. In this case, a rigid copper plate with a thickness of 0.5mm was used in order to

maintain the channel geometry. The flow rate on the warm and the cold sides were set to be

equal and the mean temperature was approximately 40 ◦C in all experiments. The individual

heat transfer coefficients for each side were derived from the total transferred thermal power

and the corresponding temperature difference, assuming equal heat transfer coefficients on both

sides. This assumption seems to be reasonable, since the channels were set up symmetrically and

the temperatures differed by less than 10K. The results are presented in Fig. 3.16 as a function

of the mean flow velocity, in order to achieve comparability for the different channel geometries.

The flow velocities have been determined according to Eq. 3.36, taking the appropriate channel

width and spacer voidage into consideration.

The values for the heat transfer increase significantly with flow velocity for all channel configu-

rations, but the beneficial effect becomes smaller at higher flow velocities. A comparison of the

results for spacer-filled channels with empty channels underlines the significant enhancement of

heat transfer due to the induction of turbulence by spacers. If spacer S-320 is used, the heat

transfer at 0.08m s−1 was determined to be approximately 2900W (m2K)−1, which is an increase

by a factor of 2.3 with respect to an empty channel configuration. If spacer S-200 is used at the

same flow rate, an even higher heat transfer coefficient of approximately 3600W (m2K)−1 was

observed, which is an increase by a factor of 2.9.

Based on the experimental results, fit parameters for individual Nusselt correlations of the form

given in Eq. 3.32 have been derived for each channel configuration. Since the Prandtl number

is only dependent on the thermo-physical fluid properties, the exponent c was initially set to

0.333, which is commonly applied for water. The resulting Eqs. 3.69-3.71 are used to generate
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Figure 3.16: Single-side heat transfer coefficient in the flow channels for different feed flow
rates. An impermeable polymer film with a thickness of 12μm is used as the
heat transfer layer. Testing conditions: T̄E−C = 40 ◦C, HX configuration, tap
water.

the respective fit curves presented in Fig. 3.16 by applying Eq. 3.30.

empty channel : a = 0.264 b = 0.454 ⇒ Nu = 0.264 Re0.454Pr0.333 (3.69)

spacer S− 320 : a = 0.162 b = 0.656 ⇒ Nu = 0.162 Re0.656Pr0.333 (3.70)

spacer S− 200 : a = 0.152 b = 0.695 ⇒ Nu = 0.152 Re0.695Pr0.333 (3.71)

The Reynolds and the Prandtl number are dependent on temperature and salinity. These depen-

dencies are therefore influenced by the respective exponents. It should be noted that in the given

correlations, the experimentally obtained fit exponent b for the Reynolds number is in the same

range as those reported in the literature (Sec. 3.1.3). Consequently, the temperature dependence

represented in Eqs. 3.69-3.71 seems to be consistent with the general state-of-the-art theory. To

illustrate the quantitative influence of temperature on heat transfer, the correlation obtained for

spacer S-320 has been evaluated for 80 ◦C, additionally. The heat transfer result increases by

about 25% at the elevated temperature condition. Furthermore, the S-320 correlation has been

evaluated at 40 ◦C and a salinity of 100 g kg−1, in order to demonstrate the expected sensitivity of

the heat transfer on salt concentration. For the given scenario, the heat transfer value decreases

slightly by about 7%.
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Validation of the Heat Transfer Correlations

A second set of experiments has been analysed, in order to obtain further validation of the heat

transfer correlations in the context of membrane distillation measurements. For this purpose, the

test cell was set up in a DCMD configuration using the membrane type M-020A. Measurements

with spacers S-320 and S-200 were performed for different feed flow velocities at a mean temper-

ature level of 60 ◦C and a temperature difference of 8K. The flow rates were set to be equal on

the evaporator and condenser sides. The geometrical channel parameters were chosen according

to Tab. 3.6 in order to obtain the nominal flow velocities by applying Eq. 3.30. Due to the

flexibility of the membrane, a spacer is necessary to define the channel geometry. Consequently,

no useful experiments could be made for an empty channel configuration.

Additionally to the experimental results, model predictions for S-320 and S-200 spacer configura-

tions as well as for a fictional case with an empty flow channel are provided in Fig. 3.17. It should

be noted that the set of model parameters for the different channel configurations only differs in

the applied heat transfer correlation, which is chosen to be Eq. 3.70 for the configuration with

spacer S-320, Eq. 3.71 for the configuration with spacer S-200 and Eq. 3.69 for the fictional empty

channel set-up, respectively. A detailed discussion of the choice of model parameters assigned to

the membrane is provided in the following section.

A corresponding set of results considering different mean temperature levels is provided in Ap-

pendix D.

Flux enhancement with increasing flow velocity can be observed for both spacer geometries.

High flow velocities result in large heat transfer coefficients, reduced temperature polarisation

(Eq. 3.40) and a larger interfacial temperature difference ΔT1−0. The beneficial effect becomes

less pronounced at higher flow velocities, which correlates well with the behaviour of the heat

transfer observed in Fig. 3.16. A comparison of the flux results for spacer-filled channels and

the flux predicted for an empty channel configuration emphasises the significant role of channel

spacers in membrane distillation. Analysing the results for a flow velocity of approximately

0.08m s−1, the flux increases from 5.5 kg (m2 h)−1 to 11.2 kg (m2 h)−1 for spacer S-320 and to

13.7 kg (m2 h)−1 for the configuration with spacer S-200. Throughout the whole range of flow

velocities, the flux results obtained with spacer S-200 are higher than those obtained with the

spacer S-320. A good agreement between the model predictions and the experimental results

is given. The heat transfer correlations of Eqs. 3.69-3.71, obtained with the independent heat

exchanger measurements, still appear to be applicable if a membrane is introduced instead of

an impermeable film. Furthermore, the good quantitative agreement indicates that the higher

performance for spacer configuration S-200 may be due completely to the respective enhanced

of heat transfer.

The thermal efficiency is observed to be in the range from 82 to 85% for the whole set of

experiments. These results indicate a low sensitivity of the thermal efficiency with respect to the

flow velocity and the spacer geometry, and consequently a low sensitivity to the heat transfer

in general. This behaviour was already theoretically derived in Eq. 3.25. The model predicts a
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Figure 3.17: Flux measurements using different channel spacers at different feed flow ve-
locities. The model predictions are based on the specific heat transfer corre-
lations for each geometrical spacer/channel configuration. Testing conditions:
T̄E−C = 60 ◦C, ΔTE−C = 8K, membrane M-020A, DCMD configuration, tap
water.

constant efficiency for all flow velocities and channel configurations. The resulting value of 83%

is in good quantitative agreement with the experiments.

Further Reading - Selected References on the Role of Heat Transfer and

Spacer-filled Flow Channels

Independent studies report constant thermal efficiencies that have been experimentally obtained

with a DCMD test cell configuration, operated under constant temperature conditions and flow

velocities ranging from 0.06 − 4.5m s−1. The corresponding heat transfer coefficients were es-

timated to be 1000 − 22 000W (m2K)−1. A significant increase in flux is observed for an en-

hancement of the heat transfer at lower flow velocities, whereas almost no flux enhancement

could be achieved at high flow velocities. Additional results are given on the role of spacers

concerning DCMD flux, with an empty channel configuration and spacer-filled channels un-

der low flow-rate conditions being compared to a highly turbulent scenario [132]. Experimen-

tally obtained heat transfer coefficients for spacer-filled channels were identified in the range of
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4000−6000W (m2K)−1 for flow velocities of approximately 0.2m s−1. Also in this case, increas-

ing flux and constant thermal efficiency was observed for improved hydrodynamics in the flow

channels [121]. Experimental studies on hollow fibre modules and on spacer-filled flat channel

membrane modules are presented in [20]. For the operation of the flat sheet configuration at

flow velocities from 0.1 − 0.3m s−1, the heat transfer coefficient was estimated to be 5000 to

15 000W (m2K)−1. The local distribution of heat transfer coefficients in a comparison of four

different spacers (including S-320) was studied by means of thermochromic liquid crystals (TLC).

The local values ranged from 1000 − 4000W (m2K)−1 for a given flow condition. A mean heat

transfer coefficient was then derived from the local distribution [148]. Further investigations

focusing on the influences of the spacer voidage, mesh size and flow attack angle on DCMD flux

are presented in [151]. The results are compared to an empty channel configuration, as well. Best

results were obtained with spacers providing high flow attack angles, as they had the strongest

effect on the induction of turbulences. Similar experimental investigations are presented in [153],

including supplementary pressure drop measurements. New innovative spacer geometries with

helical, twisted filaments were studied in the context of pressure-driven membrane processes

[146].

Regarding the influence of the feed concentration on heat transfer, low sensitivity was identified

for salt solutions. For other fluid systems, a change in concentration may have a strong influ-

ence on the heat transfer boundary layer. It was shown that for sucrose solutions, the negative

influence on performance due to higher concentrations is mainly explained by the effect of a

significant change in viscosity on the heat transfer [80].

Depending on the spacer type, hydrodynamic pressure drops from 200 to 700Pam−1 were mea-

sured for flow velocities of approximately 0.06m s−1. The study clearly identifies the interdepen-

dence of an increased heat transfer and the induced hydrodynamic pressure drop, proposing the

definition of a characteristic number as a measure for the spacer efficiency [158]. In the context of

ultra-filtration, various pressure drop correlations have been derived for different net-type spac-

ers. The pressure drop was identified to depend strongly on the flow attack angle, increasing by

approximately one order of magnitude when the flow attack angle was increased from 45 to 90 ◦

[144, 145]. The pressure drop in spiral-wound reverse osmosis modules was experimentally inves-

tigated in [154]. For flow velocities ranging from 0.06 to 0.37m s−1, the corresponding pressure

drop was identified to range from 0.03 to 0.7 barm−1.

3.4.2 Membranes - An Analysis Based on Different Membrane

Structures

The membrane is the most sophisticated and most critical component to be selected in membrane

distillation. Different membranes offer a wide spectrum of structural properties that are funda-

mentally suitable for MD. The influence of membrane properties on the process performance and

the validation of membrane modelling approaches discussed in the literature has not yet been

completely clarified. In this section, the membrane performance is analysed, based on different
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membrane structures and operation conditions. The main focus is to achieve comprehensive

understanding of the role of the membrane structural properties on performance. A systematic

analysis of the experiments gives an indication of the composition of the different mass transfer

phenomena, depending on membrane structure and operating conditions. The membranes for

experimental evaluation have been selected systematically in order to isolate the role of specific

membrane structural parameters. A DCMD set-up was chosen as a suitable configuration for

this approach, since the influences which need to be addressed apart from the membrane are

minimised. Subsequent to the experimental evaluation, the results are used to derive suitable

membrane model parameters as well as to validate the model. An additional discussion refers

to a model-based parameter study, considering different operating conditions and membrane

structural properties.

Overview of Process Performance for Different Membranes

Fig. 3.18 gives an overview of the experimentally obtained process performance results for all

membranes from Tab. 3.5 at mean temperature levels of 40, 60 and 80 ◦C. Slight deviations

of the effective mean temperature levels with respect to the nominal temperature levels are

expected, due to the development of small temperature variations along the flow channels. The

bulk temperature difference was kept constant at 8K. The flow velocity was 0.08m s−1 for all

experiments. The main differences between the samples concern the nominal pore diameter and

membrane thickness.

All membranes show a significant effect of higher temperature levels on flux. This fundamen-

tal behaviour reflects the steeper gradient of the vapour pressure curve at higher temperature

levels. However, they do not show the strong exponential behaviour one might expect from the

vapour pressure curve. This is due to the fact that the positive effect of a higher flux at higher

temperatures is partially compensated by greater temperature polarisation. The exponential

dependence of the results is therefore damped. The highest flux values were measured for sample

M-020B, reaching 17.8 kg (m2 h)−1 at 80 ◦C. Sample M-005A has the lowest flux performance for

all temperature levels, only reaching 14.1 kg (m2 h)−1 at 80 ◦C. Comparing the samples M-020A

and M-045A, only slight differences in flux performance are obtained. The obtained flux curves

of these samples appear to be more sensitive to the temperature level.

The transferred latent heat increases at higher mean temperatures due to the given proportion-

ality to flux. In contrast to the latent heat, the conductive heat transfer is not directly linked

to the mean temperature level. Thus, the thermal efficiency of all samples increases significantly

at higher temperatures. Membrane M-005A shows the lowest thermal efficiency of all samples

with values of approximately 53% at 40 ◦C and 86% at 80 ◦C. The best thermal efficiency with

values up to 92% was obtained with membrane M-045A, which has slightly higher values than

the membranes M-020A and M-020B.

Due to the large number of samples collated in the overview in Fig. 3.18, no additional model
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Figure 3.18: Membrane characterisation at different mean temperature levels. Testing con-
ditions: ΔTE−C = 8K, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1, DCMD configuration, channel
spacer S-320, tap water.

predictions are given to preserve clarity. A validation of the membrane model and a more de-

tailed analysis, discussing the influence of temperature and the different membrane structural

properties with respect to theoretical expectations, are given in the following sections.

Structural Analysis by Means of Membrane Deaeration

The proportions of different mass transfer phenomena in transmembrane vapour transport can-

not be measured directly. However, according to the common membrane models, molecular

diffusion through stagnant air is one of the major mass transfer resistances in membrane distil-

lation (Eq. 3.12). Furthermore, the amount of air in the membrane pore volume is expected to

affect the composition of the mass transfer phenomena significantly. Comparing experimental

results obtained with deaerated membranes and results obtained without membrane deaeration

may indirectly indicate on the composition of the different mass transfer phenomena. In order

to obtain the necessary information, the membrane structures that had previously been used in
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Sec. 3.4.2 are used in a second set of experiments. In these experiments, the membranes were

deaerated by using deaerated feed water. Preliminary experimental results, demonstrating the

feasibility of membrane deaeration by means of feed water deaeration and providing additional

information on the deaeration dynamics, have already been published by the author of this thesis

[22]. Since the membrane is open to the evaporator and to the condenser flow channel, both

streams need to be deaerated to ensure the best possible membrane deaeration. To prevent water

vapour from leaving the system through the deaeration equipment, the deaeration pressures were

adjusted individually for each experiment. Depending on the temperature level, the deaeration

pressure was set to be slightly above the corresponding saturation pressure. The bulk temper-

ature difference was kept constant at 8K. The flow velocity was 0.08m s−1 for all experiments.

Experimental results and model predictions are given in Fig. 3.19 for a temperature level of 40 ◦C

and 60 ◦C, respectively. In addition to the absolute results, the relative improvements based on

the deaeration effect are indicated. It should be noted that deaeration experiments could not

be performed at higher temperature levels, due to material limitations of the deaeration mod-

ules. The membrane is assumed to be fully deaerated, if deaeration was applied. The model

parametrisation and the theoretical results are discussed in the following section.

Higher process performance is obtained at higher temperature levels. This fundamental be-

haviour has already been discussed previously.

If the membrane is deaerated, higher performance in flux and thermal efficiency is obtained for

all membrane structures and operating conditions. The relative improvements in flux are in the

range of +41 to +93% and in thermal efficiency +9 to +34%. The experimental results ob-

tained with membranes M-020A, M-020B and M-045A show a significantly higher relative effect

of deaeration on flux at 40 ◦C (+65/ + 83/ + 93%) compared to the relative effect observed at

60 ◦C (+45/+ 53/+ 63%). According to the expectations stated in Sec. 3.1.2, a lower temper-

ature condition results in a lower water vapour pressure, leading to a higher partial pressure of

air in the membrane pore volume. Consequently, the mass transfer resistance due to molecular

diffusion has a larger contribution to the total mass transfer resistance and the beneficial effect

of deaeration is expected to be more pronounced at lower temperature. The results obtained

with membrane M-005A show slightly different behaviour. In this case, the relative effect of

deaeration on flux at 40 ◦C (+41%) is quite similar compared to the relative effect observed at

60 ◦C (+44%). Due to the small pore size, Knudsen diffusion is expected the dominant transfer

phenomena. Since Knudsen diffusion resistance is fundamentally lower at lower temperatures,

relative improvements by deaeration appear to be damped.

To clarify the influence of the nominal pore size on process performance, membrane M-005A is

compared to M-020B, and M-020A is compared to M-045A. The thin membranes have smaller

pores and differ in nominal pore size by a factor 4, while providing a similar membrane thickness

of 23-30μm. Considering these membranes at 40/60 ◦C, an increasing flux (+21/ + 24%) and

thermal efficiency (+17/+ 33%) is observed with increasing pore size. If deaeration is applied,

the beneficial effect of the pore size on flux appears to be even more distinctive (+42/+ 24%).

The thicker membranes have larger pores and differ in nominal pore size by a factor of 2.3, while

providing a similar membrane thickness of 70-98μm. For these membranes, an rather similar
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Figure 3.19: Experimental results and model predictions for different membrane struc-
tures with and without deaeration. Testing conditions: T̄E−C = 40/60 ◦C,
ΔTE−C = 8K, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1, channel spacer S-320, DCMD configura-
tion, tap water.

flux performance (+6/ − 2%) and thermal efficiency (+6/ + 3%) is observed with increasing

pore size. If deaeration is applied, a weak effect of the pore size on flux performance becomes

noticeable (+12/+ 4%).

These general dependencies are in good accordance with the theoretical expectation and may

be qualitatively interpreted referring to the combined Knudsen-molecular diffusion mass transfer

model (Eqs. 3.10, 3.12). For the membrane with the smallest nominal pore size of 0.05μm, the

pores limit the membrane performance significantly, indicating a high contribution of Knudsen

diffusion to the overall mass transfer. In this case, the performance may be effectively optimised

by the choice of a membrane with larger pore size. According to the experimental results, a

sufficient pore size appears to be in the range of 0.2μm. In this case, deaeration strongly affects

the overall mass transfer, indicating a strong contribution of the molecular diffusion mechanism

on the overall mass transfer. Only limited improvements were achieved, using a membrane with
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increased pore size. It turns out that the effect of pore size is less important, if a sufficient pore

size is available and deaeration is more effective for membranes with larger pores.

To clarify the influence of the membrane thickness on process performance, membrane M-020A

is compared to M-020B. This membranes have a similar nominal pore size of 0.2μm but vary

in thickness by factor 2.3. The thicknesses are 30 and 70μm, respectively. The flux is observed

to be higher for the thinner membrane. In these experiments, the flux increased by approxi-

mately 1.5 kg (m2 h)−1, indicating the higher permeability due to the shorter length for diffusion.

According to the membrane model in Eqs. 3.10, 3.12 and 3.14, the membrane thickness affects

the mass transfer coefficients inversely. However, while the mass transfer coefficient increases,

Eqs. 3.22 and 3.40 predict a decrease in temperature polarisation coefficient resulting in a re-

duced interfacial temperature difference. The positive effect of a smaller membrane thickness

is partially compensated by the negative effect of a smaller resulting driving force. Thus, total

flux turns out to be less sensitive to the membrane thickness than one might expect from a

basic mass transfer coefficient analysis. The relative effect of deaeration on flux at 40 ◦C/60 ◦C

appears to be higher for the thicker membrane sample (+83%/ + 53%) in comparison to the

thin sample (+65%/ + 45%). For thin membranes with high permeability, the hydrodynamics

represent one of the major limiting factors for the overall mass transfer. Thicker membranes are

usually less permeable and the membrane itself limits the total mass transfer. Consequently, an

improvement of the permeability due to deaeration is more effective for thicker membranes. The

thermal efficiency for both membrane samples at 40 ◦C was determined to be equal at 69% for

aerated operation and 89% with deaeration. This perfectly meets the expectations, since the

thermal efficiency was derived to be independent of the membrane thickness in Eq. 3.25.

Identification and Validation of the Membrane Model Parameters

For the mass transfer model equations presented in Sec. 3.1.1, the structural membrane para-

meters are required in order to make theoretical performance predictions. The membrane thick-

ness, membrane porosity and membrane pore size may be chosen based on the nominal values

given in Tab. 3.5. However, no data on the membrane pore tortuosity is available. Thus, the

membrane tortuosity has been identified by minimising the accumulated error over the whole set

of data points presented in Sec. 3.4.2. For this purpose, the commercially available optimisation

toolbox of MS Excel was used. The tortuosity is assumed to be equal for all membranes, since

the material, the fabrication technology and the manufacturer is identical. The optimal result

was obtained for a tortuosity value of approximately 1.1, which seems to be a fairly low value,

but is still physically reasonable.

The effective thermal conductivity used for all membranes is estimated according to Eq. 3.23

based on a solid-phase tortuosity of 2.0. The thermal conductivity of PTFE is set as 0.25W (mK)−1,

whereas the thermal conductivity of the mixture of air and water vapour is set as 0.023W (mK)−1.

These assumptions lead to an effective thermal membrane conductivity of 0.0434W (mK)−1.

The maximal relative errors of the flux model predictions with respect to the experimental re-
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sults throughout Sec. 3.4.2 are summarised in Tab. 3.7, referred to as scenario #1. It turns out

that the quantitative results for aerated operation are in good agreement with the experiments.

Considering the deaerated condition, the quantitative representation seems to underestimate the

role of deaeration. It should be mentioned that the calculations are based on a one-dimensional

single pore model with cylindrical pores with geometrical configurations which are assumed to

be represented by the nominal membrane parameters. No detailed data on porosity, pore-size

distribution or tortuosity is available, since no measurements on the membrane structural para-

meters could be made for the investigations presented in this thesis. The uncertainty in the

membrane structural parameter values and in the rigorous model assumptions itself may explain

the deviations.

A visual inspection of the membrane structure presented in Fig. 2.7 gives an impression of the

complex three-dimensional structure. This structure consists of a highly interconnected pore

volume rather than uniform, cylindrical pores. An assumption of larger pore size might take

effects of the pore interconnections into account. Furthermore, visual inspection of the pore

dimensions leads to the impression of a larger effective pore size than expected from the nominal

value of 0.2μm. Considering these arguments, two additional sets of membrane parameters have

been derived by assuming a higher effective pore size than specified by the nominal values. In

scenario #2 and scenario #3, the pore sizes were assumed to be increased by factors of 1.5 and

2.0. In these cases, the optimiser compensates the effect of larger pore size by higher tortuosities,

that were identified to be 1.3 and 1.4, respectively. A detailed summary of the maximal devia-

tions is listed in Tab. 3.7. If larger pore size is assumed, the effect of deaeration on the results is

more distinct, so the quality of the results for deaerated operation improves. Due to the higher

tortuosity, the quality of the results for the aerated membranes is retained. In all scenarios,

the model predictions for membrane M-005A have the lowest quality. However, the qualitative

behaviour of the membrane performance with temperature, state of deaeration and membrane

structural parameters are described satisfactorily by the model. Scenario #2 was chosen as the

best set of parameters that is used throughout this thesis. For this case, the quantitative results

of the model predictions are represented in Fig. 3.19 as red markers.

Table 3.7: Maximal errors of the model predictions with respect to the experimental results
for different membrane model scenarios.

scenario #1 scenario #2 scenario #3
pore size dM 1.5 · dM 2.0 · dM
tortuosity 1.1 1.3 1.4

aerated deaerated aerated deaerated aerated deaerated

M-005A −13% − 26% +11% − 16% +17% − 9%
M-020B +8% − 11% +8% − 7% +8% + 6%
M-020A +2% − 15% +2% − 9% +2% + 5%
M-045A +5% − 6% −8% + 4% −10% + 9%

To obtain a quantitative reference, the diffusive mass transfer coefficients have been explicitly

evaluated according to Eqs. 3.10 and 3.12 for the case of aerated and deaerated operation. The

results for different temperature levels are summarised in Tab. 3.8.
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For the aerated case, the mass transfer coefficients from Knudsen and molecular diffusion are su-

perposed, whereas the deaerated case is represented by the Knudsen coefficient alone. Naturally,

the mass transfer coefficients increase with increasing pore size and with decreasing membrane

thickness. Since the Knudsen mechanism is barely influenced by temperature, the mass trans-

fer coefficients for deaerated operation show only low sensitivity to the temperature level. For

aerated operation, the superposed mass transfer coefficients show a more pronounced sensitivity

to temperature, due to the strong temperature influence on the molecular diffusion resistance.

This sensitivity to temperature increases with increasing pore size.

As an additional quantitative reference, the explicit values for the conductive heat transfer coef-

ficients are provided in Tab. 3.8. Based on the assumption of an equal effective thermal conduc-

tivity for all membrane samples, the conductive heat transfer coefficients are only dependent on

membrane thickness. The conductive heat transfer coefficients are assumed to be independent

of temperature and deaeration status.

Table 3.8: Explicit evaluation of the theoretical diffusive mass transfer coefficients
(scenario #2) and the conductive heat transfer coefficients for the membrane
structures in Tab. 3.5.

CM,d,aerated CM,d,deaerated
a λ∗

M δ−1
M

b

[107 × kg (Pam2s)−1] [107 × kg (Pam2s)−1] [W (m2K)−1]

40 ◦C 60 ◦C 80 ◦C 40 ◦C 60 ◦C 80 ◦C

M-005A 18.6 19.4 21.2 28.1 27.2 26.4 1887
M-020B 28.4 31.8 40.7 86.1 83.5 81.1 1447
M-020A 12.2 13.6 17.5 36.9 35.8 34.7 620
M-045A 10.6 12.4 17.3 59.3 57.5 55.8 443

apure Knudsen diffusion
bbased on the assumption of a solid phase membrane tortuosity of τM(s) = 2

Theoretical Mass Transfer Analysis

In the preceding section, the influence of operating conditions and membrane structural para-

meters has been discussed, based on experimental results. A focus was placed on the derivation

of suitable model parameters. These parameters have been applied in this section to perform a

detailed theoretical mass transfer analysis, covering the effects of different operating conditions

and different membrane structural parameters. The choice of scenarios and the selected set of

model parameters correspond to the experiments presented in Sec. 3.4.2, providing a supplemen-

tary and more detailed discussion. The default membrane parameters are based on membrane

M-020B. The heat transfer correlation corresponding to spacer S-320 is used, evaluated for a flow

velocity of 0.08m s−1. The default operating conditions are a bulk stream temperature difference

of 8K and a temperature level of 60 ◦C.

The first sensitivity analysis is performed with respect to operating conditions, covering the in-

fluence of temperature and deaeration pressure on flux performance. The results are illustrated
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in Fig. 3.20, presenting the flux performance and temperature polarisation coefficient in the top

plots and the corresponding detailed analysis of the driving force in the bottom plots.
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Figure 3.20: A model-based sensitivity analysis, covering the influence of temperature level
and the deaeration pressure. The theoretical predictions on flux performance
are supported by a detailed analysis of the driving force with respect to the
different mass transfer phenomena. Model parameters: εM = 80%; δM =
70μm; dM = 0.3μm; τM = 1.3; ¯̂p1−0 = 1bar; τM,s = 2. Operating conditions:
T̄E−C = 60 ◦C, ΔTE−C = 8K, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1, SE/C = 0g kg−1, channel
spacer S-320, DCMD configuration.

If the temperature level increases, the flux increases exponentially. This fundamental behaviour

reflects the steeper gradient of the vapour pressure curve at higher temperature levels. How-

ever, the positive effect of higher temperatures is partially compensated by higher temperature

polarisation due to the increasing amount of heat needed for evaporation on the membrane in-

terface (Eq. 3.40). The exponential form of the flux curve that is observed for temperatures

lower than 40 ◦C changes to an almost linear form at higher temperatures. This almost linear

form agrees well with the experimental observations presented in Fig. 3.18. The temperature

polarisation coefficient is almost 0.6 at low temperature condition, steadily decreasing with in-

creasing temperature and reaching values as low as 0.1 at temperatures close to 100 ◦C. At this

temperature, the process is mainly limited by heat transfer, since only 10% of the bulk tem-

perature difference is left to establish the process driving force. The partial pressure difference

increases with increasing temperature, showing an exponential behaviour for temperatures lower

than 40 ◦C. With increasing temperature, the gradient of the partial pressure difference curve

decreases and then becomes negative due to temperature polarisation. A maximum is reached at
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approximately 2900Pa. Due to the superposition of the diffusive mass transfer mechanisms, the

partial pressure difference is partitioned into one fraction representing the partial pressure drop

based on Knudsen diffusion and one fraction representing the pressure drop of molecular diffu-

sion. At lower temperatures, the vapour pressure is low, leading to a large fraction of air in the

membrane pores (Eq. 3.11). For temperatures up to 75 ◦C, molecular diffusion is the dominant

mass transfer mechanism. In the range of 75− 85 ◦C, both mass transfer mechanisms contribute

equally to the total pressure drop, since the amount of air in the pore volume is decreasing. For

temperatures beyond 85 ◦C, Knudsen diffusion is clearly becoming the dominant mass transfer

mechanism. Close to 100 ◦C, the molecular diffusion mechanism is negligible. Since the pres-

ence of air prevents the development of an absolute pressure difference, no viscous flow occurs

throughout the whole range of temperatures.

In the sensitivity analysis presented on the right hand side, a variation of the amount of air in

the pore volume by means of deaerated feed water is analysed. The deaeration pressure may be

interpreted as the absolute pressure level in the pore volume. For lower pressure levels, the flux

performance increases, while the increasing amount of transferred heat reduces the temperature

polarisation coefficient from 0.32 to 0.17. The partial pressure difference therefore decreases from

2500Pa to 1250Pa. The contribution of Knudsen diffusion to the overall mass transfer steadily

increases when the deaeration pressure is lowered. This is due to the reduced amount of air in the

pore volume, leading to a reduced molecular diffusion resistance. Close to the saturation pressure

of approximately 0.2 bar (at 60 ◦C), the molecular diffusion mechanism becomes negligible. The

amount of air that is left in the pore volume is no longer enough to fully balance the vapour

pressure gradient. Thus, an absolute pressure difference is established across the membrane,

introducing an additional mass transfer due to viscous flow. For deaeration pressures below the

saturation pressure, no air is left in the pores and the absolute pressure difference is equal to the

partial vapour pressure difference. The flux based on viscous flow appears to be approximately

8% of the overall flux. In DCMD, the pressure level in the pore volume cannot be reduced to

values lower than the respective saturation pressure. Consequently, no change in performance

occurs, if the deaeration pressure is further reduced.

The second sensitivity analysis is performed with respect to membrane structural parameters,

covering the influence of membrane pore size and membrane thickness on flux performance. The

results are illustrated in Fig. 3.21, using the same graphical layout as in Fig. 3.20.

For pore sizes smaller than 0.2μm, low flux performance is observed. Consequently, the tem-

perature polarisation coefficient is quite high and the partial pressure difference reaches values

from 2500 to 5000Pa. In this case, the process is limited by the membrane mass transfer resis-

tance, dominated by Knudsen diffusion within the small pores. The flux performance increases

significantly with increasing pore size, indicating the significant enhancement of the overall mass

transfer coefficient. Considering the flux that corresponds to a pore size of 1.0μm as the final

value, 81% of the potential is already reached for a pore size of 0.2μm, and 88% for a pore size

of 0.3μm. This quantitative analysis agrees well with the observations from the experiments in
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Figure 3.21: A model-based sensitivity analysis, covering the influence of membrane pore
size and membrane thickness. The theoretical predictions on flux performance
are supported by a detailed analysis of the driving force with respect to the
different mass transfer phenomena. Model parameters: εM = 80%; δM =
70μm; dM = 0.3μm; τM = 1.3; ¯̂p1−0 = 1bar; τM,s = 2. Operating conditions:
T̄E−C = 60 ◦C, ΔTE−C = 8K, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1, SE/C = 0g kg−1, channel
spacer S-320, DCMD configuration.

Sec. 3.4.2. If the pore size is further increased, Knudsen diffusion resistance decreases and molec-

ular diffusion becomes the dominating mass transfer phenomenon. No significant improvement

in flux is achieved, since the dominating molecular diffusion is independent of pore size. The

presence of air in the membrane pore volume prevents the development of an absolute pressure

difference, so no viscous mass transfer is observed.

The performance analysis of membranes with different thicknesses represents a general mass

transfer resistance analysis, since the resistance for all mass transfer phenomena is proportional

to the membrane thickness. In the limiting case with zero thickness, no mass transfer resistance

and consequently no pressure drop is induced by the membrane and the process is limited purely

by heat transfer in the boundary layers. Considering very thin membranes with a thickness of

less than 40μm, the process is still mainly limited by the heat transfer, indicated by temperature

polarisation coefficients of less than 0.2. The flux steadily decreases with increasing membrane

thickness. The higher transfer resistance is accompanied by a higher partial pressure drop across

the membrane and an increasing temperature polarisation coefficient. The process is limited

more and more by the membrane permeability, rather than the heat transfer. The relative pro-

portions of the different mass transfer phenomena are not affected by the membrane thickness,
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due to their similar dependence. The presence of air in the membrane pore volume prevents the

development of an absolute pressure difference, so no viscous mass transfer is observed.

The Influence of Feed Water Salinity on Membrane Selection

Theoretical and experimental results obtained within this thesis favour the use of thin and

highly porous membranes with sufficient pore size, due to their low mass transfer resistance

at high thermal efficiency. However, interdependence of operational conditions and material

properties introduce difficulties for the derivation of general statements regarding the selection

of an optimal membrane. Especially the role of salt on process performance is more complex than

one might expect from a simple, one-dimensional analysis. The negative effect of salinity on MD

process performance was already predicted due to the influence of the salt ions on water vapour

pressure according to Eq. 3.6. For a given scenario, the salt ions reduce the evaporator side

vapour pressure and consequently the overall driving force by a certain offset. It is obvious that

the sensitivity of the MD performance behaviour depends on the absolute driving force, or the

interfacial temperature difference. The salinity effect may be significantly reduced by a deliberate

choice of the operating conditions, especially the bulk stream temperature difference and the

flow rates. The interdependence of the membrane transfer properties and salinity effects on

the process performance characteristics is to be clarified in the following theoretical assessment.

The sensitivity analyses on the membrane structural properties of Fig. 3.21 are supplemented

by a second dimension, covering the additional effects of feed water salinity. The membrane

parameters besides pore size and thickness are those of membrane M-020B. The heat transfer

correlation corresponding to spacer S-320 is used, evaluated for a flow velocity of 0.08m s−1. The

default operation conditions are a bulk stream temperature difference of 8K and a temperature

level of 60 ◦C. The results on flux performance and thermal efficiency are presented in Fig. 3.22.

For operation at zero salinity, the predicted results for flux and thermal efficiency increase steadily

for an improvement of the membrane permeability either by increasing the pore size or by de-

creasing the thickness. These results have already been discussed in connection with Fig. 3.21.

For the use of saline feed water, the flux and the thermal efficiency are reduced for any scenario.

The fundamental effect is explained by the salt ions that lower the water vapour pressure and

consequently the process driving force according to Eq. 3.6. However, different observations are

made on the role of the membrane structural properties considering saline feed water. The per-

formance results obtained by a variation of the pore size are steadily improved with increasing

pore size, independently of feed water salinity. The variation of the pore size simply represents

an increase of the membrane permeability, without affecting the conductive heat transfer char-

acteristics.

The results obtained by a variation of the membrane thickness change the general trends for

saline feed water. It is obvious from the given results that the performance characteristics of
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Figure 3.22: A model-based sensitivity analysis, covering the influence of membrane pore
size and membrane thickness at different salinities on flux performance and
thermal efficiency. Model parameters: εM = 80%; δM = 70μm; dM = 0.3μm;
τM = 1.3; ¯̂p1−0 = 1bar; τM,s = 2. Operating conditions: T̄E−C = 60 ◦C,
ΔTE−C = 8K, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1, channel spacer S-320, DCMD configuration.

thin membranes are quite sensitive to the presence of salt ions. Depending on the salinity level,

the membranes show an optimal flux performance for a specific thickness. For the given operation

conditions and a salinity level of 50 g kg−1, the optimal membrane thickness is expected at 23μm,

while the flux at 150 g kg−1 is maximal for a membrane thickness of 50μm. The thermal effi-

ciency is expected to increase steadily with increasing membrane thickness, converging towards

a final value for any particular salinity level above zero. Thermal efficiencies for thicker mem-

branes are fundamentally closer to the optimal reference of zero-salinity operation. The complex

interdependence of membrane thickness and salinity on process performance is explained as fol-

lows: On one hand, a decrease in the membrane thickness does improve the permeability, similar

to an increase in pore size. However, the thinner membranes also provide increased conductive

heat transfer coefficients. As derived from Eq. 3.25, the improved permeability compensates the

increased conductive heat losses and the effective thermal efficiency is independent of membrane

thickness at zero salinity. It is important to note that Eq. 3.25 is not valid for saline feed wa-

ters (please refer to Eq. 3.7). Other than by the latent heat transfer, the driving temperature

difference for the conductive heat loss is not reduced by the salt ions. A decreasing thermal

efficiency is observed for thinner membranes, since the increased conductive heat losses cannot

be compensated by the latent heat transfer any more.

An optimal membrane selection favours the use of membranes with low mass transfer resistance
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at high thermal resistance. It is important to note that a high permeability may be achieved

by different approaches. The increase of the membrane porosity, pore size or tortuosity will all

lead to improved performance characteristics, while a reduction of the membrane thickness has

to be carefully evaluated from a thermodynamic point of view. The optimal membrane thick-

ness for a given scenario has to be derived by taking into consideration the module design, the

nominal operating conditions and the salinity level. As a basic principle, the desired membrane

thickness is expected to increase with salinity level. In addition to the described thermodynamic

requirements, limitations due to the membrane manufacturing process, membrane durability and

module design have to be taken into account for membrane optimisation. The topic of optimal

membrane selection will be reconsidered in the context of full-scale modules in Sec. 4.3.6.

Further Reading - Selected References on the Role of Membrane Properties

and Operating Conditions

Some additional references to experimental work that deals with the influence of membrane struc-

tural properties and the influence of different operating conditions on membrane performance

are provided in the following section. An investigation of polypropylene hollow fibre membranes

with different thickness and porosity is presented in [49]. The hollow fibre membranes are rather

thick (150−1500μm) compared to flat sheet membranes. Turbulent flow conditions were chosen

for the experiments, so the temperature polarisation is of minor importance and the influence of

the membrane structural parameters is quite pronounced. An inverse dependence of the flux on

the wall thickness was identified. The general suggestion to use membranes with high porosity

is experimentally derived in various experimental studies [49, 159]. Experimental studies on the

influence of the nominal pore size (0.10 − 0.45μm) for flat sheet membranes are presented in

[109, 113, 157, 160]. Provided that the pore size is sufficient, the pore size has not been identified

as a crucial parameter affecting MD performance in comparison to the membrane porosity and

thickness. Due to limitations in the fabrication procedures, porosity and pore size may not be

varied independently [159]. If a membrane is deaerated, the role of the pore size was identified

to increase, since viscous flow contributes to the mass transfer. The contribution of the viscous

flow was theoretically estimated to range from 2− 27% for membranes with pore sizes from 0.1

to 1.0μm. The contribution of viscous flow was identified to increase with temperature [117].

The contribution of viscous flow on overall flux performance could not be clearly verified by

independent experiments that apply a temperature difference of 35K and a mean temperature

level of 43 ◦C and deaerated feed water to the membrane. Despite this, an increasing role of

viscous flow at higher temperature levels is predicted, based on theoretical considerations [20].

The principle beneficial effect of membrane deaeration on flux has been addressed by early and

recent experimental work that is published in [19, 160]. Extensive experimental and theoretical

results on membrane deaeration by means of feed water deaeration have recently been published

in [20]. A polypropylene flat sheet membrane with a nominal pore size of 0.1μm and a hollow

fibre membrane with a nominal pore size of 0.2μm have been investigated in detail. When a
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temperature difference of 35K and a mean temperature level of 43 ◦C was applied to the flat

membrane, the flux increased by approximately 15% if the water on the permeate side was

fully deaerated, 25% if the fully deaerated water was on the evaporator side and 43% if fully

deaerated water was applied on both sides. For the hollow fibre membrane with a larger pore

size, the flux could even be increased by a factor of 2.4 . A greater benefit of deaeration was

identified for lower temperatures. If membranes are operated at absolute pressures above atmo-

spheric pressure, compaction of the porous structure is expected, depending on the membrane

morphology and material. Different influences on structural properties, air pressure level and

consequently the permeability and thermal conductivity are predicted in [161]. A 25% reduction

in flux was observed with a PTFE laminate when the total pressure level increased from 1.0 to

1.5 bar, while no influence on flux was observed with an incompressible sample [162]. Contrary

to the expectations, no influence on flux was observed in another study, where PTFE membranes

were tested at total pressure levels ranging from 1.0 to 1.7 bar [160].

Only a few references have been found on experimental results addressing the effective ther-

mal conductivity of polymeric membranes. Values of approximately 0.04W (m2 K)−1 for PVDF

membranes and values ranging from 0.027 to 0.043W (m2 K)−1 for PTFE membranes are pro-

vided in [81, 130]. A different study is refers to these values, expecting a slight increase in the

membrane’s thermal conductivity with temperature based on the individual material properties

[132]. Slightly higher values for PTFE and PVDF membranes were identified and discussed in

[121]. A value of 0.046W (m2 K)−1 was measured for a PP membrane in [113].

The thermal efficiency has been discussed in some studies. Increasing thermal efficiencies from

30− 60% were obtained for increasing mean temperature levels of 20− 35 ◦C in [121]. The same

trends were also obtained in [132], presenting values of 43− 62% for mean temperature levels of

30 − 50 ◦C, respectively. A comparison of the efficiency results at equal temperatures leads to

slight differences that may be attributed to different membrane porosities. The beneficial role

of membrane deaeration on the thermal efficiency and its independence of membrane thickness

was already predicted in [21].

Systematic study of the flux performance dependence on temperature has been done by most of

the authors publishing experimental results on MD. However, it should be noted that many of

these experiments were performed at a constant condenser inlet temperature and varying evapo-

rator inlet temperatures [20, 49, 132, 150, 159]. In this case, both the mean temperature level and

the bulk temperature difference are changed at the same time, leading to a superposition of the

effects on flux performance. Consequently, the resulting fluxes usually show a quite pronounced

exponential behaviour that is not comparable to the results presented in this thesis. The signi-

ficant effect of shifting the mean temperature level while raising the bulk stream temperature

difference can be observed by a comparative analysis of the results presented in [159], where the

evaporator inlet temperature was chosen to be constant, while the condenser inlet temperature

is varied in order to increase the driving temperature difference.

The interdependence of the flux performance and the role of the heat transfer in the flow chan-

nels is discussed in various studies. Experiments with different membranes using an identical

channel configuration led to lower temperature polarisation coefficients for the membranes, pro-

viding higher permeability. If the membrane performance for a given membrane was enhanced
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by an increase in temperature, the temperature polarisation coefficient was observed to decrease.

For highly turbulent flow conditions, the temperature polarisation coefficients were identified

in the range of 0.88 − 0.96 , whereas at laminar, low-flow conditions, the values were reduced

to 0.35 − 0.58 [132]. Other experimental studies addressed the influence of the temperature

level on the temperature polarisation coefficients as well as the potential for improving the tem-

perature polarisation coefficients by means of spacers [151, 152, 157]. The results obtained in

[109, 113, 132] show a distinctly exponential form of the flux curve with increasing temperature

for high flow rates, whereas for low-flow hydrodynamics, the exponential behaviour with tem-

perature appears rather damped. A similar observation of the important role of hydrodynamics

on enhanced performance conditions was reported in the context of deaeration [21]. It was con-

cluded that the full benefit of membrane deaeration may only be exploited if the hydrodynamics

in the flow channels allow high heat transfer coefficients.

Experimental results regarding the sensitivity of the DCMD process on salinity have been pub-

lished by several authors. For a temperature difference of 32K and a mean temperature level of

23 ◦C, an absolute sensitivity of approximately 0.9 kg (m2 h)−1 per 50 g kg−1 NaCl has been ob-

served for salinities ranging from 0− 240 g kg−1. The relative impact on flux decreases at higher

flow rates [135, 163, 164]. Other authors tested aqueous NaCl solutions from 0 − 100 g kg−1,

for temperature differences of 30 and 40K and corresponding mean temperature levels of 35

and 40 ◦C. An absolute sensitivity of approximately 0.8 kg (m2 h)−1 per 50 g kg−1 was identi-

fied, with the tendency toward a higher sensitivity for lower salinities and lower flow rates [150].

The impact of salt on DCMD processes was also investigated with Dead Sea salt solutions from

35−250 g kg−1. For a temperature difference of 35K and a mean temperature level of 43 ◦C, the

flux was reduced by approximately 50%, if the highest salinity is considered. Since the respective

modelling results obtained with the standard correlations that describe the effect of salinity on

vapour pressure were identified not to be applicable for the high salinity levels, a customised

correlation was applied [20]. In the context of high driving forces in an AGMD configuration,

low sensitivities of approximately 0.18 kg (m2 h)−1 per 50 g kg−1 NaCl have been observed for a

temperature difference of 48K and a mean temperature level of 30 ◦C [165].

3.4.3 Laminates - Membranes on Backing Structures

Most commercially available flat sheet membranes used in membrane distillation are provided

on backing structures, which affect the membrane performance significantly. However, the role

of backings structures has not yet been completely clarified. The following sections present the

experimental results obtained for the laminates specified in Tab. 3.5. In order to isolate the

influence of the mechanical support structures, it is necessary to compare the results obtained

for the laminates (L) with the results obtained for the corresponding membranes (M) without a

backing layer. Membrane type M-020A was chosen as the reference material for comprehensive

experimental evaluation. The main reason is its good process performance and its availability
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on a scrim as well as a non-woven backing type, referred to as L-020A-S and L-020A-N. In order

to obtain an additional reference, further investigations have been performed with the thinner

membrane M-020B and its corresponding laminate L-020B-N. Comparing the results obtained

with the same backing type but different membrane thickness gives an indication of the interac-

tive behaviour of membrane structure and backing influence.

Furthermore, the new split-path laminate model that was presented in Sec. 3.1.5 is validated by

a comparative evaluation of the experimental results and the corresponding model predictions.

The main results that are presented in this section have already been published by the author

of this thesis [166].

Influence of a Backing and its Position under Different Operating Conditions

In order to achieve comprehensive understanding of the nature of the influencing effects caused

by backing materials, variations in mean temperature level and flow velocity have been studied

systematically. For the measurements, membrane type M-020A and its corresponding laminate

L-020A-S are used in a standard DCMD test cell configuration with spacer S-320. The backing

position is labelled with (BC), if the backing faces the condenser side or with (BE), if it faces the

evaporator side. Additional results regarding variations in temperature difference are provided

in Appendix E.

Fig. 3.23 shows the effect of the mean temperature level on the membrane performance regarding

flux and thermal efficiency. The bulk temperature difference was kept constant at 8K and the

flow rate was set to be 0.08m s−1 on both sides.

The fluxes increase with temperature for the membrane and the laminate samples. The mem-

brane without a support structure (M-020A) shows the highest flux and thermal efficiency at all

temperature levels. The results for the pure membrane have already been presented in the previ-

ous Sec. 3.4.2. Negative effects induced by the backing material are observed for the laminate for

all temperatures. If the backing is orientated towards the evaporator channel (L-020A-S(BE)),

the laminate flux reaches only 53%, 51% and 55% of the reference flux from a pure membrane

for temperatures of 40 ◦C, 60 ◦C, 80 ◦C, respectively. This correlates quite well with the sur-

face area covered by the scrim backing, which is approximately 50%. Therefore, it is assumed

that the process is limited by the reduced area for evaporation. The complete surface area for

condensation is available, ensuring low condensation temperatures and low vapour pressures on

the condenser side. The thermal efficiency is reduced by the presence of a backing material

throughout the whole range of temperatures. Considering a temperature of 60 ◦C, the thermal

efficiency is reduced from 82% to 61%. The negative effect on thermal efficiency is caused by

a relative increase of conductive heat losses. These losses still occur over the whole surface area

including the covered part, which does not contribute to latent heat transfer.

If the membrane support structure faces the condenser channel (L-020A-S(BC)), 78%, 65% and
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Figure 3.23: Experimental results and model predictions for membrane M-020A and its
corresponding laminate L-020A-S for different temperature levels. The back-
ing is oriented towards the evaporator side (BE) and towards the condenser
side (BC), respectively. Testing conditions: ΔTE−C = 8K, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1,
DCMD configuration, channel spacer S-320 spacer, tap water.

67% of the reference flux is achieved for the different temperatures, respectively. The parasitic

effect of the backing is less pronounced. In this configuration, the available surface area for con-

densation is reduced instead of the surface area for evaporation. Higher local heat flux densities

on the condenser side, combined with an additional heat transfer resistance in the backing pores,

lead to an increase in condensation temperature, partial vapour pressure and driving force. Here

it is assumed that the process is limited by the condenser performance. Also in this configuration,

thermal efficiency decreases due to the conductive heat losses that occur over the whole surface

area. Considering a temperature of 60 ◦C, the thermal efficiency is reduced from 82% to 74%.

Fig. 3.24 shows the effect of the flow velocity on membrane performance with regard to flux and

thermal efficiency. The mean temperature was kept constant at 60 ◦C with a bulk temperature

difference of 8K. The flow velocities were set to be equal on the evaporator and condenser sides.

Flux enhancement with increasing flow velocity can be observed for the membrane and the

laminate samples. This fundamental behaviour was already discussed in the context of mem-

branes without backings in Sec. 3.4.1. If the backing faces towards the evaporator channel
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Figure 3.24: Experimental results and model predictions for membrane M-020A and its
corresponding laminate L-020A-S for different flow velocities. The backing
is oriented towards the evaporator side (BE) and towards the condenser side
(BC), respectively. Testing conditions: T̄E−C = 60 ◦C, ΔTE−C = 8K, DCMD
configuration, channel spacer S-320, tap water

(L-020A-S(BE)), the flux performance of the laminate reaches only 54%, 51% and 55% of the

reference flux from a pure membrane for flow velocities of 0.04m s−1, 0.08m s−1 and 0.12m s−1,

respectively. If the backing is facing towards the condenser channel (L-020A-S(BC)), the nega-

tive influence of the backing is less distinctive. Analysing the results, the laminate flux reaches

61%, 65% and 73% of the reference flux through a membrane without a backing structure. The

negative effect of the backing appears to be less pronounced at higher flow rates. This observa-

tion might be explained by the fact that the heat transfer in the backing pores is an important

issue for defining the overall performance of laminates. Since the backing pore volume is filled

with water, the corresponding convective heat transfer is expected to increase for higher bulk

stream flow velocities.

The thermal efficiency is observed to have a low sensitivity to the flow velocities in the results

for the membrane as well as for the corresponding laminate. For the membrane without backing,

this fundamental behaviour was already theoretically derived by Eq. 3.25 and experimentally

validated in Sec. 3.4.1.
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Influence of the Backing Structural Properties on Process Performance

Fig. 3.25 shows the relative impact of different backing structures on the DCMD process. The

membranes M-020A and M-020B without backing are taken as references for the respective

laminate samples L-020A-S, L-020A-N and L-020B-N. The backing position is labelled with

(BC), if the backing faces the condenser side or with (BE), if it faces the evaporator side. The

comparison is made at a mean temperature of 60 ◦C, a bulk temperature difference of 8K and a

flow velocity of 0.08m s−1.

Figure 3.25: Experimental results and model predictions for membranes M-020A and
M-020B and their corresponding laminates L-020A-S, L-020A-N and
L-020B-N. The backings are oriented towards the evaporator side (BE)
and towards the condenser side (BC), respectively. Testing conditions:
T̄E−C = 60 ◦C, ΔTE−C = 8K, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1, DCMD configuration, chan-
nel spacer S-320, tap water.

For both of the investigated backing structures, the flux value is reduced, showing less impact,

if the backing is oriented towards the condenser side (BC). For the scrim backing of L-020A-S,

only 71% (BC) and 51% (BE) of the nominal membrane flux could be achieved, depending

on the position. The non-woven type of backing has a smaller effect for both membrane types

investigated. Depending on position, the effect was measured to be 77% (BC) and 67% (BE) of

nominal flux for L-020A-N and 75% (BC) and 69% (BE) for L-020B-N.

Analysing the thermal efficiencies of membrane samples M-020A, M-020B and their laminates

shows that none of the laminates reaches the efficiency of the corresponding membrane without

backing. The best results were measured for laminates supported by a non-woven structure. For
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L-020A-N 97% (BC) and 90% (BE), for L-020B-N 98% (BC) and 90% (BE) of the reference

value were reached. A stronger reduction of the thermal efficiency is caused by a scrim type

of backing. For laminate L-020A-S, the efficiency is reduced to 93% (BC) and 74% (BE). It

turns out that the relative influence of the backing structure on thermal efficiency is less than

the relative influence on flux.

The impact of a backing appears to be strongly dependent on the backing structural properties

but seems to be almost independent of the membrane properties. The influence of the membrane

thickness is not affected by the existence of a support layer. The effect of the backing structural

properties on the process performance leads to the following analysis: Tab. 3.4 shows higher

voidage and thinner material for the non-woven type of backing. Additionally, the non-woven

backing has thinner filaments covering the open membrane surface, which might reduce the

effective path length for vapour diffusion. Visual inspection of the structures in Fig. 3.14 leads

to the assumption, that the non-woven structure allows penetration of water beneath the open

filaments to a certain extent. Thus, a larger effective membrane surface area is available. In

addition, the heat and mass transfer resistances in the hydraulic boundary layer might be reduced

by enhanced convective phenomena inside the backing layer.

Identification and Validation of the Backing Model Parameters

A new integrated membrane and backing model was derived in Sec. 3.1.5. In order to validate

the new model approach, model predictions for flux performance and thermal efficiency are com-

pared to each set of experimental results in Figs. 3.23-3.25. Additional validation is provided in

Appendix E.

The derivation of the laminate model parameters builds on the heat transfer correlations from

Sec. 3.4.1 and the membrane parameters that have been derived in Sec. 3.4.2. The membrane

thickness, porosity, mean pore size and solid tortuosity are assumed to remain constant, whereas

the tortuosity of the pores is assumed to change due to the significant influence on the diffu-

sion path by the backing (τL �= τM). For the backing model parameters, the basic geometrical

specifications are taken from Tab. 3.4. The conductive heat transfer in the backing solid is esti-

mated to be 0.23W (mK)−1, referring to the thermal conductivity of the polypropylene material.

The combined convective and conductive heat transfer in the open backing pores is estimated

by a Nusselt correlation, adapting the exponents b = 0.656 and c = 0.333 from the main flow

channel correlation (Eq. 3.70) and a slightly higher factor a = 0.2. The hydraulic diameter is

assumed to correspond to the backing thickness. The Nusselt numbers in the backing pores take

on values of 2.3/3.6/4.7 for flow velocities of 0.04/0.08/0.12m s−1 at 60 ◦C, respectively. The

relative dependence of the heat transfer on temperature is equal to that reported for the main

flow channels in Sec. 3.4.1, due to the equality of the Nusselt exponents. It should be noted

that some uncertainty is associated with this estimation, since the heat transfer in the backing

pores is difficult to validate directly by an experiment. However, the main influencing aspects of

the bulk stream flow velocity and the fluid properties are accounted for, so the approximation is
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considered suitable after indirect experimental validation.

The significant performance difference that results from the position of the backing cannot be

explained by effects of heat transfer alone. An important factor capable of describing this dif-

ference in position is the laminate factor fL. The laminate factor was introduced in Sec. 3.1.5

in order to take the effect of the surface coverage on the cross-sectional area for diffusion into

account. Assuming the available liquid-vapour interfacial area on the evaporator side to be the

limiting factor for mass transfer, the laminate factor is defined using the backing surface porosity,

if the backing faces towards the evaporator side (fL = εB). If the backing is facing towards the

condenser side, the interfacial area on the evaporator side is not affected (fL = 1).

The modified laminate tortuosities have been determined by means of a parameter identifica-

tion method. The accumulated errors of the full set of experimental data (Figs. 3.23-3.25 and

Appendix E) have been minimised using the MS Excel optimiser software toolbox. Since the

laminate tortuosities are expected to depend on the structural design of the backing, the results

for the scrim backing and non-woven backing may accommodate different values. The best fitting

value for the scrim backing is 1.8, and 1.6 for the non-woven backing. The difference is consid-

ered plausible, since the non-woven backing has a higher porosity and smoother distribution of

the covered surface sections. The full set of backing model parameters used for all calculations

presented in this thesis is documented in Tab. 3.9.

Table 3.9: Membrane and backing parameters used for model predictions.

dB / dh
a εB NuB

b τL fL
c

[μm] [%] [−] [−] [−]

scrim 280 50 0.2 Re0.656Pr0.333 1.8 0.5 / 1
non-woven 200 70 0.2 Re0.656Pr0.333 1.6 0.7 / 1

athe backing thickness is considered to be the backing hydraulic diameter
bexponents adapted from spacer S-320 Nusselt correlation (Eq. 3.70)
cfor backing positions BE/BC, based on the open surface area on the evaporator side

The results obtained with the new laminate model predict the general negative influence of the

backing structure for all the operating conditions that have been studied. The favoured backing

position facing towards the condenser channel is represented by the model. Calculating the

mean deviation for flux and thermal efficiency for all experiments presented in this thesis leads

to the values 2%/2% for M-020A, 8%/7% for L-020A-S(BE) and 4%/3% for L-020A-S(BC),

respectively. A detailed summary of the maximal errors obtained for each set of experiments is

given in Tab. 3.10.

The highest relative deviations were obtained for the low-performance operation points, since

the general sensitivity to the relative error is quite high in these cases. However, the laminate

model turns out to satisfactorily describe the performance dependence of laminates on flux as

well as on thermal efficiency, for any variation of the operation parameters.

Analysing the model predictions in Fig. 3.25 demonstrates the applicability of the model with

respect to different backing structures. In agreement with the experimentally obtained data, the
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Table 3.10: Maximal errors of the model prediction with respect to the experi-
mental results for the different parameter variations.

laminate emax(T̄E−C) emax(c̄E/C) emax(ΔTE−C)
Fig. 3.23 Fig. 3.24 App. E

ΔjM Δηth ΔjM Δηth ΔjM Δηth

M-020A +3% − 5% +4% − 1% +5% − 3%
L-020A-S (BE) −17% + 10% −9% + 9% −11% + 4%
L-020A-S (BC) +7% + 8% +15% + 5% −3% + 3%

modelling results show less impact for the non-woven type of backing than for the scrim type

backing. The relative error of the model predictions for laminate L-020A-N are −1%/− 1%, if

the backing is oriented towards the evaporator channel and +4%/ < 1% if the backing is ori-

ented towards the condenser channel. Considering the studies of the laminate L-020B-N with

the same non-woven backing structure, the relative deviations are +7%/− 3% if the backing is

oriented towards the evaporator channel and +14%/− 2% if the backing is oriented towards the

condenser channel.

Further theoretical and experimental investigations on the fundamentals of mass transfer through

partially covered membranes including possible anisotropic effects are needed to verify the as-

sumptions made.

Further Reading - Selected References on the Role of Backing Structures

Detailed experimental studies an a PTFE membrane with a scrim backing were made and pub-

lished in the framework of a PhD thesis [122]. The specifications of the backing included a thick-

ness of 290μm and a porosity of 60%. An influence of the backing position on flux performance

was obtained, but the interpretation of the results remained unclear due to their dependence on

experimental procedure. For reasonable stirring rates, a backing position on the condenser side

led to a flux reduction of approximately 30%. However, the author interpreted the observations

on the basis of the asymmetric test cell design rather than the asymmetric membrane character-

istics.

A quite comprehensive experimental study addressing the role of backing structures was pub-

lished in [157]. Similar PTFE membranes (30μm) with and without backing structures were

compared. The investigated backings were positioned on the condenser side (BC) and reduced

flux by up to 56%. A non-woven backing structure was identified as the preferred material in

comparison to a scrim backing. The authors explained this difference by a higher membrane

surface porosity and improved convective heat transfer due to the fine filaments. The estimated

backing porosity is stated to be 68% for the non-woven backing and 50% for the scrim back-

ing. An impact of the lamination process on the membrane morphology, thickness in particular,

was observed in an SEM analysis of laminate cross-sections. The authors contribute the nega-

tive influence of a backing on the membrane performance mainly to reduction of the membrane
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porosity and the heat transfer coefficient on the permeate side. The backing is considered as an

additional homogeneous thermal resistance layer, according to an approach that was proposed

in [150], to account for membranes that are supported by nets on both the evaporator and the

condenser sides.

The important role of the backing structural properties is identified experimentally in [155]. In

this study, the scrim backing (127μm) showed less influence on the flux than a non-woven back-

ing (215μm). However, the performance results do not really provide a direct evaluation of the

backing morphology, since a significant difference in backing thickness was present and the PTFE

membranes were provided by different manufacturers. No comparison is given with respect to

membranes without backing. A backing position on the condenser side (BC) was experimentally

derived to be preferable compared to a position on the evaporator side (BE). The differences due

to position were quantified to be up to 19%.

The role of different support layers on the flux performance was experimentally investigated in

[156]. After peeling the membranes from the backing, the flux increased by 18−148%, depending

on the backing structural properties. The impact on flux was identified to be directly dependent

on the backing porosity; in addition, the backing thickness is proposed to be one of the important

geometrical backing parameters.

3.4.4 Extended Channel Configurations - The Gap Variants

The following section provides a detailed discussion of the specific phenomenology of the PGMD

and the AGMD process configuration. The presentation of comprehensive experimental stud-

ies clarifies the general performance behaviour with changing operating conditions, the role of

backing structures and the influence of the geometrical gap design for PGMD and AGMD. The

analysis is accompanied by theoretical considerations and simulation results. Furthermore, the

parameters for the modified PGMD and AGMD node models are identified and quantitatively

validated by means of experimental results.

The Permeate Gap Configuration

The permeate gap configuration is created by the introduction of a permeate gap next to the

condenser side of the membrane. Condensation occurs directly adjacent to the membrane at the

liquid-vapour interface on the permeate side. Since the product water is in direct contact with the

membrane on the condenser side, the phenomenology in PGMD is similar to the phenomenology

in DCMD. However, additional heat transfer resistances are introduced by the permeate gap

and the polymer film. In order to study the dependence of PGMD performance on permeate

gap design and operating conditions, various test cell experiments have been performed. The

experiments have been used to validate the modifications of the heat and mass transfer model
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for PGMD presented in Sec. 3.2.2 as well as the corresponding laminate models for a permeate

gap configuration in Sec. 3.1.5.

The heat transfer correlations for the main flow channels that were identified in the previous

sections remain identical for a permeate gap configuration. Furthermore, the parameters for

the membrane and laminate models for DCMD remain valid for the PGMD model, except for

one special case that needs to be considered regarding the backing position. If a backing is

positioned on the condenser side (BC), the liquid phase in the backing pore volume is considered

to be stagnant for the test cell experiments, allowing conductive heat transfer phenomena only.

Thus, the Nusselt number within the backing pores is assumed to be unity. If the backing is

positioned on the evaporator side (BE), the heat transfer in the backing pores is identical to

that in DCMD and the Nusselt correlation from Tab. 3.9 is used. The model parameters for the

permeate gap layer are based on geometrical and material specifications of the gap spacer. The

gap width and the gap voidage correspond to the permeate gap spacer geometrical parameters

given in Tab. 3.6. The thermal conductivity of the polypropylene spacer material is set to be

0.23W (mK)−1. For the test cell experiments, the liquid phase in the permeate gap is considered

to be stagnant, so the respective Nusselt number within the gap is assumed to be unity, similar

to the liquid in the backing (BC) void volume. The model parameters describing the polymer

film are based on its specifications given in Sec. 3.3.4. The thermal conductivity of the ETFE

polymer is set as 0.24W (mK)−1.

Experimental results and model predictions regarding flux and thermal efficiency for a permeate

gap configuration are presented in Fig. 3.26. The experiments were performed for the laminate

L-020A-S, with the backing positioned on the condenser (BC) and the evaporator sides (BE),

respectively. The test cell was configured using the channel spacer S-320, the gap spacer S-050

and the impermeable film F-127. The bulk temperature difference was kept constant at 12K

and the temperature level was set to be 60 ◦C.

When a PGMD experiment is conducted, a minimal static pressure develops in the permeate gap,

since the permeate squeezes out of the test cell. It turned out that the gap width could not be

defined as precisely as necessary, if the highly flexible membrane M-020A without a backing was

used. However, the expected performance behaviour is provided in the form of model predictions.

The flux results range from 3.2 to 5.2 kg (m2 h)−1 for L-020A-S(BE) and from 3.6 to 4.8 kg (m2 h)−1

for L-020A-S(BC), increasing slightly with the flow velocity. The fluxes appear to be significantly

lower than those obtained for the DCMD experiments, due to the additional heat transfer re-

sistance introduced by the permeate gap and the polymer film. The flux performance of the

laminate reaches 55 to 72% with respect to the calculated reference flux for a membrane without

backing. In contrast to DCMD, there are quite similar flux results for the different backing

positions in PGMD. This is mainly attributed to the additional gap width that is introduced by

the backing, if it is positioned on the permeate gap side (BC). Furthermore, the heat transfer

in the backing pores is quite low if the backing is positioned in the stagnant permeate (BC),

compared to a backing position within the moving fluid in the evaporator channel (BE). This
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Figure 3.26: Experimental results and model predictions regarding the backing influence
on PGMD. Membrane M-020A and its corresponding laminate L-020A-S have
been studied for different feed velocities. The backing is positioned on the
evaporator side (BE) and the condenser side (BC), respectively. Testing con-
ditions: T̄E−C = 60 ◦C, ΔTE−C = 12K, PGMD configuration, channel spacer
S-320, gap spacer S-050, impermeable film F-127, tap water.

effect is clearly indicated by the experimental results and the model predictions. The sensitivity

of the flux performance to the flow velocity is low, if the backing is positioned facing the stagnant

permeate, since the heat transfer in the backing pore volume is not affected by the channel flow

conditions. In the case of a backing facing towards the evaporator channel, the heat transfer in

the backing pores is affected by the channel flow conditions and its sensitivity to the flow velocity

is slightly higher. The flux curves intercept at approximately 0.08m s−1.

The thermal efficiency values of 85% for M-020A and approximately 69% for L-020A-S(BE) are

slightly higher than the results obtained for DCMD. The additional heat transfer resistances in

PGMD mainly reduce the temperature difference across the membrane. Since the thermal effi-

ciency is independent of temperature difference, the PGMD results do not differ much from the

values obtained for DCMD. However, considering equal bulk stream conditions, the additional

heat transfer resistances next to the membrane lead to a slightly increased mean membrane

temperature level in PGMD compared to DCMD, thus increasing the thermal efficiency. The

thermal efficiency result of 74%, obtained for L-020A-S(BC), is not directly comparable to the

corresponding DCMD results, due to the different heat transfer phenomenology in the backing

pores.
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The performance predictions of the laminate model, applied in the context of a PGMD channel

configuration, quantitatively reflect the phenomenology introduced by the backing material. The

maximal and mean deviations of the model predictions that consider a backing position on the

condenser channel (BC) are 8% and 5% for the flux and 5% and 2% for the thermal efficiency.

If the backing position faces towards the evaporator channel (BE), the maximal and mean devi-

ations of the model predictions are 16% and 8% for the flux and 12% and 5% for the thermal

efficiency.

The Air Gap Configuration

The air gap configuration is created by the introduction of an air gap next to the condenser side

of the membrane. Condensation occurs on an impermeable film material that is cooled by the

condenser flow channel. In order to study the dependence of the AGMD performance on air gap

design and operating conditions, various test cell experiments were performed. The experiments

are used to validate the general heat and mass transfer models for a combined membrane and air

gap presented in Sec. 3.1.2 as well as the respective laminate models for an air gap configuration

in Sec. 3.1.5.

The heat transfer correlations for the main flow channels and membrane/laminate parameters

that were identified in the previous sections remain identical for an air gap configuration. The

additional model parameters for the air gap layer are based on geometrical and material speci-

fications of the design materials. Thus, the total gap width (including the condensate film) and

the gap voidage correspond to the geometrical parameters of the air gap spacer given in Tab. 3.6.

The thermal conductivity of the polypropylene spacer material is set to be 0.23W (mK)−1. Some

assumptions have to be made specifically for the parameters regarding the conductive heat trans-

fer through the air gap. The path length for conductive heat transfer through the spacer solid

phase is assumed to be doubled by the tortuous structure, similar to the membrane materials.

Moreover, wetting of the air gap spacer is considered to be an additional factor affecting the

conductive heat transfer through the gap. The fraction of water that causes a thermal bridge

effect is assumed to be 7% of the gap volume. The small amount of heat transferred by radiation

is calculated using emissivity values of 0.85 and 0.95 for the PTFE membrane and the water

film, respectively. The condensate film thickness is a parameter which is difficult to determine

directly. However, visual observation of the hydrophobic polymer condensation surface shows

the formation of almost stationary droplets up to 2mm in size, rather than a homogeneous film.

Furthermore, water accumulates next to the spacer filament positions and the visible portion of

water on the condensation surface increases in the direction of gravity. Consequently, the film

model includes appreciable simplification of the real physical effects. However, good modelling

results were achieved by using a film thickness of 0.75mm. This value might better be inter-

preted as a virtual film thickness representing the mean path length for the heat transfer through

the liquid phase of the stationary droplets or the liquid phase accumulated next to the spacer
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filaments, where the condensation takes place. It should be mentioned that the effective air gap

width for heat and mass transfer is determined from the total gap width minus the condensate

film layer thickness. The model parameters for the polymer film are based on its specifications

given in Sec. 3.3.4. The thermal conductivity of the ETFE polymer is set as 0.24W (mK)−1.

Experimental results and model predictions regarding flux and thermal efficiency for an air gap

configuration are presented in Fig. 3.27. Membrane M-020A and its corresponding laminate

L-020A-S have been used. The backing position is labelled with (BC), if the backing faces the

condenser side or with (BE), if it faces the evaporator side. The channel configuration is set up

using the channel spacer S-320, the gap spacer S-200 and the impermeable film F-127. The bulk

temperature difference was kept constant at 12K and the flow rate was set to be 0.08m s−1. The

air gap is open to the ambient, so the absolute pressure level within the air gap is about 1 bar.
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Figure 3.27: Experimental results and model predictions regarding the backing influence
on AGMD. Membrane M-020A and its corresponding laminate L-020A-S have
been studied for different temperature levels. The backing is positioned on
the evaporator side (BE) and the condenser side (BC), respectively. Testing
conditions: ΔTE−C = 12K, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1, AGMD configuration, channel
spacer S-320, gap spacer S-200, impermeable film F-127, tap water.

The flux and thermal efficiency increase with temperature for the membrane and the laminate

samples. The fluxes that are observed from the experiments range from 1.2 to 2.0 kg (m2 h)−1 at

40 ◦C and 5.6 to 7.1 kg (m2 h)−1 at 80 ◦C. The general exponential character of the flux curves is
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more distinctive in comparison to the curves observed with the DCMD or the PGMD configura-

tions. The air gap introduces a high mass transfer resistance that strongly dominates the AGMD

process. At higher temperatures, less air is left in the gap volume, leading to a lower transfer

resistance. Since the process is not limited by the bulk heat transfer, only a minimal self-limiting

effect due to increased temperature polarisation is expected for higher flux operation points.

The thermal efficiencies are in the range of 64% to 92%, which is quite similar to the results

obtained for the DCMD and PGMD configuration. The beneficial effect of the air gap on the

conductive heat loss is compensated by its negative effect on flux performance. Furthermore,

the general insulating efficiency of the air gap is weakened by thermal bridges, introduced by the

solid spacer material and water.

The membrane without a support structure (M-020A) shows the highest flux and thermal effi-

ciency at all temperature levels. Negative effects induced by the backing material are observed for

the laminate for all temperatures but appear to be less pronounced in comparison to the DCMD

and PGMD variants. If the backing is located toward the evaporator channel (L-020A-S(BE)),

the laminate flux reaches 72% of the reference flux and 94% of the reference efficiency from a

sole membrane considering a temperature of 60 ◦C. If the backing faces the condenser channel,

the flux reaches 70% and the efficiency reaches 91% of the reference values, respectively. The

negative influence of the backing seems to be almost independent of the backing position. Espe-

cially the experiments where the backing is located adjacent to the evaporator channel improve

in relative performance compared to the negative influence in the DCMD configuration that is

presented in Fig. 3.23. This behaviour is explained by the backing influence on the effective

air gap width, which dominates the transfer resistance. The air gap width is extended by the

backing layer if the backing is positioned towards the condenser channel (BC), whereas the air

gap does not include the backing layer, if the backing is located on the side of the evaporator

channel (BE).

The AGMD model predictions regarding the membrane without backing underestimate the flux

values measured in the experiments. The deviations are in the range of about 15− 23%. Since

the membrane without a backing is quite elastic, the membrane is expected to flex slightly into

the volume between the air gap spacer filaments, due to the hydraulic pressure induced by the

flow channels. This assumption was confirmed by visual inspection of the membrane during

disassembly of the test cell after the experiments. Consequently, the effective gap width between

the spacer filaments is slightly lower than the nominal gap width defined by the air gap spacer,

leading to higher flux results. Consulting the model, the given deviations would correspond to a

change in effective air gap width of approximately 0.5mm, so the reliability of the experiments

turns out to be limited and the model predictions are considered to be plausible despite the

deviations. The model predictions regarding the laminates are in good quantitative agreement

with the experimentally obtained performance. Especially the independence of the performance

behaviour on the backing position is reflected by the laminate model. The maximal and mean

deviations of the model for a backing facing the condenser channel (BE) are 5% and 3% for the

flux and 8% and 4% for the thermal efficiency. If the backing is located towards the evaporator

channel (BE), the maximal and mean deviations are 14% and 7% for the flux and 11% and 6%

for the thermal efficiency.
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For the AGMD configuration, the air gap is expected to be the dominant mass transfer resistance.

This transfer resistance is mainly caused by the air, trapped in the air gap. Consequently, the

AGMD performance is enhanced significantly, if the air is removed from the gap. To validate this

prediction, experiments have been conducted, successively lowering the absolute pressure level in

the air gap by a vacuum pump. If AGMD is operated at subatmospheric pressures (p̂AG < 1 bar),

the configuration is referred to as Vacuum-enhanced Air Gap Membrane Distillation (V-AGMD).

Experimental results and model predictions regarding flux and thermal efficiency are presented

in Fig. 3.28. The channel configuration is set up using the laminate L-020A-S(BC), the channel

spacer S-320, the gap spacer S-200 and the impermeable film F-127. The bulk temperature

difference was kept constant at 12K and the flow rate was set to be 0.08m s−1.
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Figure 3.28: Experimental results and model predictions for an AGMD configuration for
different absolute gap pressures and temperature levels. Testing conditions:
ΔTE−C = 12K, c̄E/C = 0.8m s−1, laminate L-020A-S(BC), channel spacer
S-320, gap spacer S-200, impermeable film F-127, tap water.

The flux and the thermal efficiency are successively improved if the absolute gap pressure is

lowered at any temperature level. At low temperatures, a high fraction of air is present due

to the low partial vapour pressure. Consequently, the absolute gap pressure can be lowered

significantly and strong performance improvements are achieved. For operation at 40 ◦C, the

flux is improved about 238% from 1.3 kg (m2 h)−1 at ambient pressure to 4.4 kg (m2 h)−1 at

0.18 bar. For operation at higher temperatures, the pressure cannot be lowered as much due
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to the higher corresponding boiling pressure. Thus the potential for flux enhancement by gap

deaeration is limited at higher temperatures. For operation at 60 ◦C, the flux is improved about

115% from 2.7 kg (m2 h)−1 at ambient pressure to 5.9 kg (m2 h)−1 at 0.33 bar. For operation at

80 ◦C, the flux is improved about 26% from 5.6 kg (m2 h)−1 at ambient pressure to 7.1 kg (m2 h)−1

at 0.70 bar. For deaerated operation, the thermal efficiency observed in the experiments reaches

values of approximately 90% for all temperatures.

In principle, the pressure levels could be reduced even further. However, to ensure that the

flux performance was not unintentionally influenced by mechanical removal of the water vapour,

the absolute pressures were deliberately kept above the respective boiling point. The model

predictions give an indication of the performance at lower pressure levels. If the absolute pressure

is lower than the vapour pressure on the evaporator side, a total pressure difference is established

and the viscous flow phenomenon is introduced. The minimal possible pressure level in air gap

membrane distillation is limited by the vapour pressure on the condenser side. If the absolute gap

pressure equals the vapour pressure on the condenser side, no air is left and the gap is described

as being fully deaerated. The respective thresholds for different temperature conditions were

evaluated by means of model predictions and included in the diagram. According to the model

predictions, the maximal relative improvements considering a fully deaerated gap are 438% at

40 ◦C, 170% at 60 ◦C and 49% at 80 ◦C.

A reduction to an absolute pressure level below the boiling pressure is possible only if the vapour

is extracted mechanically with a strong vacuum pump. This mode would be referred to as

Vacuum Membrane Distillation (VMD). The grey hatched area represents the field of pressure

conditions that cannot be achieved in Air Gap Membrane Distillation.

The model predictions in Fig. 3.28 are in good agreement with the experimentally obtained

data. The maximal and mean deviations of the model are 10% and 4% for the flux predictions

and 8% and 6% for the predictions of the thermal efficiency. It is conspicuous that the model

systematically overestimates the thermal efficiencies for the deaerated operating points. The

measured efficiency values for deaerated operation do not exceed 90%, while the model predicts

thermal efficiencies of 93 − 97%, respectively. This deviation is considered to be due to an

experimental limitation rather than a fundamental error in the model predictions. It is suspected

that in addition to the conductive heat transfer through the active membrane area, minimal heat

losses occur due to heat transfer to the ambient and conductive heat transfer associated with the

contact area of the cell half-shells next to the active membrane area. The closer the measured

thermal efficiency is to the optimal case, the higher is the sensitivity of the result to the almost

constant edge effects. It turns out that the measured efficiency values do not exceed the value

of 90%. Improved insulation and a test cell with a larger membrane area would be necessary in

order to minimise the edge effects.

In a (V-)AGMD configuration, the vapour diffuses through the membrane and the air gap until

it reaches the condensation surface. If a laminate is used and the backing is positioned on the

air gap side (BC), the backing introduces an additional mass transfer resistance. In order to

analyse the composition of the mass transfer resistances in (V-)AGMD and their dependence on

the absolute gap pressure, a model-based pressure drop analysis was conducted. Fig. 3.29 shows

the results that correspond to the conditions in Fig. 3.28 at 60 ◦C.
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Figure 3.29: Model-based pressure drop analysis for a (V-)AGMD configuration operated
at a mean temperature level of 60 ◦C, a temperature difference of 12K and
different states of deaeration. The model parameters and operating conditions
correspond to the results presented in Fig. 3.28.

The highest partial pressure drop of 6910Pa is detected for operation at ambient pressure, due

to the high mass transfer resistance. In this case, only 11% of the overall partial pressure drop

is associated with the membrane, whereas 24% and 66% are based on molecular diffusion in

the laminate and the air gap, respectively. The partial pressure drop is reduced significantly if

the absolute air gap pressure is further reduced. However, the composition of the mass transfer

resistances remains almost constant until an absolute pressure level of approximately 0.5 bar is

reached. On lowering the pressure level from 0.4 to 0.25 bar, the fraction of the mass transfer re-

sistance associated with the membrane becomes considerably higher. This phenomenon is based

on the fact that the Knudsen part of the membrane resistance is independent of pressure level

and therefore remains constant, while the molecular diffusion resistance in the laminate and the

gap is reduced. In the ideal case at 0.24 bar, where the gap is fully deaerated, no mass transfer

resistance is introduced by the backing and the gap layer. 100% of the pressure drop is due to

the membrane Knudsen resistance. Consequently the process performance is independent of the

gap width, as long as the pressure drop based on viscous flow is negligible within the air gap.

The diffusive mass transfer and conductive heat transfer coefficients have been explicitly eval-

uated for the AGMD configuration, considering air gap spacer widths from 1 − 3mm, different

operating temperature levels and different states of deaeration. The resulting values are sum-

marised in Tab. 3.11. Due to the high diffusive and thermal resistance of the air gap, the values

are low, compared to those presented in Tab. 3.8 for a single membrane in a DCMD configu-

ration. The AGMD mass transfer coefficients increase with temperature due to the changing

amount of air in the gap. If air is removed from the gap, a significant increase of the mass

transfer coefficients is obvious. If the gap is considered fully deaerated, the Knudsen diffusion

resistance in the membrane is the only factor defining the diffusive mass transfer coefficient.

This value is independent of gap width and almost equal to those values presented in Tab. 3.8,

which were evaluated for membranes instead of a laminate. The laminate’s Knudsen coefficient

is approximately one order of magnitude higher than the mass transfer coefficient of an aerated
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AGMD configuration, indicating the minor role of the membrane structural parameters for an

aerated AGMD process. The conductive heat transfer coefficient is independent of temperature

and air partial pressure, but depends inversely on the gap width.

Table 3.11: Explicit evaluation of the theoretical coefficients for diffusive mass transfer
and conductive heat transfer for the (V-)AGMD configuration with laminate
L-020A-S(BC).

δS(AG) CL−AG,d,aerated CL−AG,d,deaerated
a λ∗

L−AG δ−1
L−AG

b

[mm] [107 × kg (Pam2s)−1] [107 × kg (Pam2s)−1] [W (m2K)−1]

40 ◦C 60 ◦C 80 ◦C 0.7 bar 0.4 bar ≤ 0.2 bar

1.0 1.9 2.2 3.4 3.4 7.2 25.8 147
2.0 0.9 1.1 1.7 1.6 3.8 25.8 54
3.0 0.6 0.7 1.1 1.1 2.6 25.8 33

aevaluated for 60 ◦C; vapour pressure of pure water at 60 ◦C is approximately 0.2 bar
bdefined from hot to cold liquid-vapour interface, according to Tab. 3.2

Influence of the Gap Width on Process Performance

The gap design has significant influence on the overall process performance. The gap width is

the most crucial gap parameter since it has a strong influence on the thermodynamic behaviour

of the corresponding process configuration. Fig. 3.30 presents experimental results and model

predictions for a variation in gap width for each of the gap variants, respectively.

The channel configuration is set up using the laminate L-020A-S(BC), the channel spacer S-320

and the impermeable film F-127. The desired gap width is established by using one of the

spacers, S-200 or S-050, or a combined stack. The PGMD experiments were performed using

narrow gaps in the range of 0.5 − 1.5mm, whereas the test cell for AGMD and V-AGMD was

configured with gaps in the range of 1.0 − 6.0mm. The temperature level was 60 ◦C, the bulk

temperature difference was kept constant at 12K and the flow rate was set to be 0.08m s−1. The

absolute pressure level for the V-AGMD configuration was set to 0.33 bar.

The experimentally obtained flux performance is reduced significantly for wider gaps, for all gap

variants that have been studied.

For the PGMD configuration, a flux of 4.5 kg (m2 h)−1 is obtained for a gap width of 0.5mm. The

heat transfer resistance associated with the gap is higher for wider gaps, so the interfacial tem-

perature difference across the membrane and consequently the flux is reduced to 2.9 kg (m2 h)−1

for a gap width of 1.5mm. The gap width mainly influences the interfacial temperature differ-

ence, whereas the temperature level for the membrane remains almost constant. The thermal

efficiency of approximately 74% is not affected by the gap width due to its independence of

temperature difference (Eq. 3.25 and Appendix E).

For the AGMD configuration, the gap spacer functionality includes the establishment of an air

gap, avoiding bridge effects of product water across the open gap. Thus, the minimal feasible
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Figure 3.30: Experimental results and model predictions for PGMD, AGMD and
V-AGMD configurations for different gap widths. Testing conditions:
T̄E−C = 60 ◦C, ΔTE−C = 12K, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1, p̂VAGMD

VP,AG = 0.33 bar, lami-
nate L-020A-S(BC), channel spacer S-320, gap spacer S-200/S-050, imperme-
able film F-127, tap water.

gap width is limited, with a lower limit that is assumed to be about 1mm. The flux result

obtained for the AGMD configuration is 3.4 kg (m2 h)−1 for a gap width of 1mm. If the gap

width is 6mm, the flux is reduced to 1.2 kg (m2 h)−1, due to the increased diffusive mass transfer

resistance. The thermal efficiency evaluation leads to values of approximately 80%. For larger

gap widths, the measured results reduce to 70%. It should be noted that the uncertainty of the

efficiency evaluation is high for low-performance operating points (see Fig. 3.13).

If the air gap is partially deaerated, referred to as V-AGMD measurements, the flux increases.

This phenomenon has already been discussed previously. If the gap width for the V-AGMD mea-

surements is reduced from 6mm to 2mm, the flux increases from 4.2 kg (m2 h)−1 to 5.9 kg (m2 h)−1.

The sensitivity to the gap width appears to be less pronounced in comparison to the AGMD

measurements at ambient pressure, based on the lower fraction of the gap in the overall mass

transfer resistance (see Fig. 3.29). The thermal efficiency of approximately 90% was determined

to be independent of the gap width, as for the AGMD measurements at ambient pressure. Model

predictions of the expected performance characteristics for an air gap that is fully deaerated have

been included as supplementary information. For a V-AGMD variant with ideal deaeration, a

flux of about 7.5 kg (m2 h)−1 and a thermal efficiency of about 99% is predicted, independent of
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gap width. The performance characteristics are higher compared to the tested V-AGMD con-

figuration with partial deaeration due to the elimination of the molecular diffusion resistance.

According to Fig. 3.29, only the Knudsen diffusion resistance of the membrane contributes to

the overall mass transfer resistance of the combined laminate and air gap, so performance is

almost independent of gap width. A minimal improvement of the performance is observed with

increasing gap width, explained by the corresponding increase in thermal resistance.

The model predictions are in good quantitative agreement with the experimentally obtained val-

ues. The PGMD predictions show maximal and mean deviations of 2% and 1% for the flux and

the thermal efficiency. Considering the model predictions for the AGMD configuration, maximal

and mean deviations of 14% and 5% are obtained for the flux and 11% and 6% are obtained

for the thermal efficiency. For the V-AGMD model, the maximal and mean deviations are 8%

and 6% for the flux and 8% and 8% for the thermal efficiency, respectively. The successive

overestimation of the thermal efficiency for V-AGMD has already been discussed previously.

Further Reading - Selected References on the Membrane Distillation Gap

Variants

Early experimental studies on AGMD already indicated a rather small effect of membrane struc-

tural properties on flux performance [18]. The inverse dependence of flux on the gap width was

observed for gap widths ranging from 0.2 to 10mm. Independent studies confirm this observa-

tion for gap widths of 2 − 10mm [129]. In these experiments, a rather small influence of the

hydrodynamics on process performance was observed for Reynolds numbers from 500 to 3500 ,

which were varied separately on the evaporator and the condenser side. A strong exponential

dependence of the flux on evaporator temperature was identified from 40 to 70 ◦C. The corre-

sponding thermal efficiencies were theoretically estimated to increase with temperature from 70

to 90%. A different experimental study on AGMD has been carried out with an aqueous sucrose

solution [130]. A proportional correlation between flux and increasing bulk stream temperature

difference was observed. A distinct exponential behaviour was identified for increasing mean

temperature levels. The flux showed almost linear dependence on the air gap width that was

varied from approximately 0.9 to 3.7mm. Furthermore, a comparison of membranes with and

without backing showed lower values for the laminate, but this observation might additionally

be caused by a significantly lower membrane porosity. A linear regression method was applied

in the context of AGMD, leading to overall membrane-air gap transfer coefficients in the range

of 3.3 to 7.0 kg (Pam2 s)−1. Further experimental studies on the treatment of different alcohol

aqueous solutions with AGMD have been published by the same authors [25]. Different mem-

branes made of PTFE and PVDF have been used. Considerably higher fluxes were achieved for

thin membranes providing high porosity and pore size. A negative effect of a backing on flux

performance was quantified with 30% for a given operation point.

A node model representing an AGMD configuration has been developed and validated with

external experimental data [128]. The comprehensive theoretical analysis predicts thermal effi-
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ciencies of 84− 95%, increasing with feed temperature level. Furthermore, low sensitivities were

expected with respect to flow velocity (0.1−0.3m s−1) and salinity (21−53 g kg−1). An analysis

of different gap widths from 1 − 5mm showed a an inverse dependence for flux, whereas only

minor impact on thermal efficiency was detected. A model-based sensitivity analysis comparing

AGMD and DCMD was published by the same authors [167, 168]. For identical operating con-

ditions, the fluxes predicted for DCMD exceed those predicted for AGMD by more than a factor

of 2, whereas the thermal efficiency was predicted to be approximately 8% higher for AGMD.

Complementary to the observations in this study, a lower sensitivity with respect to the feed

salinity was predicted for the DCMD. A dominating role of the air gap resistance on the overall

mass transfer resistance, with a contribution which reduces at higher temperatures, was clearly

observed. For DCMD, the hydrodynamics and the membrane resistance contributed similarly to

the overall mass transfer resistance. Improvement of the hydrodynamic conditions was identified

to be worthwhile, especially for high temperatures due to the corresponding higher performance.

An experimental comparison of AGMD and PGMD configuration has been published recently

[169]. The experiments were run with a PTFE laminate provided by Gore, a polypropylene con-

denser film (70μm) and a gap width of approximately 3mm for each process configuration. The

experiments were conducted with artificial sea water at constant condenser inlet temperature,

a feed temperature ranging from 50 to 80 ◦C and flow velocities of 0.1 − 0.3m s−1. The fluxes

obtained with the PGMD configuration were identified to be 20−30% higher than to the AGMD

results. If the AGMD configuration was enhanced by a soft vacuum (0.9 bar), the flux increased

by approximately 10%. A greater effect of gap deaeration is predicted, if the pressure could be

further reduced. Additionally, the specific thermal energy consumption was quantified. A node

model for PGMD and AGMD was partially validated by the experimental data. A systematic

underestimation of the AGMD flux was identified and attributed to difficulties caused by elastic

gap shrinkage, droplet formation and gap flooding.

Experimental studies on the V-AGMD configuration were conducted with PE hollow fibre mem-

branes with a wall thickness of 90−250μm [27]. The total air gap pressure was set approximately

50mbar above the corresponding saturated vapour pressure at the evaporator inlet temperature.

The experimentally obtained thermal efficiencies of 80 − 90% did not reach the theoretically

predicted values, which range from 92 to 98%.

3.4.5 A Comparative Evaluation of Different Process

Configurations

This section presents a comparative assessment of the different membrane distillation config-

urations DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD. The test cell experiments for the different

configurations are compared at fixed bulk stream conditions, considering systematic parameter

variations for each of the characteristic operational parameters, namely the mean temperature,

the flow velocity, the temperature difference and the feed salinity.

The materials used for the analysis are identical to those presented in the previous sections.
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The basic test cell configuration consists of the laminate L-020A-S that is positioned on the

condenser side (BC), the channel spacer S-320 and the impermeable film F-127. The permeate

gap is established by using gap spacer S-050, while spacer S-200 is used for setting up the air gap

configuration. A temperature level of 60 ◦C, a bulk temperature difference of 12K and a flow

velocity of 0.08m s−1 are chosen as the reference operating conditions. For the V-AGMD vari-

ant, the total gap pressure is reduced to 0.18/0.33/0.71 bar, depending on the temperature level.

It should be noted that the results for the V-AGMD configuration do not reflect the complete

performance potential, since the air gap cannot be fully deaerated in the test cell for previously

given reasons (Sec. 3.4.4,Fig. 3.28).

For each set of experiments, a detailed analysis of deviations from model predictions for flux and

thermal efficiency is provided, including a comparative presentation of the respective model pre-

dictions. Prior to the discussions that refer to each different parameter variations individually,

a summary of the experimentally obtained average sensitivities with respect to the operating

parameters is provided in Tab. 3.12.

Table 3.12: Summary of the experimentally obtained average sensitivities of the MD pro-
cesses with respect to the operating parameters. The mean sensitivities for
flux in [kg (m2 h)−1] and thermal efficiency in [%] are given with respect to a
defined reference variation Δ.

T̄E−C c̄E/C ΔTE−C SE
a

Fig. 3.31 Fig. 3.33 Fig. 3.34 Fig. 3.36

reference variation Δ = 10K Δ = 0.02m s−1 Δ = 10K Δ = 50 g kg−1

configuration ΔjM Δηth ΔjM Δηth ΔjM Δηth ΔjM Δηth

DCMD 2.8 7.1 1.5 0.4 11.1 2.5 1.8 7.5
PGMD 0.6 5.4 0.3 0.9 3.9 4.0 0.9 14.7
AGMD 1.1 6.5 0.1 2.5 2.7 2.1 0.2 1.5
V-AGMD 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.2 7.4 8.7 0.7 3.6

aevaluated for salinities from 0− 220 g kg−1

Influence of the Temperature Level on MD Process Performance

The sensitivity analysis with respect to the mean temperature level is presented in Fig. 3.31,

including a comparative presentation of the respective model predictions. However, the follow-

ing quantitative discussion refers to the respective experimental results, while the deviations

of the model predictions from the experiments are summarised in Tab. 3.13 at the end of this

section. Comparing the different MD configurations, DCMD clearly shows the highest flux per-

formance compared to the gap variants, reaching flux values up to 18.2 kg (m2 h)−1 at 80 ◦C.

The maximal values reached for the gap variants are lower due to the additional heat and mass

transfer resistances introduced by the gap and the polymer film. The maximal flux performance

obtained in the PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD experiments are 5.4 kg (m2 h)−1, 5.6 kg (m2 h)−1

and 7.1 kg (m2 h)−1, respectively. The fundamental beneficial influence of the higher tempera-
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Figure 3.31: Sensitivity analysis with respect to the temperature level, comparing flux
and thermal efficiency for DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD con-
figurations. Testing conditions: ΔTE−C = 12K, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1,

p̂VAGMD
VP,AG = 0.18/0.33/0.71 bar, laminate L-020A-S(BC), channel spacer S-320,
gap spacer S-050/S-200, impermeable film F-127, tap water.

ture level on the flux and thermal efficiency performance is obvious for all MD configurations,

but the sensitivity to the temperature level is quite different for the different configurations.

The highest sensitivity of 2.8 kg (m2 h)−1 per 10K at almost linear dependence was obtained for

DCMD. The sensitivity of 0.6 kg (m2 h)−1 per 10K that was achieved for the PGMD configu-

ration, is significantly lower. This is explained by the fact that the membrane heat and mass

transfer resistance in DCMD decreases significantly with temperature, while in PGMD, the heat

and mass transfer resistance includes the permeate gap and the polymer film resistances that

are almost independent of temperature. The AGMD configuration has a sensitivity of approx-

imately 1.1 kg (m2 h)−1 per 10K, showing an exponential curve due to the changing amount of

air defining the dominating air gap mass transfer resistance. If the air gap is partially deaerated,

the resulting sensitivity to temperature reduces to 0.7 kg (m2 h)−1 per 10K. A comparison of

the AGMD and the V-AGMD flux results illustrates the beneficial effect of deaeration, which

is less pronounced for the high temperature operation points. Consequently, the V-AGMD flux

curve has a rather concave shape. Assuming a higher state of deaeration than the one that

was experimentally examined, the V-AGMD sensitivity with respect to the temperature level is

expected to reduce further (Fig. 3.28).
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The thermal efficiencies for DCMD, PGMD and AGMD are quite similar, ranging from 60% at

40 ◦C to 80−90% at 80 ◦C. The thermal efficiency results obtained for the V-AGMD variant reach

values of approximately 90% throughout the whole range of temperatures. For the V-AGMD

configuration, the flux and consequently the latent heat fraction is significantly enhanced, espe-

cially for the low-temperature operating points. The enhanced heat transfer additionally lowers

the temperature polarisation coefficient and consequently the driving force for the conductive

heat transfer.

In order to obtain information on the composition of the thermal resistances within the different

material layers, a detailed analysis of the modelling results corresponding to Fig. 3.31 has been

conducted. Fig. 3.32 illustrates the drop of temperature associated with the respective material

layers for different MD configurations and operation temperatures.

Figure 3.32: Model-based thermal resistance analysis for DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and
V-AGMD configurations at different temperature levels. The results corre-
spond to the model predictions that have already been presented in Fig. 3.31.

The membrane/air gap resistance and consequently the fraction of the temperature drop asso-

ciated with the membrane/air gap decreases with temperature for all MD configurations. As

a result, the role of the heat transfer in the bulk streams is gaining significance with tempera-

ture level. For the DCMD configuration, the fractions of the evaporator channel, the condenser

channel, the membrane and the backing layer are in the same range, whereas the heat transfer

in the flow channels is of only minor significance for the gap variants. In PGMD, the additional

resistances introduced by the permeate gap and the polymer film account for approximately

30% and 20% of the total drop in temperature. Furthermore, the backing layer within the gap

(BC) causes a higher temperature drop than in DCMD, since the heat transfer is based on the

conductive heat transfer through the stagnant permeate, only. Considering AGMD, the large

temperature drop associated with the combined membrane and air gap underlines its dominating
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role. The relative fraction of the membrane and air gap reduces from 74% at 40 ◦C to 32% at

80 ◦C, illustrating the strong influence of the temperature level on the molecular diffusion gap

resistance. The gap resistance and consequently the respective temperature drop is reduced by

lowering the gap pressure in V-AGMD. According to the model, the thermal resistance associ-

ated with the liquid permeate on the polymer film induces a rather high temperature drop for

the AGMD and V-AGMD process variants. The relative fractions reach values of up to 43%,

being higher for V-AGMD.

Influence of Feed Flow Rate on MD Process Performance
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Figure 3.33: Sensitivity analysis with respect to the flow velocity, comparing flux and ther-
mal efficiency for DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD configuration. Test-
ing conditions: ΔTE−C = 12K, T̄E−C = 60 ◦C, p̂VAGMD

VP,AG = 0.33 bar, laminate
L-020A-S(BC), channel spacer S-320, gap spacer S-050/S-200, impermeable
film F-127, tap water.

The sensitivity analysis with respect to the flow velocity is presented in Fig. 3.33, including a

comparative presentation of the respective model predictions. However, the following quantita-

tive discussion refers to the respective experimental results, while the deviations of the model

predictions from the experiments are summarised in Tab. 3.13 at the end of this section. Com-

paring the different MD configurations, DCMD clearly shows the highest flux performance com-
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pared to the gap variants, reaching flux values up to 15.2 kg (m2 h)−1 at 0.12m s−1. The max-

imal values reached for PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD are 4.7 kg (m2 h)−1, 3.0 kg (m2 h)−1 and

6.6 kg (m2 h)−1, respectively. Although the effect of increasing flow velocity on the flux perfor-

mance is always positive, the sensitivity is quite different for the different MD configurations.

In general, the sensitivity to the flow velocity corresponds to the fraction of the flow channel

resistances to the total heat transfer resistance, that was previously analysed in Fig. 3.32. A

rather high sensitivity of 1.5 kg (m2 h)−1 per 0.02m s−1 is given for DCMD, due to the high

fraction of the bulk streams within the total heat transfer resistance. By introducing a permeate

gap resistance, the role of the main channel heat transfer and consequently the sensitivity to the

flow velocity is reduced to 0.3 kg (m2 h)−1 per 0.02m s−1 for PGMD. The lowest sensitivity of

0.1 kg (m2 h)−1 per 0.02m s−1 is obtained for the AGMD configuration, affirming the result in

Fig. 3.32 that presents the lowest fraction of the flow channels within the total heat transfer re-

sistance for AGMD. If the air gap is partially deaerated, the role of the flow channel heat transfer

increases slightly, leading to a sensitivity of approximately 0.4 kg (m2 h)−1 per 0.02m s−1 for the

V-AGMD results.

The thermal efficiencies were observed to be almost independent of flow velocity for all MD vari-

ants. For DCMD, this general behaviour has already been discussed theoretically (Eq. 3.25) and

experimentally (Fig. 3.24). The small systematic offset of the thermal efficiency, comparing the

DCMD result of approximately 78% and the PGMD result of approximately 73%, is explained

by the backing that is located towards an open flow channel in DCMD and towards the permeate

gap with stagnant liquid in PGMD. At low flow velocities, where the convective heat transfer

in the backing pores is low also in DCMD, the thermal efficiencies are quite similar. This is

indicated by the model predictions, particularly those evaluated at 0.02m s−1.

Influence of Temperature Difference on MD Process Performance

The sensitivity analysis with respect to the bulk stream temperature difference is presented in

Fig. 3.34, including a comparative presentation of the respective model predictions. However,

the following quantitative discussion refers to the respective experimental results, while the de-

viations of the model predictions from the experiments are summarised in Tab. 3.13 at the end

of this section. For a temperature difference of up to 25K, the flux values fall on almost straight

lines. For all process configurations, the lines intersect the origin. Since temperature polarisation

is not sensitive to temperature difference (Eq. 3.40), this behaviour confirms the proportionality

of flux to the driving force. The steepest gradient of 11.1 kg (m2 h)−1 per 10K is identified for

DCMD. The results for the gap variants have smaller gradients, indicating the negative influ-

ence of the additional transfer resistances introduced by the gap. Considering a fixed absolute

gap pressure level for V-AGMD, the fraction of air within the gap is slightly reduced at higher

temperature differences, due to a slight increase of the resulting mean vapour pressure level.

Particularly for this case, the flux curve takes on a slightly exponential form. Generally, the

accuracy of a linear extrapolation is limited by the validity of linearising the Clausius-Clapeyron
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Figure 3.34: Sensitivity analysis with respect to the temperature difference, compar-
ing flux and thermal efficiency for DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD
configurations. Testing conditions: T̄E−C = 60 ◦C, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1,

p̂VAGMD
VP,AG = 0.33 bar, laminate L-020A-S(BC), channel spacer S-320, gap spacer
S-050/S-200, impermeable film F-127, tap water.

equation, especially at higher mean temperatures and higher interfacial temperature differences.

The experimental results for the thermal efficiencies confirm the values obtained in the previous

sensitivity analysis in Fig. 3.33. The thermal efficiencies show a behaviour that is almost inde-

pendent of temperature difference. For DCMD, this was already expected from the theoretical

considerations in Eq. 3.25 and can also be observed for the gap variants.

Influence of Feed Water Salinity on MD Process Performance

The following investigations clarify the role of feed water salinity on process performance. First

of all, the effect of concentration polarisation is quantified and discussed on the basis of model

predictions. According to Eq. 3.47, concentration polarisation depends on flux and convective

mass transfer in the hydraulic boundary layer on the evaporator side. The quantitative effect may

be evaluated by considering a DCMD channel arrangement, which has a representative character

for all of the channel configurations. The material specifications and the operational conditions
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refer to the standard conditions that have already been used throughout the experimental studies.

The convective mass transfer coefficient is derived from a feed velocity of 0.08m s−1 and the

convective transfer correlation for channel spacer S-320, that was originally introduced as a

heat transfer correlation. By considering bulk stream temperature differences from 2K to 80K,

the effect of concentration polarisation is evaluated for fluxes up to 90 kg (m2 h)−1. The feed

water salinity is set to 50 g kg−1. The predicted concentration polarisation coefficients and the

reduction of flux performance caused by concentration polarisation are presented in Fig. 3.35.
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Figure 3.35: Model-based analysis of the concentration polarisation phenomenon under
different flux conditions. Flux was varied by considering different bulk stream
temperature differences. Testing conditions: ΔTE−C = 2 − 80K, T̄E−C =
60 ◦C, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1, SE = 50 g kg−1, DCMD configuration, laminate
L-020A-S(BC), channel spacer S-320.

The results involve concentration polarisation coefficients from 1.0 to 1.3 that fundamentally

increase with flux. Even though the concentration at the liquid-vapour interface is estimated to

be up to 30% higher than in the bulk stream, the relative effect on flux remains below 1.1%

throughout the full range of fluxes. Due to the low sensitivity of process performance to salinity,

especially at high driving force, the relative impact of the increased interfacial salinity turns

out to be marginal, even though significant concentration polarisation coefficients are obtained

at high-flux operation. The effect of concentration polarisation is considered to be negligible

and is not taken into account for in the model predictions within this thesis. This result is in

good agreement with studies published by other researchers [135, 163, 170], who also conclude

that the phenomenon of concentration polarisation is negligible for typical membrane distillation

applications. For a flux of jw > 40 kg (m2h)−1, the effect of concentration polarisation on flux was

reported to be approximately 3% [80]. The concentration polarisation coefficient for high-flux

operation up to 90 kg (m2h)−1 has been estimated to be less than 1.15 [20].
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Figure 3.36: Sensitivity analysis with respect to the feed salinity, comparing flux and
thermal efficiency for DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD configurations.
Testing conditions: ΔTE−C = 12K, T̄E−C = 60 ◦C, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1,

p̂VAGMD
VP,AG = 0.33 bar, laminate L-020A-S(BC), channel spacer S-320, gap spacer
S-050/S-200, impermeable film F-127, NaCl solutions of different concentra-
tions.

A comparison of the effect of the feed water salinity on the DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-

AGMD performance is presented in Fig. 3.36, including a comparative presentation of the

respective model predictions. However, the following quantitative discussion refers to the respec-

tive experimental results, while the deviations of the model predictions from the experiments are

summarised in Tab. 3.13 at the end of this section. Sodium chloride (NaCl) solutions of different

concentrations have been used to prepare the artificial salt water.

Decreasing fluxes and a drop in thermal efficiency with increasing salinity can be observed for all

process configurations. The decrease in flux appears to be almost linear for salinities less than

150 g kg−1 but the sensitivity tends to increase for higher salinities. The basic phenomenon that

leads to the negative effect on process performance is the decrease in vapour pressure difference,

which results from the decreasing evaporator vapour pressure with increasing concentration of

salt ions (Eq. 3.6). Even for the low-flux operating points observed at high salinities, a signifi-

cant temperature difference between the hot and cold liquid-vapour interfaces causes parasitic

conductive heat transfer. Therefore, the thermal efficiency drops significantly at high salinities.

The highest flux results have been obtained for the DCMD configuration, ranging from 12.6 kg (m2 h)−1

for tap water to 3.0 kg (m2 h)−1 at a salinity of 238 g kg−1. It is important to note that the dif-
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ferent process configurations differ greatly, considering the sensitivity of the process performance

to feed salinity. The DCMD configuration shows the highest sensitivity of 1.8 kg (m2 h)−1 per

50 g kg−1. For a feed salinity of approximately 200 g kg−1, only 42% of the reference flux with

tap water is obtained. Low flux is obtained with PGMD at a similar operation point and only

16% of the tap water reference flux could be achieved at 200 g kg−1. The lowest sensitivity of

0.2 kg (m2 h)−1 per 50 g kg−1 is given for AGMD. In this configuration, still 60% of the tap water

reference flux is obtained for a salinity of approximately 210 g kg−1, which is slightly reduced to

52% if the air gap is partially deaerated. In the limiting case, the effect of vapour pressure

reduction by salt ions completely outweighs the driving force, resulting in no flux or even in neg-

ative flux. From the experimental results in Fig. 3.36, the equilibrium condition for the PGMD

configuration is expected at approximately 220 g kg−1. For DCMD, the equilibrium condition is

expected at higher salinity of approximately 270 g kg−1. The maximal concentration is funda-

mentally limited by the maximal solubility of the respective salt, since salt starts to precipitate

if the maximal solubility is exceeded.

In general, the effect of a particular feed salinity is to reduce the vapour pressure on the evapo-

rator side and consequently the vapour pressure difference by a certain offset. If MD is operated

at a low driving force, as is given for a small interfacial temperature difference, a certain vapour

pressure reduction has a high relative impact on the driving force and therefore a strong influence

on performance. In the case of a high driving force, which is given for a high interfacial tempera-

ture difference, the relative effect of the vapour pressure offset is comparably small. Even though

identical bulk stream conditions are considered for the DCMD, PGMD and (V-)AGMD experi-

ments, the interfacial temperature differences are quite different (see Fig. 3.32), which explains

their different sensitivity to salinity. In particular, (V-)AGMD features superior characteristics

for high salinity operation for the given reasons.

Some discussion is added on the model predictions in Fig. 3.36. The vapour pressure reduction

in the model is based on the correlation given in Eq. 3.6, depending on feed salinity. The applica-

tion of the vapour pressure reduction correlation is suggested for salinities from 0 to 150 g kg−1.

In this range, the model gives a reasonable prediction for the negative influence of salt on the

different process configurations. Considering a sea salinity level of approximately 34 g kg−1, the

deviations of the flux predictions were estimated to be 1%, 4%, 1% and 6% for DCMD, PGMD,

AGMD and V-AGMD, respectively. Considering a range up to 150 g kg−1, the different flux er-

rors are quantified to be less than 10%, steadily increasing with salinity. It turns out that

the quantitative errors of the specific flux and thermal efficiency predictions increase further

for salinities above 150 g kg−1, while the qualitative trends are still represented by the model.

Deviations may be explained by differences in salt composition. The correlations describe the

physical water properties for sea salt, while the experiments were performed using a pure NaCl

solution. Since the molarity of a pure NaCl solution is higher than that of a standard sea-salt

composition, a NaCl solution contains more dissolved ions than a sea-salt-based solution at the

same salinity (see Appendix C). Thus, the vapour pressure of a pure NaCl solution is expected to

be lower than that of a sea-salt solution with the same salinity. If the experimental results were

transferred from their NaCl-salinity to their higher corresponding "virtual sea-salt salinity", the

systematic deviation from the modelling results would decrease. The use of correlations based on
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electrical conductivity instead of salinity would generally lead to better comparability, especially

for results obtained with different ionic salt compositions.

It is important to note that the results from Fig. 3.36 strictly refer to the channel configurations

and operating conditions considered in the experiments. Even though an appreciable impact of

salinity has been identified for the presented conditions, all of the MD configurations offer great

potential for the treatment of high-salinity solutions, since the processes could be optimised with

respect to high-salinity operation. Higher driving force, which could be achieved by an adapted

channel design, reduced temperature polarisation or higher bulk stream temperature differences,

fundamentally enhances the process characteristics for the treatment of high-salinity solutions.

The impact of the bulk stream temperature difference on the relative effect of salinity on flux

performance is illustrated in Fig. 3.37. The results are derived from model predictions that

consider feed water with zero salinity and feed water with a salinity of 100 g kg−1.
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Figure 3.37: Model-based analysis of the flux reduction due to salinity at different bulk
temperature differences, considering DCMD, PGMD and AGMD configura-
tions. Flux results obtained with feed water salinities of 0 and 100 g kg−1

have been compared. Testing conditions: T̄E−C = 60 ◦C, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1,
laminate L-020A-S(BC), channel spacer S-320, gap spacer S-050/S-200, im-
permeable film F-127.

The results clearly indicate the negative effect of salinity on MD performance for any bulk

stream temperature difference. For small temperature differences between 0 and 5K, the flux

performance shows enormous sensitivity to the saline feed water. The higher the bulk stream

temperature differences considered, the lower is the influence of salt. For a temperature difference

of 10K, MD already features feasible performance characteristics for the treatment of saline brine,

but flux is reduced by 33% for PGMD, 22% for DCMD, 17% for AGMD. As discussed earlier,

the different sensitivities of the process configurations are mainly explained by differences in

temperature polarisation. For a high bulk stream temperature difference of 40K, the relative

reduction of flux due to the salinity effect is lower than 10% for all of the MD configurations. If

higher salinity than 100 g kg−1 were considered, the required bulk stream temperature differences

for feasible MD operation would increase. It is obvious from the given results that targeted
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optimisation of the channel configuration and the operating conditions offers great potential to

improve the MD process performance for the treatment of saline feed water. The presented

results demonstrate the fundamental phenomena accompanying the salinity effect, which are

subsequently applied in the context of module design and optimisation in the following chapters.

Deviations of the Model Predictions from Experimental Results

The mean deviations between the model predictions and the experimental results have been anal-

ysed for each parameter variation that has been presented in this section. A detailed summary

is given in Tab. 3.13. The derivation of the combined mean deviations throughout all parameter

variations for flux and thermal efficiency, leads to values of 4% and 4% for DCMD, 4% and 4%

for PGMD, 5% and 5% for AGMD and 6% and 9% for V-AGMD, respectively.

Table 3.13: Summary of the mean percentage deviations to the model predic-
tions with respect to the experimental results for each parameter
variation.

|ē(T̄E−C)| |ē(c̄E/C)| |ē(ΔTE−C)| |ē(SE)|
a

Fig. 3.31 Fig. 3.33 Fig. 3.34 Fig. 3.36

configuration ΔjM Δηth ΔjM Δηth ΔjM Δηth ΔjM Δηth

DCMD 2% 1% 3% 1% 2% 1% 10% 10%
PGMD 2% 1% 4% 3% 1% 1% 10% 11%
AGMD 5% 4% 3% 7% 4% 4% 5% 2%
V-AGMD 3% 8% 5% 8% 4% 6% 10% 13%

aevaluated for measurements with salinities from 0− 150 g kg−1
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The membrane module is defined to be a device that combines the membrane and other required

materials within a functional package.

The following chapter bridges the gap from fundamental scientific research on materials and

basic process behaviour to the scale of application. A focus is placed on the derivation of basic

methods for qualified interpretation and integration of fundamental knowledge, e.g. from test

cell experiments, in the context of full-scale modules. The results from Chapter 3 are applied to

develop of a comprehensive full-scale module model that provides a high level of physical detail.

Generic module performance parameters are derived in order to allow a comparative quantitative

evaluation of different module designs and operational modes. Subsequently, a section on the

experimental work provides information on the testing equipment, the testing procedures and

the methods for experimental evaluation of different full-scale module prototypes. A detailed

presentation and discussion of the results is provided in the last and most extensive section of

this chapter. Experimental results as well as model-based analyses are comprehensively evaluated

for a variety of scenarios. Besides an analysis of general aspects of MD module operation, the

section covers individual aspects concerning the operation of different MD module configurations.

The validated module model is then applied to analyse comprehensive studies of the influence of

membrane and other material properties on module performance. A quantitative evaluation of

fundamental technological limitations is provided by means of extensive parametric field studies.

4.1 Multi-Node Models for Theoretical Module

Evaluation

Membrane modules of different size, configuration and design are used in the application of MD

processes. The thermodynamic performance is expected to depend mainly on the MD configu-

ration, channel length and channel height rather than on specific effects based on the module

type such as spiral-wound or plate-and-frame. From a modelling point of view, a quite generic

approach can be used in order to clarify the fundamental potential for the MD technology, inde-

pendent of the type of module design. For a MD module with flat flow channels, the total active

transfer area AMD may be calculated from Eq. 4.1, based on the corresponding specifications in
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channel length L and channel height H.

AMD = L ·H · z (4.1)

Whether the evaporator flow channel has two active sides for heat and mass transfer or one active

side and one adiabatic wall, is accounted for by z ∈ {1, 2}.

If the flow channels are of reasonable length, the transmembrane heat and mass transfer in-

fluence the thermodynamic state of the fluids along the length of the channels. Thus, the

assumption of homogeneous conditions along the channels that is made for the evaluation of the

one-dimensional single-node models in Sec. 3.2 is not valid when considering flow channels in

the context of full-scale membrane modules. In order to account for the local distribution of

the operating conditions, the channels are discretised into multiple nodes. Each node represents

one segment of the flow channel that is sufficiently small that the assumption of homogeneous

conditions and consequently the single-node models from Sec. 3.2 are valid. The nodes are indi-

cated consecutively with indices 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where i = 1 indicates the position of the evaporator

inlet and i = n the position of the evaporator outlet. The specification of the homogeneous flow

channel discretisation is given by the total number of nodes n that leads to the effective single

node transfer area Ai
M/L by applying Eq. 4.2.

Ai
M/L =

AMD

n
(4.2)

The geometrical channel design and the material parameters are considered constant along the

channels so equal parameterisation is given for all nodes. The nodes are thermodynamically

linked to each other. The thermodynamic inlet conditions for each node (i), namely the local

mass flow rates ṁi
E and ṁ

i
C, the local salinities S

i
E and S

i
C and the local temperatures T

i
E and T

i
C,

correspond to the outlet conditions of the preceding node (i− 1). The local absolute pressure in

the vapour space p̂i is evaluated individually for each node, depending on the applicable state of

deaeration. If the inlet conditions for node (i) are known, the single-node models from Sec. 3.2

are used to calculate the local transmembrane flux J i
M/L and the local transmembrane heat

transfer Q̇i
M/L, taking the local fluid properties into account. The outlet conditions for node

(i) are then evaluated by applying the laws of conservation of mass and energy and linked to

the inlet conditions of the following node (i+ 1). This modelling approach is referred to as the

multi-node model.

The following sections present different forms of the basic multi-node model that have been

implemented. The different model variants are necessary to represent the individual aspects that

need to be considered for a DCMD, a PGMD or an AGMD module.
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4.1.1 Direct Contact Module Configuration

(a) Couter-current flow (b) Co-current flow

Figure 4.1: Multi-node model for DCMD module analysis - Model structure

A graphical representation of the DCMD multi-node model is given in Fig. 4.1. The grey coloured

fields represent the relevant information on the operational conditions that is necessarily passing

through the system boundaries into or out of the model. These parameters may be dynamically

linked to other hydraulic system components for integrated system simulation. In the usual case

of a counter-current operation mode, the inlet and outlet conditions are on opposite sides of the

module and the flow direction in the evaporator and the condenser channel differs. Due to its

great relevance in common MD applications, the focus of the module analysis within this thesis is

on the counter-current operation mode. However, the model is capable of evaluating a co-current

flow operation mode, where the inlet and outlet conditions are on the same side of the module

and the flow in the evaporator and the condenser channel is in the same direction.

First of all, the local flux is evaluated by means of Eqs. 3.5 or 3.50, taking into account the

respective local state of deaeration, which is defined by the absolute pressure input parameter

p̂in. To do so, the local absolute pressure p̂i and the corresponding local partial air pressure pia
are evaluated, based on the assumption of an ideal pressure distribution along the channel. If

the local vapour pressure is equal to or higher than the deaeration pressure, no air is left in that

part of the module and the local absolute pressure is defined by the local vapour pressure as

given in Eq. 4.3. In the part of the module, where the local vapour pressure is lower than the
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deaeration pressure, the residual fraction of air can be evaluated explicitly by locally applying

Dalton’s law according to Eq. 4.4.

for p̂in ≤ piw : p̂i = piw pia = 0 (4.3)

for p̂in > piw : p̂i = p̂in pia = p̂i − piw (4.4)

The mass balances for the individual channel sides of a DCMD node are given in Eqs. 4.5 and

4.6. The absolute local flux J i
M/L, evaluated by means of Eqs. 3.5 or 3.50, is transferred from the

evaporator to the condenser channel. The total mass flow in the evaporator channel is reduced

by the local flux whereas the mass flow in the condenser channel gains the mass from perme-

ation. In Eq. 4.6, the transferred flux added to the condenser channel is derived with a negative

sign in the standard case of counter-current operation, whereas a positive sign would result for

co-current operation.

ṁi+1
E = ṁi

E − J i
M/L (4.5)

ṁi+1
C = ṁi

C
(+)
− J i

M/L (4.6)

No salt is transferred through the membrane, so the total mass flow of salt does not change along

the flow channels and the local salinities may be evaluated from the mass balances applied for

salt. The respective formulations for the evaporator and the condenser channels are given in

Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8, respectively.

Si+1
E = Sin

E

ṁin
E

ṁi+1
E

(4.7)

Si+1
C = Sin

C

ṁin
C

ṁi+1
C

(4.8)

The enthalpy balances for each individual side of a DCMD node are given in Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10.

The local heat flux Q̇i
M/L includes latent and conductive heat transfer from the evaporator to

the condenser channel and refers to Eq. 3.20 or Eq. 3.52. The sign in the condenser enthalpy

balance (Eq. 4.10) is negative for counter-current and positive for co-current operation.

Ḣ i+1
E = Ḣ i

E − Ḣ i
M/L − Q̇i

M/L (4.9)

Ḣ i+1
C = Ḣ i

C
(+)
− Ḣ i

M/L
(+)
− Q̇i

M/L (4.10)

The enthalpies given in Eqs. 4.11 to 4.13 refer to liquid water at a reference temperature of 0 ◦C,

so the temperatures are specified in degrees Celsius.

Ḣ i+1
E/C = ṁi+1

E/C ci+1
p,E/C T i+1

E/C (4.11)

Ḣ i
E/C = ṁi

E/C cip,E/C T i
E/C (4.12)
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Ḣ i
M/L = J i

M/L c
i
p,E T i

E (4.13)

Due to the dependence of the thermal capacity on temperature and salinity, two unknowns

are present in Eq. 4.11. Here, the numerical approach features the advantage of reducing the

unknowns without committing an energy error in the overall balances. For this purpose, the

thermal capacity is considered constant for the derivation of Eq. 4.11, leading to the modified

representation in Eq. 4.14. The sensible heat that refers to the change in capacity is accounted

for in Q̇i ∗
M/L that includes a capacity compensation from the previous to the present node.

Ḣ i+1
E/C = ṁi+1

E/C cip,E/C T i+1
E/C (4.14)

Q̇i ∗
M/L = Q̇i

M/L + ṁi
E/C (cip,E/C − ci−1

p,E/C) T
i
E/C (4.15)

When the enthalpy balances in Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10 are solved with respect to the node outlet

temperatures T i+1
E/C, Eqs. 4.16 and 4.17 are derived to evaluate the temperatures from node to

node.

T i+1
E =

1

ṁi+1
E cip,E

(
Ḣ i

E − Ḣ i
M/L − Q̇i ∗

M/L

)
(4.16)

T i+1
C =

1

ṁi+1
C cip,C

(
Ḣ i

C
(+)
− Ḣ i

M/L
(+)
− Q̇i ∗

M/L

)
(4.17)

Based on the local conditions, the local hydraulic pressure losses for the flow channels are esti-

mated by Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19. For the spacer-filled channels, a rather turbulent flow is assumed

even for low Reynolds numbers. For turbulent flow, the friction factor ψ is dependent on the

Reynolds number and generally described as given in Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19 [134]. Due to the com-

plex three-dimensional geometry of the spacer-filled channels, the coefficients a and b are usually

fitted to experimental data [8, 145]. Within this thesis, the coefficients are derived in Sec. 4.3.1.

Δp̂iE = ψE
L ρE
n dh,E

(ciE)
2

2
ψE = a (ReiE)

b (4.18)

Δp̂iC = ψC
L ρC
n dh,C

(ciC)
2

2
ψC = a (ReiC)

b (4.19)

For each calculation, the module’s total enthalpy balance is evaluated in order to check the

validity of the model. This feature gives a reference for debugging during the phase of model

implementation and modification. Furthermore, this analytical method of checking the “black-

box” model enthalpy balance guarantees that the model does not accidentally behave as energy

source or sink in the context of a potential system simulation. The total enthalpy balance of the
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DCMD model is given in Eq. 4.20.

Ḣ in
E + Ḣ in

C = Ḣout
E + Ḣout

C (4.20)

The iterative solving strategy for the DCMD multi-node model is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.2: DCMD multi-node model - Flow diagram of the iterative solver strategy.

After setting up the numerical solvers, the model has to be initialised with fluid and material

properties, geometrical module specifications and thermodynamic inlet conditions for the evapo-

rator and the condenser channels. For the counter-current operation mode, the evaporator inlet

conditions are linked to node i = 1, whereas the condenser inlet conditions are linked to node

i = n. The unknown condenser outlet conditions that are required to evaluate node i = 1 are

initially estimated by an educated guess. The temperature T 1
C,init is assumed to be 2K lower

than the evaporator inlet temperature. Then the single nodes are solved successively by applying

the enthalpy and mass balances from Eqs. 4.5 to 4.17. When the last node i = n is evaluated, the

difference ΔTn
C,e between the calculated condenser temperature and the pre-set inlet condition

is calculated with Eq. 4.21.

ΔTn
C,e = Tn

C,trial − T in
C (4.21)

If the error is higher than the tolerated maximal error ΔTn
C,e,max, the channel evaluation is

performed again, based on a corrected starting temperature T 1
C,trial. The correction term T 1

C,corr

depends on the actual errorΔTn
C,e and the number of iterations that have already been completed.

The solver starts with a large step size to guarantee rapid convergence and then automatically

reduces step size to attain high accuracy, if necessary. The procedure is repeated again until the

error is lower than the maximal permissible error.

A second similar iteration loop is implemented to determine the correct condenser outlet mass

flow rate ṁ1
C. The initial guess ṁ

1
C,init is set equal to the flow rate at the condenser inlet. The
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resulting error at node position i = n is defined in Eq. 4.22.

Δṁn
C,e = ṁn

C,trial − ṁin
C (4.22)

If the error is higher than the tolerated maximal error Δṁn
C,e,max, the channel evaluation is

performed again, based on a corrected starting mass flow condition ṁ1
C,trial. Since the rather

small mass flow corrections needed do not affect the general solver stability, rapid and reliable

convergence is obtained for a correction term ṁ1
C,corr that depends only on the actual error ṁ

n
C,e,

without the need to change its sensitivity based on the total number of iterations. The procedure

is repeated until the error is lower than the maximal permissible error.

For the co-current operation mode, both inlet conditions are linked to node i = 1, so the temper-

ature and mass flow conditions are available at the first node i = 1 and the module evaluation

does not require any channel iteration.

4.1.2 Permeate Gap Module Configuration

(a) Internal heat recovery from the permeate (b) Internal heating of the permeate

Figure 4.3: Multi-node model for PGMD module analysis - Model structure
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A graphical representation of the PGMD multi-node model in counter-current mode is given in

Fig. 4.3. The basic scheme of the main flow channels, including the respective inlets and outlets,

is similar to the DCMD multi-node model. The additional permeate channel is introduced,

including its separate inlet and outlet. In the usual case, the permeate channel does not include

channel inlet and the permeate channel inlet conditions are set to zero. If the permeate outlet

is set to the cold module side at node position i = n, the sensible heat that accompanies with

the warm permeate stream is successively recovered to the condenser channel internally. If the

permeate outlet is set to the warm module side at node position i = 1, the permeate stream

successively gains sensible heat from the evaporator while flowing along the permeate channel

and is internally heated.

It should be noted that the PGMD model may in principle be used in a co-current flow variant,

as well. However, due to its minor relevance and its basic similarity to the DCMD co-current

model of Sec. 4.1.1, the PGMD co-current model is not explicitly discussed in this section and

no separate graphical representation is provided.

The evaluation of the single nodes is done using the PGMD single-node model from Sec. 3.2.2,

taking into account the local state of deaeration by Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4.

The enthalpy and mass balances are slightly modified in order to represent specific aspects of the

PGMD channel configuration. The mass balances for the individual channel sides of a PGMD

node are given in Eqs. 4.23 and 4.24. The total mass flow of the evaporator channel is reduced

by the transmembrane flux, whereas the condenser mass flow does not change along the channel

due to the impermeability of the polymer film material. The accumulation of the permeate in

the separate permeate channel is represented by the additional mass balance for the permeate

channel in Eq. 4.25.

ṁi+1
E = ṁi

E − J i
M/L (4.23)

ṁi+1
C = ṁi

C (= ṁin
C ) (4.24)

ṁi+1
P = ṁi

P + J i
M/L (4.25)

The salinities are calculated by the mass balances for the salt species in Eqs. 4.26 to 4.28. For a

PGMD module, the salinity in the evaporator changes along the channel due to extraction of the

solvent. The salinity in the condenser channel does not change due to the impermeability of the

polymer film. If a potential inlet mass flow rate into the permeate channel has a certain salinity

(e.g. strip solution), the solution becomes diluted by the gain in mass due to the permeating

pure solvent.

Si+1
E = Sin

E

ṁin
E

ṁi+1
E

(4.26)

Si+1
C = Si

C (= Sin
C ) (4.27)

Si+1
P = Sin

P

ṁin
P

ṁi+1
P

(4.28)

The mathematical formulations for the local temperatures in Eqs. 4.29 and 4.30 are derived from
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the enthalpy balances.

T i+1
E =

1

ṁi+1
E cip,E

(
Ḣ i

E − Ḣ i
M/L − Q̇i ∗

M/L

)
(4.29)

T i+1
C =

1

ṁi+1
C cip,C

(
Ḣ i

C − Q̇i
F

)
(4.30)

The total amount of heat transferred through the membrane into the permeate channel Q̇i ∗
M/L is

evaluated with Eq. 4.15. The total amount of heat transferred from the permeate channel through

the polymer film into the condenser channel Q̇i
F is calculated by Eq. 4.31. Unlike DCMD, the

condenser channel in PGMD does not gain the permeating mass, so Eq. 4.30 does not include

the enthalpy that is associated with the permeating vapour.

Q̇i
F = Q̇i ∗

M/L + Q̇i
P (4.31)

The sensible heat, accompanied by a change in temperature and thermal capacity of the permeate

stream from node to node, is taken into consideration during evaluation of the PGMD single-

node model by Eq. 3.60 in Sec. 3.2.2. The total amount of sensible heat from the permeate Q̇i
P,

also given in Eq. 4.32, contains one term associated with the change in temperature and one

term associated with a change in thermal capacity.

Q̇i
P = ṁi−1

P ci−1
p,P (T i−1

P − T i
P) + ṁi−1

P (ci−1
p,P − cip,P) T

i
P (4.32)

If the temperature or the thermal capacity in the permeate channel decreases, heat is recovered

from the permeate stream into the condenser channel. If the temperature or the capacity of the

permeate increases, the thermal energy is transferred from the evaporator channel.

The hydraulic pressure losses in the main flow channels of a PGMD module are estimated simi-

larly to the pressure losses in a DCMD module, as given in Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19.

The total heat balance of the PGMD model is given in Eq. 4.33, which includes the main chan-

nel inlet and outlet streams of the condenser and the evaporator channels and the additional

permeate channel inlet and outlet streams.

Ḣ in
E + Ḣ in

C + Ḣ in
P = Ḣout

E + Ḣout
C + Ḣout

P (4.33)

The iterative solving strategy for the PGMD multi-node model is similar to the one illustrated

in Fig. 4.2. Analogously to the DCMD channel iteration, the condenser outlet temperature is

solved iteratively. Since the mass flow rate in the condenser channel remains constant for the

PGMD configuration (Eq. 4.24), no second channel iteration loop is necessary to determine the

condenser outlet mass flow rate. In the usual case, the heat from the permeate is internally

recovered (Fig. 4.3(a)) and the channel iteration starts at node i = 1. If the the permeate is to

be internally heated (Fig. 4.3(b)), the iteration starts at node i = n, to retain the ability to solve

the permeate channel balances in Eqs. 4.25, 4.28 and 4.32 in the forward direction without an

additional iteration loop.
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4.1.3 Air Gap Module Configuration

A graphical representation of the AGMD multi-node model in the counter-current mode is given

in Fig. 4.4. The basic scheme of the main flow channels including their inlets and outlets is

similar to the DCMD and PGMD multi-node models. Unlike the PGMD module, the permeate

is removed from the air gap gravimetrically. The AGMD model may also be used in a co-current

variant, which is not explicitly discussed in this section.

Figure 4.4: Multi-node model for AGMD module analysis - Model structure

The individual nodes are evaluated using the AGMD single-node model from Sec. 3.2.3, taking

into account the local state of deaeration by Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4.

The enthalpy and mass balances for the AGMD nodes on the evaporator and the condenser

channel sides are similar to those presented for the PGMD configuration. The local mass flow

rates are given in Eqs. 4.23 and 4.24, the local salinities are calculated by Eqs. 4.26 and 4.27

and the local temperatures by Eqs. 4.29 and 4.30. The hydraulic pressure losses are estimated

by using Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19.

In typical AGMD configurations, the permeate is extracted perpendicular to the main channel

flow direction. Consequently, no internal recovery of the sensible heat from the permeate or

internal pre-heating of the permeate stream is possible. The enthalpy of the permeate stream

that is leaving the AGMD module is determined by Eq. 4.34, which also allows a determination
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of the permeate mixing temperature T out
P .

Ḣout
P = ṁout

P coutp,P T out
P =

n∑
i=1

ṁi
P cip,P T i

P (4.34)

The total enthalpy balance of the AGMD model may also be evaluated by Eq. 4.33.

The iterative solving strategy for the AGMD multi-node model is close to that illustrated in

Fig. 4.2. Analogously to the DCMD channel iteration, the condenser outlet temperature is

solved iteratively. As for the PGMD configuration, the mass flow rate in the condenser channel

remains constant for the AGMD configuration and no second channel iteration loop is necessary

to determine the condenser outlet mass flow rate.

4.1.4 Evaluation of the Module Performance Parameters

The total permeate output ṁP is given by Eq. 4.35, representing the sum of all local permeate

mass flow rates. Eq. 4.36 defines the total module flux jP, which represents the specific permeate

output with respect to the effective membrane surface area.

ṁP =
n∑

i=1

ṁi
P (4.35)

jP =
ṁP

AM/L
(4.36)

The module recovery ratio REi in Eq. 4.37 describes how much product water is extracted from

a given amount of feed water that enters the module at the evaporator channel inlet (Ei). Con-

sequently, the module recovery ratio describes the amount of water that is extracted within one

passage of the feed water through the evaporator channel. The recovery ratio may alternatively

be expressed by the inlet and outlet salinities, derived from the mass balance of the salt. If

recirculation is applied, the total system recovery ratio RR from Eq. 4.38 may be adjusted inde-

pendently of REi by adjusting the amount of raw water for intake, which also affects the brine

blow-out. The fraction of the total module input flow rate with respect to the raw water intake

is defined as the recirculation factor Z according to Eq. 4.39.

REi =
ṁP

ṁEi

(
= 1−

SEi
SEo

)
(4.37)

RR =
ṁP

ṁR

(
= 1−

SR
SB

)
(4.38)

Z =
ṁEi

ṁR

(
=
RR

REi

)
(4.39)
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The thermal power that is consumed in the evaporator channel Q̇E is equal to the thermal power

that is transferred through the membrane/laminate, given in Eq. 4.40. The purely latent fraction

is given in Eq. 4.41, leading to the total module thermal efficiency in Eq. 4.42

Q̇E =
n∑

i=1

Q̇i
M/L (4.40)

Q̇E,l =
n∑

i=1

J i
M/L Δhiv (4.41)

ηth =
Q̇E,l

Q̇E

(4.42)

Depending on the process configuration, the module design and the operating conditions, a

different heating concept may be preferred to provide the heating power for the module. The

cooling concept is then adapted according to the heating concept. It should be noted that

depending on the system context, the recirculation strategy and the availability and condition of

the raw water, external cooling may be unnecessary and the cooling requirement may be covered

by the raw water directly. The simplest variant is direct heating of the evaporator stream without

(a) No heat recovery (b) External heat recovery (c) Internal heat recovery

Figure 4.5: Different module heating and cooling concepts.

any recovery (noR) as illustrated in Fig. 4.5(a). In this case, the heating power is calculated with

Eq. 4.43. If the influence of the raw water temperature TR is neglected, the mixing temperature

THXi may be replaced by TEo. The respective cooling power is defined similarly in Eq. 4.44.

Q̇HX,noR = ṁEi cp,Ei (TEi − THXi) (4.43)
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Q̇CX,noR = ṁCi cp,Ci (TCo − TCi) (4.44)

If the temperature level at the condenser outlet is higher than the temperature at the evaporator

outlet (TCo > TEo), pre-heating of the feed water is fundamentally possible.

A heating concept with external heat recovery (extR) is illustrated in Fig. 4.5(b). In this case,

an external recovery heat exchanger (RX) is necessary. The evaluation of the heating and the

cooling power for the external heat recovery concept is based on Eqs. 4.45 and 4.46.

Q̇HX,extR = ṁEi cp,Ei (TEi − TRXo) (4.45)

Q̇CX,extR = ṁCi cp,Ci (TCXi − TCi) (4.46)

The unknown temperatures TRXo and TCXi are calculated iteratively by using the heat balance

of the external recovery heat exchanger given in Eq. 4.47 and the basic transfer equation for heat

exchangers in counter-current mode given in Eq. 4.48 [134]. These equations reflect the influence

of the heat exchanger transfer performance kARX on the recovered heat Q̇RX. If the influence of

the raw water temperature TR is neglected, the mixing temperature TRXi and the capacity cp,RXi

may be replaced by TEo and cp,Eo, respectively.

ṁEi cp,RXi (TRXo − TRXi) = ṁCo cp,Co (TCo − TCXi) ( = Q̇RX ) (4.47)

Q̇RX = kARX
(TRXo − TCo)− (TRXi − TCXi)

ln
(

TRXo−TCo

TRXi−TCXi

) (4.48)

While the heat transfer performance increases, the iterative result converges towards the limiting

case, represented by an ideal heat exchanger (kARX → ∞). For an ideal heat exchanger, the

recovered heat is limited only by the thermal capacities of the flow streams and the inlet temper-

atures. The limiting inlet temperatures define the corresponding unknown outlet temperature

according to Eqs. 4.49-4.51, while the transferred heat is still evaluated by Eq. 4.47.

ṁEi cp,RXi = ṁCo cp,Co → TCo = TRXo ; TRXi = TCXi (4.49)

ṁEi cp,RXi > ṁCo cp,Co → TRXi = TCXi (4.50)

ṁEi cp,RXi < ṁCo cp,Co → TCo = TRXo (4.51)

In PGMD and AGMD modules, the feed stream may be pre-heated in the condenser channel

directly, without using an additional external recovery heat exchanger. The internal heat recovery

concept (intR) is illustrated in Fig. 4.5(c). The evaluation of the heating power for the internal

heat recovery concept is based on Eq. 4.52. The evaluation of the cooling power is given in

Eq. 4.53. If the preceding blow-out (B) and the subsequent raw water mixing (R) are neglected,
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the temperature TCXo may be replaced by TCi and the flow rate ṁCXo is set as ṁEo.

Q̇HX,intR = ṁEi cp,Ei (TEi − TCo) (4.52)

Q̇CX,intR = ṁCXo cp,Eo (TEo − TCXo) (4.53)

The model automatically chooses the optimal heating strategy according to Eqs. 4.54, ensuring

a realistic evaluation of the thermal energy requirement. If heat recovery is possible, a internal

recovery concept is evaluated for the PGMD and AGMD configurations whereas an external

concept is considered for the DCMD module variants. The corresponding definition for the

cooling demand is then adjusted according to the heating strategy.

Q̇HX = min( Q̇HX,noR , Q̇HX,intR/extR ) (4.54)

Q̇CX = select( Q̇CX,noR , Q̇CX,intR/extR ) (4.55)

The specific thermal energy consumption qHX for heating and qCX for cooling are defined in

Eqs. 4.56 and 4.57, representing the respective amount of thermal energy that is required to

produce one ton of product water.

qHX =
Q̇HX

ṁP
(4.56)

qCX =
Q̇CX

ṁP
(4.57)

An alternative representation of the thermal energy requirement is given with the Gained Output

Ratio (GOR) in Eq. 4.58, representing the thermal energy savings with respect to pure, ideal

evaporation. The fundamental definition of the GOR has already been introduced in Sec. 2.5.2.

GOR =
Q̇E,l

Q̇HX

(
=

Δhv
qHX

)
(4.58)

The electric power consumption for the hydraulic pumps (HP) is estimated by Eq. 4.59, consid-

ering the hydraulic pressure losses in the module channels and the pressure losses in the heat

exchangers for heating (HX) and cooling (CX), respectively. For DCMD operation, the pressure

loss in the heat exchanger for external heat recovery (RX) is additionally taken into considera-

tion. The pressure loss in the module flow channels is estimated according to Eqs. 4.60, based

on the pressure loss correlations from Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19. The pressure loss accompanying each

of the heat exchangers is assumed to be 0.15 bar. A total pumping efficiency ηHP is introduced

for the conversion from electrical to hydraulic energy.

PHP =
V̇Ei (Δp̂Ei−Eo +Δp̂HX +Δp̂RX)

ηHP
+

V̇Ci (Δp̂Ci−Co +Δp̂CX +Δp̂RX)

ηHP
(4.59)
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Δp̂Ei−Eo =
n∑

i=1

Δp̂iE Δp̂Ci−Co =

n∑
i=1

Δp̂iC (4.60)

If deaeration is applied, the electric power consumption is increased by several additional loads.

The most important additional electric load is the vacuum pump (VP). In V-DCMD and

V-PGMD, the membrane is indirectly deaerated by means of feed water deaeration with a mem-

brane contactor. The hydraulic pressure loss Δp̂D caused by the feed stream that passes through

the deaeration module may be estimated with approximately 0.20 bar. No deaeration module is

required for V-AGMD, since the air gap may be directly accessed by the vacuum pump. How-

ever, electric energy is required to pump the permeate out of the evacuated permeate chamber.

It is important to notice that the flow rate ṁD that defines the deaeration capacity may be

chosen quite differently, depending on the module concept and the recirculation strategy. If no

recirculation is applied or if the feed water is ideally not dissolving any air during recirculation, it

would be sufficient to estimate the required deaeration capacity based on the aerated raw water

stream ṁR. In the worst case, the recirculated feed stream re-dissolves air until saturation and

the required deaeration capacity should be estimated from the full module feed stream ṁEi. In

the model proposed in this thesis, the deaeration effort is estimated by Eq. 4.61, assuming the

aeration effort to be mainly dependent on the raw water flow rate, while the additional effort due

to re-aeration during recirculation is taken into consideration by a 30% fraction of the module

feed flow rate. Further experimental work is required to derive a more precise reference.

ṁD = 0.7 ṁR + 0.3 ṁEi (4.61)

The overall electric power consumption for the deaeration system may be estimated by Eq. 4.62.

PD =
V̇VP p̂VP ln

(
p̂amb

p̂VP

)
ηVP

+
V̇D Δp̂D
ηHP︸ ︷︷ ︸

V-DCMD and V-DCMD only

+
V̇P Δp̂amb−VP

ηHP︸ ︷︷ ︸
V-AGMD only

(4.62)

The power consumption for a liquid ring vacuum pump is estimated from isothermal compres-

sion of the gas flow from vacuum pressure level p̂VP to ambient pressure p̂amb and a conversion

efficiency of ηVP. The volumetric gas flow rate V̇VP that is to be removed by the vacuum pump

is estimated by Eq. 4.63, including one fraction of air V̇a and a similar fraction of water vapour

V̇w(g) that is carried by the gas flow unintentionally. The derivation of the air flow in Eq. 4.64

is based on the gravimetric concentration of dissolved air xa in the feed water and the feed flow

rate ṁD. The state of the feed water is considered to be saturated with air, while the saturation

conditions of air at different temperatures are derived from experimental data on the saturation

condition of nitrogen and oxygen in seawater published in the literature [171]. The molar volume

of air at vacuum pressure va,VP is evaluated from the molar volume of air at ambient pressure

va,amb by applying the ideal gas law. Depending on the deaeration pressure, only a fraction f

of the total amount of air carried by the feed stream is to be removed. According to Henry’s

law, the equilibrium concentration of air in the water is proportional to the partial air pressure,

so the fraction of air that is removed from the water is assumed to be similar to the fraction of
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pressure reduction with respect to the ambient pressure.

V̇VP = V̇a + V̇w(g) ≈ 2 V̇a (4.63)

V̇a = f ṁD xa
va,VP

Ma
va,VP = va,amb

p̂amb

p̂VP
f =

p̂amb − p̂VP

p̂amb
(4.64)

The specific electricity consumption is estimated by Eq. 4.65, considering the feed water cir-

culation and the energy demand for deaeration if applied. Several conversion efficiencies for

medium-size centrifugal pumps and liquid ring vacuum pumps have been derived from typical

technical specifications. Based on this data, a conversion efficiency of ηFP = 50% has been

chosen as a suitable parameter for the hydraulic pump and a conversion efficiency of ηVP = 15%

is assumed for the vacuum pump.

PMD,spec =
PHP + PD

ṁP
(4.65)

4.1.5 Simulation Settings

Different DCMD, PGMD and AGMD scenarios have been analysed in order to identify a uni-

versally valid parameterisation for the numeric solvers.

The accuracy criteria chosen for the different iterative solver loops are summarised in Tab. 4.1.

For the single-node iterations, the solvers and the accuracy conditions are based on the specific

heat transfer q̇iM,L, ensuring stable properties independently of membrane area and the chosen

state of discretisation (see Sec. 3.2). The iteration along the channel determining for the con-

denser inlet temperature T 1
C is parameterised with an absolute accuracy of 0.001K, whereas the

iteration solving for the condenser inlet mass flow rate ṁ1
C is parameterised with a relative ac-

curacy of 0.01% of the nominal condenser mass flow rate. Each of the criteria has been checked

by comparison with simulation results obtained with accuracy criteria with a precision which

was set two orders of magnitude higher. The deviations in distillate output and specific thermal

energy consumption were negligible (� 0.01%). The total energy balance was determined with

total error values of less than 1W, for all scenarios investigated.

Table 4.1: Accuracy criteria for the different iterative solver loops.

parameter unit chosen setting target value

Δq̇iM/L,e,max [W m−2] 0.01 J i
M/L, Q̇

i
M/L

ΔT n
C,e,max [K] 0.001 T 1

C

Δṁn
C,e,max [%] 0.01 ṁ1

C

In order to determine a universally valid strategy for the channel discretisation, an ultra-high
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number of nodes (n = 10.000) has been considered to be the absolute reference. The determina-

tion led to precise results for a discretisation of 10 nodes per meter channel length. Furthermore,

the minimal number of nodes has been fixed at nmin = 100, in order to minimise numerical

boundary effects. The numerical error based on the discretisation has been checked for each

of the MD configurations, considering channel lengths from 0.7 to 70m. The deviations with

respect to the reference cases are less than 0.4% for the distillate output and less than 0.7% for

the specific thermal energy consumption. The influence of the number of nodes on the numerical

errors for total distillate output, specific energy consumption and heat balance are illustrated in

Fig. 4.6, considering the PGMD scenario with a channel length of 7m as an example. For this

example, the relative deviation is less than 1% for 25 nodes, less than 0.3% for 100 nodes and

less than 0.13% for 200 nodes. The thermodynamic error in the total module energy balance is

in the range of 0 to 1W.
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Figure 4.6: Influence of the number of discretisation nodes on the numerical error of the
simulation results. The results for the distillate output and the energy con-
sumption are given relative to a scenario that was calculated using 10.000
nodes.
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4.2 Experimental Approach

4.2.1 Test Rig for Module Characterisation

Figure 4.7: Photograph of the module test facility.
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Figure 4.8: Hydraulic layout of the module test facility; 1 MD module, 2 feed water tank,
3 filter, 4 feed pump, 5 heat exchanger for cooling, 6 motor valve, 7 labora-
tory cooling circuit, 8 deaeration module, 9 vacuum pump, 10 heat exchanger
for heating, 11 electric heater, 12 permeate tank, 13 electronic balance, 14
submerged permeate pump, 15 additional module(s) in parallel connection, 16
variable area flow meter, 17 adjustable hydraulic restrictor.

A specialised test facility was developed to characterise the performance of full-scale MDmodules.

The hydraulic diagram of the test rig in Fig. 4.8 represents the configuration that is used to

characterise modules with internal heat recovery (PGMD, AGMD). The feed water is pumped
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from a 300 l storage tank (2) by a diaphragm pump (4). A 0.5mm pore-size mechanical filter (3)

protects the module against particles. The feed stream is conditioned in a heat exchanger (5).

Any required condenser inlet temperature can be set by controlling a motor valve (6), regulating

the cooling power provided by the laboratory cooling circuit (7). A commercially available

Liqui-Cel membrane contactor from Membrana can optionally be included for in-line feed water

degassing (8). This contactor is similar to the one presented in Sec. 3.3.1, using polypropylene

hollow fibre membranes with a porosity of approximately 25% and a total membrane area of

1.4m2. An MZ 2C vacuum pump from Vacuubrand is used to establish the vacuum condition on

the lumen side of the hollow fibres. The deaeration module is only present in the hydraulic loop, if

needed. After passing through the condenser channel of the MD module (1), the pre-heated feed

water gains external heat in a heat exchanger (10). The evaporator inlet temperature is controlled

by a 3-phase power switch, regulating an electric heating element (11) in a closed heating circuit.

After passing through the module’s evaporator channel, the water flows back into the storage

tank for recirculation. The separated permeate is temporarily stored in a separate permeate

tank (12). If the filling level of the permeate tank exceeds a certain threshold, the permeate

is pumped back into the storage tank automatically by a submerged pump (14) in order to

avoid an excessive increase of the feed water salinity during operation. Optionally, additional

modules may be connected to the test rig in parallel (15). For multi-module measurements,

the flow distribution is monitored since each hydraulic line is equipped with a variable area

flow meter. The flow distribution may be influenced by adjusting the hydraulic restrictors (17)

that are available in each hydraulic line. All components that are in contact with the testing

fluids are made of corrosion-resistant materials. The components on the cold side of the module

allow temperatures up to 55 ◦C, whereas the components on the hot side of the module allow

temperatures up to 95 ◦C.

Five glass-encapsulated Pt100 temperature sensors are positioned directly at the evaporator inlet

TEi, evaporator outlet TEo, condenser inlet TCi, condenser outlet TCo and the permeate outlet TPo

of the MD module. The volumetric feed flow rate is measured by a Krohne Optiflux magnetic

inductive flow meter MIDCi at the condenser inlet position. The hydraulic pressure is evaluated

relative to the ambient at the condenser inlet Δp̂Ci−amb, condenser outlet Δp̂Co−amb and evap-

orator inlet Δp̂Ei−amb positions with Sensortechnics KTE300 pressure sensors. If the deaeration

equipment is used, the vacuum condition p̂VP is measured by a tecsis3296 absolute pressure

sensor and the state of deaeration is monitored by an in-line measurement of the feed stream

oxygen saturation xO2
with an WTW OxiCell325 sensor. The feed water electrical conductivity

κCi and the permeate electrical conductivity are monitored with WTW LRD 325-3 sensors. The

weight of the permeate storage tank is constantly measured with a Soehnle Professional elec-

tronic balance. All sensor values are read in via an Agilent 34970A multiplexer and stored on a

computer.

The hydraulic diagram shown in Fig. 4.8, represents the experimental set-up for characterising

modules with internal heat recovery only (PGMD, AGMD, Fig. 4.5(c)). For V-AGMD operation,
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the air gap is evacuated through the module’s permeate outlets that are connected to a vacuum-

seal double-chamber permeate storage tank. The permeate tanks is actively evacuated with a

Vacuubrand MZ 2C vacuum pump (see Fig. 3.12). By switching between the two evacuated

permeate chambers, continuous operation at sub-atmospheric pressure is possible.

The experimental study of modules without internal heat recovery (DCMD, Fig. 4.5(b)) requires

separate fluid loops for the evaporator and the condenser sides. For this purpose, a second

test facility of similar design is available and is coupled to the system such that the first test

rig captures the full functionality of the evaporator loop and the second test rig captures the

full functionality of the condenser loop. The permeate produced during an experiment with a

DCMD module is extracted with an overflow in the condenser loop, temporarily stored in one of

the permeate storage tanks and then pumped back to the evaporator storage tank, for continuous

operation.

4.2.2 Testing Conditions and Evaluation of Performance

Parameters

The MD module performance depends on a variety of operating conditions. Four independent op-

eration parameters are identified to define the performance for a given module design: condenser

inlet temperature, evaporator inlet temperature, feed flow rate and feed water concentration.

If deaeration is applied, the deaeration pressure is considered the fifth independent parameter

that is required for clear definition of a specific module operation point. In order to analyse

the sensitivity of the process performance to a single operation parameter, the experiments have

been performed by varying this specific parameter of interest while keeping the others constant.

The evaporator and condenser inlet temperatures TEi/Ci are regulated by a closed-loop PI con-

trol system, that generates precise control values for the motor valve and the power switch for

the electric heating device. The feed flow rate ṁCi is also adjusted by controlling the motor

speed of the pump using a closed-loop PI control system. The volumetric sensor feed-back V̇Ci

is converted into mass flow information by taking the influence of temperature and salinity on

the fluid density into account [112]. Tap water is used for most of the experiments and sea salt

originating from the Red Sea, which is commercially available from Seequasal GmbH, is dissolved

in tap water for the experiments on different feed water concentrations. The ionic composition

of the sea salt is listed in Appendix C.

Before starting with an actual testing procedure, an initial phase is run to preheat and flush

the whole system. The fully automated control system is capable of managing the following

operational modes for characterisation:

• stationary long-term experiments
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• arbitrary sequences of different steady-state operation points

• dynamic characterisation by following pre-defined set-point trajectories

• dynamic characterisation by following set-point trajectories generated dynamically by a

coupled simulation (hardware in the loop)

However, all experiments discussed within this thesis were performed under steady-state operat-

ing conditions. In order to guarantee steady-state operation, each single experiment runs for at

least 2 h, where the last 30min are used for further analysis. One set of operation conditions is

given as an example in Tab. 4.2.

Table 4.2: A set of operation conditions representing a variation in feed flow
rate, as an example.

Reference TEi TCi ṁEi ṁCi SEi SCi cCi/Ei
a

[◦C] [◦C] [kg h−1] [kg h−1] [g kg−1] [g kg−1] [m s−1]

80-25-200-0 80 25 200 200 0 0 0.033
80-25-300-0 80 25 300 300 0 0 0.049
80-25-400-0 80 25 400 400 0 0 0.066
80-25-500-0 80 25 500 500 0 0 0.082

aconsidering a channel height of 0.7m and spacer S-320, see prototypes in Tab. 4.3

To analyse the integral module process performance, the performance parameters of interest are

derived according to the definitions that have already been applied within the theoretical model

discussion in Sec. 4.1.4. Since the definitions for the total output rate (Eq. 4.35), the thermal

power consumption of the evaporator channel (Eq. 4.40), the latent part of the transferred

thermal power (Eq. 4.41) and the hydraulic pressure loss (Eq. 4.60) contain local values that

cannot be accessed experimentally, these definitions are modified into suitable forms for the

available experimental data. The total output rate ṁP is derived from the gradient of the mass

signal over time. The thermal power consumption of the evaporator channel is approximated

with Eq. 4.66, using a mean value for the mass flow rate ¯̇mEi−Eo, in order to account for the small

change in evaporator mass flow rate along the channel. A significant part of the total permeate

is already produced and extracted within the hot part of the evaporator channel [22]. Thus, a

weighting ratio of (1 : 2) is used to approximate the mean flow rate from the inlet and outlet flow

rates in Eq. 4.67. In the case of PGMD, the recovered sensible heat from the permeate stream

may be experimentally derived from the difference between Q̇E and Q̇C.

Q̇E ≈ ¯̇mEi−Eo cp,Ei (TEi − TEo) (4.66)

¯̇mEi−Eo ≈
1

3
(ṁEi + 2 ṁEo) = ṁEi −

2

3
ṁP (4.67)

The sole latent part of the transmembrane heat transfer Q̇E,l is estimated by 4.68, using the

arithmetic mean value of the latent heat of evaporation h̄v,Ci−Co. The dependence of the water’s
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thermal capacity and latent heat of evaporation on temperature and salinity are taken into

account according to the correlations published in [112].

Q̇E,l ≈ ṁP Δh̄v,Ei−Eo (4.68)

The hydraulic pressure loss is evaluated by Eqs. 4.69 and 4.70, not including the pressure loss of

the test facility.

Δp̂Ci−Co = Δp̂Ci−amb −Δp̂Co−amb (4.69)

Δp̂Ei−Eo = Δp̂Ei−amb (4.70)

No explicit experimental evaluation of the specific electricity consumption is derived in order to

remain independent of the specifications of the laboratory test facility regarding the hydraulic

pressure losses and the conversion efficiency of the pumps. These specifications are not considered

to be representative for commercial systems, mainly due to their small scale. Moreover, the

components were chosen with respect to practical features such as simple and flexible application

rather than robustness and efficiency.

4.2.3 Uncertainty of Measurement and Error Propagation

This section provides a discussion regarding the confidence range of the experimentally obtained

results, based on the relevant uncertainties of measurement, the quality of controls and the

propagation of errors.

The individual uncertainties were determined for the temperature, the flow rate and the weight

measurements. Quality comparable to that obtained in Sec. 3.3.3 was found. Regarding the

temperatures, high accuracy of the Pt100 sensors (4-wire, class 1/3 B) is guaranteed by an absolute

temperature calibration that is performed on a regular basis. The tolerated absolute deviation

of the measurements with respect to a DKD-licensed reference sensor is ±0.05K. In order to

account for a possible drift of the sensors during the period between two calibrations and the fact

that the sensors are mounted externally to the module, the overall uncertainty of the temperature

measurements is assumed to be ±0.10K. For the flow meters, a maximal error of ±0.3% was

experimentally determined with different flow rates and salinities. A maximal error of ±2.0 l h−1

is taken into consideration, leading to a rather conservative estimation throughout the required

range of flow rates. The accuracy of the electronic balance is rated by the manufacturer as

±1.0 g. Unlike for the test cell experiments, evaporative losses are negligible, since the total

output rates of a full-scale module is many orders of magnitude higher than the evaporative

losses that are expected. This is explained by the large effective membrane surface area and

the low temperatures of the permeate that is extracted from the module. No covering of the

permeate tank is required. A quite conservative estimation is made, assuming a maximal error

of ±0.05 l h−1. In order to ensure the integrity of the membrane module under test, the electrical
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conductivity of the permeate is continuously monitored during the experiments.

A measuring interval of 5 s ensures a large quantity of data points within the 30min of interest for

the evaluation of each experiment. The sensor values are derived as arithmetic mean values from

the 360 individual data points. The short measuring interval allows the operation parameters

to be controlled with high accuracy. Only minimal fluctuations of the controlled parameters are

observed. The steady-state stability of the controls was quantified for a standard experiment

(Tab. 4.2, 80-25-300-0) as an example, evaluating the 30min of interest. The standard deviation

of the temperature measurements was less than 0.06K, while the maximal deviation from the

set point is less than ±0.10K. Considering the flow rate measurements, the standard deviation

is less than 0.7 l h−1, while the maximal difference from the set point is less than ±2.0 kg h.

The error of the arithmetic mean values with respect to the set points are at least one order

of magnitude lower than the uncertainty of measurement and therefore considered negligible for

the temperature as well as the flow rate measurements.

The steady-state behaviour of the operating conditions and of the total permeate output rate

is screened for each experiment in order to ensure validity of the results. The module’s total

energy balance is evaluated for each experiment according to Eqs. 4.20 and 4.33 as an additional

method to check correct functionality of the testing equipment and the post-processing routines.

A detailed error analysis has been made for the relevant energy performance parameters. The

probable and the maximal error are evaluated according to the Gaussian law of error propaga-

tion given in Eq. 3.68. A detailed derivation of the propagated uncertainties of measurement

for each performance parameter of interest is provided in Appendix F. For estimating the to-

tal uncertainties, the individual uncertainties of the respective sensor values are considered as

stated above. For the DCMD configuration with external heat recovery, the uncertainty for the

temperature TRXo is considered to be 0.1K, similar to the direct temperature measurements.

Furthermore, uncertainties of 1% are taken into consideration for the empirical fluid property

correlations. The probable and the maximal uncertainties for the specific energy demand and

the thermal efficiency have been explicitly evaluated for a selected set of DCMD, PGMD, AGMD

and V-AGMD experiments that cover a wide range of operating conditions as well as different

geometrical module designs. The results are presented in Fig. 4.9.

The resulting uncertainties for the specific energy demand are in the range of 2− 40 kWhth t−1.

The probable error for the most relevant operation points (<300 kWhth t−1) range from approx-

imately 2− 8 kWhth t−1, which represents a relative error of 2− 4%, with lower relative errors

for higher energy demands. The absolute uncertainties for the thermal efficiency are in the range

of 0.5−3.1%. The probable error for the relevant operation points (>50%) ranges from approx-

imately 1 to 1.5%, which represents a relative error of 1.5 − 2%, with lower realtive errors for

higher thermal efficiencies. It turns out that none of the uncertainties shows a relevant difference

caused by the process variant. The uncertainty of measurement is not explicitly provided in the

following diagrams to retain clarity.
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Figure 4.9: Probable and maximal uncertainties in the evaluation of the specific thermal en-
ergy demand and the thermal efficiency, estimated for different DCMD, PGMD,
AGMD and V-AGMD experiments. The temperature, the flow rate and the
output measurements as well as an uncertainty for the fluid property correla-
tions are taken into consideration for the propagation of errors according to
Eq. 3.68.

Evaluation of the overall energy balance for a module during standard steady-state experiments

(TCi = 25 ◦C) results in a negative energy error that usually ranges from −50 to −120Wth. This

energy error consists of one part that is based on the uncertainty of measurement and another

part that represents the heat losses to the ambient. Error propagation calculations for the en-

ergy balance evaluation show an uncertainty of measurement in the range of approximately 50 to

100Wth, depending on the operating conditions. Fig. 4.10 illustrates the error in the total mod-

ule energy balance for a selected set of experiments performed with module PGMD-09.8-050-BE

(see Tab. 4.3).
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Figure 4.10: Heat losses to the ambient for module PGMD-09.8-050-BE under different
temperature conditions.

In the first experiments, the evaporator inlet temperature was constant at 80 ◦C while the con-

denser inlet temperature was successively increased. If the condenser inlet temperature is close

to the room temperature of approximately 20 ◦C, the energy error was determined to be about
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−65Wth. If the condenser inlet temperature is increased to 40 ◦C, the energy error increases

almost linearly to −230Wth. In a second set of experiments, the evaporator inlet temperature

is reduced from 80 ◦C to 60 ◦C for a constant condenser inlet temperature of 25 ◦C. Here, the

energy error decreases from −110Wth to approximately −60Wth.

It turns out that the resulting errors in the total energy balances are of the same order of magni-

tude as the respective uncertainty of measurement. The quantity of heat loss to the ambient may

therefore only be roughly estimated. However, the uncertainty of measurement is expected to

represent a rather systematic error within one set of experiments. Thus, the relative differences

in the energy error based on the changing temperature conditions may be mainly attributed to

heat losses. Based on the given results, approximately −50Wth to −100Wth of the heat losses

could be assigned to the module’s hot face ends. Even though there are steep temperature gra-

dients to the ambient, low sensitivity to the evaporator inlet temperature is observed, due to the

low surface fraction and the insulating effect of the rather thick resin potting. The heat losses

on the dominant cylindrical outer surface are estimated to be 0−150Wth, being rather sensitive

to the condenser inlet temperature because of the high surface fraction. If the condenser inlet

temperature is chosen close to the ambient condition, this part of the heat loss is expected to

be negligible. The fraction of the total heat loss compared to the large heat transfer inside the

module Q̇E is less than 2.2% for all results presented in Fig. 4.10 and even less than 0.8% for

usual condenser inlet temperatures ≤ 25 ◦C.

Based on the given results, the usual error in the overall energy balance is considered to be small

and can mainly be assigned to heat losses to the ambient, demonstrating an appropriate system

configuration and guaranteeing good quality of the experimental results.

4.2.4 Full-Scale Module Prototypes for Experimental Evaluation

For extensive experimental validation of the multi-node module model approach, various full-scale

modules have been designed, fabricated and characterised. The prototype designs are based on

the spiral-wound MD module concept that was proposed in 1985 by W.L.Gore & Associates [63].

The spiral-wound module concept has been adopted at the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy

Systems (ISE), where tools and fabrication procedures for the production of full-scale prototypes

have been developed. A PGMD module design was optimised for integration into autonomous

solar systems [8]. Further studies on the associated PGMD module concept, including aspects

of module fabrication, characterisation and module performance have already been published by

the author of this thesis [22, 66].

A schematic representation of the channel configuration is given in Fig. 4.11. The evaporator

and condenser main flow channels each have two active sides. The hot zones of the channels are

in the module centre and the cold zones are located toward the module’s shell. Therefore, even

without module insulation, only minimal heat losses to ambient occur (see Fig. 4.10).

The modules are fabricated using a membrane, a polymer film and different spacer materi-
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Figure 4.11: Schematic diagram of the spiral-wound module concept; 1 condenser inlet, 2
condenser outlet, 3 evaporator inlet, 4 evaporator outlet, 5 permeate outlet, 6
condenser channel, 7 evaporator channel, 8 permeate channel, 9 hydrophobic
membrane, 10 polymer film [66].

als on rolls. The material coils are placed inside the winding machine that is illustrated in

Fig. 4.12(a). The layers are aligned with guiding rollers and brought together on a central tube

on a motor-driven main spindle. To ensure a well-defined production process, each material

spindle is equipped with a controlled magnetic brake, with which the pre-tensioning of each

layer can be precisely adjusted. In the flow direction, the flow channels are closed by thermo-

mechanical welding of the laminate and the polymer film as shown in Fig. 4.12(d). A top view

of the spiral-wound channels including the central tube is given in Fig. 4.12(b). A homogeneous

flow distribution over the channel height is induced by the central tube, due to its wide hydraulic

diameter compared to the flow channels. The face ends of the spiral coil are closed by a potting

process with a resin compound as illustrated in Fig. 4.12(c). The potted coil is pressed into a

fibreglass tube and sealed with O-rings. Different module designs with varying materials and

geometrical configurations have been fabricated in order to optimise the module performance and

robustness. A photograph of two different full-scale module prototypes is given in Fig. 4.12(e).

In the framework of this thesis, a set of full-scale spiral wound modules has been fabricated

so that different MD process variants could be evaluated comparatively. Furthermore, different

geometrical channel designs have been produced based on the PGMD variant, in order to validate

the representation of the different geometrical aspects by the multi-node model. Prototypes

with different channel lengths, gap widths and backing positions are available. The geometrical

specifications of the different prototypes are listed in Tab. 4.3. The laminate L-020A-S and

the polymer film F-127 were chosen for prototype production. The main flow channel and

gap spacers are chosen from Tab. 3.6 according to the channel width required. The detailed

technical specifications of the different material layers are given in Sec. 3.3.4. It should be noted

that the thermodynamic performance characteristics of the different materials have already been

theoretically and experimentally analysed in the first part of this thesis (Sec. 3.4).

The condenser and evaporator channel inlets are located at the bottom and the outlets are

located at the top of the prototypes. Consequently, air is completely removed from the module’s

flow channels during the filling procedure and during operation. For the PGMD prototypes,
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(a) Winding machine with material rolls [66]

(b) Top view of spiral-wound channels [8]

(c) Cross-section of a potted face end

(d) Thermo-mechanical welding bar [8] (e) Full-scale module prototypes

Figure 4.12: Spiral-wound module prototype fabrication.

the permeate outlets are oriented upwards, for the same reason. Usually the permeate outlet is

located on the outer perimeter of the coil so that the sensible heat from the permeate is recovered

internally. However, some prototypes provide a second opening at a central position for flushing

and for experimental studies on an operational mode with internal pre-heating of the permeate.

The AGMD prototype provides 12 openings at the bottom of the air gap as illustrated in Fig. 4.13

to allow gravimetric permeate extraction. Furthermore, four openings for pressure sensors are

introduced at equal intervals along the channel on the top side of the air gap, in order to monitor

the absolute pressure conditions along the air gap during V-AGMD operation.
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Table 4.3: Geometrical specifications for different spiral-wound MD module
prototypes

module membrane channel channel channel gap
area length a height width width
[m2] [m] [m] [mm] [mm]

DCMD-09.8-000-BE 9.8 7.0 0.70 3.20 -
PGMD-09.8-050-BE 9.8 7.0 0.70 3.20 0.50
AGMD-08.7-200-BC 8.7 6.5 0.67 2.00 2.00

PGMD-04.9-050-BE 4.9 3.5 0.70 3.20 0.50
PGMD-09.8-050-BC 9.8 7.0 0.70 3.20 0.50
PGMD-09.8-050B-BE 9.8 7.0 0.70 2.00 0.50
PGMD-14.0-050-BE 14.0 10.0 0.70 3.20 0.50

PGMD-09.1-025-BE 9.1 6.5 0.70 3.20 0.25
PGMD-09.8-100-BE 9.8 7.0 0.70 3.20 1.00

achannel length refers to each of the main flow channels

(a) Coil with axial permeate outlet tubes (b) Module base with permeate outlets

Figure 4.13: Photographs of the spiral-wound AGMD module prototype.

4.3 Results and Model Validation

4.3.1 General Aspects of Membrane Distillation Module

Operation

The following section presents a discussion of general aspects regarding the operation of MD mod-

ules. For any MD configuration, the module performance is generally defined by the operating

conditions, the geometrical module design and the thermodynamic properties of the materials

used. This section provides a detailed discussion of the general influence of the temperature

conditions, the feed flow rate, the feed water salinity and the deaeration conditions on module
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performance. Furthermore, general aspects of module channel design and up-scaling concepts

are studied. The discussions are illustrated by experimental results and model predictions for

PGMD modules with internal heat recovery. It is important to note that the quantitative results

explicitly refer to the specific PGMD prototype under discussion and may be quite different for

other MD configurations or other prototype specifications. However, the general phenomenol-

ogy and interpretation are universally valid for each of the MD configurations with internal or

external heat recovery. Subsequent sections complete the discussion on MD module analysis

by addressing the specific effects accompanying the DCMD, PGMD and AGMD module con-

figurations. Finally, a direct comparison of the different module configurations is provided in

Sec. 4.3.5.

General Parametrisation of the Multi-Node Model

The general geometrical parameters of the multi-node models, namely the channel length L, the

channel height H, the channel width δE/C and the gap width δPG/AG, are set according to the

specifications of the relevant module prototypes, given in Tab. 4.3. The fundamental components

of the multi-node models are the corresponding single-node models from Chapter 3, that require

a variety of additional model parameters. Since the design materials used for full-scale module

fabrication are similar to those considered for the derivation of the single-node models, the nodes

in the multi-node model are generally set-up on the basis of the parameterisation presented and

validated in the first part of this thesis (e.g. membrane, backing, polymer film, heat transfer

correlations etc.). The geometrical parameters of the nodes are assumed to be constant along

the flow channels.

The only adjustment that has been made is a general reduction of the effective bulk stream

heat transfer coefficients, that were introduced in Sec. 3.4.1. It turned out that the precision

of the module model predictions generally improved for all of the process configurations, if the

effective heat transfer in the evaporator and the condenser flow channels is reduced by 30%.

This reduction was implemented by multiplying the heat transfer correlations in Eqs. 3.70 and

3.71 by a factor of 0.7, leading to the modified Eqs. 4.71 and 4.72.

spacer S− 320 : Nu = 0.113 Re0.656Pr0.333 (4.71)

spacer S− 200 : Nu = 0.106 Re0.695Pr0.333 (4.72)

The adaptation of the heat transfer correlations seem reasonable, considering the following argu-

mentation. The multi-node model assumes an ideal counter-current flow channel design. How-

ever, unlike for an ideal counter-current flow design that offers symmetric temperature gradients

for active heat transfer to both sides, curved flow channels with multiple turns have asymmetric

characteristics with respect to the temperature gradients. As a consequence, the effective log-

arithmic mean temperature difference tends to reduce and a correction factor is recommended
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for the thermal design of spiral-wound heat exchangers [172]. The correction factor depends

on the total heat transfer coefficient, inner and outer diameters and height of the spiral coil,

and the mass flow capacities of the relevant flow streams. The mathematical derivation of the

correction factor is provided in Appendix G. According to the cited theory, the recommended

correction factors for hypothetical spiral-wound heat exchangers with total heat transfer coef-

ficients of 500W (m2K)−1 and geometrical specifications similar to those of the spiral-wound

MD module prototypes range from 0.85 to 0.95. These correction factors indicate poorer heat

transfer performance in spiral-wound heat exchangers compared to ideal counter-current heat

exchangers, which may also apply qualitatively to spiral-wound MD modules.

A further source of heat transfer reduction in the module flow channels compared to the test

cell flow channels may be boundary effects in the test cell. Especially turbulence near the test

cell inlet region may have contributed to an enhancement of the heat transfer, which would not

apply to the heat transfer in a full-scale module flow channel. A reduction of the heat transfer in

the module flow channels might also be explained by varying channel width due to operational

loads that are applied to the flexible film materials, and non-homogeneous distribution of the

flow stream over the channel height, especially in the inlet and outlet regions. Further argumen-

tation may address the asymmetric geometrical configuration of channel spacer S-320, that offers

reduced heat transfer coefficients on the channel side with the straight filaments. Unlike the test

cell experiments, module operation includes heat transfer through two active sides. The average

heat transfer coefficient in the module is therefore expected to be lower than the heat transfer

through the diagonal filament side, as measured in the test cell.

The parameterisation of the operating conditions, namely the evaporator and the condenser

inlet temperatures T in
Ei/Ci, flow rates ṁ

in
Ei/Ci and salinities S

in
Ei/Ci, is set according to the desired

scenario. For a comparison of model predictions and experimental results, the inlet conditions

are set according to the corresponding testing conditions, if not stated otherwise. The absolute

pressure input p̂in is set to ambient pressure, if no active deaeration is considered. For the

scenarios with active deaeration, the absolute pressure input is set to be the deaeration pressure

applied by the vacuum pump.

Pressure Loss Experiments and Parameter Identification

The pumping energy that is needed to overcome the hydraulic pressure loss of the fluid in the

flow channels primarily determines the specific electric energy consumption required for module

operation. Furthermore, the hydraulic pressure loss introduces limitations regarding the module

design and the corresponding permissible operating conditions. In this regard, the membrane’s

maximal load capacity and the membrane’s water entry pressure (WEP) independently limit

the maximal pressure loss specifications. Even though the WEP for the given membranes is

rated with approximately 4 bar, the maximal local pressure difference from the condenser to the

evaporator channels (i.e. Δp̂Ci−Eo) should not exceed 1 bar. These specifications result from
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practical experience with the investigated spiral-wound modules.

Pressure loss experiments on different spiral-wound channel configurations have been conducted

in order to gain information on the existing pressure loss characteristics. Furthermore, the data is

applied to derive the empirical parameters used in the pressure loss correlations in Eqs. 4.18 and

4.19. The modules PGMD-04.9-050-BE, PGMD-09.8-050-BE and PGMD-14.0-050-BE provide

different channel lengths with 3.5m, 7.0m and 10.0m, while having identical channel widths of

3.2mm. The module prototype PGMD-9.8-050B-BE has a channel length of 7.0m but a thinner

channel with a width of only 2.0mm. It should be noted that the channel lengths refer to each

of the channels, namely the condenser as well as the evaporator channel. The experiments were

conducted with tap water at different mass flow rates to determine the characteristic curves

for each of the prototype modules. The characteristic pressure curves in Fig. 4.14 include the

accumulated pressure loss of the evaporator and the condenser channels and the respective inlets

and outlets, excluding the pressure loss of any external hydraulics.
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Figure 4.14: Influence of the mass flow rate on the accumulated pressure loss of the evap-
orator and the condenser channel investigated for different channel lengths
and channel widths. The parameters for the empirical model correlation
in Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19 have been determined to be a = 18.0 and b = −0.4.
Testing conditions: Modules PGMD-04.9-050-BE, PGMD-09.8-050-BE,
PGMD-9.8-050B-BE and PGMD-14.0-050-BE, TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, tap
water.

The pressure curves of the modules show a characteristic parabolic form, since the pressure loss

depends on the flow rate squared (see Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19). For the module with a flow channel

length of 7.0m, the pressure loss increases by 74mbar for an increase in flow rate from 200

to 300 kg h−1, while an increase by 163mbar is observed for an increase in flow rate from 400

to 500 kg h−1. Furthermore, the pressure loss clearly increases for the modules with longer flow

channels or with thinner flow channel width. Comparing the results obtained for the flow channels

of 7.0 and 10.0m length, both channel length and the pressure loss increase approximately by

a factor of 1.4. The pressure loss for the thinner 2.0mm flow channel is approximately twice
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the pressure loss obtained with the 3.2mm flow channel. In addition to the channel width, this

difference may be explained by the difference in spacer geometry.

In spite of the fact that the evaporator and condenser channel designs are similar for each of

the tested modules, the experimental results showed a significantly higher pressure loss for the

evaporator channels, especially at higher flow rates. Due to the higher absolute pressure level

in the condenser channel, the thin film materials may flex into the evaporator channel between

the spacer filaments. As a consequence, the effective channel width of the evaporator channel

would be reduced compared to the increased condenser channel width. This effect intensifies for

higher flow rates and slightly depends on the pressure loss of the external hydraulics between the

condenser outlet and the evaporator inlet (i.e. Δp̂Co−Ei). However, in this thesis, the pressure

loss model is only used for a rough estimate of the electricity demand in Eq. 4.59. In this

context, only the accumulated module pressure loss is of interest and an equal contribution of

both flow channels to the overall pressure loss is assumed for the derivation of the pressure loss

model parameters. By applying the MS Excel optimiser toolbox, the model predictions have

been fitted to the experimental results. The resulting pressure loss parameters are a = 18.0 and

b = −0.4, leading to the empirical pressure loss correlations given in Eqs. 4.73 and 4.74.

Δp̂E = ψE
L ρE
dh,E

(ciE)
2

2
ψE = 18.0 Re−0.4

E (4.73)

Δp̂C = ψC
L ρC
dh,C

(ciC)
2

2
ψC = 18.0 Re−0.4

E (4.74)

The model predictions reflect the fundamental pressure loss dependence on flow rate and channel

design. The mean error of the pressure loss predictions for the modules with a channel length

of 7.0 and 10.0m are 6 and 8% for a channel width of 3.2mm and 15% for a channel width

of 2.0mm. For the prototype with a channel length of only 3.5m, the pressure loss prediction

underestimates the measured values by 29%. The deviations might be partially explained by

the pressure loss introduced by the inlet and outlet pins that is not taken into account in the

model predictions. Each of the prototypes are fabricated with identical inlet and outlet pins,

so the relative contribution of the inlet and outlets to the overall pressure loss is higher for the

prototypes with shorter channel lengths. Furthermore, it has to be recalled that the flow channels

in spiral-wound modules follow the spiral geometry. Each of the spiral coils is fabricated with

the same central tube, so the average radius of the flow channel is shorter for modules with

shorter flow channels. Since the hydrodynamic effects induced by radial forces are not modelled

in the pressure loss equation and also the shorter channel radii might partially explain the

underestimated model predictions for the prototype with the shortest flow channels. However,

the empirical correlations seem to be sufficient for a rough estimation of the electric power

consumption.
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4.3 Results and Model Validation

Influence of Temperature Conditions on Module Performance

To investigate the general influence of temperature conditions on MD module performance,

examples of experimental results obtained with prototype PGMD-09.8-050-BE are analysed and

discussed. The experiments were conducted with tap water at a feed flow rate of 300 kg h−1. In

a first set of experiments, the evaporator inlet temperature was increased from 60 to 80 ◦C at a

constant condenser inlet temperature of 25 ◦C. In a second set of experiments, the evaporator

inlet temperature was 80 ◦C while the condenser inlet temperature was successively increased

from 20 to 40 ◦C. The experimental results as well as model predictions for the permeate output

rate, the specific thermal and the specific electric energy consumption are given in Fig. 4.15.

The temperature difference measured between the condenser outlet and the evaporator inlet is

provided as supplementary information.
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Figure 4.15: Influence of the inlet temperature conditions on the module performance.
Testing conditions: Module PGMD-09.8-050-BE, ṁCi = 300 kg h−1, tap wa-
ter.

If the evaporator inlet temperature was increased from 60 to 80 ◦C, the permeate output rate

increased from 8.2 to 15.3 kg h−1, forming a slightly increasing gradient with temperature. Nat-

urally, the positive effect of an increase in evaporator inlet temperature is the increase of the

module’s mean temperature level and consequently the flux and the thermal efficiency. A second

effect is the increasing temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser channels

from 4.6 to 6.6K, introducing additional driving force for vapour permeation. The significant

gain in permeate output rate overcompensates the additional thermal power requirement that

depends on the temperature difference (see Eq. 4.52). The specific thermal energy consumption
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decreases from 194 to 152 kWhth t−1. Since the pumping power does not change for a constant

feed flow rate, the increase in output rate leads to a reduction of the specific electricity demand

from 1.11 to 0.56 kWhel t
−1. The calculated influence of the evaporator inlet temperature on

process performance is in good quantitative agreement with the experimental results. The max-

imal and mean differences are 8% and 6% for the permeate output rate and 5% and 3% for the

specific thermal energy consumption.

If the condenser inlet temperature is increased from 20 to 40 ◦C, the permeate output rate re-

duces from 15.9 to 12.5 kg h−1, even though the module’s mean temperature level increases. The

positive effect of the increasing mean temperature is outweighed by the reduction of the temper-

ature difference between the evaporator and the condenser channels from 7.4 to 4.9K, lowering

the driving force for permeation. However, the specific thermal energy consumption decreases

from 161 to 136 kWhth t−1 due to the lower thermal power requirement and the increased process

efficiency for higher mean temperature levels. Since the pumping power does not change for a

constant feed flow rate, the decreasing permeate output rate leads to an increase of the specific

electricity demand from 0.54 to 0.65 kWhel t
−1. The maximal and mean differences between the

model predictions and the experimental results are 4% and 3% for the permeate output rate

and 12% and 8% for the specific thermal energy consumption.

From a thermodynamic point of view, the choice of high evaporator inlet temperatures is generally

beneficial for the module’s performance. However, the exergetic value of the thermal energy and

finally the financial costs usually increase with temperature level. Furthermore, the availability

of low-grade waste heat sources may attract special interest in MD module operation at low

evaporator inlet temperature levels. Usually the MD desalination systems are non-pressurised,

limiting the maximum temperature level to 100 ◦C.

In MD systems that operate without recirculation, the condenser inlet temperature is usually

defined by the raw water condition. In systems that operate with recirculation, the condenser

inlet temperature may be adjusted, optimising either flux or specific thermal energy consumption.

A lower limitation for the condenser inlet temperature is given by the recirculation strategy and

the brine cooling concept. It should be remembered that the technical effort for brine cooling

increases with the demand for lower temperature levels. This in fact may make MD module

operation at higher condenser inlet temperature levels particularly attractive.

Other practical aspects such as the temperature resistance of typical polymer materials or the

influence of temperature on scaling or fouling should be taken into consideration during the

choice of suitable temperature conditions for MD module operation.

Influence of the Feed Flow Rate on Module Performance

To investigate the general influence of the feed flow rate on MD module performance, examples

of experimental results obtained with prototype PGMD-09.8-050-BE are analysed and discussed.

The experiments were conducted with tap water with a condenser inlet temperature of 25 ◦C, an
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4.3 Results and Model Validation

evaporator inlet temperature of 80 ◦C and feed flow rates ranging from 200 to 500 kg h−1. The ex-

perimental results as well as model predictions for the permeate output rate, the specific thermal

and the specific electric energy consumption are given in Fig. 4.16. The temperature difference

measured between the condenser outlet and the evaporator inlet is provided as supplementary

information.
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Figure 4.16: Influence of the mass flow rate on the module performance. Testing conditions:
Module PGMD-09.8-050-BE, TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, tap water.

The experimentally determined permeate output rates increase significantly with the feed flow

rate and range from 10.3 to 24.5 kg h−1. The permeate output rate seems to increase almost

proportionally to the feed flow rate, e.g. doubling the feed flow rate from 200 to 400 kg h−1 leads

to a doubled output rate. Based on the increasing hydraulic pressure loss at higher flow rates, the

specific electricity consumption increases from 0.45 to 0.84 kWhel t
−1 with an increasing gradient

for feed flow rates from 200 to 500 kg h−1. The specific thermal energy consumption rises with

feed flow rate and ranges from 127 to 207 kWhth t−1. This is explained by the fact that the

increasing feed flow rate results in an increased temperature difference across the membrane.

In the given case, the temperature difference ΔTCo−Ei increases from 5.6K to 7.7K, comparing

the module operation at 200 and 400 kg h−1. This behaviour is well known from conventional

counter-current heat exchangers that show greater temperature differences from the primary to

the secondary sides if the respective flow rates are increased. The greater temperature difference

in the MD module causes larger local driving forces, and consequently higher local flux and a

higher total output rate. Even though the output rate increases proportionally to the feed flow
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rate, it cannot fully compensate the increased thermal energy input that depends on feed flow

rate and temperature difference (see Eq. 4.52). The predicted influence of the mass flow rate

on module performance shows good quantitative agreement with the experimental results. The

maximal and mean errors of the model predictions are 4% and 4% for the permeate output rate

and 14% and 5% for the specific thermal energy consumption. Especially for low-flow operation,

the predicted energy consumption could not be fully reached by the experimental results. This

observation might indicate non-optimal flow distribution for low-flow operation.

It turns out that the choice of flow rate for a given module design is a compromise between

permeate output rate and energy efficiency. For a given MD system, the flow rate may be changed

with time depending on the actual situation. Smart control systems could be implemented in

order to adjust the flow operation based on the availability of energy and the demand for product

water. The control systems may even feature predictive functionalities in order to optimise the

control strategy.

Influence of the Feed Water Salinity on Module Performance

To investigate the general influence of the feed water salinity on MD module performance, ex-

amples of experimental results obtained with prototype PGMD-09.8-050-BE are analysed and

discussed. The experiments were conducted with artificial sea water with a condenser inlet tem-

perature of 25 ◦C, an evaporator inlet temperature of 80 ◦C and a feed flow rate of 400 kg h−1.

Different salt solutions with salinities from 0 to 105 g kg−1 were prepared by dissolving sea salt

from Seequasal in tap water. The experimental results as well as model predictions for the per-

meate output rate, the specific thermal and the specific electric energy consumption are given in

Fig. 4.17. The temperature difference measured between the condenser outlet and the evaporator

inlet is provided as supplementary information. Extensive experimental work on the quantita-

tive influence of the feed water salinity on the performance of full-scale PGMD modules in the

context of various operating conditions has already been published by the author of this thesis

[66].

A negative influence of salt on the permeate output rate, the specific thermal energy consump-

tion and the electric energy consumption is observed from the experiments. By using a usual sea

water concentration of approximately 35 g kg−1 instead of tap water, the permeate output rate

decreases from 20.1 to 16.3 kg h−1. The permeate output rate decreases almost linearly when

the feed water salinity is increased. For a salinity level of 105 g kg−1, the permeate output rate

is halved with respect to the tap water performance. The temperature difference between the

evaporator and the condenser bulk streams slightly increases with salinity, due to the decreased

latent heat transfer. Since the thermal capacity of the feed water decreases slightly with increas-

ing salinity, the thermal power input remains almost constant throughout all experiments. Due

to the decreasing permeate output rate in the denominator of the equation to evaluate the spe-

cific thermal energy consumption, the thermal energy consumption shows exponential behaviour.
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Figure 4.17: Influence of the feed water salinity on the module performance. Test-
ing conditions: Module PGMD-09.8-050-BE, TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C,
ṁCi = 400 kg h−1, artificial sea water.

By using a usual sea water concentration of approximately 35 g kg−1 instead of tap water, the

energy consumption increases from 180 to 214 kWhth t−1. The pressure loss and consequently

the required absolute pumping power is almost constant throughout the experiments, so the

specific electricity consumption increases with salinity.

The predicted influence of salinity on module performance shows reasonable quantitative agree-

ment with the experimental results. The maximal and mean errors of the model predictions are

11% and 6% for the permeate output rate and 15% and 9% for the specific thermal energy

consumption. Especially at high feed water salinities, the predicted energy consumption is lower

than the experimental results. Similar deviations have already been observed for the single-node

model in Fig. 3.36.

The underlying phenomenon that leads to the negative effect of salinity on process performance

is the decrease of the process driving force, which results from the lower evaporator vapour pres-

sure accompanying an increasing concentration of salt ions. Since the vapour pressure for a given

salinity is reduced by a specific offset, the corresponding relative influence is strongly dependent

on the total driving force. According to the results presented in Fig. 3.37, MD fundamentally

shows lower sensitivity to salinity for higher bulk stream temperature differences. For a given

module, the temperature difference from the evaporator to the condenser side may be adjusted

by the choice of suitable operating conditions, such as higher flow rates. The general recommen-
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dation of low-flow operation for intensive heat recovery, that could be derived from Fig. 4.16,

may not be applicable for module operation at significant salinity. Considering a given module

and feed water salinity, there is an optimal flow rate with regard to energy efficiency, leading to

the lowest possible specific energy consumption. For higher feed water salinities, this optimal

flow rate increases.

It is important to note that the negative effect of salt on evaporation performance is gener-

ally valid, but the driving force and consequently the process sensitivity to salt is determined

by the MD configuration, the geometrical module design, the active materials and the operat-

ing conditions. Due to the complex interdependence of effects associated with the influence of

salt, operating conditions and module design, each individual scenario needs to be evaluated

quantitatively. This topic will be addressed in the coming sections.

Influence of Active Deaeration on Module Performance

The beneficial effect of active deaeration on MD performance has already been discussed in detail

in Chapter 3.

Deaeration in the context of the DCMD and PGMD variants explicitly refers to the mem-

brane pore volume and may be indirectly implemented by the use of deaerated feed water (see

Sec. 3.4.2). Even though the phenomenology of deaeration is identical for the DCMD and PGMD

variants, individual constraints require consideration for practical implementation. The opera-

tion of a PGMD module introduces specific advantages with respect to deaeration compared to

the operation of a DCMD module. Unlike DCMD, only one hydraulic loop has to be deaerated

in PGMD, if membrane deaeration is based on feed water deaeration. The membrane is flushed

by the feed water only on the evaporator side, while the condenser side of the membrane is

hydraulically separated from the cooling fluid by the impermeable film material. Thus, air can-

not be expelled into the membrane from the back surface. Extensive experimental work on the

fundamental effects of feed water deaeration and its quantitative influence on the performance

of full-scale PGMD modules in the context of various operational conditions has already been

published by the author of this thesis [22].

In contrast to DCMD and PGMD, deaeration in the context of AGMD refers to the combined

membrane and gap volume and may be implemented by direct gap deaeration. Even though the

physical effect of deaeration on module performance is similar for all of the MD configurations,

a separate discussion of the specific role of direct gap deaeration in AGMD is required, which is

provided in Sec. 4.3.4.

In this section, the general influence of membrane deaeration on module performance has been

investigated, based on experimental results from prototype PGMD-09.8-050-BE which was op-

erated with and without feed water deaeration. The feed water was deaerated at the maximal

capacity of the vacuum pump, achieving a deaeration pressure as low as 0.042 bar. The experi-

ment was conducted with tap water, a condenser inlet temperature of 25 ◦C, an evaporator inlet
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temperature of 80 ◦C and a feed flow rate of 400 kg h−1. An ideal air pressure distribution is

assumed within the module for the model predictions, that have been evaluated for deaeration

pressures from atmospheric pressure to full vacuum. Dalton’s law is applied to evaluate the local

air pressure from the deaeration pressure and the local water vapour pressure. A detailed de-

scription on the basic modelling of the pressure distribution is given in Sec. 4.1. In the analysis,

a special focus is placed on the role of deaeration with respect to the specific electricity con-

sumption. The power consumption for fluid circulation is estimated by Eq. 4.59 considering the

pressure drop in the module flow channels, the heat exchanger and optionally in the deaeration

module, while the power consumption for the vacuum pump is derived separately with Eq. 4.63.

Two different scenarios have been considered for the evaluation of Eq. 4.61, defining the amount

of saturated water that needs to be deaerated. In the first scenario, the water stream for the

deaeration module is chosen equal to the module feed flow rate (Z = 1), representing the most

conservative estimation. In the second scenario, appreciable recirculation is considered (Z = 10),

which significantly reduces the raw water requirement and the deaeration effort. The experimen-

tal results as well as model predictions for the permeate output rate and the specific thermal

and electrical energy consumption are given in Fig. 4.18. The temperature difference measured

between the condenser outlet and the evaporator inlet is provided as supplementary information.
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Figure 4.18: Influence of feed water deaeration on the module performance for different
deaeration pressures. Testing conditions: Module PGMD-09.8-050-BE, TEi =
80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁCi = 400 kg h−1, tap water.

Without deaeration, the module performance obtained was close to the results that have al-
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ready been presented in the previous sections, showing a permeate output rate of 19.8 kg h−1

and a specific thermal energy consumption of 180 kWhth t−1. When the deaeration pressure

is successively decreased, a steady improvement of the thermodynamic module performance is

expected from the model predictions. A lower limit for the deaeration pressure is expected at

approximately 0.032 bar, representing the boiling pressure at the given condenser inlet temper-

ature. The pressures below the limiting vapour pressure are indicated by the grey hatched area.

The deaeration pressure of 0.042 bar achieved in the experiments is close to the lower limit. In

the experiment, the O2 concentration in the feed water was reduced by approximately 90%.

By applying active feed water deaeration, the permeate output rate was increased by 20% to

24.2 kg h−1, even though the bulk stream temperature difference from the evaporator to the

condenser channel decreases by 0.2K. This gives an indication that the total transferred ther-

mal power remains almost constant, while the total thermal efficiency obviously increases due

to the higher fraction of latent heat transfer. In the described experiments, the module’s overall

thermal efficiency increases from 63% to 75% by applying active deaeration. As a consequence,

the specific thermal energy consumption reduces by 22%, reaching a value of 143 kWhth t−1.

The model predictions reflect the fundamental effect of feed water deaeration. From the model

predictions, a performance enhancement of 32% is expected for the permeate output rate and

the thermal energy consumption. For deaerated operation, the error of the model prediction is

6% for the permeate output rate and 16% for the specific thermal energy consumption. One

reason for the deviation might be a non-ideal deaeration of the membrane pore volume in the

experiments, which cannot be directly verified by measurement.

The specific electricity consumption for module operation without deaeration is estimated to

be 0.69 kWhel t
−1, based on the hydraulic pumps for fluid circulation only. A breakdown of

the electricity consumption according to the different load categories is presented in Fig. 4.19.

Approximately one half of the electricity consumption is attributed to the pressure loss in the

module flow channels, while the rest is evenly distributed among the heat exchangers for heating

and cooling. If deaeration is applied, a deaeration module is introduced into the hydraulic loop

and causes an additional pressure loss. As a consequence, the electricity consumption raises

from 0.69 to 0.92 kWhel t
−1, if the entire module feed flow is forced through the deaeration

module (refer to Fig. 4.18). When the deaeration pressure is successively reduced, the electricity

consumption is composed of the decreasing specific power for fluid circulation and increasing

power for air removal. The additional power consumption for the vacuum pump is outweighed by

the increasing module performance and a local minimum in the specific electricity consumption

curve is expected at a deaeration pressure of approximately 0.35 bar. For lower deaeration

pressures, the increasing power consumption of the vacuum pump is not fully compensated by

the higher output rate and the specific electricity consumption increases. The specific role of

the deaeration equipment for the electricity consumption is clarified in Fig. 4.19, that provides a

detailed break-down of the energy consumption for a deaeration pressure of 0.05 bar. A fraction

of 47% may be attributed to the deaeration equipment, including the vacuum pump and the

pressure drop in the deaeration module. If recirculation is applied, the deaeration power is

expected to decrease significantly. One scenario is comparatively analysed in Figs. 4.18 and
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4.19, considering a recirculation factor of 10. Since the module feed flow rate remains the same,

the electricity consumption associated with the module flow channels and the heat exchangers

is not affected by the recirculation factor. However, according to Eq. 4.61, the flow rate that

is considered for the deaeration module is significantly lowered from 400 kg h−1 to 150 kg h−1,

if recirculation is applied. Thus, the electrical load associated with the pressure loss in the

deaeration module and the load associated with the air removal is reduced. The specific electricity

consumption with deaeration of 0.69 kWhel t
−1 turns out to be equal to the energy consumption

without deaeration.

Figure 4.19: Detailed break-down of the electricity consumption for the PGMD process
from Fig. 4.18, comparing a scenario without deaeration and two scenarios
with a deaeration pressure of 0.05 bar. The flow rate for the deaeration module
is 400 kg h−1, if no recirculation is considered and 150 kg h−1 if recirculation
is considered. General assumptions: Δp̂HX = 0.15 bar; Δp̂CX = 0.15 bar;
Δp̂D = 0.20 bar; ηHP = 50%; ηVP = 15%.

As stated earlier, further and more comprehensive results on the topic of deaeration have been

published in [22]. The paper presents experimental results on the fundamental possibility to

deaerate membranes by deaerating the feed water, on deaeration dynamics and the dependence

of the deaeration effects on temperature. The impact of deaeration in different temperature

zones of the module is demonstrated by means of a split-module analysis.

The role of the vacuum pump on the overall total electricity demand should be evaluated individ-

ually for each scenario, taking system design, deaeration module design, recirculation strategy,

operating conditions and pumping efficiencies into consideration. The results presented in this

section demonstrate that the deaeration power could be fully compensated and even outweighed

by the enhanced thermodynamic module performance. It should be noted that the estimation

of the electricity consumption of the vacuum pump in this thesis is based on theoretical consid-

erations. Further and more detailed studies on the actual energy requirements for deaeration

are required. This includes experimental evaluation of thermodynamic losses, leakages and the

fraction of vapour that passes through the vacuum pump as well as the characterisation of dif-

ferent suitable vacuum pump designs. Especially the assumptions for potential savings by brine

recirculation should be subject to some experimental validation and adjustment in future work.

Further considerations on the deaeration approach should address the change of the chemical
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equilibria in the water that might promote scale formation in the deaeration module, the MD

module or other system components.

Improving Heat Recovery:

Increasing the Channel Length or Connecting Multiple Modules in Series

To improve the module’s capability for heat recovery, the transfer area has to be increased.

This may be achieved by simply increasing the channel length for the module. An equivalent

thermodynamic effect is achieved by connecting multiple modules in series. An upper limit for

the module channel length is given by the mechanical load on the membrane/film materials due

to the hydraulic pressure loss. If multiple modules are to be used in series, this limitation may

be overcome by designing a system with hydraulic pressure relaxation between the modules.

To investigate the general influence of the flow channel length on MD module performance,

experimental results obtained with prototypes PGMD-04.9-050-BE, PGMD-09.8-050-BE and

PGMD-14.0-050-BE are analysed and discussed. This set of modules provides channel lengths of

3.5m, 7.0m and 10.0m at a constant channel height of 0.7m. The experiments were conducted

with tap water under identical operating conditions with a condenser inlet temperature of 25 ◦C,

an evaporator inlet temperature of 80 ◦C and a feed flow rate of 400 kg h−1. The experimental

results as well as model predictions for the permeate output rate, the mean flux, the specific

thermal energy consumption and the specific electricity consumption are given in Fig. 4.20.

The temperature difference measured between the condenser outlet and the evaporator inlet is

provided as supplementary information.

The increasing channel length does not have a strong influence on the total permeate output

rates, even though the active membrane surface area increases proportionally to the channel

length. Comparing the results at 3.5m and 10.0m, the permeate output rate increases by only

8.5% from 19.1 to 20.7 kg h−1, while the membrane surface area is increased by a factor of

2.9. Analysing the results specific to the membrane surface area, the flux reduces from 3.9 to

1.5 kg (m2 h)−1 if the channel length is increased from 3.5m to 10.0m. The specific thermal

energy demand is reduced significantly when the prototypes with longer flow channels are used.

The thermal energy consumption was reduced by about 57.1% from 315 to 135 kWhth t−1 by

increasing the channel length from 3.5m to 10.0m. The increased channel length results in a

smaller temperature difference across the membrane. In the given case, the temperature differ-

ence ΔTCo−Ei decreases from 12.9K to 5.9K, comparing the modules with channel lengths of

3.5m and 10.0m. This behaviour is well known from conventional counter-current heat exchang-

ers, that show small temperature differences from the primary to the secondary sides if sufficient

heat transfer area is available. The smaller temperature difference in the MD module reduces the

local driving force and consequently the local flux. Eventually, the positive effect of an increased

membrane surface area is outweighed by the reduced flux. However, since the required ther-
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Figure 4.20: Influence of the channel length on the module performance. Test-
ing conditions: Modules PGMD-04.9-050-BE, PGMD-09.8-050-BE and
PGMD-14.0-050-BE, TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁCi = 400 kg h−1, tap water.

mal energy demand is proportional to the temperature difference ΔTCo−Ei, the specific thermal

energy consumption decreases significantly for modules with longer flow channels. Due to the

increasing hydraulic pressure loss for longer flow channels, the specific electricity consumption

increases almost linearly from 0.58 to 0.80 kWhel t
−1 for reasonable channel length’s from 3.5 to

10m. For very short flow channels, the output rate decreases significantly, leading to increased

electricity consumption.

The influence of the channel length on module performance is represented by the model predic-

tions with good quantitative agreement with the experimental results. The maximal and mean

error of the model predictions are 9% and 5% for the permeate output rate and 11% and 7%

for the specific thermal energy consumption.

It is obvious from the given results that the channel length (or the optimal number of modules

in series) is a crucial parameter determining the conflicting performance parameters, flux and

thermal energy demand. One has to decide between a module concept allowing high fluxes or

a module concept allowing reasonable heat recovery. The opposing module operating concepts

are referred to as high-flux and high-recovery approaches. If maximal fluxes are required from a

given scenario, there might not be any heat recovery at all. The definition of the optimal module

channel length (or the optimal number of modules in series) is a classic optimisation problem

that needs reconsideration for each scenario. It is important to note that salt significantly influ-
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ences the performance, especially for high-recovery modules with rather low driving forces. The

impression from Fig. 4.20, indicating improved energy efficiency for longer flow channels needs

to be reevaluated carefully for saline feed waters. Depending on feed water salinity, the spe-

cific thermal energy consumption may even increase for increasing channel lengths. The optimal

channel length for a given feed water salinity fundamentally tends towards shorter channels with

increasing feed water salinity. An experimental proof of this interdependence has been published

by the author of this thesis [66].

An optimal channel length needs to be identified, based on module performance, material costs

and costs for thermal and electrical energy. This complex optimisation problem will specifically

be addressed in Chapter 5. Subsequent to the conceptual thermodynamic optimisation, the in-

fluence of the identified channel length on an economically feasible module design has to be taken

into consideration. In terms of fabrication, the spiral-wound module concept is quite advanta-

geous for the production of long flow channels, since the fabrication effort is almost independent

of channel length. For producing short flow channels the winding process seems to be quite

elaborate and the fabrication procedures for plate-and-frame modules offer advantages.

Up-Scaling the Output Rate:

Increasing the Channel Height or Connecting Multiple Modules in Parallel

To scale up the module output rate, the channel height of the module may be increased. If the flow

rate is scaled up proportionally, the permeate output rate increases while the thermodynamic

operating conditions and consequently the specific thermal and electrical energy consumption

are retained. This up-scaling concept is limited by availability of the materials and the required

equipment for module fabrication. Since module flow channels must be oriented vertically for

efficient removal of air, high flow channels automatically involve appreciable hydrostatic pressure

at the base which pre-loads the materials and may lead to inhomogeneous deformation of the

channel form. Moreover, it is anticipated that the homogeneity of the flow distribution over

the channel height, which is expected to be non-optimal near the inlets and outlets, is funda-

mentally improved for an increasing channel length-channel height ratio. Alternatively to the

up-scaling concept based on modules with high flow channels, a similar effect is achieved by

parallel connection of multiple flow channels or modules. This concept overcomes the limitations

due to available materials, fabrication tools or the hydrostatic head. In principle, the up-scaling

concept based on module parallel connection is not limited. However, considering the number of

modules that might be connected in one branch (one pump, one heat exchanger), a limitation is

given by the non-ideal hydraulic parallelisation of multiple flow channels or modules. If multiple

modules are hydraulically connected to one inlet manifold, the total inlet flow rates of the evap-

orator and the condenser channels are split into fractions. After passing through the modules,

the split streams are mixed again within the evaporator and the condenser outlet manifolds. The

mass flow fractions of the single hydraulic lines depend on the pressure loss characteristics of the

module flow channels and the piping. Considering a parallel connection with identical modules
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and a well-designed hydraulic layout, a rather homogeneous flow distribution may be possible.

However, sub-optimal quality of the module production, the piping and other effects like scale

formation may cause non-ideal flow distribution. Two different forms of inhomogeneous flow

distribution for modules in parallel connection have been identified. A symmetric inhomogeneity

in flow distribution occurs if some modules are operated at higher than nominal flow conditions

while other modules are operated at lower than nominal flow conditions. However, each module

is operated symmetrically since the flow rates of its own evaporator and condenser channels are

equal. This form of inhomogeneity is expected if the hydraulic pressure losses over the different

modules or the associated piping are considerably different. If the evaporator and the condenser

inlet flow rates of the individual modules differ while the mean flow rates of the modules remain

constant, an asymmetric inhomogeneity in flow distribution results. A schematic illustration of

different flow distributions is given in Fig. 4.21. For reasons of simplicity, a parallel connection

of only two modules is considered, illustrating the general effects that apply also for systems

containing more than two modules.

(a) Homogeneous distribution (b) Symmetric inhomogeneity (c) Asymmetric inhomogeneity

Figure 4.21: Different flow distribution patterns in parallel-connected modules.

In the given example, the evaporator and the condenser inlet streams are rated with 800 kg h−1,

determining the nominal inlet flow rate conditions of 400 kg h−1 for each of the individual module

flow channels. In Fig. 4.21(a), the flow distribution is ideal and both modules are operated at

equal (nominal) conditions, symmetrically. An example of symmetric inhomogeneity is given

in Fig. 4.21(b), where one module is operated symmetrically with 300 kg h−1 while the other

module is operated symmetrically with 500 kg h−1. An example of asymmetric inhomogeneity is

given in Fig. 4.21(c), where the evaporator and condenser channels of the modules are operated

asymmetrically with 500/300 kg h−1 and 300/500 kg h−1, respectively.

A quantitative measure for the inhomogeneity of two modules may be defined, based on char-

acteristic parameters that are derived from each module’s mean flow rate in Eq. 4.75 and the

asymmetry of individual module operation in Eq. 4.76. Symmetric inhomogeneity is defined in

Eq. 4.77 and asymmetric inhomogeneity is defined according to Eq. 4.78. The quantitative inho-
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mogeneities for the symmetric and asymmetric cases in Fig. 4.21 are both 200 kg h−1, while the

inhomogeneity of the ideal case is rated with 0 kg h−1. In multi-module systems, a combination

of symmetric and asymmetric inhomogeneity is most likely.

¯̇mEi−Co =
1

2
(ṁEi + ṁCo) (4.75)

ΔṁEi−Co = ṁEi − ṁCo (4.76)

symmetric inhom. (Δṁ
A/B
Ei−Co = 0) : Δ ¯̇m

A−B
sym = ¯̇mA

Ei−Co − ¯̇mB
Ei−Co (4.77)

asymmetric inhom. ( ¯̇mA
Ei−Co = ¯̇mB

Ei−Co) : Δ ¯̇m
A−B
asym =

1

2
(ΔṁA

Ei−Co +ΔṁB
Ei−Co) (4.78)

An investigation has been made in order to quantify the influence of non-ideal module paral-

lelisation on module performance. The influences of symmetric inhomogeneities were derived

from the experimental and theoretical results that have already been presented in Fig. 4.16.

For the experimental characterisation regarding the influence of asymmetric inhomogeneities,

four modules (3×PGMD-09.8-050-BE, 1×PGMD-09.8-050-BC)1 have been chosen as examples.

Initially, reference results with guaranteed ideal flow distribution were generated by character-

isation of each of the single modules alone. For the multi-module measurements, the modules

were mounted in the test rig in parallel connection according to Fig. 4.8. An almost ideal flow

distribution was achieved by balancing the pressure losses with hydraulic restrictors. Comparing

the mean results of the individual characterisation and the mean results of the multi-module

characterisation, the difference in the permeate output rate is 2.4%, whereas the difference in

the thermal energy consumption is 3.8%. Based on these results, the flow distribution is ex-

pected to be close to the ideal case. Afterwards, asymmetric inhomogeneities in flow distribution

were intentionally set to 20, 60 and 100 kg h−1 by adjusting the restrictors. All experiments were

conducted with a nominal flow rate of 400 kg h−1 per module, a condenser inlet temperature of

25 ◦C, an evaporator inlet temperature of 80 ◦C and tap water. The experimental results as well

as model predictions for the permeate output rate, the specific thermal and the specific electrical

energy consumption are given in Fig. 4.22.

Adjusting the flow distribution for the four modules to an optimal flow distribution leads to a

higher mean permeate output rate than one might expect from the results presented in Fig. 4.16.

One of the modules has a higher performance due to a slightly different design. However, the

specific effect due to a slightly different module design is considered to be insignificant for the

given investigation, since the main focus is on quantification of the effects due to inhomogeneous

flow distribution.

It turns out that the overall module performance is almost independent of symmetric inhomo-

geneities in flow distribution. When the symmetric inhomogeneity increases from 0 to 200 kg h−1,

the mean permeate output rate of the modules decreases by only 0.9%, while the specific thermal

1Due to the limited availability of modules, one of the four modules differs in its backing position.
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Figure 4.22: Influence of non-ideal module parallelisation based on inhomogeneities in mass
flow distribution. Testing conditions: Modules of type PGMD-09.8-050-BE
ṁCi = 400 kg h−1, TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, tap water.

energy consumption increases by 3.2%. The low sensitivity is explained by the fact that disad-

vantages arising in one module are almost fully compensated by benefits in a second module.

This behaviour is also obvious from the almost linear curves in Fig. 4.16. The model predictions

reflect the low sensitivity of the module performance to symmetric inhomogeneities. The theo-

retical results are based on the high quality of the model predictions that have already presented

in Fig. 4.16. The predicted increase of 4% in electricity consumption indicates significant sensi-

tivity due to the non-linear behaviour of the pressure loss with flow rate.

Analysing the experimental results obtained for an asymmetric flow distribution of 100 kg h−1,

the mean permeate output rate decreases by 6.8%, while the specific thermal energy consumption

increases by 32.4% compared to the ideal case. Even higher sensitivities are expected for greater

inhomogeneities. The strong effect of asymmetric operation on the thermal energy consumption

is mainly explained by the influence on the temperature profiles along the module flow channels.

Again the similarity of an MD module and a common heat exchanger is used to interpret the

observed thermodynamic behaviour. If the mass flow rates and consequently the mass flow ca-

pacities1 in both flow channels are similar, a rather parallel temperature profile with a constant

temperature difference along the flow channels is expected (ΔTEi−Co = ΔTCi−Eo). If the mass

1mass flow capacity: (ṁ cp)
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flow capacities in the flow channels differ, an asymmetric temperature profile with a varying

temperature difference along the flow channels is expected (ΔTEi−Co ≶ ΔTCi−Eo). This specific

effect is quantitatively evaluated and further discussed in the context of a DCMD module in the

following Sec. 4.3.2. Having multiple modules operated asymmetrically in a parallel connection,

the different exergy levels of the preheated streams are mixed, reducing the efficiency of the heat

recovery. Due to the physical modelling approach, the model predictions reflect the influence

of asymmetric operation on the temperature profiles and consequently the corresponding sensi-

tivity of the module performance characteristics with good quantitative agreement. Comparing

the predicted and the experimentally obtained permeate output rates, an offset of approximately

10% is observed. The fact that the offset is almost constant indicates a good representation

of the specific effects based on the inhomogeneity. The offset itself is mainly attributed to the

inconsistent design of the module prototypes. A very good agreement is given for the predicted

specific thermal energy consumption. Here, the experimental results have been reproduced by

the model with a maximal and a mean difference of only 3% and 1%. The electricity consump-

tion is expected to increase by 27% due to the reduced permeate output rate and the occurrence

of higher flow velocities.

The given results clearly indicate the negative influence of asymmetric operation on the module

performance, especially on the internal heat recovery. When designing multi-module systems,

special attention has to be paid to the hydraulic layout and the equality of the modules’ charac-

teristic pressure curves. Moreover, the flow distribution may be actively balanced by use of static

or adjustable hydraulic restrictors. It should be remembered that additional hydraulic pressure

losses are induced by the restrictors, which increase the specific electricity consumption. From

a technical point of view, an up-scaling of the output rate is considered unlimited, if multiple

modules are arranged in separate branches with individual pumps and heat exchangers.

The residual inhomogeneity within an MD multi-module branch eventually limits the poten-

tial for arbitrary up-scaling of the branch capacity by parallel connection of further modules.

Therefore, the inhomogeneity within an MD module branch or alternatively the reduction of

the average module performance characteristics with respect to ideal reference values might be

suitable characteristics to compare different hydraulic system concepts, especially with respect

to up-scaling.

Improving the Recovery Rate:

Adapted Module Design or Feed Water Recirculation

For the basic module concepts presented in this thesis, the necessary thermal energy for evap-

oration is carried into the module with the evaporator inlet stream. The thermal energy and

consequently the permeate output is limited by the sensible heat that is associated with the

feed stream. Only 1% to 8% of the evaporator inlet mass flow may be extracted as permeate.

To overcome the limitation due to the recovery rate, the heating fluid could be hydraulically
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separated from the feed stream e.g. by an additional impermeable film layer. In this way, the

mass flow rate for the heating stream may be increased independently of the feed flow rate (refer

to Sec. 2.2.2).

An alternative way to adjust the system recovery rate independently of the feed flow rate may be

achieved by brine recirculation. The following analysis gives an indication of the salinity levels

that need to be treated by the module in order to achieve a certain recovery rate. For the given

analysis, the module itself is considered to have a module recovery rate of 5%. The resulting

module evaporator inlet and outlet salinities presented in Fig. 4.23 were derived from Eqs. 4.37

and 4.38 for raw water salinities of 10 , 35 , 70 and 100 g kg−1.
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Figure 4.23: Adjustment of the system recovery rate by brine recirculation. Fundamental
dependence of the recovery rate on evaporator inlet and outlet salinity for
different raw water salinities. The module recovery rate is assumed to be 5%.

The minimum system recovery rate is defined by the module recovery rate of 5%. At this

operation point, no brine is recirculated and the evaporator inlet salinity is equal to the raw water

salinity. The evaporator outlet concentration is higher than the evaporator inlet concentration

based on the extraction of 5% of the input volume flow as pure water. Due to the assumption of

a constant module recovery rate, the increase in salinity within the module is higher for higher

inlet salinities. Aiming for a system recovery rate of 50%, the brine salinity is twice as high

as the raw water salinity. For low raw water salinities, the recovery rate may be significantly

increased without reaching high evaporator inlet salinities. Considering brackish water with a

salinity of 10 g kg−1, the system recovery rate could be increased from 5% to 80% while the

evaporator inlet salinity is still lower than 50 g kg−1.

No separate experimental investigation and model validation on the influence of recirculation on

module performance is necessary, since the thermodynamic effects may be referred directly to

the influence of salinity on module performance. From a practical point of view, it is important

to note that an increasing recovery rate generally raises the probability of scale formation.
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4.3.2 Specific Aspects of Direct Contact Module Operation

The general performance characteristics of MD modules have already been clarified in the pre-

ceding section, that included a detailed discussion of the basic influences of the temperature

conditions, the feed flow rate, the salinity, the state of deaeration and the basic flow channel

design. However, besides these general aspects that apply to all of the MD configurations, some

important aspects that only apply to specific MD configurations still require clarification. The

following section completes the general discussion for DCMD modules, by covering the specific

aspects that apply only to DCMD module operation. The associated experimental work has

been performed with the spiral-wound prototype DCMD-09.8-000-BE and the model predictions

are based on the DCMD multi-node model that was presented earlier in Sec. 4.1.1.

Influence of External Heat Recovery on Direct Contact Module Performance

In contrast to PGMD and AGMD, that apply hydraulic separation of the condenser channel

from the permeate, the permeate itself acts as the coolant in DCMD. In order to implement

heat recovery in DCMD, heat has to be transferred from the preheated permeate to the feed

stream by using an external recovery heat exchanger (RX), as illustrated in Fig. 4.5(b). Es-

pecially the evaluation of the thermal energy consumption is dependent on the heat transfer

performance of the external recovery heat exchanger, for experimental as well as for simulated

results. Consequently, a first step needs to clarify the role of the heat recovery system design on

DCMD performance. The methods for such integrated evaluation have already been introduced

in Sec. 4.1.4.

The results of the model-based analysis in Fig. 4.24 illustrate the quantitative influence of the

external recovery heat exchanger on the thermodynamic performance, taking a module similar

to prototype DCMD-09.8-000-BE operated at different mass flow rates as an example. The tem-

perature profiles in the evaporator and the condenser channels are expected to be parallel in the

recovery heat exchanger, since the condenser inlet flow rate is adjusted so that the condenser

outlet flow rate is set equal to the evaporator inlet flow rate. The results for an ideal heat re-

covery system (kARX,ideal → ∞) are given as an optimal reference. The nomenclature refers to

Fig. 4.5(b).

The minimal thermal energy requirement of a DCMD module configuration is achieved when an

ideal heat exchanger (RX) is assumed. The most energy-efficient operation with an specific ther-

mal energy consumption of 71 kWhth t
−1 is expected for the lowest feed flow rate of 200 kg h−1.

However, a realistic evaluation of the DCMD energy demand may only be given by assuming a

finite transfer performance of the external heat exchanger. The feed stream is preheated from

temperature TRXi to temperature TRXo within the external heat exchanger. A limitation for

the external heat recovery is given by the performance of the heat exchanger. Based on this

limitation, the temperature gain of the feed stream in the recovery heat exchanger ΔTRXi−RXo
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Figure 4.24: Model-based analysis of the influence of a non-ideal external recovery heat
exchanger on temperature loss and specific thermal energy consumption for
different mass flow rates. Simulation conditions: Module DCMD-09.8-000-
BE, TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, SEi/Ci = 0g kg−1.

decreases for higher flow rates and lower transfer performance. Consequently, the required ther-

mal power input Q̇HX (Eq. 4.45) and the specific thermal energy consumption increase with

increasing mass flow rates and decreasing transfer performance. The resulting energy consump-

tion converges towards the ideal case, while the heat transfer performance of the external heat

exchanger is improved.

The lower plot shows the temperature drop from the hot condenser outlet stream TCo to the

feed stream TRXo, based on the limited heat transfer in the external heat exchanger. For an

ideal heat exchanger, no temperature drop is associated with the external heat recovery. The

lower the limiting transfer performance, the higher the respective drop in temperature. The

temperature drop associated with a heat transfer performance of 8 kWthK
−1 at a mass flow rate

of 300 kg h−1 is 2K, while the temperature drop could be reduced to 1K, if the heat transfer

performance is chosen to be 16 kWthK
−1. The amount of heat that is available for external

heat recovery depends on the mass flow rate, so a higher transfer performance is necessary for

higher mass flow rates. In order to retain a temperature drop of 2K while the mass flow rate

is increased from 300 kg h−1 to 500 kg h−1, the transfer performance needs to be increased from

8 kWthK
−1 to 12 kWthK

−1. Considering module operation at 300 kg h−1, the temperature drop
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of 2K leads to a specific thermal energy consumption of 135 kWhth t
−1, compared to the ideal

case of 88 kWhth t
−1.

The recovery heat exchanger needs to be chosen carefully, in order to optimise the thermal en-

ergy consumption and system costs. For systems with a nominal operation at high flow rates,

the preferred heat exchanger size is larger than for low-flow operation systems. The assump-

tion of constant heat transfer performance for the comparison of different operational modes

may therefore reflect a rather unlikely case. In order to account for a probable adjustment of

the heat exchanger dimensions to the chosen nominal operating conditions, a fixed temperature

offset of 2K is considered by simply modifying the limiting temperatures in Eqs. 4.49-4.51. In

each energy-related analysis of DCMD modules presented in this thesis, the chosen temperature

offset ΔTRX,kA is explicitly indicated. For the module DCMD-09.8-000-BE, the resulting heat

exchanger capacities that lead to the defined temperature drop of 2K can be read from the

highlighted intersections in Fig. 4.24.

It turns out that a clear definition of the external heat recovery strategy is necessary for a realistic

energy-related analysis of a DCMD configuration with heat recovery. Especially for compara-

tive analyses of different MD variants including DCMD, a detailed discussion of the respective

assumptions is essential.

Influence of Asymmetric Operation on Direct Contact Module Performance

For a DCMD module, the inlet conditions for the evaporator and the condenser sides are inde-

pendent and may be set differently. Thus, asymmetric DCMD operation is possible not only in

multi-module systems but also in a single module system. For similar thermal fluid capacities

in both flow channels, the difference of the mass flow capacity and consequently the intensity of

asymmetric temperature profiles is based on the different mass flow rates only. If the salinity

level is different on the evaporator and condenser sides, an additional asymmetry results due to

the different thermal fluid capacities.

Since DCMD modules do not have an impermeable film between the evaporator and the con-

denser channels, the mass flow rate in the evaporator channel decreases while the mass flow rate

in the condenser channel increases along the channel. This mass transfer is expected to have

significant influence on the DCMD asymmetry and needs to be taken into consideration. For the

usual counter-current operation, the asymmetry between the evaporator and condenser sides is

constant along the channel and may be expressed by the definition stated in Eq. 4.76 which is

transferred to Eq. 4.79.

ΔṁEi−Co = ṁEi − (ṁCi + ṁP) ( = ΔṁEo−Ci) (4.79)

In order to study the influence of an asymmetric temperature profile in a single DCMD module,

a testing series for module DCMD-098-000-BE was defined as given in Tab. 4.4. No salt was used

on either the evaporator or the condenser sides, resulting in similar fluid thermal capacities on
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both channel sides. The mean inlet mass flow rate was chosen to be 300 kg h−1 for each operation

point. The quantitative asymmetry according to Eq. 4.79 is provided in the last column. It is

obvious from Eq. 4.79 that the equal inlet mass flow rates in scenario #3 do not result in a

balanced mass flow difference due to the transmembrane mass transfer. Symmetric operation is

expected for scenario #2, where the transmembrane mass transfer is preventively compensated

by an adjustment of the inlet mass flow rates. The experimental results as well as the model

predictions are presented in Fig. 4.25, showing the permeate output rate, the specific thermal

energy consumption, the resulting asymmetry in the temperature profiles and the temperature

gain in heat exchanger HX for the different scenarios. For the evaluation of the thermal energy

consumption, a temperature drop of 2K is taken into consideration, accounting for a limited

heat transfer in the external heat recovery system.

Table 4.4: Testing conditions for a study on asymmetric DCMD module operation.

Reference ṁEi ṁCi TEi TCi SEi SCi ΔṁEi−Co

[kg h−1] [kg h−1] [◦C] [◦C] [g kg−1] [g kg−1] [kg h−1]

#1 350 250 80 25 0 0 84
#2 308 292 80 25 0 0 0
#3 300 300 80 25 0 0 -16
#4 250 350 80 25 0 0 -116

The permeate output rate was observed to be in the range from 14.2 to 16.3 kg h−1, showing

only slight reduction for asymmetric operation. The maximum output rate is experimentally

observed for scenario #2, for symmetric operation. Similar results are given by the model pre-

dictions, where the maximum output rate of 15.8 kg h−1 is observed at a mass flow difference

of approximately 30 kg h−1. The maximal and mean differences of the model prediction with

respect to the measured permeate output rates are 14% and 7%.

The specific thermal energy consumption increases significantly for asymmetric operation, lead-

ing to experimental results from 146 to 405 kWhth t
−1. It turns out that the corresponding

sensitivity is approximately 100 kWhth t
−1 per mass flow difference of 50 kg h−1. An energy con-

sumption of 177 kWhth t
−1 was evaluated for scenario #3 with equal inlet mass flow rates. By

adjusting the inlet flow rates according to the transmembrane mass transfer of approximately

16 kg h−1 in scenario #2, the energy consumption is reduced to 146 kWhth t
−1. Operation with

balanced mass flow rates achieved by flux compensation represents the most efficient operation

point for the experiments as well as for the model predictions. The maximal and mean differences

of the model prediction from the measured thermal energy consumption are 12% and 6%.

The temperature gain in the heat exchanger HX (ΔTEi−RXo) that is necessary to heat the feed

stream to the requested evaporator inlet temperature of 80 ◦C is provided in the lower plot.

A comparison of the temperature gain and the associated specific energy consumption clearly

reflects their proportional correlation. Since the evaporator inlet temperature is set constant

throughout the study, it is obvious that the highest preheating temperature (TRXo) is achieved

for symmetric operation conditions. A higher temperature gain in the heat exchanger HX is

necessary for asymmetric operation, due to the inefficient heat recovery in heat exchanger RX.
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Figure 4.25: Experimental results and model predictions for differing mass flow rates in the
evaporator and the condenser channels, at a constant mean mass flow rate of
300 kg h−1. Testing conditions: Module DCMD-09.8-000-BE, TEi = 80 ◦C,
TCi = 25 ◦C, tap water.

A comparison of the temperature differences between the evaporator and condenser channels on

the module’s hot side (ΔTEi−Co) and the cold side (ΔTEo−Ci) gives an explicit representation

of the asymmetry in the temperature profile that result from the differing mass flow rates. The

almost linear form of the resulting curve reflects the proportional relation of the temperatures

and the mass flow rates. If the mass flow is fully balanced, the curve intersects the origin, reflect-

ing a parallel temperature profile. A comparison of the temperature profiles in scenario #2 and

scenario #3 proves the effect of the flux compensation. The influence of asymmetric operation

on the temperature profiles is represented by the multi-node model with good quantitative agree-

ment with the experimental results. Comparing the predicted and the measured temperature

differences, the absolute error does not exceed 0.8K.
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Based on the given results, mass flow compensation is taken into consideration for the DCMD

module studies within this thesis.

4.3.3 Specific Aspects of Permeate Gap Module Operation

Various experimental results and model predictions for PGMD module performance behaviour

have already been presented and discussed in Sec. 4.3.1 that covered general influences that

apply for all MD configurations. However, some specific aspects regarding the operation of

PGMD modules require further clarification, which is provided in the following section.

The model predictions are based on the PGMD multi-node model presented in Sec. 4.1.2. The

permeate gap has been parameterised on the basis of the appropriate geometrical specifications

according to the validated single-node model parameters from Sec. 3.4.4. The permeate gap

is considered to be completely filled with stagnant water, leading to the assumption of purely

conductive heat transfer phenomenon through the gap.

Different Modes of Permeate Gap Module Operation

Essentially two different operational modes of the PGMD module are to be compared. In the first

mode, the permeate is extracted at the module’s outer diameter, which is the cold part of the

module. The thermal energy carried by the permeate stream is internally recovered, supplying

additional thermal energy for preheating the feed stream. The permeate leaves the module at

a low temperature close to the condenser inlet temperature. In the second mode, the permeate

is extracted from the centre of the module, which is the hot part of the module. In this case,

thermal energy is transferred from the evaporator channel to the permeate channel to preheat

the permeate within the module. The permeate leaves the module at a high temperature close

to the condenser outlet temperature. For a schematic illustration of the different operational

modes, please refer to Fig. 4.3.

To identify the effect of the internal permeate heat recovery or the permeate preheating, experi-

ments and model predictions on both operational modes have been analysed comparatively. The

experiments were conducted with a module of type PGMD-09.8-050-BE1 at a condenser inlet

temperature of 25 ◦C, an evaporator inlet temperature of 80 ◦C, a feed flow rate of 400 kg h−1

and tap water. A selection of operating parameters are summarised in Tab. 4.5, presenting the

experimental results in the upper part of the table and the corresponding values obtained by the

model in the lower part of the table.

The main difference between the different operational modes is the outlet temperature of the

1Nominal specifications similar to PGMD-09.8-050-BE, but the prototype was prepared especially for
the given experiments, providing permeate outlets at different channel positions.
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Table 4.5: A comparative assessment of different PGMD module operational modes, con-
sidering internal heat recovery from the permeate stream and internal preheat-
ing of the permeate stream. Testing conditions: Module PGMD-09.8-050-BE,
TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁCi = 400 kg h−1, tap water.

Operation mode T out
P ΔTEi−Co −ΔTEo−Ci ṁP qHX Q̇HX Q̇CX

[◦C] [K] [kg h−1] [kWhth t−1] [Wth] [Wth]

experimental:

heat recovery 25.4 -0.1 18.6 187 3474 3343
preheating 71.7 2.5 19.9 204 4053 2765

difference 46.3 2.4 1.3 17 579 -578

model predictions:

heat recovery 28.4 -0.3 19.4 176 3419 3397
preheating 74.9 2.0 19.5 206 4035 2966

difference 46.5 2.3 0.1 30 616 -431

permeate stream, that is cold for the case of internal heat recovery and hot for the permeate

preheating mode. Intuitively one might expect the permeate outlet temperature to be roughly

in the middle of the respective condenser and the evaporator bulk stream temperatures, as rep-

resented by the simulation results. However, the permeate outlet temperatures obtained in the

experiments were quite close to the prevailing condenser conditions. The plausibility of this

observation is derived from the specific geometrical design of the permeate outlet region in the

given prototypes, presented in Fig. 4.11. Before the permeate exits the module, it is thermally

conditioned by the condenser fluid, since the last part of the permeate channel is exclusively

surrounded by the condenser channel.

For the operational mode with permeate heat recovery, the flow direction of the permeate is from

the warm part to the cold part of the module, corresponding to the flow direction within the

evaporator channel. Even though the mass flow along the evaporator channel reduces due to

transmembrane mass transfer, the flow capacities moving from cold to warm (condenser channel)

and those moving from warm to cold (evaporator and permeate channels) are equal and remain

constant along the flow channel. Consequently the temperature profiles for the evaporator and

condenser channels are naturally parallel for PGMD operation with internal permeate heat re-

covery (ΔTEi−Co −ΔTEo−Ci ≈ 0). For the operational mode with internal permeate preheating,

the flow direction of the permeate is from the cold part to the warm part of the module, the

same as the flow direction within the condenser channel. The flow capacities moving from cold to

warm (condenser and permeate channel) are higher than the flow capacity moving from warm to

cold (evaporator channel), comparable to the effects in DCMD operation discussed in Sec. 4.3.2.

Consequently, the temperature profile is asymmetric for PGMD operation with internal perme-

ate preheating (ΔTEi−Co −ΔTEo−Ci > 0). Based on the physical modelling of the flow capacity

in the permeate gap, the effect of the changing temperature profiles is clearly reflected by the

model predictions, showing a deviation of only 0.1K with respect to the measured value.
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The permeate output rate is slightly higher for the operational mode with internal permeate

heating. The additional energy demand for the internal permeate heating was identified to be

579Wth, which increases the specific thermal energy demand by about 17 kWhth t−1. However,

if the permeate is required at a high temperature level, the advantages of internal preheat-

ing become obvious from the following energy analysis. For heating up a permeate stream of

19.9 kg h−1 by 46.3K externally, a thermal power of 1071Wth would be required at a high exergy

level. For the internal heating concept, only half of the required thermal energy is taken from

the high exergy level, increasing the heating demand, while additional thermal energy originates

from the low exergy level, reducing the cooling demand. A similar effect may be derived from

the model predictions. The thermal energy required for permeate heating is due to the increased

heating and the reduced cooling power in roughly similar fractions. It turns out that the mod-

elling approach for the PGMD modules is able to describe the capacitive effects of the permeate

channel on the overall module operating characteristics.

The permeate is usually not required at high temperatures. Due to the optimised energy per-

formance of the operational mode with internal heat recovery, this mode is considered to be the

standard mode and is used for all the investigations of PGMD modules within this thesis.

Influence of the Permeate Gap Design on Module Performance

One of the main specific aspects in PGMD module design is the geometrical specification of the

permeate channel, where the gap width represents the most important design parameter. The

influence of the permeate gap width on the module performance was studied by characterising the

modules PGMD-09.1-025-BE2, PGMD-09.8-050-BE and PGMD-09.8-100-BE, providing different

permeate gap widths of 0.25, 0.50 and 1.00mm, respectively. The experiments were conducted

with tap water with a condenser inlet temperature of 25 ◦C, an evaporator inlet temperature of

80 ◦C and a feed flow rate of 400 kg h−1. The experimental results as well as model predictions

for the permeate output rate and the specific thermal energy consumption are given in Fig. 4.26.

The temperature difference measured between the condenser outlet and the evaporator inlet is

provided as supplementary information.

The permeate output rates obtained with the three different prototypes are 19.0, 20.1 and

20.2 kg h−1, showing no significant dependence on the permeate gap width.

The resulting temperature differences increase almost proportionally with the permeate gap

width, reflecting the additional heat transfer resistance from the evaporator to the condenser

channel based on the permeate gap. While a temperature difference of 7.0K is obtained for a

gap width of 0.25mm, the temperature difference increases to 8.8K for a gap width of 1.00mm.

Since no gain in permeate output comes along with the increased temperature difference, the

2Module PGMD-09.1-025-BE has a slightly reduced membrane area because of its reduced chan-
nel length compared to the other modules, due to technical difficulties during module production (see
Tab. 4.3)
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Figure 4.26: Experimental results and model predictions for PGMD modules with
different permeate channel gap widths. Testing conditions: Mod-
ules PGMD-09.1-025-BE2, PGMD-09.8-050-BE, PGMD-09.8-100-BE,
TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁCi = 400 kg h−1, tap water.

specific thermal energy consumption increases for modules with wider permeate gaps. The mini-

mal specific thermal energy consumption of 172 kWhth t−1 was obtained for the module with the

thinnest gap width of 0.25mm. For identical operating conditions, the specific thermal energy

consumption of the module with a gap width of 1.00mm is 202 kWhth t−1. The model funda-

mentally reflects the influence of the permeate gap width on module performance. The maximal

and mean differences between the experimental results and the model predictions are 6% and

4% for the permeate output rate and 10% and 7% for the specific thermal energy consumption.

In order to reflect the influence of the permeate gap width alone, an equal channel length for all

modules is assumed for the model predictions. Particularly the 10% deviation for the specific

thermal energy consumption is therefore mainly attributed to the prototype with slightly reduced

channel length rather than to a limited accuracy of the model. If the actual channel length were

assumed in the model, the respective deviation would be reduced to 6%.

It turns out that the permeate gap spacer should be chosen as thin as possible in order to ob-

tain thermally efficient PGMD modules. However, a practical limitation is given since the gap

width should be wide enough to allow suitable permeate extraction, especially for modules with

long permeate channels. If the channel width were chosen too thin, the permeate channel might

expand due to the increasing pressure loss, leading to a wider and rather undefined channel
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geometry and an increased specific thermal energy consumption.

4.3.4 Specific Aspects of Air Gap Module Operation

The following section completes the discussion of MD module performance for AGMD modules

with a separate discussion of the specific aspects regarding the operation of AGMD modules. It

is obvious from the results in Sec. 3.4.4 that the air gap significantly influences the performance

characteristics of a membrane distillation process, mainly depending on the geometrical design

and the pressure conditions. Extensive theoretical and experimental work has been carried out

in order to clarify the specific aspects concerning the operation of an AGMD module and the

characterisation of different operating conditions. All AGMD experiments were conducted with

the same prototype AGMD-08.7-200-BC. The model predictions are based on the AGMD multi-

node model presented in Sec. 4.1.2. To parameterise the air gap, the effective gap width was

reduced by 10% to 1.8mm with respect to its nominal width of 2.0mm, which was defined by

the geometrical specifications of the air gap spacer S-200. Unlike in the test cell experiments,

the main flow channels in the full-scale module are operated at a considerable pressure caused by

the hydraulic pressure loss, mechanically loading the flat sheet laminate and the polymer film.

Since the air gap does not induce any back pressure, the flexible sheet materials slightly flex

into the air gap. These minimal deformations have been noticed as visible imprints on the sheet

materials, observed during visual inspection of the materials after disassembly of the AGMD

prototype.

Influence of Evaporator Inlet Temperature on Air Gap Module Performance

Results obtained in a study of the influence of the evaporator inlet temperature are presented

in Fig. 4.27. The experiments were conducted with tap water at a constant condenser inlet

temperature of 25 ◦C and a constant flow rate of ṁCi = 300 kg h−1. The temperature difference

measured between the condenser outlet and the evaporator inlet is provided as supplementary

information.

The permeate output rate increases with evaporator inlet temperature, forming an increasing

gradient with temperature. The production rate is 5.3 kg h−1 at 50 ◦C and 17.3 kg h−1 at 80 ◦C.

The beneficial effect of increasing the evaporator inlet temperature is based on an increasing

mean temperature level and an increasing temperature difference from the evaporator to the

condenser sides. The temperature difference rises from 6.7K at 50 ◦C to 12.3K at 80 ◦C. Due to

the insulating character of the air gap, the temperature differences between the evaporator and

the condenser sides and consequently the required thermal power input is rather high, leading

to specific thermal energy consumptions of 443 kWhth t−1 at 50 ◦C and 248 kWhth t−1 at 80 ◦C.
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Figure 4.27: Experimental results and model predictions on the influence of the evapo-
rator inlet temperature on AGMD module performance. Testing conditions:
Module AGMD-08.7-200-BC, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁCi = 300 kg h−1, tap water.

The model predictions are in good quantitative agreement with the experimental results. The

maximal and mean differences are 4% and 2% for the permeate output rate and 8% and 3%

for the specific thermal energy consumption.

It should be noted that the temperature profiles in the evaporator and the condenser channel of

the air gap module are not as parallel as observed in the PGMD modules. Depending on the

operating conditions, the temperature difference at the cold end of the modules is about 0.5 to

2.0K less than the temperature difference at the warm end of the module. Since the permeate

exits the module locally, the sensible heat from the warm permeate is not recovered and the

flow capacity streaming from warm to cold (evaporator channel) is lower than the flow capacity

streaming from cold to warm (condenser channel). This effect is also reflected quantitatively by

the model predictions.

Influence of Gap Deaeration on Air Gap Module Performance

The test cell experiments in Sec. 3.4.4 already indicated the significant potential for improving

the AGMD process performance by actively reducing the pressure in the air gap to below at-

mospheric pressure for deaeration. However, the test cell experiments represent a specific local
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temperature condition that defines the partial vapour pressure and air pressure for any given

total pressure. Unlike the test cell experiments, the air gap in the full-scale spiral-wound module

involves temperatures that range from condenser inlet to evaporator inlet conditions. Conse-

quently, the pressure conditions along the air gap channel are not explicitly known, if the air gap

is actively deaerated during operation. The model is based on the assumption of an ideal pres-

sure distribution along the channel, where the pressure condition is evaluated locally by applying

Dalton’s law from node to node. A detailed description of the basic modelling of the pressure dis-

tribution is given in Sec. 4.1. In order to clarify the potential of air gap deaeration in the context

of full-scale AGMD modules, a theoretical and experimental investigation has been conducted.

For the experiments, the air gap is actively deaerated by a vacuum pump that was attached to

the closed evacuated permeate reservoir. The operating conditions were set to a condenser inlet

temperature of 25 ◦C, a flow rate of 300 kg h−1 and tap water. Evaporator inlet temperatures

of 50, 60, 70 and 80 ◦C were characterised at atmospheric pressure (see Fig. 4.27) while 50, 60

and 80 ◦C were considered at a deaeration pressure level that is defined by the maximal load of

the vacuum pump. For the model predictions, the deaeration pressure was successively reduced

from atmospheric pressure to full vacuum. The results regarding the permeate output rate and

the specific thermal energy consumption are summarised in Fig. 4.28.
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Figure 4.28: Model predictions of the effect of air gap deaeration on (V-)AGMD mod-
ule performance at different deaeration pressures and different evaporator
inlet temperatures. An ideal pressure profile is assumed for the model
predictions. Testing conditions: Module AGMD-08.7-200-BC, TCi = 25 ◦C,
ṁCi = 300 kg h−1, tap water.
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In order to provide a clear guide to Fig. 4.28, the discussion of the results starts with a detailed

interpretation of the model predictions. At atmospheric pressure of approximately 1.0 bar, the

results for the different evaporator inlet temperatures are equal to that presented in Fig. 4.27.

For AGMD operation with active deaeration, also denoted as vacuum-supported AGMD or V-

AGMD operation, the model predictions show a significant effect on permeate output and specific

thermal energy consumption. When the curve obtained for an evaporator inlet temperature of

80 ◦C is analysed as an example, the permeate output rate increases about 53% from 16.5 kg h−1

at atmospheric pressure to 25.4 kg h−1 at full vacuum. At the same time, the specific thermal en-

ergy consumption decreases about 66% from 249 to 84 kWhth t−1. The electricity consumption

for the deaeration is not included in the plot in order to retain clarity. However, the associated

model predictions are available. For operation at 80 ◦C without deaeration, the model predicts a

specific electricity consumption of 0.76 kWhel t
−1. If a deaeration pressure of 0.05 bar is applied,

the electricity consumption is expected to be 0.75 kWhel t
−1 for operation without recirculation,

indicating complete compensation of the deaeration effort by improved module performance.

The electricity consumption may even decrease to 0.62 kWhel t
−1, if the deaerated water is recir-

culated with a recirculation factor of 10. A detailed break down of the electricity consumption

into the main consumer loads is provided in Appendix H. The specific differences between the

(V-)AGMD deaeration process and that for DCMD and PGMD are the absence of a deaeration

module and the need for permeate extraction from the vacuum chamber.

When the deaeration pressure is reduced successively, the fraction of air in the air gap is reduced.

Consequently, the diffusive mass transfer resistance is reduced, enhancing flux and process effi-

ciency, especially for the regions of lower temperature (see Fig. 3.28). If the deaeration pressure is

lower than atmospheric pressure but still higher than the vapour pressure at the warmest part of

the gap2, air is still present throughout the entire gap. The module is considered to be partially

deaerated. If the deaeration pressure is as low as the vapour pressure at the warmest part of the

air gap, no air is left specifically at this position. The warmest part of the air gap is assumed

to be fully deaerated while air is still left in the cooler parts of the air gap. This characteristic

pressure, explicitly indicated in Fig. 4.28 by the dotted grey line, is obviously dependent on the

evaporator inlet temperature. The intersections of the dotted line with the blue curves indicate

the respective characteristic pressures for the different evaporator inlet temperature conditions.

For 80 ◦C, this characteristic pressure is observed at approximately 0.45 bar. By further reduc-

ing the deaeration pressure (left of dotted grey line), the air gap fraction that is assumed to be

fully deaerated increases until the deaeration pressure is as low as the vapour pressure at the

coldest part of the air gap3. At this characteristic pressure, which is obviously dependent on

the condenser inlet temperature, the entire gap is free of air and the entire gap is assumed to

be fully deaerated. This operation point represents the optimal case for module operation, since

no transfer resistance is induced by the air gap any more. The respective characteristic pressure

is explicitly indicated in Fig. 4.28 with the continuous grey line. For all scenarios presented in

Fig. 4.28, the condenser inlet temperature is 25 ◦C, so the threshold pressure line is found at an

almost constant pressure level of approximately 0.03 bar. The aim of applying vacuum to the air

2vapour pressure on the condensation surface at the warm end of the air gap (evaporator inlet position)
3vapour pressure on the condensation surface at the cold end of the air gap (condenser inlet position)
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gap in AGMD is the extraction of air, which is not comparable to the aim of actively creating

the process driving force by extracting water vapour as in VMD. Consequently, the performance

characteristics remain constant when even lower deaeration pressures are applied in the model.

This region of deaeration pressures is indicated by the grey hatched area.

Figure 4.29: Schematic diagram of the air gap in module AGMD-08.7-200-BC, illustrating
possible effects during operation with active deaeration.

A schematic diagram of the air gap in module AGMD-08.7-200-BC during operation is given in

Fig. 4.29 to aid discussion of the experimental results obtained with deaeration. Here the uniform

spacing of the absolute pressure sensors and the permeate outlets are illustrated. The permeate

condenses on the film and is then forced to the lower part of the air gap and eventually to the

permeate outlets by gravity. The permeate from the different outlets is mixed in a collection

pipe and then passed forward into a closed reservoir. The vacuum pump is connected to the

reservoir. The red curve represents the expected qualitative form of the temperature and the

absolute pressure profiles along the air gap channel.

Like the model predictions, the experimental results in Fig. 4.28 show a significant enhancement

of the module performance if vacuum is applied to the air gap. Analysing the experimentally

obtained values for an evaporator inlet temperature of 80 ◦C as an example, the permeate output

rate increases about 28% from 17.3 kg h−1 at atmospheric pressure to 22.2 kg h−1 with deaera-

tion. At the same time, the specific thermal energy consumption decreases about 49% from 248

to 127 kWhth t−1. It has to be pointed out that the air gap could not be fully deaerated in the

experiments. The deaeration pressures that were achieved by operating the vacuum pump at

maximal load are 0.178 bar for an evaporator inlet temperature of 80 ◦C, 0.112 bar for an evap-

orator inlet temperature of 60 ◦C and 0.086 bar for an evaporator inlet temperature of 50 ◦C.

A further analysis of the results obtained with active deaeration is based on Fig. 4.30, where

the same values are plotted versus the evaporator inlet temperature. The temperature difference

measured between the condenser outlet and the evaporator inlet is provided as supplementary

information. An extra diagram gives an indication of the absolute pressure profile during oper-

ation, showing the pressures p̂hot, p̂warm, p̂cool and p̂cold that were measured along the channel

length L at approximate positions 0.1L, 0.4L, 0.6L and 0.9L. The deaeration pressures assumed

for the model predictions range from 0.05 bar for an evaporator inlet temperature of 45 ◦C to
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0.22 bar for an evaporator inlet temperature of 85 ◦C, according to the vapour pressures that

correspond to the permeate mixing temperature in the reservoir. To show the sensitivity of the

V-AGMD module performance to a non-ideal pressure profile, two different sets of modelling

results are provided in Fig. 4.30. The first set of results was obtained similarly to the prediction

in Fig. 4.28, assuming an ideal pressure profile. For the second set of results, the equations are

modified such that the local residual air pressure cannot take on values below 0.1 bar, accounting

for non-ideal deaeration.
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Figure 4.30: Experimental results and model predictions for the influence of the
evaporator inlet temperature on V-AGMD module performance and
the absolute pressure profile along the air gap. Testing conditions:
Module AGMD-08.7-200-BC, TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁCi = 300 kg h−1,
p̂VP, 50/60/80 ◦C = 0.09/0.11/0.18 bar, tap water.

The experimental results for the permeate output rate clearly indicate the well-known positive

influence of an increasing evaporator inlet temperature. The output rate increases by a factor
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of 2.2 from 9.9 to 22.2 kg h−1 if the evaporator inlet temperature is raised from 50 to 80 ◦C.

The improvement of the permeate rate seems to be almost proportional to the increase in the

temperature difference, which is by factor of 2.1 . These results indicate rather constant process

efficiency, even though the mean temperature in the module differs significantly for the different

experiments. A similar statement may be derived from the results obtained for the specific

thermal energy consumption, that show low sensitivity to the evaporator inlet temperature.

The beneficial effect of increasing the evaporator inlet temperature from 50 to 80 ◦C is only

10 kWhth t
−1. The experiments clearly indicate the major benefit of deaeration, especially for

module operation at low temperatures.

As mentioned before, the deaeration pressures did not reach the theoretical minimum that is

expected around 0.03 bar, based on the vapour pressure at the condenser inlet position. The

minimal pressures that were measured at p̂cold position had values from 0.086 bar to 0.178 bar

for evaporator inlet temperatures from 50 to 80 ◦C. These values are almost equal to the values

for p̂VP measured at the vacuum pump and may therefore be referred to as deaeration pressure.

In principle, the capacity of the vacuum pump is sufficient to extract all of the air that is released

into the air gap from the feed water. However, if the vacuum is as low as the vapour pressure

in the reservoir, the vacuum pump starts to carry a significant amount of water vapour instead

of pure air. The deaeration pressure is therefore limited to the vapour pressure in the reservoir.

For all the experiments represented in Fig. 4.30, the minimal pressures almost match the vapour

pressures of the corresponding permeate at the mixing temperature in the reservoir, which has

been derived from the model. The higher the local temperatures along the air gap, the higher

the corresponding measured absolute pressures that form a steady absolute pressure profile along

the air gap. The pressures p̂cool and p̂warm, measured at the central air-gap positions, are only

slightly higher than the deaeration pressure, indicating air that is still present in roughly 70%

of the air gap. An appreciable absolute pressure gradient is established in the hot part of the

module. The highest pressures p̂hot are measured near the evaporator inlet position. Since the

maximal pressure level in the module is expected specifically at the evaporator inlet position,

the real maximum is even higher than p̂hot. However, for an evaporator inlet temperature of

50 ◦C, the measured pressure p̂hot is higher than the simulated value at the evaporator inlet

position, indicating the presence of residual air even in the hot part of the module. At least

for an evaporator inlet temperature of 80 ◦C, the pressure p̂hot is significantly lower than the

expected pressure at the evaporator inlet position. None of the experimental results reached the

values that had been predicted by the model. The model overestimates the permeate output

rate by approximately 10% and the thermal energy consumption by approximately 30%. This

may have different causes. At first, permeate accumulates at the bottom of the air gap, building

up until it reaches the nearest permeate outlet for extraction. The fraction of the air gap that

is filled with permeate mainly depends on channel width, spacer configuration and design of the

permeate outlet. In the given experiments, the distance from one permeate outlet to the next

is approximately 1m, so an appreciable fraction of the air gap is expected to be flooded during

operation (see Fig. 4.29). The flooded zones form local PGMD conditions with poor performance

characteristics on account of the high parasitic heat losses and the low flux due to the gap width

that is 5-10 times wider than usual for a PGMD configuration. A second reason for poorer
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experimental performance than the model predictions might be a non-ideal absolute pressure

profile that is formed along the air gap channel. Air is continuously released into the air gap

from the feed water, especially in the hot part of the module, where the relevant solubility is low.

This air streams along the air gap channel from warm to cold, following the absolute pressure

gradient, until it is extracted from the air gap through one of the permeate outlets. Based on

the air convection, air originating from an upstream location may lower the performance at a

downstream location, even though full deaeration would be expected from its local temperatures.

Furthermore, water vapour may stream along the air gap, also following the absolute pressure

gradient. Unlike the air, the water vapour condenses at the condensation surface, especially if it

moves to downstream regions of lower temperature. Depending on the condensation dynamics,

vapour convection along the channel may influence the downstream pressures and the downstream

temperatures at the condensation location. In the context of vapour and air convection along

the air gap, the role of the collecting pipe remains unclear. The collecting pipe may possibly act

as a bypass, promoting the homogenisation of the desired pressure profile.

From the model predictions, an appreciable effect of residual air in the gap is derived, especially

affecting the specific thermal energy consumption for low-temperature operation. Considering a

residual air pressure of 0.1 bar in the gap for the model predictions performed for an evaporator

inlet temperature of 50 ◦C, the difference between the model predictions and the experimental

results reduces from 12% to 1% for the permeate output rate and from 32% to 8% for the

specific thermal energy consumption. It should be recalled that the results obtained with the

V-AGMD single-node model, which is applied in the multi-node module model, already indicate

a slight overestimation of the process efficiency in the V-AGMD configuration (see Secs. 3.4.4

and 3.4.5).

Influence of Air-Gap Design on Air Gap Module Performance

One of the main specific aspects in AGMD module design is the geometrical specification of

the air gap channel, which significantly influences the thermodynamic (V-)AGMD performance

specifications. For the choice of a suitable air-gap channel spacer, a variety of constraints should

be considered. The main function of the air-gap spacer is to define of the gap width, including

mechanical support for the flexible membrane and film materials. The air gap should provide the

best possible insulation, so thermal bridges are to be avoided by the choice of gap spacers with

high void fractions and low thermal conductivity. Furthermore, the permeate film thickness on

the cool impermeable wall may partially be controlled by the air-gap spacer configuration, that

should not introduce barriers for the gravimetric permeate down-flow. Since the mass transfer

resistance in AGMD is dominated by the air-gap resistance, the air-gap width represents the most

crucial parameter for AGMD module design. The basic influence of the gap width on (V-)AGMD

process performance has already been assessed by test cell experiments and model predictions

that were presented in the fundamental section (Fig. 3.30). Unfortunately, the available set

of full-scale module prototypes does not include AGMD modules with different air-gap widths.
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However, due to the importance of the gap width parameter in AGMD module design, a model-

based analysis has been conducted. The chosen model parameterisation refers to the module

design parameters of prototype AGMD-08.7-200-BC, but considers varying air-gap widths that

range from 1.0 to 5.0mm. The operating parameters include non-saline feed water, a condenser

inlet temperature of 25 ◦C, an evaporator inlet temperature of 80 ◦C and a feed flow rate of

300 kg h−1. The presented results include one set of model predictions that considers AGMD

with an aerated air gap, a second set of model predictions that considers V-AGMD with non-

ideal gap deaeration addressing the experiments in Fig. 4.30 and a third set of model predictions

that considers V-AGMD with ideal gap deaeration. The model results for the permeate output

rate and the specific thermal energy consumption are given in Fig. 4.31.
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Figure 4.31: Model predictions for AGMD modules with different air-gap widths oper-
ated at different states of deaeration. Model parameterisation: Module
AGMD-08.7-X-BC, TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁCi = 300 kg h−1, tap water.

For the model predictions without gap deaeration, the permeate output rate decreases for in-

creasing gap widths due to the associated increasing mass transfer resistance. Even though the

thermal insulation of the air gap steadily improves, a minor effect is observed for the thermal

efficiency that ranges from 68 to 73%. Slight improvement of the permeate output rate is ob-

served, if the gap width is increased from 1.0 to about 1.3mm, which is explained by the slight

improvement in thermal efficiency. For wider gaps, the improved thermal insulation cannot com-

pensate the increasing mass transfer resistance. Due to the reduced latent and conductive heat

transfer, the temperature difference from the evaporator to the condenser bulk stream and con-
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sequently the specific thermal energy consumption substantially increase with gap width. When

the gap width is doubled from 2.0 to 4.0mm, the permeate output rate reduces by 12% from

16.4 to 14.4 kg h−1 while the specific thermal energy consumption increases by 62% from 266

to 431 kWhth t−1.

For the V-AGMD model predictions that consider non-ideal gap deaeration, the mass transfer

resistance is significantly reduced compared to a completely aerated case. Like the observations

that have already been made in the preceeding studies, gap deaeration leads to a higher permeate

output rate and reduced thermal energy consumption. If air is removed from the air gap, the

sensitivity of the mass transfer resistance and consequently the permeate output rate to the gap

width decreases (refer to Fig. 3.29). Due to improved thermal insulation, the thermal efficiency

increases from 91 to 95%. When the gap width is doubled from 2.0 to about 4.0mm, the perme-

ate output rate only decreases by 2% from 23.6 to 23.1 kg h−1 while the specific thermal energy

consumption increases by 20% from 110 to 132 kWhth t−1.

For the V-AGMD model predictions that consider ideal gap deaeration, the mass transfer resis-

tance of the gap is independent of the gap width. As a consequence, also the thermodynamic

performance is almost independent of gap width and even exhibits slight performance improve-

ments with increasing gap width due to improved thermal insulation. The results for the perme-

ate output rate is about 25.5 kg h−1 and for the specific thermal energy consumption is about

84 kWhth t−1.

4.3.5 A Comparative Evaluation of Different Module

Configurations

This section provides a comparative evaluation of the different MD module configurations. The

prototypes DCMD-09.8-000-BE, PGMD-09.8-050-BE and AGMD-08.7-200-BC were chosen for

the experimental part of the study. Their similar geometrical specifications allow a direct com-

parison of the DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD process variants for specific operating

conditions. Experimental and theoretical sensitivity analyses are conducted on the influence of

the evaporator inlet temperature, the mass flow rate and the feed water salinity on thermody-

namic module performance. The assessment is based on the default inlet conditions that consist

of an evaporator inlet temperature of 80 ◦C, a condenser inlet temperature of 25 ◦C, a mass flow

rate of 300 kg h−1 and tap water. For the experimental and the model-based evaluation of the

DCMD variant, a limited heat transfer performance is assumed for the external heat recovery

system, which is taken into account by a constant temperature drop of 2K (see Sec. 4.3.2 for

details). If not stated otherwise, mass flow compensation is considered for the definition of the

condenser inlet flow rate in the DCMD experiments and the corresponding model predictions.

The condenser inlet mass flow rate is adjusted until the condenser outlet mass flow rate equals

the evaporator inlet mass flow rate (see Sec. 4.3.2 for details). For the experimental evaluation of

the V-AGMD variant, the deaeration pressure is limited by the vapour pressure in the permeate

reservoir. This is taken into account for the associated model predictions, assuming a deaeration
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pressure equal to the vapour pressure at permeate mixing temperature. In order to account for a

non-ideal pressure profile in the air gap, a local residual air pressure of 0.1 bar is assumed in the

V-AGMD model predictions (see Sec. 4.3.4 for details). It should be noted that the V-AGMD

results do not represent the optimal mode of operation since there is still significant potential

for improvement by reduction of the deaeration pressure (see Fig. 4.28).

Prior to the discussions that refer to the different parameter variations individually, a summary

of the experimentally obtained mean sensitivities is provided in Tab. 4.6.

Table 4.6: Summary of the experimentally obtained MD module sensitivities with respect
to the different operating parameters. The mean sensitivities for permeate
output rate, specific thermal energy consumption and thermal efficiency are
given as absolute values with respect to a defined reference variation Δ using
the corresponding units [kg h−1], [kWh t−1] and [%].

TEi ṁEi/Co SEi

Fig. 4.32 Fig. 4.33 Fig. 4.34

reference variation Δ = 10K Δ = 100 kg h−1 Δ = 50 g kg−1

configuration ṁP q̇HX ηth ṁP q̇HX ηth ṁP q̇HX ηth

DCMD 3.8 33.7 5.1 5.1 3.2 0.0 5.4 150.0 19.8
PGMD 3.6 21.4 4.8 4.7 26.4 0.5 4.5 88.8 16.7
AGMD 4.4 47.7 8.6 5.3 39.3 0.7 1.8 31.2 5.5
V-AGMD 4.0 3.1 0.5 n.a. n.a. n.a. 1.9 10.5 3.1

Influence of Evaporator Inlet Temperature on Module Performance

In the first comparative sensitivity analysis on DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD, the

evaporator inlet temperature was varied from 60 to 80 ◦C while the other inlet conditions were

set to the default values. The deaeration pressures achieved for the V-AGMD experiments

are 0.11 bar for an evaporator inlet temperature of 60 ◦C and 0.18 bar for an evaporator inlet

temperature of 80 ◦C. For the V-AGMD model predictions, the deaeration pressures based

on the theoretical permeate mixing temperatures range from 0.08 bar for an evaporator inlet

temperature of 55 ◦C to 0.22 bar for an evaporator inlet temperature of 85 ◦C (refer to Fig. 4.30

for details). Experimental results and model predictions for the permeate output rate, the

specific thermal energy consumption and the overall module thermal efficiency are summarised in

Fig. 4.32, including a comparative presentation of the corresponding model predictions. However,

the following quantitative discussion refers to the experimental results, while the deviations of

the model predictions from the experiments are summarised in Tab. 4.7 at the end of this section.

The beneficial influence of high evaporator inlet temperatures is obvious for all of the process

variants. The highest production rate and the lowest thermal energy consumption were obtained

with the V-AGMD variant, even though the deaeration pressure could not be reduced to the

optimal level. The maximal permeate output rate in the V-AGMD experiments is 22.2 kg h−1,
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Figure 4.32: Comparative evaluation of experimental results and model predictions on
the influence of the evaporator inlet temperature on DCMD, PGMD,
AGMD and V-AGMD module performance. Testing conditions: Modules
DCMD-09.8-000-BE, PGMD-09.8-050-BE, AGMD-08.7-200-BC, TCi = 25 ◦C,
ṁEi/Co = 300 kg h−1, p̂VAGMD

VP, 60/80 ◦C = 0.11/0.18 bar, tap water.

produced with a specific thermal energy consumption of 127 kWhth t
−1. A important result

for the V-AGMD variant is the low sensitivity of the specific thermal energy consumption to

the evaporator inlet temperature. The energy requirement only increases by 6 kWhth t−1 if the

available temperature level decreases from 80 ◦C to 60 ◦C. One reason for the high V-AGMD

performance is the remarkable overall thermal efficiency of >90% that was achieved indepen-

dently of the evaporator inlet temperature. The permeate output rates obtained in the DCMD,

PGMD and AGMD experiments are quite similar, ranging from approximately 8 kg h−1 at 60 ◦C

to 16 kg h−1 at 80 ◦C. However, major differences are found when the energy results are com-

pared. The specific thermal energy consumption is significantly higher for the AGMD variant
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than for DCMD or PGMD. The enormous heat transfer resistance of the air gap leads to a

large temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser channels, consequently

increasing the heating requirement. The specific thermal energy consumption of the AGMD

variant ranges from 343 kWhth t
−1 at 60 ◦C to 248 kWhth t

−1 at 80 ◦C. In the given scenarios,

the energy results obtained for the PGMD variant are quite similar to the DCMD results, rang-

ing from approximately 200 kWhth t
−1 at 60 ◦C to 150 kWhth t

−1 at 80 ◦C. Since the PGMD

channel configuration implies direct contact with water on both sides of the membrane, the

PGMD configuration may be considered to be an enhanced DCMD configuration with internal

heat recovery. For the given scenarios, the energy performance obtained with the concept of in-

ternal heat recovery (PGMD) is comparable to the performance obtained with an external heat

recovery concept (DCMD). It should be noted that the DCMD results are strongly dependent

on the assumptions made for the performance of the external heat transfer system. Due to ap-

preciable conductive heat losses through the single membrane, the thermal efficiencies obtained

for the DCMD and the PGMD variants are lower than the the thermal efficiencies in the air-gap

variants. Depending on the module mean temperature, the values range from approximately 50

to 60%.

Influence of Feed Flow Rate on Module Performance

In the second comparative sensitivity analysis of DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD, the

inlet mass flow rates were varied from 200 to 500 kg h−1 while the other inlet conditions were set

to the default values. Since the given experimental series has not been explicitly analysed for the

V-AGMD measurements, the corresponding result from Fig. 4.32 has been taken to represent

the V-AGMD variant at a mass flow rate of 300 kg h−1. The deaeration pressures achieved for

this experiment is 0.18 bar, as stated earlier. For the V-AGMD model predictions, the deaera-

tion pressures based on the theoretical permeate mixing temperatures range from 0.16 bar for a

mass flow rate of 150 kg h−1 to 0.18 bar for a mass flow rate of 550 kg h−1. Experimental results

and model predictions for the permeate output rate, the specific thermal energy consumption

and the overall module thermal efficiency are summarised in Fig. 4.33, including a comparative

presentation of the corresponding model predictions. However, the following quantitative dis-

cussion refers to the experimental results, while the deviations of the model predictions from the

experiments are summarised in Tab. 4.7 at the end of this section.

The general characteristic increase of the permeate output rate and the specific thermal energy

consumption is clearly observed for all of the process variants. The overall thermal efficiency

is almost independent of the inlet mass flow rates. The strongest performance characteristic

is achieved with the V-AGMD variant. The permeate output rates obtained in the DCMD,

PGMD and AGMD variants are quite similar. For a mass flow rate of 300 kg h−1, the specific

thermal energy consumption obtained in the DCMD, PGMD and V-AGMD experiments are

in the same range from 127 to 152 kWhth t−1. If the mass flow rate is varied, the DCMD
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Figure 4.33: Comparative evaluation of experimental results and model predictions
on the influence of the mass flow rate on DCMD, PGMD, AGMD
and V-AGMD module performance. Testing conditions: Modules
DCMD-09.8-000-BE, PGMD-09.8-050-BE, AGMD-08.7-200-BC, TEi = 80 ◦C,
TCi = 25 ◦C, p̂VAGMD

VP, 300 kg h−1 = 0.18 bar, tap water.

variant shows the lowest sensitivity of specific thermal energy consumption to mass flow rate.

However, this observation needs further clarification. Based on the assumption of a constant

temperature drop associated with the limited heat transfer in the external heat recovery system,

the external heat transfer performance is independently adapted to the prevailing operating

conditions in DCMD. According to Fig. 4.24, the external heat transfer performance increases

from 5.5 to 12.5 kWth K−1 for mass flow rates from 200 to 500 kg h−1 in order to maintain a

constant temperature drop of 2K. The heat transfer performance of the internal heat recovery

system in a PGMD or an AGMD module is coupled to the existing geometrical configuration of

the module. The energy demand obtained with the DCMD and the PGMD modules is analysed
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comparatively as an example. For low flow rates, the internal heat recovery system in the

PGMD module has sufficient heat transfer area to compete with the relatively small external

heat exchanger considered for DCMD. The specific thermal energy consumption for the PGMD

module is lower than the specific thermal energy consumption for the DCMD module. For

higher flow rates, the external heat transfer area is assumed to increase in DCMD, while the

PGMD transfer area remains constant. Thus, the results show lower specific thermal energy

consumption for the DCMD module for higher flow rates. The threshold flow rate where both

process variants show equal energy consumption mainly depends on the design of the associated

heat recovery systems, namely the external heat exchanger for the DCMD process and the

permeate-gap design including the polymer film for the PGMD process. If constant external heat

transfer performance were considered for the given DCMD results, the sensitivity of the DCMD

specific energy consumption would be similar to that obtained for the PGMD variant. Evaluating

the values from Fig. 4.24 for an fix heat exchanger size of 8 kWth K−1 as an example, the DCMD

specific energy consumption takes on values from approximately 105 to 190 kWhth t−1. It is

obvious from the given analysis that a comparison of DCMD and PGMD/AGMD results requires

special attention to the assumptions made.

Influence of Feed Water Salinity on Module Performance

In the third comparative sensitivity analysis of DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD the feed

water salinity levels were varied from 0 to 210 g kg−1 while the other inlet conditions were set

to the default values. The salt solutions were prepared by dissolving different amounts of sea

salt from the Red Sea in tap water. The deaeration pressures achieved in the experiments range

from 0.15 to 0.18 bar, with the lower values for the experiments with higher salinities. For the

V-AGMD model predictions, the deaeration pressures based on the theoretical permeate mix-

ing temperatures have a quite narrow range from 0.17 bar to 0.18 bar. Experimental results

and model predictions for the permeate output rate, the specific thermal energy consumption

and the overall module thermal efficiency are summarised in Fig. 4.34, including a comparative

presentation of the corresponding model predictions. However, the following quantitative dis-

cussion refers to the experimental results, while the deviations of the model predictions from the

experiments are summarised in Tab. 4.7 at the end of this section.

A negative influence of salt on the permeate output rate, the specific energy consumption and the

total thermal efficiency is observed for all of the MD process variants. However, the sensitivities

to the feed water salinity differ significantly. If the permeate output rates obtained for a salinity

level of approximately 50 g kg−1 are compared to the tap water measurements, the DCMD and

the PGMD output rates decrease by approximately 33%, while the corresponding AGMD results

decrease by only 17%. Since the permeate output rate is in the denominator of the specific en-

ergy equation, all of the specific energy consumption curves steadily increase with an exponential

dependence. Again, the AGMD variant shows a quite stable energy consumption for an increase
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Figure 4.34: Comparative evaluation of experimental results and model predictions
of the influence of the feed water salinity on DCMD, PGMD, AGMD
and V-AGMD module performance. Testing conditions: Modules
DCMD-09.8-000-BE, PGMD-09.8-050-BE, AGMD-08.7-200-BC, TEi = 80 ◦C,
TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁEi/Co = 300 kg h−1, p̂VAGMD

VP, 10/80/145 g kg−1 = 0.18/0.16/0.15 bar,
artificial salt water, tap water on condenser side for the DCMD variant.

in feed water salinity from tap water to approximately 50 g kg−1. The energy consumption only

increases by 13% while the energy consumption for the DCMD and the PGMD variant increases

by 37% and 30% under comparable conditions.

According to the discussion on the general influence of salinity in Secs. 3.4.2, 3.4.5 and 4.3.1, the

basic phenomenon leading to the negative effect of salinity on process performance is the reduced

vapour pressure on the evaporator side caused by the presence of salt ions. Since the vapour

pressure is reduced by a certain offset, high driving forces and consequently larger interfacial

temperature differences generally lower the process sensitivity to salt (refer to Fig. 3.37). This

may be clearly derived from the given results. The highest driving force is established with the
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AGMD module configuration, due to the large temperature difference between the evaporator

and the condenser channels. As a consequence, the performance characteristic of the AGMD

process is quite robust with respect to the feed water salinity. The driving force established

with the DCMD module is significantly lower. If a DCMD module is operated without salt, the

low driving force is compensated by the low mass transfer resistance. During operation with

salt water, a strong relative influence of a vapour pressure reduction on the low total driving

force is obvious. Even though the bulk stream temperature difference in the PGMD process is

greater than in DCMD, the effective interfacial temperature difference across the membrane is

comparable, due to the significant temperature drop in the permeate gap. Independently of the

vapour pressure driving force, the temperature difference from the evaporator to the condenser

channels causes parasitic conductive heat transfer. Therefore, the thermal efficiency drops with

increasing salinity for all of the process configurations. Again, different sensitivities are observed

when the process configurations are compared. These differences may be directly attributed to

the differences in latent heat transfer.

The given results clearly indicate the air-gap variants as the preferred module configurations for

treatment of high-salinity solutions. However, for a given module, the temperature difference

from the evaporator to the condenser sides and consequently the sensitivity to feed water salinity

may be adjusted by the choice of suitable operating conditions. It should be emphasised that

the effect of salt on the module performance characteristics is specifically important for the de-

sign of high-recovery modules that operate at low temperature differences. For high-flux module

concepts, the sensitivity of module performance to feed water salinity is significantly lower for

all of the configurations. Depending on the module design and the operational conditions, the

influence of salt may even be negligible.

The analysis presented in this section indicates that the influence of salt on the MD module

performance depends on the chosen MD configuration, the geometrical module design and the

choice of operating conditions and needs to be carefully evaluated for any given scenario. Fur-

thermore, from Fig. 3.22 the membrane is expected to play a major role in adjusting the module’s

sensitivity to salinity. This topic will be discussed in a subsequent section.

Deviations of the Model Predictions from Experimental Results

The mean differences between the model predictions and the experimental results have been

analysed for each parameter variation that has been previously presented in this section. A

detailed summary is given in Tab. 4.7. The derivation of the combined mean differences over all

parameter variations for permeate output rate, the specific thermal energy consumption and the

thermal efficiency leads to values of 9%, 11% and 9% for DCMD, 6%, 10% and 7% for PGMD,

5%, 7% and 6% for AGMD and 6%, 17% and 5% for V-AGMD, respectively. The largest

differences are given for the V-AGMD energy consumption, which is mainly attributed to the

uncertainty in the experiments, rather than the quality of the model predictions. Furthermore,

systematically noticeable differences are identified for the effect of feed water salinity on the
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thermal energy demand, especially for high concentrations. A similar finding has already been

observed from the single-node models as documented in Tab. 3.13. It is important to notice

that the validity of the salt water property correlations is limited to brine salinites lower than

130− 160 g kg−1. Moreover, some deviation may be explained by differences in salt composition

of the salt from Seequasal that originates from the Red Sea and the salt referred to as standard

sea salt composition (refer to Appendix C).

The multi-node models are generally able to represent the physical effects of the important

operating parameters on MD module performance with good precision and a wide range of

validity. The model is considered to be well validated and ready to use in purely model-based

analyses that will be presented in the coming sections.

Table 4.7: Summary of the mean differences between the model predictions and the ex-
perimental results for each parameter variation.

|ē(TEi)| |ē(ṁEi/Co)| |ē(SEi)|
Fig. 4.32 Fig. 4.33 Fig. 4.34

configuration ṁP q̇HX ηth ṁP q̇HX ηth ṁP q̇HX ηth

DCMD 3% 4% 7% 5% 9% 6% 17% 20% 16%
PGMD 6% 3% 7% 4% 5% 6% 8% 16% 7%
AGMD 3% 3% 4% 4% 7% 7% 8% 12% 7%
V-AGMD 5% 16% 3% 7% 18% 5% 7% 16% 6%

4.3.6 Selection of an Optimal Membrane

In Sec. 3.4.2, the selection of a suitable membrane was already identified as a complex and critical

task, due to the interdependence of membrane thickness, driving force, flux and conductive heat

losses, especially for saline feed water. It is obvious from the fundamental results provided in

Sec. 3.4.2 that the membrane thickness has to be determined and selected carefully in order to

achieve optimal performance characteristics with MD modules. The following section provides

methods for appropriate membrane selection taking into account the operating conditions as well

as aspects of module design.

At first, a sensitivity analysis has been carried out, covering the interdependent effects of mem-

brane thickness and salinity for each of the four MD configurations, individually. To do so, the

module performance is evaluated for salinity levels of 0, 50, 100, 150 and 200 g kg−1 while the

membrane thickness has been varied from 20 to 700μm. The analysis distinguishes between

a high-recovery module concept and a high-flux module concept for each of the process con-

figurations. The reference modules, chosen to represent the different MD configurations, have

comparable geometrical specifications, which are summarised in Tab. 4.8.

The assessment has been based on default inlet conditions that consist of an evaporator inlet

temperature of 80 ◦C, a condenser inlet temperature of 25 ◦C and a mass flow rate of 400 kg h−1.

For the evaluation of the DCMD variant, a limited heat transfer performance is assumed for

the external heat recovery system, which is taken into account by a constant temperature drop
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of 2K (see Sec. 4.3.2 for details). The different mass flow capacities of the evaporator and the

condenser channel due to flux and different salinity levels are compensated by mass flow com-

pensation on the condenser side that is taken into account for the DCMD model predictions (see

Sec. 4.3.2 for details). The air gap is assumed to have an effective thickness of 1.8mm instead

of the nominal thickness of 2.0mm, due to deformation of the elastic film layers (see Sec. 4.3.4

for details). The deaeration pressure for the evaluation of the V-AGMD variant is defined to

be 0.03 bar, since the air is assumed to be extracted at the coldest spot of the air gap, avoiding

the specific experimental limitations from Sec. 4.3.4. The model automatically adjusts the local

air pressures according to the prevailing temperature conditions. However, a minimum local air

pressure of 0.05 bar still accounts for a non-ideal pressure profile in the air gap (see Sec. 4.3.4 for

details).

The reference parameterisation of the node models is derived from channel spacer S-320, laminate

L-020A-S, PGMD gap spacer S-025, (V-)AGMD gap spacer S-200 and impermeable film F-127.

These materials have already been extensively discussed within this thesis. The results obtained

for the permeate output rates and the specific thermal energy consumptions of the DCMD and

the PGMD modules are given in Figs. 4.35 and 4.36, whereas the results obtained for AGMD

and V-AGMD modules are provided in Appendix I.

Table 4.8: Reference modules used for the comparative assessments of membrane
selection and potential for performance improvements by advanced ma-
terials

module membrane channel channel channel gap
area length height width width
[m2] [m] [m] [mm] [mm]

high-recovery concept
DCMD-09.8-000-BC 9.8 7.0 0.70 3.20 -
PGMD-09.8-025-BC 9.8 7.0 0.70 3.20 0.25
AGMD-09.8-200-BC 9.8 7.0 0.70 3.20 2.00a

high-flux concept
DCMD-01.4-000-BC 1.4 1.0 0.70 3.20 -
PGMD-01.4-025-BC 1.4 1.0 0.70 3.20 0.25
AGMD-01.4-200-BC 1.4 1.0 0.70 3.20 2.00a

aan effective thickness of 1.8mm is used for model parameterisation (see Sec. 4.3.4 for details)

At first the resulting performance characteristics of a DCMD high-recovery module from Fig. 4.35

are analysed. For feed water with zero salinity, the permeate output rate slightly decreases with

increasing membrane thickness. This is explained by the reduced membrane permeability, while

the thermal efficiency remains almost constant (see Fig. 3.18). The module flux performance

decreases with membrane thickness by approximately 0.7 kg h−1 per 100μm, while the specific

thermal energy consumption steadily increases by 30 kWhth t
−1 per 100μm. Consequently, the

membrane thickness should be chosen to be as thin as possible for zero salinity feed water. The

model results reflect the negative influence of salt on module performance, leading to a reduced
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Figure 4.35: A model-based sensitivity analysis, covering the interdependent effects of
membrane thickness and salinity on DCMD high-flux and high-recovery mod-
ules. Operating conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁEi/Co = 400 kg h−1,
ΔTRX,kA = 2K; Module: L = 7.0/1.0m, H = 0.7m, channel spacer S-320,
laminate L-020A-S (BC) (with varying assumed thickness).

permeate output rate and increased energy consumption. Since the effect of salt is sensitive to

the membrane thickness, the presence of salt significantly changes the influence of the membrane

thickness on the module performance characteristics. The higher the salinity, the thicker the

membranes that are required to achieve optimal performance. It is important to note that the

optimal membrane thickness for flux is different to the optimal membrane thickness for energy

consumption. Considering a salinity level of 100 g kg−1 in the given scenario, the optimal output

rate is achieved with a 300μm membrane, while the optimal energy consumption is given for a

membrane thickness of 105μm. For ease of analysis, the locus curves of the optimal values are

explicitly provided in the plots as red dotted lines. The membrane thickness has a low impact on

flux, indicating a membrane thickness close to the corresponding optimal values. However, the

design principles for high-recovery modules are probably aiming for optimal energy consumption

rather than optimal flux. Thus, a membrane for a high-recovery module is most likely cho-

sen close to the optimal thickness for energy consumption, which is considerably thinner than

the value for optimal flux. In this region, the performance characteristics of the module are

quite sensitive to the membrane thickness. Especially for thin membranes, a careful quantitative

evaluation of the interdependence is recommended. Optimising the given DCMD high-recovery

module with respect to heat recovery, the membrane thickness should be chosen between 0 and

230μm for salinities ranging from 0 to 200 g kg−1. The laminate L-020A-S, which was used in the

high-recovery module prototypes, turned out to be suitable for salinity levels of approximately
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50 to 100 g kg−1.

Similar trends are found for the influence of the membrane thickness on a DCMD high-flux

module, but the sensitivity to membrane thickness at zero salinity is greater. The steady de-

crease of the module flux performance with membrane thickness is identified to be approximately

1.7 kg h−1 per 100μm while the steady increase of the specific thermal energy consumption is

identified to be approximately 190 kWhth t
−1 per 100μm membrane thickness. As for the high-

recovery module, the influence of the membrane thickness on the high-flux module performance

changes with the use of saline feed water, and thicker membranes are recommended for increasing

salinity. However, for saline feed water, the membrane thickness for optimal performance turns

out to be less sensitive to salinity than is observed in the high-recovery modules. It should be

noted that the model automatically changes the thermal energy supply strategy from a system

configuration with heat recovery (Fig. 4.5(c)) to one with direct heating of the evaporator channel

without heat recovery (Fig. 4.5(a)), based on the associated energy consumption. The change

of the system configuration leads to the conspicuous turning points near a membrane thickness

of 250μm in the performance curves for thermal energy consumption. The energy consumption

that would result without changing the supply strategy are additionally drawn in Fig. 4.35 as

dotted lines. However, the energy consumption might not be a parameter of interest for a high-

flux module. For the high-flux modules, the membrane selection is most probably motivated by

the optimal results regarding flux. It turns out that the optimal membrane thickness for high-

flux modules is generally lower than the optimal membrane thickness identified for high-recovery

modules. When optimising the given DCMD high-flux module with respect to flux, the mem-

brane thickness should be chosen between 0 and 90μm for salinities ranging from 0 to 200 g kg−1.

Considering the whole range of salinities, the super-sensitive range of membrane thicknesses is

identified to be from 0 to 30μm, which is thinner than the membranes that are usually available

for MD applications. Consequently, the membrane selection for high-flux DCMD modules seems

to be less critical than that for high-recovery modules. In the context of DCMD high-flux mod-

ules, the laminate L-020A-S turns out to be suitable for high salinity levels, whereas the choice

of a thinner membrane (e.g. laminate L-020B-S/N) could be considered for moderate salinities

of approximately 50 g kg−1.

Since the PGMD configuration may be considered as a DCMD configuration extended by a per-

meate gap, the heat and mass transfer phenomenology in the membrane is essentially the same.

Based on the comparability of the DCMD and the PGMD configuration, the simulation results of

PGMD modules presented in Fig. 4.36 show similar interdependent effects of membrane thickness

and salinity on module performance. Since the driving force in PGMD modules is significantly

reduced by the permeate gap, optimal membranes are thicker and the general sensitivities to

the membrane thickness are weaker than the results obtained in the DCMD scenarios. Fur-

thermore, some different characteristics are identified. Unlike the DCMD modules, a specific

membrane thickness turns out to be optimal for the PGMD modules, even for zero salinity. This

is explained by the poor heat transfer in the backing pore volume that is oriented towards the

permeate gap. A reduced membrane thickness increases the membrane permeability, but also its

conductive heat transfer resistance. Depending on the heat transfer in the backing pore volume,
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Figure 4.36: A model-based sensitivity analysis, covering the interdependent effects of
membrane thickness and salinity on PGMD high-flux and high-recovery mod-
ules. Operating conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁEi/Ci = 400 kg h−1;
Module: L = 7.0/1.0m, H = 0.7m, channel spacer S-320, laminate
L-020A-S (BC) (with varying assumed thickness), gap spacer S-025, imper-
meable film F-127.

the increased conductive heat transfer in the sections of the membrane that are covered by the

backing may not be compensated by the higher membrane permeability. In the case of PGMD

modules with the backing positioned towards the permeate channel, the thermal efficiency of

the process reduces for thinner laminates. The optimal membrane thickness is defined by the

superposition of the opposing effects of the membrane thickness on flux and thermal efficiency.

Considering saline feed water, the preferred membrane thickness increases with salinity, similar to

the observation made for the DCMD modules. When optimising the given module with respect

to heat recovery, the membrane thickness should be chosen between 20 and 270μm for salinities

ranging from 0 to 200 g kg−1. The laminate L-020A-S, which has been used in the high-recovery

module prototypes, turns out to be suitable for salinity levels ranging from approximately 30 to

60 g kg−1.

As for the DCMD modules, the optimal membrane thickness for high-flux PGMD modules is

generally lower than that for the high-recovery PGMD modules. When optimising the given

high-flux module with respect to flux, the membrane thickness should be chosen between 50 and

160μm for salinities ranging from 0 to 200 g kg−1. Similar to the observations for the DCMD

high-flux modules, the super-sensitive range of membrane thicknesses is identified to be from 0

to 50μm, while low sensitivities of the module performance are observed for thicker membranes.

The membrane selection for PGMD high-flux modules is therefore considered to be non critical
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and the laminate L-020A-S turns out to be suitable for a wide range of salinity levels.

For the sake of completeness, sensitivity analyses on the influence of the membrane thickness

on module performance have been conducted for AGMD and V-AGMD configurations, as well.

The results are provided in Appendix I. Since the heat and mass transfer characteristics for

an AGMD or a V-AGMD configuration are mainly defined by the air gap rather than by the

membrane thickness, the influence of the membrane properties on the module performance is of

minor importance. However, thicker membranes still reduce the overall permeability of a com-

bined membrane and air gap, leading to a slight reduction of the AG module performance. Unlike

for DCMD and PGMD, the effect of the membrane thickness is almost independent of salinity.

For any AGMD or V-AGMD scenario, optimal flux and efficiency performance is obtained with

membranes that are as thin as possible. The membrane selection for AGMD modules can there-

fore be limited to consideration of practical aspects only like membrane stability, durability or

availability.

The different scenarios covering interdependent effects of membrane thickness and salinity illus-

trate that the membrane selection process for DCMD and PGMD modules is complex, especially

for saline feed water. It is important to note that not only the salinity level but also the operating

conditions and aspects of module design need to be taken into consideration for the selection of

an optimal membrane. Thus, a comprehensive assessment of the influences of the key operational

parameters and selected design parameters on membrane selection has been conducted, taking a

PGMD high-recovery module at a feed water salinity of 35 g kg−1 as an example. Since the multi-

dimensional field of parameters is too large to cover all possible combinations, the analyses aim

to derive qualitative trends, creating an awareness of the given interdependence and providing

a general method for membrane selection. Due to the similarity of the PGMD and the DCMD

configuration, the qualitative results are considered to be valid also for the DCMD configuration.

For the analyses on operating conditions, variations in salinity, feed flow rate, temperature differ-

ence, mean temperature level and deaeration pressure have been considered. For the analyses on

design parameters, variations in heat transfer, permeate gap thickness, channel length, backing

porosity and membrane thermal conductivity have been considered. The nominal operational

parameters and the model parameterisation are the same as those for the previous analyses. For

each scenario, the optimal membrane thickness with respect to the thermal energy consumption

was identified by solving the one-dimensional optimisation problem with the generic optimisa-

tion program GenOpt®, which was linked to the MD model (refer to Sec. 5.2.4 for detailed

information). The locus curves of the optima are given for each parameter variation in Fig. 4.37.

The trend obtained for a variation of the salinity level is already known from the discussions

above. Furthermore, the influence of the channel length on the optimal membrane thickness

was already given by the comparison of high-recovery and high-flux modules. Each of the locus

curves obtained from the given study is monotonic.
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Figure 4.37: Model-based sensitivity analyses, covering the influence of operating con-
ditions and aspects of module design on the optimal membrane thickness
with respect to the specific thermal energy consumption. A high recovery
PGMD module has been considered as an example. Nominal operating con-
ditions: SEi/Ci = 35 g kg−1, TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁEi/Ci = 400 kg h−1,
p̂VP = 1bar, Module: L = 7.0m, H = 0.7m, channel spacer S-320, laminate
L-020A-S (BC) (with varying assumed thickness), gap spacer S-025, imper-
meable film F-127.

A summary of the qualitative trends derived from Fig. 4.37 may be given by the following

general statements:

The optimal membrane thickness for saline feed water increases for

• higher feed water salinities • lower heat transfer coefficients

• lower feed flow rates • thicker permeate gap widths

• smaller temperature differences • longer flow channels

• higher mean temperature levels • lower backing porosities

• lower deaeration pressures • higher membrane thermal conductivities

All results obtained in this section are conform to the following general statements:

For DCMD and PGMD modules, the optimal membrane for the treatment of feed water without

salt may be chosen as thin as is feasible. For the treatment of feed water with a specific salinity,

the optimal membrane thickness increases if the interfacial temperature difference is decreased

by any change in the operating conditions or in module design. The negative effect of salinity

turns out to be more distinct for low driving forces. Therefore, the sensitivity of the optimal

membrane thickness to the interfacial temperature difference is expected to increase with salinity

level. For AGMD and V-AGMDmodules, the optimal membrane thickness is as thin as is feasible,

independent of salinity level.
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4.3.7 Performance Potential using Advanced Materials

The experimental work that has been done to support the MD analyses and the theoretical

model development is based on the specific materials presented in Sec. 3.3.4. The material selec-

tion was motivated by the material’s thermodynamic properties but also by general availability,

minimum order quantity, delivery time, issues concerning fabrication and costs. Some of the

materials deployed in the prototype modules may not reflect the best possible choice in terms of

thermodynamic performance. Appreciable potential for performance improvement is expected

by the introduction of the best design materials that are already commercially available today.

Since much research is currently being conducted on the development of new materials for MD,

further improvement is expected in the coming years due to the use of advanced materials with

thermodynamic properties beyond the current state of the art.

This section provides sensitivity analyses on the quantitative impact that may be achieved by

improvements to the different key materials, namely the main channel spacers, the membrane,

the backing and the impermeable film. Since the role of a certain material is expected to be dif-

ferent for DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD performance, the analyses were conducted for

each of the process variants and evaluated comparatively. Furthermore, the assessment distin-

guishes between a high-recovery module concept and a high-flux module concept for each of the

process configurations. The specifications of the reference modules are summarised in Tab. 4.8.

The reference parameterisation of the node models is derived from channel spacer S-320, lam-

inate L-020A-S, PGMD gap spacer S-025, (V-)AGMD gap spacer S-200 and impermeable film

F-127, similar to the parameterisation in Sec. 4.3.6. The assessment has been based on the same

default inlet conditions as the previous studies that consider an evaporator inlet temperature of

80 ◦C, a condenser inlet temperature of 25 ◦C, a mass flow rate of 400 kg h−1 and a salinity of

35 g kg−1. For the DCMD configuration, the limited heat transfer performance for the external

heat recovery system as well as a mass flow compensation are taken into consideration. For the

(V-)AGMD configuration, the flexibility of the film materials that affect the air-gap width and

residual air that presents a lower limit to the air partial pressure in the air gap are taken into

account as described in Sec. 4.3.6.

In order to isolate the influence of a specific material, the respective material properties are

successively modified in four discrete steps, while the properties of the other materials remain

constant at the reference values. The reference parameterisation and the successive parameter

modifications are summarised in Tab. 4.9 for the different sensitivity analyses.

Sensitivity analysis #1 is dedicated to potential performance improvements associated with an

improvement of the evaporator and the condenser channel spacers. The impact of improved

channel spacers is represented by a successive enhancement of the heat transfers by factors of

1.5, 2.0, 4.0 and 10.0. Therefore, the heat transfer correlation in Eq. 4.71, used for the mod-

ule model predictions, is extended by the factor fαE/C
. The relative performance improvements

predicted for the permeate output rate and specific thermal energy consumption are illustrated

in Fig. 4.38. The absolute values for the corresponding reference results are provided as supple-
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Table 4.9: Material parameterisation used for the comparative assessment of the
potential for performance improvements by advanced materials. The
sensitivity analyses are assigned to the key materials of interest
as follows: #1 spacer for main flow channels; #2 membrane; #3 backing;
#4 impermeable film; #5 combination of selected material improvements.

parameter unit reference step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4 #5

#1 fαE/C
[−] 1.0 1.5 2.0 4.0 10.0 1.5

#2 δM [μm] 70 50 50 50 50 50
dM [μm] 0.2 0.2 40 40 40 0.2
εM [−] 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.8

λ∗
M δ−1

M [W(m2K)−1] 620 620 620 460 1 620

#3 position [−] BE BC BC BC noB BC
δB [μm] 280 280 140 70 − 100
εB [−] 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.9 − 0.8

τL (τM) [−] 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.4 (1.3 ) 1.5

#4 δF [μm] 127 70 30 10 noF 30

mentary information.

At first, a detailed analysis of the results obtained for the DCMD high recovery configuration

is provided an example and as guide for reading the corresponding plots. The subsequent dis-

cussions focus on the general sensitivities and comparison of the different process configurations

rather than on commenting on individual values.

With the materials used in the prototypes from Sec. 4.2.4, the reference values for the DCMD

high-recovery configuration are predicted to be 21.6 kg h−1 for the permeate output rate and

127 kWhth t
−1 for the specific thermal energy consumption. For heat transfer in the main flow

channels which is enhanced by factors of 1.5, 2.0, 4.0 and 10.0, the expected improvements of

the permeate output rates are 1.5%, 2.3%, 3.6% and 4.3% respectively, while the corresponding

reductions of the specific thermal energy consumption are 12.6%, 18.9%, 28.3% and 34.6%. It

turns out that improved heat transfer in any high-recovery module configuration mainly leads

to a reduction of the specific thermal energy consumption rather than to an improvement of

the permeate output rate. The improved heat transfer does fundamentally reduce the thermal

energy demand by reducing the temperature polarisation. The bulk stream temperature differ-

ence between the evaporator and condenser channels decreases while the interfacial temperature

difference and consequently the driving force remain almost constant. The different sensitivities

for the different process configurations may principally be attributed to the fraction of the heat

transfer in the main flow channels and the overall temperature drop from the evaporator to the

condenser bulk streams, which have already been analysed in the context of test cell experiments

in Fig. 3.32. The highest sensitivity is obtained for the DCMD variant. The sensitivities for the

PGMD and the V-AGMD processes are comparable and the lowest sensitivity is given for the

AGMD configuration.

For the high-flux concept, the sensitivities for the different process variants are generally ordered
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Figure 4.38: Comparative model-based assessment #1 on the potential associated with
an improvement of the evaporator and the condenser channel spacers. A
successive enhancement of the bulk stream heat transfer coefficient by fac-
tors of 1.5, 2.0, 4.0 and 10.0 is considered. The predictions are provided
for high-recovery modules and for high-flux modules in DCMD, PGMD,
AGMD and V-AGMD configurations. Operating conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C,
TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁEi/Co = 400 kg h−1, SEi = 35 g kg−1, p̂VAGMD

VP = 0.03 bar,

p̂i,VAGMD
a,residual = 0.05 bar, ΔTDCMD

RX,kA = 2K; Module: L = 7.0/1.0m, H = 0.7m,
channel spacer S-320, laminate L-020A-S (BC), gap spacer S-200/S-025, im-
permeable film F-127.

similarly, but they exhibit significant differences, especially regarding the influence on the per-

meate output rate. For the high-flux modules, the permeate output rate may be increased by

more than 12% for all of the process configurations. For the DCMD variant, a flux improvement

of up to 22% is predicted. In contrast to modules with high heat recovery, the improved heat

transfer does reduce the bulk stream temperature difference and increase the interfacial tem-

perature difference at the same time. Consequently, the reduced thermal energy consumption

for the high-flux concept is accompanied by an enhanced flux performance. It is obvious from

the given reference values that high fluxes generally lead to high thermal energy consumptions.

However, for applications aiming for high driving forces, the thermal energy consumption may

not be the characteristic of greatest interest. According to Eq. 4.54, heat recovery is not reason-

able for some of the high-flux scenarios. For these specific scenarios, marked with a black dot,

the specific thermal energy consumption is evaluated using Eq. 4.43, based on a direct heating

concept. Since the thermal energy consumption for a direct heating concept is independent of

the temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser channels, no improvements

based on enhanced heat transfer are predicted for the AGMD configuration in Fig. 4.38.

Sensitivity analysis #2 is dedicated to potential performance improvements associated with an

improvement of the membrane. The membrane properties are successively enhanced according

to Tab. 4.9. In step one, the membrane thickness is reduced from 70μm to 50μm, representing a
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Figure 4.39: Comparative model-based assessment #2 of the potential associated with
an improvement of the membrane properties. A successive enhancement of
the membrane is considered according to Tab. 4.9. The predictions are pro-
vided for high-recovery modules and for high-flux modules in DCMD, PGMD,
AGMD and V-AGMD configurations. Operating conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C,
TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁEi/Co = 400 kg h−1, SEi = 35 g kg−1, p̂VAGMD

VP = 0.03 bar,

p̂i,VAGMD
a,residual = 0.05 bar, ΔTDCMD

RX,kA = 2K; Module: L = 7.0/1.0m, H = 0.7m,
channel spacer S-320, laminate L-020A-S (BC), gap spacer S-200/S-025, im-
permeable film F-127.

general improvement of the membrane permeability by a factor of 1.4. In principle the conduc-

tive heat transfer coefficient would increase due to its reciprocal dependence on the membrane

thickness. However, in the given scenario the membrane’s thermal conductivity is assumed to

be reduced so that the membrane’s conductive heat transfer coefficient remains constant at a

value of 620W(m2K)−1. This first step is thermodynamically identical to a scenario that con-

siders any improvement of the membrane permeability by a factor of 1.4 at constant membrane

thickness. In the second step, the nominal pore size is increased by more than two orders of

magnitude, leading to a negligible Knudsen diffusion resistance. The third step implies a further

reduction of the diffusion resistance by an increase of the membrane porosity from 0.8 to 1.0.

Since no polymer phase is left for conductive heat transfer, the improved porosity is accompa-

nied by a reduction of the conductive heat transfer coefficient to 460W(m2K)−1. In the last

step, the membrane is treated as an ideal thermal insulating layer. The relative performance

improvements predicted for the permeate output rate and specific thermal energy consumption

are presented in Fig. 4.39. The absolute values obtained with reference parameterisation are

provided as supplementary information. Due to similar reference conditions, these values are

equal to those presented in Fig. 4.39.

The sensitivities of the model predictions with respect to membrane improvements show a sim-

ilar character for the high-recovery and the high-flux module concepts. Thus, the quantitative

discussion is based on the high-recovery module concept as an example.

The given results clearly indicate that an improvement of the membrane permeability without
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changing the conductive heat transfer coefficient has a positive effect on all of the process con-

figurations. The permeate output rate and the thermal energy consumption for the DCMD

and the PGMD configurations are improved by 7% to 9%. Since the mass transfer resistance

of the air-gap variants is mainly defined by the molecular diffusion through the air gap rather

than by the membrane structural properties, the role of the membrane is generally of minor

thermodynamic relevance. The influence of the improved membrane properties on AGMD and

V-AGMD module performance is predicted to be less than 1% for flux and less than 2% for

energy consumption. By additionally eliminating the Knudsen diffusion resistance in step 2,

further improvements for flux performance and energy consumption are expected for the DCMD

and the PGMD high-recovery modules. The improvements amount to 14% to 19%. Again,

almost no effect is observed for the air-gap variants. For the V-AGMD configuration, the role

of an improved membrane shows a slightly higher effect, since the mass transfer resistance of

the gap is strongly reduced by deaeration. A similar statement may be made when an ideal

membrane structure with a porosity of 100% is assumed. The predicted flux improvements for

DCMD and PGMD are about 25%, while a relative improvement of only 2% to 4% is achieved

with the air-gap variants. In the last step, the membrane is considered to be an ideal thermal

insulator, leading to 100% thermal efficiency for all of the MD configurations. This scenario

is rather unrealistic, but it gives a quantitative reference on the important role of conductive

losses in the context of MD modules. The potential for improvements is significant for DCMD

and PGMD modules, predicted to be 53% and 65% for the permeate output rate and 37% and

39% for the thermal energy consumption. Unlike for the preceding steps, the air-gap variants

show quite different sensitivities. Significant improvements are expected for AGMD, while the

sensitivity for V-AGMD is still low. The thermal efficiency achieved with available materials

already takes on values >90% for the V-AGMD configuration, while the efficiencies achieved

with an AGMD configuration are in the range of 70 to 80% (see Fig. 4.32). Consequently, the

ideal insulating layer improves the thermal efficiency for the AGMD, while the V-AGMD variant

does not offer significant potential for improvements by insulation.

Sensitivity analysis #3 is dedicated to potential performance improvements associated with an

improvement of the backing material. The impact of an improved backing is represented by a

successive enhancement of different backing properties according to Tab. 4.9. The parameters

associated with the scrim type backing from Tab. 3.4 are used as reference values. In order to

clarify the influence of the backing position, backing located towards the evaporator side (BE)

is considered to be the reference case, in contrast to the reference cases in the other scenarios.

In the first step, the backing position is then changed from the evaporator to the condenser side,

so step 1 results in the same reference conditions as the other sensitivity analyses. In step 2,

the backing properties are generally improved by reducing the thickness from 280μm to 140μm,

increasing the porosity from 0.5 to 0.7 and reducing the laminate tortuosity, which is assumed

to depend on the backing porosity, from 1.8 to 1.6 . In step 3, the backing parameters are im-

proved further by reducing the thickness to 70μm, increasing the porosity to 0.9 and reducing

the laminate tortuosity to 1.4 . The last step represents the optimal case of a membrane with-

out backing (noB). The relative performance improvements predicted for the permeate output
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Figure 4.40: Comparative model-based assessment #3 of the potential associated with
an improvement of backing properties. A successive change of the
backing position and the backing structure is considered according to
Tab. 4.9. The predictions are provided for high-recovery modules and
for high-flux modules in DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD configura-
tions. Operating conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁEi/Co = 400 kg h−1,

SEi = 35 g kg−1, p̂VAGMD
VP = 0.03 bar, p̂i,VAGMD

a,residual = 0.05 bar, ΔTDCMD
RX,kA = 2K;

Module: L = 7.0/1.0m, H = 0.7m, channel spacer S-320, laminate L-020A-S,
gap spacer S-200/S-025, impermeable film F-127.

rate and specific thermal energy consumption are illustrated in Fig. 4.40. The absolute values

obtained with the new reference case are provided as supplementary information.

The sensitivities of the model predictions to membrane improvements show a similar character

for the high-recovery and the high-flux module concepts. Thus, the quantitative discussion is

provided for the high-recovery module concept as an example. As expected from Sec. 3.4.3, sig-

nificant differences in the performance behaviour are obtained for the different backing positions.

The performance predicted for the reference case (BE) is significantly lower than the performance

achieved with step 1 (BC), which was taken as the reference case in the other sensitivity analyses.

The strongest effect is predicted for the DCMD variant, which shows the flux improved by 24%

and the energy consumption reduced by 25%. Even though the fundamental effect of the backing

position is similar for the PGMD configuration, the quantitative values of 11% in flux and 6%

in thermal energy consumption turn out to be significantly lower. The improvements associated

with a backing positioned towards the condenser side are partially offset by the effective permeate

gap thickness increasing from 0.25mm to 0.50mm due to the backing layer. Furthermore, the

heat transfer through the backing pore volume is low if the backing is immersed in the permeate

channel. A similar statement may be derived concerning the effect of the backing position on

AGMD performance. If the backing is located towards the condenser side, the permeate output

rate and the energy consumption are worsened by the backing layer, which increases the distance

for diffusion through the air gap. For the V-AGMD configuration, the impact of a wider air gap

is low and does not overcompensate the positive effects of a free membrane surface for evapo-
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ration. It is obvious from the given results that positioning a backing towards the condenser

side is the preferred case and should be considered as the standard design. Analysing the second

and third steps, the module performance is enhanced as the backing structural properties are

improved. Especially the PGMD and AGMD configurations show appreciable sensitivity to the

reduced backing thickness for the given reasons. In the third step, the predicted performance

of DCMD and PGMD is improved by 28% for flux and approximately 32% for thermal energy

consumption. For the air-gap variants, the predicted improvements are only 6% for flux and

approximately 14% for thermal energy consumption. For all of the MD configurations, only

minor potential for further improvement is associated with step 4, considering the optimal case

without any backing (noB).

Figure 4.41: Comparative model-based assessment #4 of the potential associated with
an improvement of the impermeable film layer. Successive reduction of
the film thickness is considered with 127, 70, 30, 10 and 0μm. The
predictions are provided for high-recovery modules and for high-flux mod-
ules in PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD configurations. Operating con-
ditions: TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁEi/Co = 400 kg h−1, SEi = 35 g kg−1,

p̂VAGMD
VP = 0.03 bar, p̂i,VAGMD

a,residual = 0.05 bar; Module: L = 7.0/1.0m, H = 0.7m,
channel spacer S-320, laminate L-020A-S (BC), gap spacer S-200/S-025, im-
permeable film F-127.

Sensitivity analysis #4 is dedicated to potential performance improvements associated with an

improvement of the impermeable film. This assessment is relevant only for the PGMD, AGMD

and V-AGMD configurations, since no impermeable film is used for the DCMD configuration.

The impact of an improved film is represented by a successive reduction of film thickness from

the reference value of 127μm to 70μm, 30μm, 10μm and 0μm. It is worth mentioning that an

equivalent effect would be achieved by enhancing the film material’s thermal conductivity instead

of the material thickness. The relative performance improvements predicted for the permeate

output rate and specific thermal energy consumption are plotted in Fig. 4.40. The absolute values

obtained with the reference case are provided as supplementary information. Since the reference

parameters are similar to those presented in analyses #1 and #2, the reference performance
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values are equal to those presented in Figs. 4.38 and 4.39.

In principle, the influence of the impermeable film is comparable to the influence of the heat

transfer coefficient in the main flow channels. The film improvements mainly affect the specific

thermal energy consumption rather than the permeate output rate for the high-recovery modules,

while the permeate output rate and the energy consumption is affected for high-flux modules.

However, the potential for improvement based on the selection of thinner film materials is limited

and should not be overestimated. The permeate output for the high-recovery configurations may

not be increased by more than 2%. At least the effect on the PGMD and V-AGMD high-flux

modules is expected to be in a reasonable range from 6% to 9%. For the AGMD configuration,

the improvement of the impermeable film does not have a significant effect on either module

concept. The energy consumption for the high-flux AGMD module is even increased due to the

influence of the film thickness on the mean air-gap temperature and the direct heating concept

without heat recovery. For PGMD and V-AGMD modules, the thermal energy consumption may

realistically be reduced by 10% to 12%, by using films with a thickness of 30μm instead of the

reference film material F-127.

Sensitivity analysis #5 considers the evaluation of a combined potential associated with a rea-

sonable improvement for each of the key materials according to the last column in Tab. 4.9. The

associated material parameters are modified such that the resulting model predictions reflect the

realistic potential for improvement that may be achieved on the medium term. The proposed

material properties may partially be achieved by wise material selection even today, or deviate

only slightly from the state of the art. In the first step, the heat transfer is assumed to be

enhanced by a factor of 1.5. In the second step, the membrane permeability is improved by

a reduction of the membrane thickness to 50μm, while the conductive heat transfer coefficient

remains constant at 620W(m2K)−1. This scenario is thermodynamically identical to a scenario

that considers any improvement of the membrane permeability by a factor of 1.4 at constant

membrane thickness. In the third step, the backing properties are improved to values slightly

better than those specified for the non-woven type of backing in Tab. 3.9. The backing thickness

is reduced to 100μm, the backing porosity is increased to 0.8 and the laminate tortuosity is

reduced to 1.5 . In the last step, the thickness of the impermeable film is reduced to 30μm. The

relative performance improvements predicted for the permeate output rate and specific thermal

energy consumption are illustrated in Fig. 4.42. The absolute values obtained with the reference

case are provided as supplementary information. Since the reference parameters are similar to

those presented in analyses #1, #2 and #4, the reference performance values are equal to those

presented in Figs. 4.38, 4.39 and 4.41.

Considering the high-recovery module concept, the expected realistic improvements in permeate

output rate and specific thermal energy consumption are 11% and 29% for DCMD, 23% and

50% for PGMD, 11% and 24% for AGMD and 5% and 24% for V-AGMD. For the high-flux

module concepts, the expected realistic improvements in permeate output rate and specific ther-

mal energy consumption are 24% and 39% for DCMD, 46% and 51% for PGMD, 22% and

4% for AGMD and 16% and 27% for V-AGMD. As stated in the previous analyses, the per-

formance improvements for the high-recovery modules mainly affect the specific thermal energy
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Figure 4.42: Comparative model-based assessment #5 of the combined potential associ-
ated with a realistic improvement of the individual materials for the key com-
ponents. A successive enhancement of the channel spacer, the membrane
properties, the backing properties and the film thickness is considered accord-
ing to Tab. 4.9. The predictions are provided for high-recovery modules and
for high-flux modules in DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD configura-
tions. Operating conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁEi/Co = 400 kg h−1,

SEi = 35 g kg−1, p̂VAGMD
VP = 0.03 bar, p̂i,VAGMD

a,residual = 0.05 bar, ΔTDCMD
RX,kA = 2K;

Module: L = 7.0/1.0m, H = 0.7m, channel spacer S-320, laminate
L-020A-S (BC), gap spacer S-200/ S-025, impermeable film F-127.

consumption rather than the permeate output rate, while the improvements for the high-flux

module concept affect the permeate output rate and the energy consumption. It is obvious, that

the availability of suitable laminates will play a significant role in achieving the stated goals.

The membrane improvements may be hard to achieve, especially due to limitations based on

robustness and durability. Even negative effects on membrane performance could be accepted in

the future as a result of procedures like surface coating. However, analysing the important role

of the backing structure for DCMD, PGMD and AGMD, the choice and optimisation of suitable

backings that might even be integrated into advanced channel spacers, seems a worthwhile focus

for further material developments. The promising results for the V-AGMD configuration could

be effectively optimised by simply selecting thinner film materials which are already commercially

available today.

4.3.8 Parametric Field Studies

The wide variety of MD configurations, geometrical module designs and operational conditions

create a broad field of feasible performance characteristics for membrane distillation. Due to the

large number of parameters with interdependent influences on the thermodynamic module per-

formance, it does not seem feasible to derive a complete overview of MD performance potential.
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Even the quite comprehensive experimental work that has been conducted within the frame-

work of this thesis covers only a narrow window of the possible MD performance characteristics.

However, usually some of the conditions such as raw water salinity and available temperature

levels are pre-defined by a given project location. In this case, the MD model may be applied

for a parametric field study covering a wide range of flow conditions and channel designs. A

parametric field study has been set-up for common temperature conditions and sea water salin-

ity as an example, represented by an evaporator inlet temperature of 80 ◦C, a condenser inlet

temperature of 25 ◦C and a salinity of 35 g kg−1. A focus is placed on the interdependence of

permeate output rate, flux and heat recovery for each of the basic process configurations. Thus,

the energy input, the transfer area and the channel design have been identified to be the most

important parameters to be investigated. The energy input is provided by the sensible heat of

the inlet flow streams and is therefore directly linked to the inlet mass flow rates. In real ap-

plications, modules with thin flow channels should not be operated at high mass flow rates due

to significant hydraulic pressure losses. In order to receive realistic results only, the mass flow

rates are derived from flow velocities, which are considered in the range from 0.01 to 0.2m s−1.

However, considering a reasonable flow velocity and a module with long flow channels, the pres-

sure loss may still reach unrealistic values. The results for configurations that cause a hydraulic

pressure loss higher than 1.0 bar (evaporator and condenser channels) are therefore filtered out

during post-processing. To vary the transfer area, the channel length is varied in a range from

0.5 to 30m, while keeping the channel height of 0.7m constant. A variation in channel height

seems unnecessary, since it reflects a scale-up/down of the output rate rather than a change in

thermodynamic performance behaviour (see Sec. 4.3.1 for details). To cover a wide range of flow

channel designs, the channel width is varied from 0.5 to 10mm, allowing the investigation of

a wide range of mass flow rates. A summary of the parameter field is given in Tab. 4.10. By

considering all of the parameter combinations, the parametric field study covers 1728 individual

scenarios, 576 for each of the MD configurations.

Table 4.10: Summary of the parameters considered for the parametric field studies, cov-
ering 576 different scenarios for each considered MD configuration.

parameter unit field range

MD configuration DCMD, PGMD, AGMD
deaeration pressure [bar] 0.03 , 1.00
flow velocity [m s−1] 0.01 , 0.03 , 0.07 , 0.10 , 0.20 , 0.30
channel length [m] 0.5 , 1.0 , 2.5 , 5.0 , 10.0 , 15.0 , 20.0 , 30.0
channel width [mm] 0.5 , 1.0 , 2.0 , 3.0 , 5.0 , 7.0 , 10.0

The reference parametrisation of the node models is derived from channel spacer S-320, laminate

L-020A-S, PGMD gap spacer S-025, AGMD gap spacer S-200 and impermeable film F-127.

However, a moderate improvement of the different key materials is considered, corresponding to

sensitivity analysis #5 from Tab. 4.9 (see Fig. 4.42 for details). For the evaluation of the DCMD

variant, a limited heat transfer performance is assumed for the external heat recovery system,

which is taken into account by a constant temperature drop of 2K (see Sec. 4.3.2 for details).
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Mass flow compensation is considered for the definition of the condenser inlet flow rate in the

DCMD model predictions (see Sec. 4.3.2 for details). The air-gap is assumed to have an effective

thickness of 1.8mm instead of the nominal thickness of 2.0mm, due to deformation of the elastic

film layers (see Sec. 4.3.4 for details). For the evaluation of the deaerated operation conditions,

a minimum local air pressure of 0.05 bar accounts for non-ideal deaeration of the membrane pore

volume or the air gap.

The summarised results obtained for the whole parameter field are given in Fig. 4.43. The mass

transfer performance parameters, flux and total output rate, are plotted versus the corresponding

heat recovery. To represent the modules’ capability for heat recovery, the Gained Output Ratio

(GOR) was chosen for reasons of clarity, allowing easier interpretation of the diagrams. It is worth

mentioning that the GOR, which fundamental definition is provided in Sec. 2.5.2, is an alternative

reciprocal measure for the specific thermal energy consumption and may be transformed directly

into the units known from the thermal energy consumption with Eq. 4.58. For orientation, the

GOR labels of the x-axis are transformed into a secondary label, representing the heat recovery

in the units for the specific thermal energy consumption based on a heat of evaporation of

650 kWh t−1.

The diagrams show the wide variety of performance results that could be achieved with MD.

With the given parametric field, the permeate output rates range from 0 to 351 kg h−1 and

the flux results show values up to 115 kg (m2 h)−1. The GOR is identified to be from 0.78 to

22. Due to salinity effects, some of the DCMD and PGMD scenarios result in zero output and

consequently in zero GOR. It should be noted that the model automatically switches from a

heat-recovery concept to a direct-heating concept, if this is beneficial from an energy point of

view (see Fig. 4.5). Thus, the lower end GOR results are all based on a direct-heating concept. It

is obvious that high fluxes automatically lead to low GOR, confirming the fundamental necessity

to decide between a high-flux and a high-recovery module concept. The highest flux result

of 115 kg (m2h)−1 is obtained with the DCMD configuration, since the DCMD channel design

has the lowest total heat and mass transfer resistances. Due to the gap and film resistances,

the maximal flux obtained for PGMD is 56 kg (m2h)−1 and for AGMD 44 kg (m2h)−1. The

highest GOR results are achieved with the PGMD configuration. In comparison to AGMD,

the heat transfer resistance of the permeate gap is relatively low and the sensible heat from

the permeate is recovered. The GOR results obtained for the DCMD configuration only reach

values up to 10.8. This major difference to the maximal PGMD result is explained by the model

parameterisation that assumes a constant temperature drop of 2K associated with the external

DCMD heat recovery system, while the efficiency of the internal heat recovery in PGMD and

AGMD is directly linked to the channel length.

The results obtained for the different MD configurations have also been separated from each

other, allowing a more detailed analysis. Fig. 4.44 represents the (V-)DCMD results only, in-

cluding the results that had been filtered out based on high hydraulic pressure losses. Similar

plots, derived for (V-)PGMD and (V-)AGMD, may be found in Appendix J. A comparison
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Figure 4.43: Summary of the whole parameter field for (V-)DCMD, (V-)PGMD and
(V-)AGMD process configurations based on the conditions stated in Tab. 4.10.
The results that include a hydraulic pressure loss higher than 1.0 bar have
been filtered out. Constant operating conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C,
SEi = 35 g kg−1, SDCMD

Ci = 0g kg−1, ΔTDCMD
RX,kA = 2K, p̂a,residual = 0.05 bar;

Constant module parameter: H = 0.7m. The material parameterisation cov-
ers a realistic improvement of the materials according to scenario #5 from
Tab. 4.9 (see Fig. 4.42).

of the maximal values obtained for DCMD and V-DCMD clearly reflects the beneficial effect

of membrane deaeration. For the deaerated operating conditions, the field of results is gener-

ally shifted towards higher permeate output rates, higher fluxes and higher GOR at the same

time. The maximal output rate obtained with deaerated conditions is 351 kg h−1, while a maxi-

mum of only 293 kg h−1 is predicted without deaeration. The maximal flux reduces from 115 to

83 kg (m2 h)−1 and the maximal GOR reduces from 10.8 to 9.1, if deaeration is not activated.

The filtered scenarios are localised in the area of reasonable GOR rather than for the high-flux

scenarios. As expected, the hydraulic pressure loss filter only removes scenarios with appreciable

flow channel lengths. It is important to notice that the hydraulic pressure loss filter threshold

implicitly defines the maximal channel length and consequently the maximal GOR for a given

flow velocity scenario. The field of valid results is therefore strongly dependent on these pressure

loss restrictions.
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Figure 4.44: Parametric field study on DCMD and V-DCMD process configuration based
on the conditions specified in Tab. 4.10. The results that include a hydraulic
pressure loss higher than 1.0 bar are filtered out and indicated by grey crosses.
Constant operating conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, SEi = 35 g kg−1,
SCi = 0g kg−1, ΔTRX,kA = 2K, p̂a,residual = 0.05 bar; Constant module pa-
rameter: H = 0.7m. The material parameterisation covers a realistic im-
provement of the materials according to scenario #5 from Tab. 4.9 (see
Fig. 4.42).

The diagrams in Figs. 4.45 to 4.47 are derived from Fig. 4.43, separately listing the results

for DCMD, V-DCMD, PGMD, V-PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD. A categorisation and colour

coding with respect to the flow conditions is included, allowing a convenient and intuitive identi-

fication of the general trends. The plots that represent the permeate output rates are categorised

with respect to the total mass flow rates. The parametric field includes scenarios with mass flow

rates from 9 to 5428 kg h−1 that are separated into 9 categories ranging from 0-150 kg h−1 to

3000-6000 kg h−1. The plots that represent the flux results are categorised with respect to the

specific mass flow rates, which are derived from the total mass flow rates and the corresponding

membrane surface areas. The parametric field includes scenarios with specific mass flow rates

from 0.2 to 7755 kg (m2 h)−1 that are separated into 9 categories ranging from 0-50 kg (m2 h)−1

to 3000-8000 kg (m2 h)−1. For a clear overview, the scale of the ordinates has partially been

chosen to be smaller than the full range of data points that was presented earlier.

For all of the MD configurations, the colour code indicates the strong dependence of the permeate
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output rate on the feed flow rate. The higher the feed flow rate, the higher the permeate output

rate. The DCMD results are chosen as an example for analysing the results, but the same method

of interpretation may also be applied for the results of the (V-)PGMD and (V-)AGMD scenarios.

Analysing the DCMD results for feed flow rates from 300-500 kg h−1, the maximal permeate out-

put rate obtained is 23.1 kg h−1, while the maximal output rate increases to 77.1 kg h−1 for feed

flow rates from 1000-1500 kg h−1. For short flow channels, a direct-heating concept is considered

in the model and the GOR is equal to the total module thermal efficiency. For these short flow-

channel scenarios, the output rate increases with channel length due to the increased membrane

surface area while the GOR is almost independent of feed flow rate and channel length. For

longer channel length, heat recovery is considered and the GOR increases with channel length

for a given flow rate. The output rate for any given feed flow rate is limited due to the limited

input of thermal energy. The sensitivity of the output rate on channel length decreases for long

flow channels (see Fig. 4.20, for details). The maximal GOR are usually found for the scenarios

with long flow channels, so the maximal GOR is limited by the pressure loss restriction (see

Fig. 4.44). This restriction specifically applies to the scenarios with high flow rates. Since the

effect of salinity depends on the driving force and consequently on the specific feed flow rate,
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Figure 4.45: Parametric field study on DCMD and V-DCMD configurations based on the
conditions stated in Tab. 4.10. The results that include a hydraulic pressure
loss higher than 1.0 bar have been filtered out. Constant operating conditions:
TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, SEi = 35 g kg−1, SCi = 0g kg−1, ΔTRX,kA = 2K,
p̂a,residual = 0.05 bar; Constant module parameter: H = 0.7m. The material
parameterisation covers a realistic improvement of the materials according to
scenario #5 from Tab. 4.9 (see Fig. 4.42).
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Figure 4.46: Parametric field study on PGMD and V-PGMD configurations based on the
conditions stated in Tab. 4.10. The results that include a hydraulic pressure
loss higher than 1.0 bar have been filtered out. Constant operating conditions:
TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, SEi/Ci = 35 g kg−1, p̂a,residual = 0.05 bar; Constant
module parameter: H = 0.7m. The material parameterisation covers a re-
alistic improvement of the materials according to scenario #5 from Tab. 4.9
(see Fig. 4.42).

the GOR may not fundamentally increase with channel length. For low specific feed flow rates,

the effect of salinity changes the basic trends, which is difficult to determine from the given

representations. However, in these cases, an increased channel length reduces the output rate

and may even reduce the GOR. Some of these data points are identified close to the abscissa,

especially for DCMD and PGMD configuration. This effect is expected to intensify for increasing

salinity.

The newly defined colour code applied for the flux results illustrates the general dependence of

the flux on the specific feed flow rate. For all of the MD configurations, the colour code indicates

higher fluxes for the scenarios with higher specific feed flow rates. Again, the DCMD results

are chosen as the example for analysing the results. Applying low specific feed flow rates from

50 to 150 kg (m2 h)−1, the maximal flux is obtained at 8.0 kg (m2 h)−1, while the maximal flux

increases to 27.3 kg (m2 h)−1 for specific feed flow rates from 500 to 700 kg (m2 h)−1. It becomes

obvious that very high flux results may only be achieved with very high specific feed flow rates.

Fluxes higher than 50 kg (m2 h)−1 are possible, but require specific feed flow rates higher than

1500 kg (m2 h)−1. In order to achieve systems with high flux and reasonable capacity, significant
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Figure 4.47: Parametric field study on AGMD and V-AGMD process configurations based
on the conditions stated in Tab. 4.10. The results that include a hydraulic
pressure loss higher than 1.0 bar have been filtered out. Constant operating
conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, SEi/Ci = 35 g kg−1, p̂a,residual = 0.05 bar;
Constant module parameter: H = 0.7m. The material parameterisation cov-
ers a realistic improvement of the materials according to scenario #5 from
Tab. 4.9 (see Fig. 4.42).

total mass flow rates are required. The derivation of the required feed flow rate for any nominal

system capacity may easily be derived from the given representation. Furthermore, the diagram

shows the fundamental upper limit of the GOR, depending on the specific feed flow rate. The

higher the specific feed flow rate, the lower the capability for heat recovery. Very high GOR

of up to 9.2 may be achieved with a DCMD configuration at very low specific feed flow rates,

which are represented within the category from 0 to 50 kg (m2 h)−1. However, in this category,

fluxes do not exceed 2.8 kg (m2 h)−1. For the scenario with the highest GOR, the flux is even

lower than 1.0 kg (m2 h)−1. It is obvious that a large total membrane surface area is required in

order to obtain a system with high GOR and reasonable output capacity. The derivation of the

required membrane surface area for any nominal system capacity may easily be derived based on

the given representation. Considering higher specific feed flow rates from 50 to 150 kg (m2 h)−1,

the maximal GOR is obtained at 8.0 , while the maximal GOR decreases to 2.0 for specific feed

flow rates from 500 to 700 kg (m2 h)−1. For specific feed flow rates higher than 700 kg (m2 h)−1,

which is required for fluxes higher than 30 kg (m2 h)−1, heat recovery is not feasible at all.

The influence of the channel width on module performance cannot be derived explicitly from

Figs. 4.45 to 4.47. Thus, the variation in channel width is separately plotted and discussed for

the DCMD results, considering the feed flow rate category from 1000-1500 kg h−1. The data
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4.3 Results and Model Validation

points for the given flow rate category include scenarios with channel widths of 3mm, 7mm and

10mm and flow velocities of 0.20m s−1, 0.10m s−1 and 0.07m s−1, respectively. The results are

represented in Fig. 4.48.
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Figure 4.48: Reduced set of DCMD field study results for the mass flow category from 1000
to 1500 kg h−1, extracted from Fig. 4.45.

The data points for a gap width of 7mm and 10mm are based on the same feed flow rate of

1266 kg h−1. Considering the representation of the permeate output rate versus GOR for equal

feed flow rates, the results almost all fall on a single line. The module performance turns out

to be higher for a thinner gap, since the higher flow velocity leads to improved heat transfer.

For a high-flux module concept with low GOR, the enhanced heat transfer of the thinner gap

improves the output rate and the GOR, while only the GOR is improved for a high-recovery

module. Similar results have already been derived from Fig. 4.38. The best heat transfer is

given for the highest flow velocity, obtained with a gap width of 3mm. Comparing the scenarios

with heat recovery and equal channel length, especially the GOR is improved significantly by the

enhanced heat transfer. However, since the hydraulic pressure loss quadratically increases with

flow velocity, the given feed flow rate may not be applied for thin channels longer than 2.5m,

while none of the data points for the thick flow channels are removed by the pressure loss filter.

This section on the parametric field study completes the purely technical part of this thesis,

which aimed to identify and analyse suitable MD module concepts. The results involve the

combined theoretical and experimental knowledge of materials, channel configurations and op-

erational conditions that was derived throughout the preceding sections. The analysis of the
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4 Module Analysis

results from the parametric field study clearly illustrate how thermodynamic module character-

istics may effectively be adjusted by adapted flow channel design and appropriate operation. The

comprehensive MD model allows precise prediction of the thermodynamic performance for any

MD module configuration. However, the thermodynamic model is not capable of evaluating the

value of a high GOR, if only minimal output rate may be achieved, or the value of high flux, if the

associated process also has enormous thermal energy consumption. It is obvious that an optimal

module design depends on the projected scenario and may not be identified by technical con-

siderations alone. The fundamental question that still requires clarification in order to derive a

concrete design decision reads as follows: What is the channel design that represents the optimal

combination of flux and GOR for a projected scenario? Since a purely thermodynamic method

is not capable of combining and weighting the two opposing essential MD performance charac-

teristics represented by flux and thermal energy consumption, economic considerations must be

included into the method for conceptual module evaluation. Such an advanced techno-economic

approach for MD module evaluation is introduced in the following chapter.
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5 Economic Evaluation

For an effective evaluation of the membrane distillation process, technological and economic

aspects need to be taken into consideration. Especially the weighting of the opposing essential

MD performance characteristics, represented by flux and thermal energy consumption, needs

economic considerations for a value to be assigned to the individual demands for transfer area and

thermal energy. The water unit costs are considered to be a powerful and comparable measure

to identify whether the MD approach is competitive for a certain application. Such universal

economic measures may be used as target functions for the evaluation and optimisation of MD

module configurations within specific project conditions.

The following chapter provides the derivation and discussion of a new comprehensive cost model

for MD desalination projects. The modelling results are analysed in the context of a small

reference plant. A comparative evaluation of the expected investment costs for different system

configurations is provided. Sensitivity analyses of the water unit costs with respect to different

key design parameters are presented, including a discussion of potential suitable design decisions.

The results generally include a detailed break down of the water unit costs into the main cost

categories. The configuration of an MD plant driven by waste heat is considered in an additional

scenario. A method for integrated module and system optimisation is illustrated by assessing

five demonstration scenarios.

5.1 Cost Model Development

To evaluate the investment costs, the operational costs and the water unit costs, a detailed cost

model is developed specifically for MD applications. The basic model structure is adapted from a

generic model structure that was proposed for arbitrary process plants [50]. The common model

approach implies the derivation of the overall costs that accumulate within an entire process

plant project. The overall project costs are categorised into two main cost categories, the fixed

and the variable costs that in turn are broken down into further sub-categories. The existence

and relevance of each cost position strongly depends on the technology considered and needs to

be evaluated individually. Thus, special attention is given to a differentiated implementation of

aspects that specifically apply for the MD technology.
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5 Economic Evaluation

5.1.1 Investment Costs

The investment costs for desalination systems may generally be separated into the following cost

categories:

• land cost

• logistics

• civil works and infrastructure

• well supply

• pre-treatment

• desalination unit

• post-treatment

• brine disposal

Investment costs for each of the cost categories are derived separately, taking into account the

specific conditions and requirements of a given project.

Methods for a Preliminary Estimation of the Investment Costs

To estimate the investment costs, different fundamental model approaches are introduced in

pertinent literature. The most common investment cost models represent simplified methods

that rely on actual experience from former projects and the principles of the economy of scales.

The most relevant approaches are briefly introduced as follows, including some quantitative

references that have been reviewed in literature.

A capacity method is widely used for cost estimations of components, subsystems or complete

plants. This method is based on assuming a reduction of the specific costs with increasing

capacity. If the reference costs Cref are available for a reference capacity Kref , the absolute costs

for any capacity may be estimated by means of a degression coefficient m, according to Eq. 5.1.

To represent the specific costs instead of the absolute costs, Eq. 5.1 may be transformed to

Eq. 5.2.

C = Cref

(
K

Kref

)m

(5.1)

C

K
=
Cref

Km
ref

K(m−1) (5.2)

The degression coefficient is usually given in the range of 0.5 ≤ m ≤ 1.0. For pumps and heat

exchangers, degression coefficients of 0.6 are proposed to represent the cost reduction with in-
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5.1 Cost Model Development

creasing power consumption or transfer area, respectively. The cost reductions for tanks and

separation columns are proposed with a degression coefficient of 0.7. For complete RO desali-

nation plants with capacities from 4 000 to 200 000m3 d−1, a degression factor of 0.85 has been

derived [50].

A factorial method has been proposed as an alternative method to estimate the investment costs

for process plants [173]. This method is used to estimate the overall plant cost C from the costs

of the main plant components Ci, which are multiplied with the Lang Factor fL according to

Eq. 5.3.

C = fL
∑
i

Ci (5.3)

The costs for the actual main plant components need to be derived from the corresponding com-

ponent specifications, so rather detailed data on the projected plant design and plant operation

needs to be available. From an analysis of many process plant projects, a Lang Factor of 3.63

has been derived for usual process plants and 4.74 for complex process plants [50]. The quality

of the cost estimation increases, if detailed cost data is available for a specific plant type. A

detailed break-down of the Lang Factor into the main cost categories has been derived from data

based on several BASF plants. From the listed example, an average Lang Factor of 3.86 has

been identified [50].

The definition of a constant Lang Factor does not represent the reduction of costs with increasing

plant capacity, even though some of the relevant cost positions do not increase with the plant

capacity (e.g. process control). An improved factorial method considering a degression of the

Lang Factor fL with the plant capacity is proposed with the Miller Factor fM [174]. A general

reduction of the Miller Factor with the average cost of the main plant components is shown. An

analysis based on BASF plants with investment cost from 0.5mEUR to 50mEUR as examples

proposes a reduction of the Miller Factor from approximately 5.3 to 3.0, if the average cost of the

main components increases from 5 000EUR to 50 000EUR [50]. In this example, the reduction

of the Miller Factor is approximated by the mathematical form in Eq. 5.4.

C = fM
∑
i

Ci = fM,ref

(
C̄K

C̄K,ref

)m ∑
i

Ci (5.4)

In order to derive an example that refers to a membrane system, cost data from ultra-filtration

(UF) systems have been analysed by the author of this thesis. For medium-size UF systems,

a significant reduction of the specific system costs for components apart from the membrane

modules have been identified with increasing plant capacity. A detailed break-down of the

system costs is shown for two reference systems [175]. Considering a reference system with a

capacity of 15m3 h−1, almost 90% of the system costs are attributed to other components than

the UF modules and racks, while this fraction reduces to 60% for a reference system with a

capacity of 300m3 h−1. Assuming that the UF modules and racks are the main components, the

total system costs may be estimated by Miller Factors that decrease from approximately 10 to

2.5 for the two reference plants.
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Derivation of an Investment Cost Model for MD plants

The principle of estimating the overall system costs to be proportional to the costs associated with

the key components seems reasonable for many process plants. For technologies that are fully

implemented on a commercial scale, the underlying system design for a given application is well

known, allowing high-quality cost estimations to be made by simply applying the capacity model

based on experience from previous projects. Considering conventional membrane technologies

such as ultra-filtration (UF) or reverse osmosis (RO), the investment costs for the membrane

modules and the costs for the rest of the system are directly linked to the plant capacity. In

membrane distillation, the investment costs for the membrane modules are not only linked to

the plant capacity but also to the intensity of heat recovery, while the costs for the rest of the

system depend on plant capacity only. An illuminating example may be given by an analysis of

Fig. 4.48, that shows different heat recovery scenarios at similar permeate output capacities. The

necessary investment cost for the MD modules is expected to be 12 times higher for a GOR1 of

6 than for a GOR of approximately 2, based on the significant difference in required membrane

area. The system costs apart from the membrane modules are expected to be similar for all the

scenarios, due to a comparable flow rate capacity of the system components. The optimal module

design with respect to flux and heat recovery may only be determined by an economic evaluation

that requires a reasonably accurate representation of the investment costs. It is obvious from the

given example that the investment costs for a MD plant are very sensitive to the heat recovery

concept and may not be estimated on basis of the plant output capacity alone. Furthermore,

the fraction of the investment costs without the costs for membrane modules does not change

significantly with the heat recovery concept and should not be estimated proportionally to the

module costs by means of a Lang Factor.

A mixed model approach according to Eq. 5.5 has been chosen for to estimate the investment

costs for an MD plant. The total investment costs for the MD plant CI are separated into one

fraction implying the costs Ci associated with the specific key components of interest and one

fraction CrP implying the cost for the rest of the plant.

CI =

(∑
i

Ci

)
+ CrP (5.5)

The cost for the MD modules CMD and the costs for the heat exchangers CHX are considered

to be the key component costs for an MD desalination unit. Furthermore, the costs for an UF

pre-treatment system CUF as well as optional costs for membrane contactors for deaeration CD

are considered separately in order to identify their specific role from an economic point of view.

By including all the separate key cost positions that are used in the investment cost model within

this thesis, Eq. 5.5 may be reformulated as Eq. 5.6.

CI = (CMD + CHX + CUF + CD) + CrP (5.6)

1Gained Output Ratio (GOR), definition in Sec. 2.5.2
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It is important to note that each of the key cost categories from Eq. 5.6 is dependent on different

capacity measures and needs to be derived as a separate cost function. The capacity measures

that define the investment costs for the different main cost categories are listed in Tab. 5.1.

Table 5.1: Capacity measures that define the investment cost for the different categories.

main cost categories capacity measure unit

MD modules CMD membrane area AMD [m2]

heat exchangers CHX heat transfer capacity kAHX [kWK−1]

deaeration system CD flow rate for deaeration ṁD [kg h−1]

pre-treatment CUF raw water flow rate ṁR [kg h−1]

remaining plant CrP permeate capacity ṁP [t d−1]

Since the MD technology is not yet fully implemented on the commercial scale, there is no reliable

economic data available as a reference for cost estimations. However, detailed experience on the

engineering and implementation of different MD pilot plant projects is available at Fraunhofer

ISE. Among others, several field test systems have been commissioned within the framework

of the EU FP7 project MEDIRAS, which was led by Fraunhofer ISE. In this thesis, the costs

associated with specific components of interest, namely the MD modules, the heat exchangers,

the deaeration system and the pre-treatment system are estimated with the capacity method

from Eq. 5.2 based on pertinent quotations for selected commercial reference components or

materials. The investment cost estimation for the remaining plant is also based on the capacity

method, while the reference cost is derived from a detailed cost analysis of the MEDIRAS field

test systems. The cost function parameters and specifications considered for the different main

cost categories are summarised in Tab. 5.2.

The cost estimation for the MD modules is based on the transfer area, that influences material

costs and fabrication costs. Reference costs for the PTFE laminate, the spacers and the film

material are based on real costs for minimum purchase quantities of approximately 100m2. The

reference costs for other design components and fabrication are assumed by the author. The

dependence of material costs on the purchase quantity is estimated by a degression coefficient of

0.85, whereas a higher potential for cost reduction with a degression coefficient of 0.7 is expected

for other module design components and improved fabrication.

For the heat exchangers, component reference costs are derived from titanium plate-and-frame

heat exchangers that have been used in the MEDIRAS field test systems. A reasonable capacity

measure for heat exchangers is the heat transfer area or heat transfer capacity. A high fraction

of the costs for high-grade titanium heat exchangers is defined by the material costs, so less

potential for cost reduction than the values proposed in literature is expected. A degression

coefficient of 0.8 is assumed for the heat exchangers.

The costs for a deaeration system differ significantly, depending on whether membrane contactors
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Table 5.2: Reference costs and degression coefficients for the main components of a MD
desalination unit.

component specification ref. capacity ref. cost degression

MD modules PTFE laminate 100m2 3 500EUR 0.85
spacers, film material 100m2 1 000EUR 0.85
design components and 100m2 3 500EUR 0.70
fabrication

heat exchangers titanium, plate-and-frame 50 kWK−1 3 000EUR 0.80

deaeration system membrane contactorsa 50m3 h−1 8 000EUR 0.80
liquid ring vacuum pump 50m3 h−1 3 000EUR 0.80

pre-treatment complete UF system 10m3 h−1 50 000EUR 0.70

rest of plant excluding thermal energy 10 t d−1 30 000EUR 0.60
supply and cooling system

aonly V-DCMD and V-PGMD need membrane contactors for deaeration

are needed or not. In V-DCMD and V-PGMD, contactors are required for indirect deaeration

of the membrane by means of deaerated feed water. No contactors are required in V-AGMD,

since the gap is directly accessible to the vacuum pump. A reasonable capacity measure for the

deaeration unit is the water flow stream to be deaerated. It should be noted that for a V-DCMD

configuration, deaeration is assumed for both the evaporator and the condenser sides of the mem-

brane. A deaeration unit has been dimensioned according to Eqs. 4.63 and 4.64, assuming the

removal of >90% of dissolved air from a saturated water flow stream of 50m3 h−1. The refer-

ence costs are derived for a suitable liquid ring vacuum pump and a small rack of industrial-scale

membrane contactors for deaeration. The degression coefficients for the deaeration modules and

the vacuum pump are estimated to be 0.8.

Raw water pre-treatment to a certain extent is expected to be indispensable for any seawater

desalination system. The pre-treatment may consist of conventional media filtration, advanced

membrane filtration, dosing of chemicals or a combination of these measures. In the presented

investment cost model, an ultra-filtration system is assumed for the pre-treatment of the raw

water, thus representing an advanced and therefore rather conservative estimation. A reason-

able capacity measure for the pre-treatment system is the raw water inlet flow rate that needs

to be treated. Reference costs for an UF plant of 10m3 h−1 filtration capacity and a degres-

sion factor of 0.7 are derived from data provided in literature for system capacities from 10 to

1 000m3 h−1 [175]. The costs include the complete UF system including UF modules, racks,

piping, pre-filtration, back flushing, process control etc. Since the UF system is implemented as

a sub-system within the MD plant, it seems reasonable to refer to the lower range of the widely

varying cost data.

To derive the other investment costs than for the MD modules, the heat exchangers, the deaera-

tion system and the pre-treatment, a detailed cost analysis has been conducted for two field test
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5.1 Cost Model Development

systems that were commissioned within the MEDIRAS project in Pantelleria, Italy 2010 and on

Gran Canaria, Spain 2011. Both systems are equipped with similar desalination units consisting

of 12 membrane modules in parallel, resulting in a total membrane area of 120m2. The technical

specifications of the modules are similar to those proposed for prototype PGMD-09.8-050-BE

in Tab. 4.3. The maximal capacity of the desalination unit may be rated with approximately

12×35 kg h−1×24 h ≈ 10m3 d−1. Further technical information on the field test systems, includ-

ing detailed descriptions and hydraulic configurations, have already been published [10]. The

overall investment costs of the desalination units are derived to be approximately 60 000EUR,

excluding costs for pre-treatment, solar energy supply, cooling and land cost. A detailed break-

down of the investment costs into different cost sub-categories is given in Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Detailed investment cost analysis for the desalination unit of the MD field test
systems commissioned in Pantelleria, Italy and on Gran Canaria by Fraunhofer
ISE. Maximal output capacity: 10 t d−1, membrane area 120m2. The cost data
represents solely the desalination unit, excluding well supply, pre-treatment,
solar energy supply system, cooling system and land cost.

If the costs for the MD modules and the heat exchangers are separated from the system costs

proposed in Fig. 5.1, the costs for the remaining system may be estimated with 40 000EUR,

leading to specific costs of 4 000EUR (t d−1)−1 with respect to the system output capacity. It

is important to note, that the data is obtained from a research pilot plant project. Taking into

consideration a significant potential for further cost reduction by a careful review of components

and suppliers, as well as by optimisation of the assembly procedures, reasonable reference costs

for the remaining plant are expected in the range of 3 000EUR (t d−1)−1. A reduction of the

specific costs with increasing system capacity is considered by applying the capacity model from

Eq. 5.2. A degression coefficient of 0.6 has been chosen based on the data for different individual

process plant components proposed in the literature [50].

An overview of the specific costs for each of the main cost categories and their dependence on

the associated capacity measure is provided in Fig 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Specific costs for the individual main cost categories of an MD desalination
unit, depending on the associated capacity measure according to Tab. 5.1.
The estimations are based on the capacity method, assuming reference costs
according to Tab. 5.2.
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5.1.2 Operational Costs

The operational costs combine all cost positions that are necessary for plant operation. The

operational costs are separated into fixed operational costs that incur independently of the plant’s

operational status and variable operational costs that are directly linked to plant operation. The

following sections will provide a detailed break-down of the total operational costs into the

different cost positions. Furthermore, model equations are derived and discussed for each of the

individual cost positions.

Fixed Operational Costs

The fixed operational costs are not directly linked to the plant’s operational status and incur

independently of permeate production. The main cost categories of the fixed operational costs

are listed as follows [50]:

• capital costs

• service and maintenance

• insurance

• module replacement

• personnel

• analysis

The annual costs for the provision of the investment costs aI, also called capital costs, are

calculated by the annuity method in Eq. 5.7 that distributes the investment costs CI evenly

throughout a projected amortisation time n by assuming a fixed interest rate z.

aI =
z (1 + z)n

(1 + z)n − 1
CI (5.7)

The investment costs are usually funded with capital from external sources and from equity

capital. Since the costs for equity capital are usually higher than the costs for capital from

external sources, combined costs for capital are to be derived - the weighted average cost of

capital (WACC). The WACC depends on factors such as share of equity capital, systematic

project risks, potential tax savings and current market situation. A detailed discussion and

derivation of the WACC may be found in pertinent literature [176]. For reasons of simplicity,

an effective interest rate of 4% is assumed for the proposed cost model. This assumption seem

reasonable, since a similar interest rate of 5% is listed for conventional desalination plants in

pertinent literature [140]. The amortisation time is assumed to be the economic lifetime of a

system, that is not necessarily equal to the actual system lifetime. Different amortisation periods
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are usually considered for process technology and buildings and infrastructure. In literature, an

amortisation time of 10 years is stated for process technologies and 20 years for buildings and

infrastructure [50]. Industrial thermal desalination plants are planned with a lifetime of about

40 years [140]. For RO plants, a lifetime of 25 years has been reviewed [177], whereas the lifetime

of UF plants is estimated to be 15 years [175].

Service and maintenance is essential to retain the functionality of a process plant. Functionality

checks, sensor calibration and replacement of worn parts are some of the tasks to be done on a

regular basis to ensure optimal plant operation and prevent major failures. The annual costs for

service and maintenance aSM are usually estimated by referring to the investment costs CI. A

fraction of 3% is proposed for process installations and 1% for buildings and infrastructure [50].

Other authors propose maintenance costs of 2.0 to 2.5% of the investment costs for RO systems

[178]. In this thesis the annual costs for service and maintenance are estimated by Eq. 5.8,

considering 2.5% of the overall investment, without separating process technology, buildings and

infrastructure.

aSM = 0.025 CI (5.8)

To minimise the risk for the investment, the plant or selected components may be insured. In

this model, the annual costs for insurance aIn are estimated by Eq. 5.9, considering 0.5% of the

investment costs based on a recommendation from literature [50].

aIn = 0.005 CI (5.9)

For membrane processes, the life-time of the membrane modules is usually significantly shorter

than that of the remaining plant. Since the costs associated with membrane replacement repre-

sents an important part of the fixed operational costs, it seems reasonable to consider this cost

position separately from the general maintenance position. The annual costs for module replace-

ment aR depend strongly on the module costs CMD and the lifetime of the membrane modules

nMD. In order to achieve a comparable measure for the membrane replacement costs that are

incurred at different points in time, the costs for each replacement i in year 0 < i nMD < n

need to be transformed into the respective net present value. The total membrane replacement

costs within the plant amortisation period are then transferred into annual replacement costs

aMD by Eq. 5.10, based on the amortisation time n and the interest rate z, similarly to the

capital costs in Eq. 5.7. Since no operational experience in a commercial context is available, it

is hard to predict the expected lifetime of MD modules. However, some operational experience is

available for a small solar-driven field test system in Gran Canaria that was taken into operation

by Fraunhofer ISE in 2005. Results of four-year monitoring have been published, reporting an

MD module prototype life cycle of 2 years at full dynamic operation, applying real seawater

from a beach well without any pre-treatment [11]. Further field test experience with small MD

pilot plants for seawater desalination has been published in [69]. The membrane modules were

operated up to 14 months with real, partially problematic seawater that had been pre-treated by

particle filters [69]. Taking further developments in membrane robustness and module fabrication
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into consideration as well as increased operational experience, more advanced pre-treatment and

optimal operating conditions, it seems reasonable to assume the lifetime of the MD modules to

be in the same range as that for conventional membrane systems. The expected lifetime of RO

membranes from different manufacturers has been reported to be approximately 5 years [179].

Since some of the module parts such as mechanical frames and mounting equipment are expected

to be re-usable, the overall MD module replacement costs are assumed to be 80% of the original

MD module investment costs CMD.

aMD =
z (1 + z)n

(1 + z)n − 1

∑
i

(
0.8 CMD

(1 + z)i nMD

)
(5.10)

A similar formulation may be applied to derive the replacement costs for the UF membrane

modules. However, some modification is required since the investment costs for the UF pre-

treatment system CUF also include other positions than the UF membrane modules. For UF

system with capacities of 15, 65 or 300m3 h−1 only 10, 20 or 40% of the investment costs CUF

are associated with the UF membrane modules [175]. Thus, only 50% of the investment costs

are considered for the estimation of the UF membrane replacement in Eq. 5.11. A life cycle of

approximately 8 years is claimed for UF membranes in the context of potable water production

in small UF plants [175]. For UF seawater pre-treatment, the lifetime of UF membranes has also

been predicted to be in the range from 5 to 10 years [177].

aUF =
z (1 + z)n

(1 + z)n − 1

∑
i

(
0.5 CUF

(1 + z)i nUF

)
(5.11)

Modern desalination plants operate in a fully automated mode. However, there is a minimum

personnel requirement for monitoring and minor service activities. The annual personnel costs for

RO plants in Spain have been identified to be 1.0 to 1.5% of the investment costs. A personnel

requirement of 4 is specified for the operation of a RO plant with a daily capacity of 3 000 t

[178]. For MD plants, the personnel requirement for a plant with a daily capacity of 1 000 t d−1

is assumed to be one operator, changing proportionally to the output rate. The annual labour

costs for one operator aL,ref are estimated with 40 000EURa−1. The empirical formulation in

Eq. 5.12 correlates the overall annual loan costs aL for an MD plant to the daily permeate

capacity.

aL = (0.002
MP

365
) aL,ref (5.12)

The annual costs for analysis are not considered separately from the costs for service and main-

tenance.

Variable Operational Costs

The variable operational costs are directly linked to the permeate production volume. The main

cost categories of the variable operational costs are as follows [50]:
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• thermal energy

• electricity

• chemicals and additives

• disposal

The basic measure for estimating any variable operational cost position is the operational avail-

ability of the plant. A fully automated plant is usually projected for non-stop operation. If some

downtime is considered for service and maintenance activities, the operational availability Γ may

be estimated with 95%. If 100% operational availability is required, a backup system needs to

be provided. For systems that rely on a fluctuating energy supply, the availability may strongly

depend on the availability of the energy source or the configuration of an energy storage unit.

The annual hours of operation ta are generally given by Eq. 5.13.

ta = Γ 8760
h

a
(5.13)

The annual permeate production rate MP and the annual raw water demand MR of the plant

are defined according to Eq. 5.14.

MP = ta ṁP MR = ta ṁR (5.14)

The costs for the thermal energy supply are expected to be the most important cost position for

a thermally driven desalination process such as MD. The annual costs for thermal energy aHX

are derived from the annual permeate production, the specific thermal energy requirement qHX

and the specific costs for thermal energy cth according to Eq. 5.15. The annual output capacity

and the specific thermal energy demand of the plant depend strongly on module design, heat

recovery concept and hydraulic plant layout. Accurate evaluation of the plant performance is

available from the detailed thermodynamic module model developed and validated in Chapter 4.

The specific costs for thermal energy depend on the energy source, the plant location and specific

selling conditions. According to recent statistical data published by the statistical department of

the European Commission, EuroStat, the average costs for natural gas for industrial customers

in the European Union were around 0.04EUR (kWhth)
−1 in 2013 [180]. If waste heat from

other thermal processes is available, the unit costs are strongly dependent on its exergy level

and potential usability on other processes. The value of waste heat is expected to increase with

temperature level. Depending on the project conditions, the unit cost for waste heat may even

be negligible. No direct fuel costs are incurred, if a renewable energy supply system such as solar

thermal collectors are installed. However, the high investment costs that are associated with

the installation of the solar collector field and a suitable storage system need to be amortised

according to Eq. 5.7. Overall unit costs of 0.04 to 0.12EUR (kWhth)
−1 for the generation of

solar-thermal heat for medium-size industrial processes have been published by the European
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Solar Thermal Technology Platform (ESTTP) [181].

ath =MP qHX cth (5.15)

The annual costs for electricity are derived similarly to the thermal energy costs, depending on

annual permeate production, the specific electricity demand of the desalination unit PMD,spec

and the specific costs for electricity cel. Furthermore, the electric power consumption for UF

pre-treatment is optionally taken into consideration according to Eq. 5.16, depending on the

plant’s raw water demand and the specific electricity demand PUF,spec of the UF system. The

annual output capacity and the specific electricity demand of the MD desalination unit depend

strongly on module design, hydraulic plant layout, plant operation strategy and electric efficiency

of the main consumer loads. A precise evaluation of the plant performance and the corresponding

electricity consumption is available from the detailed model developed and validated in Chapter 4.

The specific energy demand for UF pre-treatment is assumed to be 0.06 kWhel t
−1, based on data

for small and medium-size UF systems [175]. An additional term of 0.10 kWhel t
−1 is taken into

consideration for the raw water supply and miscellaneous consumer loads. The specific costs

for electricity depend on the energy source, the plant location and specific selling conditions.

According to recent statistical data published by the statistical department of the European

Commission, EuroStat, the average costs for electricity for industrial customers in the European

Union were around 0.10EUR (kWhel)
−1 in 2013 [182].

ael =
(
MP PMD,spec + MR (PUF,spec + Psupply,spec)

)
cel (5.16)

Chemicals and additives are necessary for pre-treatment and membrane cleaning in most of the

membrane processes. The costs might vary significantly depending on the raw water quality

and pre-treatment concept. For an RO plant, the costs for chemicals have been identified to

be approximately 7% of the total life cycle cost [183]. Several authors derived the specific

chemical costs to be approximately 0.02EUR t−1 [184]. For better assignability, the specific

costs may be referenced to the raw water demand rather than to the product water. Assuming

an RO system recovery rate of 50%, the specific chemical costs with respect to the raw water

are approximately 0.01EUR t−1. For the operation of UF membrane systems, the specific costs

for chemicals are identified to be approximately 0.01EUR t−1 [175]. No operational experience

on MD plant operation is available up to now. MD is claimed to be a very robust membrane

process with respect to fouling and scaling when compared to conventional membrane processes,

but operational experience and further research will have to validate these statements. In this

thesis, the annual costs for chemicals, additives and disposal are assumed to be 0.01EUR t−1 per

ton of raw water, according to Eq. 5.17.

ac =MR cc (5.17)
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Specific Operational Costs - The Unit Costs for Water

The specific operational costs are a generally applied measure that refers the total operational

costs to the target product. For membrane systems, the target product may either be the

permeate or the brine. Considering the production of potable water from saline water without

further utilisation of the brine, the permeate is the target product. Consequently, the unit costs

for water are defined according to Eq. 5.18.

cw =

∑
i ai

MP
=

(aI + aSM + aIn + aMD + aUF + aL)

MP
+

(ath + ael + ac)

MP
(5.18)
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5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 An Analysis of the Investment Costs

The investment costs have been analysed based on the investment cost model introduced in

Sec. 5.1.1, considering a reference MD seawater desalination plant according to the specifications

in Tab. 5.3.

Table 5.3: Reference MD seawater desalination plant

plant MD modules operating conditions

nominal capacity 200 t d−1 L = 1/10m TEi = 80 ◦C

recovery rate 30% H = 0.7m TCi = 25 ◦C

raw water salinity 35 g kg−1 improved materials ṁEi
a= 400 kg h−1

(according to Fig. 4.42) p̂VP = 0.05/1.00 bar

amass flow compensation assumed on the condenser side for DCMD and V-DCMD

A system recovery rate of 30%, which can be achieved by recirculating the feed water, is chosen,

leading to a brine salinity level of 50 g kg−1 (see Fig. 4.23). The results are evaluated com-

paratively, considering DCMD, PGMD and AGMD modules with two different channel lengths

that reflect a high-flux and a high-recovery module configuration. In order to identify the role

of deaeration system costs, the plant investment costs have been evaluated with and without

deaeration equipment. A detailed break-down of the expected investment costs for each of the

plant configurations is provided in Fig. 5.3.

The investment costs for all of the plant configurations are in the range from 380 000EUR

to 580 000EUR. The costs for the MD modules vary, depending on the average flux that is

achieved in each of the scenarios. In this context, higher costs are always obtained for high-

recovery modules than high-flux modules due to the larger membrane surface. Significant costs

have been derived for the heat exchangers. For high-flux plant concepts, the heat exchanger

costs may even exceed the costs for the MD modules. If the thermal energy demand is reduced

by improved heat recovery, the costs for the heat exchangers for heating (HX) and cooling

(CX) decrease accordingly (see Fig. 4.5). It is important to note, that the DCMD module

configuration presents an exception to this general statement. The heat recovery system for a

DCMD system is implemented with additional external heat exchangers (RX) that require an

increased heat transfer capacity for enhanced heat recovery. Therefore, total heat exchanger

costs in DCMD plants may not decrease significantly for high-recovery concepts. In general,

a significant potential for cost reduction is expected for the use of polymer heat exchangers,

especially if the heat exchangers are integrated into the modules, so that the heating and/or
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Figure 5.3: Break-down of the investment costs for a reference plant with a daily capacity
of 200 t d−1, considering aerated and deaerated conditions for DCMD, PGMD
and AGMD high-flux and high-recovery module designs. Detailed system spec-
ifications are summarised in Tab. 5.3.

cooling loop may be connected directly to the module. The fraction for the deaeration system

within the total investment costs is expected to be in the range from 2% to 4%, if deaeration

modules are required (V-DCMD and V-PGMD), while the fraction is less than 1% for the

V-AGMD configuration. The absolute investment costs turn out to be even less if a deaeration

system is considered, due to the improved thermodynamic system performance for deaerated

operation. The fraction of the UF pre-treatment system within the total investment has been

estimated to be in the range of 20% to 30%. The absolute costs of the UF pre-treatment and

the rest of the plant are the same for all of the scenarios, since identical plant capacity and raw

water demand are considered. The raw water demand and consequently the expenses for the

pre-treatment system can be reduced for higher recovery rates. However, based on the greater

potential for scale formation at higher recovery rates, the resulting pre-treatment effort may also

increase. Further investigations have to clarify the required intensity of pre-treatment in the

context of MD systems.

5.2.2 A Sensitivity Analysis on the Unit Costs of Water

The unit costs of water have been evaluated by applying the cost model from Sec. 5.1.2 for a

reference plant with a daily capacity of 200 t d−1. The reference plant is specified according to

Tab. 5.3. The project life cycle is estimated to be 15 years, whereas the MD modules and the

UF module life cycles are estimated to be 5 years and 8 years, respectively. The interest rate is

taken to be 4%. The specific costs for thermal energy are assumed to be 0.04EUR (kWhth)
−1

and the specific costs for electricity are assumed to be 0.10EUR (kWhel)
−1.

The main focus of the analyses is the presentation of the underlying cost model functionality
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and the fundamental relations that are valid for any MD process configuration. Within the

assessment, the PGMD and the V-AGMD module variants are considered as case studies. A

detailed break-down of the unit water costs into the single cost positions is provided for selected

parameter variations, considering a variation of the module channel length, a variation of the

module flow rate and a variation of the system recovery rate.
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Figure 5.4: Detailed break down of the unit cost for water, considering a reference plant
capacity of 200 t d−1. The results are evaluated comparatively for PGMD and
V-AGMD modules with different module channel lengths. Detailed system
specifications are summarised in Tab. 5.3. Energy costs: 0.04EUR (kWhth)

−1,
0.10EUR (kWhel)

−1. Life cycles: plant 15 a, MD modules 5 a, UF modules 8 a,
interest rate 4%.

A break-down of the unit water costs for a variation of the module channel length from 0.5m

to 30.0m is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. It is obvious from the given results that the unit costs for

water are dominated by the costs for thermal energy, which show a high sensitivity to the module

channel length. The costs for the thermal energy relate directly to the specific thermal energy

consumption of the modules which is mainly defined by the module channel length (see Fig. 4.20

and Sec. 4.3.8). The costs for the electricity always increase for longer channel lengths due to

increased pressure loss, but contribute only about 0.3% to 7.0% to the overall water unit costs.

The capital costs increase linearly with increasing channel length, since MD module costs are

directly linked to the required membrane surface area. This dependence also applies for the

MD module replacement costs that represent a significant fraction of the water unit costs if

high-recovery modules are considered. The small cost positions for service and maintenance and

insurance slightly increase with the channel length due to their dependence on the investment

costs. Additional minor fractions of the unit water costs are associated with UF module replace-

ment, labour and chemicals that are also independent of module channel length.

Analysing the water costs for the PGMD module variant, an optimum of 4.25EUR t−1 is iden-

tified for a channel length of 13.5m. For longer flow channels, the increasing MD module costs

are not compensated by savings in thermal energy costs. Depending on the process sensitivity to

salinity, the thermal energy costs might even increase for long flow channels, which is marginally

observed for the PGMD modules with channel lengths from 22m to 30m. Considering the same
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scenario with V-AGMD modules, the optimal water unit costs of 3.81EUR t−1 are identified

for a channel length of 22m. The increase in MD module costs (capital and replacement) with

channel length is significantly lower for the V-AGMD module variant than for the PGMD module

variant due to higher average flux (see Figs. 4.46 and 4.47). Furthermore, the thermal energy

consumption and consequently the thermal energy costs turn out to decrease with channel length

even for long flow channels. This is explained by the lower sensitivity of the V-AGMD process

to salinity.

If a waste-heat driven scenario with free thermal energy is to be considered, Fig. 5.4 might simply

be analysed excluding the cost position for thermal energy. In such a scenario, the minimal water

unit costs for PGMD and V-AGMD turn out to be around 1EUR t−1, achieved with module

configurations that involve short flow channels.

According to the given analysis, the variation of the module channel length significantly affects

the fixed operational costs (capital and MD module replacement costs) as well as the variable

operational costs (thermal and electrical energy costs) and might therefore be considered to be

one of the most important parameters needing identification by economic optimisation.
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Figure 5.5: Detailed break-down of the unit cost for water, considering a plant capacity of
200 t d−1. The results are evaluated comparatively for PGMD and V-AGMD
modules with a channel length of 10m, operated at different flow rates per
module. Detailed system specifications are summarised in Tab. 5.3. Energy
costs: 0.04EUR (kWhth)

−1, 0.10EUR (kWhel)
−1. Life cycles: plant 15 a, MD

modules 5 a, UF modules 8 a, interest rate 4%.

A break-down of the unit water costs for a variation of the flow rate per module from 100 kg h−1 to

500 kg h−1 is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. For low-flow operation, a low flux is obtained (see Figs. 4.46

and 4.47), leading to a large membrane area and consequently high capital and MD module

replacement costs. This effect is observed for both the PGMD and the V-AGMD variants,

but turns out to be much more significant for PGMD. For low-flow rates, the sensitivity of

the performance to salinity increases. Especially for PGMD, this effect brings in a significant

additional membrane requirement for low-flow operation. The heat recovery decreases for higher

module flow rates (see Fig. 4.33), leading to increasing costs for thermal energy with increasing

module flow rate. However, depending on the process sensitivity to salinity, the thermal energy
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consumption might also increase for lower flow rates. This inverted effect is observed for PGMD

modules operated with flow rates from 100 to 250 kg h−1.

For the given plant specifications, the optimal flow rate for the PGMD modules is identified to

be 350 kg h−1, leading to water unit costs of 4.36EUR t−1. Considering the V-AGMD variant,

a lower value for the optimal flow rate of 180 kg h−1 is identified, due to reduced membrane

area and lower sensitivity to salinity. In this case, the water unit costs are estimated to be

3.92EUR t−1.
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Figure 5.6: Detailed break-down of the unit cost for water, considering a plant capacity of
200 t d−1. The results are evaluated comparatively for PGMD and V-AGMD
modules with a channel length of 10m, operated with different plant recov-
ery rates. Detailed system specifications are summarised in Tab. 5.3. Energy
costs: 0.04EUR (kWhth)

−1, 0.10EUR (kWhel)
−1. Life cycles: plant 15 a, MD

modules 5 a, UF modules 8 a, interest rate 4%.

A break-down of the unit water costs for a variation of the plant recovery rate from 10% to

80% is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. Since the plant recovery rate determines the salinity level within

the MD system, this sensitivity analysis is fundamentally equivalent to sensitivity analysis with

respect to salinity. Considering recovery rates of 20%, 50% and 80%, the brine salinities and

consequently the associated module inlet salinities are derived to be 44 g kg−1, 70 g kg−1 and

175 g kg−1, respectively (see Fig. 4.23).

Flux and specific thermal energy consumption become increasingly unfavourable with an in-

creasing recovery rate due to the increasing salinity level (see Fig. 4.17). Increasing costs for

MD modules and thermal energy are therefore expected for higher recovery rates. However,

the raw water demand and consequently the pre-treatment and deaeration costs (hardware and

electricity) as well as the electricity demand for the raw water supply decrease with increasing

recovery rate.

The optimal plant recovery rate for PGMD modules is identified to be 20%, whereas a V-AGMD

plant may be operated optimally at a higher recovery rate of 35%. The low sensitivity of the

V-AGMD process to salinity allows operation with recovery rates up to 80% without a signifi-

cant impact on the unit water costs, while the ability for high-recovery operation needs to be

carefully evaluated for the PGMD process. It is important to note that high-recovery operation
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introduces other difficulties, e.g. in the context of scaling and fouling, which have not been taken

into consideration in the given analysis.

A separate analysis has been conducted addressing the influence of the external heat recovery

system for (V-)DCMD plants on the corresponding water unit costs. It is obvious that the size

of the external recovery heat exchanger strongly influences the heat recovery efficiency (refer to

Fig. 4.24). Since a larger heat exchanger causes additional investment costs whereas the improved

heat recovery causes savings for the thermal energy costs, an economic assessment is necessary

to identify the optimal heat exchanger. A break-down of the unit water costs for a variation

of the heat exchanger size is illustrated in Fig. 5.7. The heat exchanger size is represented by

different temperature losses (ΔTRX,kA) ranging from 0.1K to 5.0K corresponding to large and

small heat exchangers, respectively. It should be recalled that a fixed temperature loss of 2K

was assumed within the preceding (V-)DCMD studies in this thesis.
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Figure 5.7: Detailed break-down of the unit cost for water, considering a plant capacity of
200 t d−1. The results are evaluated comparatively for DCMD and V-DCMD
modules with a channel length of 10m, considering different temperature losses
associated with the external heat recovery system (see Fig. 4.24). Detailed
system specifications are summarised in Tab. 5.3.

For the given scenario, the optimal water unit costs are found for a heat recovery system with

a temperature loss of only 0.3K, independently of whether an aerated or a deaerated DCMD

configuration is considered. If even lower temperature losses are to be achieved, the investment

costs increase significantly due to the associated demand for additional heat transfer surface area.

The additional investment cannot be compensated by the reduced thermal energy demand. If

greater temperature losses are tolerated, a low sensitivity of the investment costs to the tem-

perature loss is observed. In this region, a minor fraction of the investment costs are caused by

the external recovery heat exchangers. The reduced heat exchanger costs cannot compensate

the increasing costs for thermal energy that dominate the water unit costs. It is important to

note that identification of the optimal size for a recovery heat exchanger is quite sensitive to
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the available cost data for the heat exchangers and the proposed cost reductions with increasing

scale. Furthermore, other measures that influence the module’s thermal energy consumption

also affect the optimal dimension of the external heat recovery system. Combined optimisation

is therefore recommended.

5.2.3 Design of Waste-Heat Driven Plants

When a waste-heat driven MD desalination plant is to be designed, the available amount of

process heat is typically defined by the waste heat source. The plant’s output capacity is directly

linked to the specific thermal energy consumption of the MD modules and can be adjusted to

a target capacity by means of adapted module design. Engines of a ship or diesel generators

that are used for the electrification of islands are potential waste-heat sources for small MD

plants. In order to illustrate design considerations for such a waste-heat driven MD plant, a

heat source that continuously provides thermal power of 1MWth is considered in the following

scenario. In the given example, no costs are incurred for utilisation of the available waste heat. A

PGMD system with specifications similar to those stated in Tab. 5.3 are considered in the given

example. The system output capacity is varied by adjusting the module’s channel lengths from

0.5 to 22m and consequently the specific thermal energy consumption of the MD modules. A

detailed break-down of the water unit costs into the single cost positions is provided in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Detailed break-down of the unit cost for water for a waste-heat driven de-
salination plant, considering a continuous waste-heat power of 1MWth. The
results are evaluated for PGMD modules with channel lengths from 0.5 to 22m.
Remaining system specifications are summarised in Tab. 5.3.

With the available thermal power of 1MWth and the given plant specifications, the total plant

output capacity may be adapted from 30 to 460 t d−1, by an adaptation of the thermal en-
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ergy consumption of the MD modules. For a module design that involves a GOR2 of 5.4, the

plant output capacity is 200 t d−1, which increases to a capacity of 300 t d−1 for modules that

involve a GOR of 8.2. In the given example, the operational costs range from 1.30EUR t−1 to

2.30EUR t−1. If short channel lengths are considered, low GOR lead to low overall output rates

that imply high relative capital costs. The relative capital costs decrease for higher output rates

due to the increased system capacity. However, as the GOR increases for longer flow channels,

the expenses for the MD modules and the associated replacements increase. The lowest unit

costs for water are given for a total output capacity of 170 t d−1 that is achieved for modules

with a GOR of 4.7 which is based on a channel length of about 4m. If the channel length is

increased further, the GOR and the output capacity increase accordingly, but the water unit

costs also increase due to the larger membrane surface area required. As the module’s GOR

does not further increase for channel lengths beyond 22m, the output capacity cannot exceed

460 t d−1 within the given specifications.

5.2.4 Techno-Economic Module Optimisation

The preceding sections demonstrate the complexity of finding an optimal design for an MD

system. The optimal technical specifications for the MD modules need to be derived based on

numerous independent parameters that can be allocated to the following categories:

• material properties

• geometrical parameters

• system conceptual decisions

• operational conditions

• economic constraints.

Due to the large number of independent variables, the specific design parameters may not be iden-

tifiable with manual systematic parameter studies. This section provides an advanced method of

applying generic parameter optimisation algorithms for the efficient identification of the optimal

MD module and system design.

Implementation of a Generic Optimisation Program

GenOpt� was identified as a suitable generic parameter optimisation program. In the most

general form, GenOpt addresses optimisation problems with an arbitrary set of parametric con-

straints that describe system performance which is measured by a cost function. GenOpt tries to

2Gained Output Ratio (GOR), definition in Sec. 2.5.2
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find a solution for the problem of minimising the cost function. This problem is usually ’solved’

by iterative methods, which construct infinite sequences, of progressively better approximations

to a ’solution’, i.e., a point that satisfies an optimality condition. A variety of algorithms for

multi-dimensional parameter optimisation is provided within GenOpt. The algorithms include

• generalised pattern search algorithms (GPS)

• discrete Armijo gradient method

• particle swarm optimisation methods (PSO)

• hybrid GPD-PSO

• simplex algorithm of Nelder and Mead

A detailed description of the different algorithms including their mathematical formulations and

their preferential fields of application is provided in the GenOpt documentation [185].

In the given case, the minimal water unit costs characterise the optimal MD module and system

configuration that is to be identified. Consequently, a non-analytical cost function (Eq. 5.18)

is approximated by an external numerical simulation program, the custom MD model. Within

a comprehensive GenOpt benchmark test, the GPS Hookes-Jeeves algorithm was identified as

a suitable method for optimising cost functions that are numerically approximated by complex

simulation tools [186]. In order to achieve convergent behaviour for such search algorithms that

fundamentally require a steady cost function, high precision of the numerical solvers is recom-

mended. In order to reduce the risk of converging at a point that is non-optimum, a multi-start

optimisation process has been applied using different sets of initial values and a large initial step

size.

For setting up the optimisation problem, the MD model is parametrised based on available spec-

ifications derived from a given project scenario, while a user selection of key design parameters is

then identified by GenOpt with the objective of achieving minimal water unit costs under given

project conditions. A schematic illustration of the parameter optimisation procedure is provided

in Fig. 5.9.

After parametrisation of the MD model, GenOpt is configured with the selection of the design

parameters to be optimised including their initial points and the corresponding valid parameter

ranges. Furthermore, GenOpt is linked to the MD model by defining the simulation start com-

mand and the path to the resulting cost function output.

If the optimisation is started, GenOpt calls the MD model and runs the simulation. After evalu-

ating the cost function, the cost value is returned to the optimiser. GenOpt adds this new value

to the logged history of the optimisation and derives a new set of parameters by applying the

chosen search algorithm. A new simulation is started in order to minimise the cost function step

by step. GenOpt provides a graphical on-line representation of the individual parameters and

the cost value during the optimisation, as well as a detailed log-file that records information on

the cost value, the individual parameters and the simulation time for each intermediate step. If
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Figure 5.9: Schematic illustration of the parameter optimisation procedure that applies the
generic parameter optimisation program GenOpt� to the custom MD model.

the actual cost value satisfies the respective constraints that characterise an optimum, the opti-

misation stops and the optimal set of specifications is provided in the detailed output protocol

of the MD model.

The optimisation scenarios that have been investigated within this thesis include 4 or 5 inde-

pendent variables. GenOpt requires approximately 1min to run through 100 to 300 iterations

to identify the optimal result. It is worth mentioning that the simulation time of the MD model

by far dominates the overall duration of an optimisation run.

Demonstration Scenarios

A techno-economic MD module optimisation is performed for five demonstration scenarios that

consider the design of a small desalination plant with a daily capacity of 200 t d−1. The sce-

narios that are listed in Tab. 5.4 cover different specific project conditions defined by available

temperature levels, raw water salinities and thermal energy costs.

Scenario #1 might be interpreted as the reference case, considering the treatment of seawater

with a medium-grade heat source and thermal energy costs that represent a direct gas-fired

power supply or alternatively the costs for solar thermal energy generated by a collector field.

In scenario #2, the treatment of a high-salinity brine is considered instead of seawater. This

scenario refers to a potential application of MD technology within hybrid membrane systems

such as for the treatment of RO brines. In scenario #3, low-priced medium-grade waste heat is

utilised for supplying the MD system with thermal energy. Medium-grade waste heat might be

available from industrial processes, solar power plants or diesel aggregates (e.g. from generation

of electricity on islands, power units on ships etc.). Scenario #4 gives an indication of the optimal
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Table 5.4: Demonstration scenarios for techno-economic optimisation of MD modules in-
tended for use in small desalination plants with a daily capacity of 200 t d−1.

scenario inlet raw water thermal
temperatures salinity energy cost

[◦C] [g kg−1] [EUR (kWhth)
−1]

#1 seawater / medium temperature 25 / 80 35 0.04

#2 concentrate / medium temperature 25 / 80 100 0.04

#3 seawater / medium-grade waste heat 25 / 80 35 0.01

#4 seawater / low-grade waste heat 25 / 50 35 0.005

#5 seawater / medium-grade waste heat 25 / 80 35 0.00

plant design for operation with low-grade waste heat. In order to account for the reduced value

of waste heat for lower temperature levels, the costs for the thermal energy in scenario #4 are

lower compared to the respective costs considered in scenario #3. High availability is expected

for waste heat at low temperatures from arbitrary thermal processes (e.g. cooling systems, air

conditioning, electroplating etc.). Scenario #5 addresses operation with medium-grade waste

heat of zero cost.

With the exception of the costs for thermal energy, the economic constraints were kept constant

for all of the demonstration scenarios. Like the cost-model parameters presented in Sec. 5.2.2,

the plant life cycle is estimated to be 15 years, whereas the MD modules and the UF module life

cycles are estimated with 5 years and 8 years, respectively. The specific costs for electricity are

assumed to be 0.10EUR (kWhel)
−1 and the interest rate is considered to be 4%.

The basic parametrisation of the MD model considers improved materials that have already been

introduced in Sec. 4.3.7 (Fig. 4.42) and applied in the analyses from Secs. 4.3.8 to 5.2.2. The MD

module channel height has been set to 1.0m, which represents a reasonable limit for the channel

height that might be achieved with typical membrane material dimensions. For deaerated op-

eration conditions, the deaeration pressure and the minimum residual air pressure are assumed

to be 0.05 bar. For the (V-)DCMD variant, the mass flow capacities in the evaporator and the

condenser channel are balanced out by reducing the mass flow rate in the condenser channel,

respectively. The key design parameters that are identified by means of parameter optimisation

are the membrane thickness, the module channel length, the flow rate and the plant recovery

rate. For the (V-)DCMD variant, the size of the external recovery heat exchanger is addition-

ally identified by the optimiser. A summary of the optimisation parameters including the valid

parameter ranges and the associated final accuracies is provided in Tab. 5.5.

As for the parametric field studies in Sec. 4.3.8, high hydraulic pressure losses are expected for

parameter combinations that include high flow rates and long flow channels. To prevent the

optimiser from including parameter combinations where the mechanical load exceeds a critical
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Table 5.5: Variable parameters for techno-economic MD module optimisation.

parameter symbol unit range minimum step size

membrane thickness δM [μm] 30 − 200 0.8

channel length L [m] 0.5 − 30 0.15

flow rate ṁ [kg h−1] 100 − 1000 4.2

recovery rate RR [%] 20 − 80 0.3

recovery heat exchangera ΔTRX,kA [K] 0.3 − 4.0 0.02

afor DCMD and V-DCMD only

threshold, a limiting constraint has been implemented. To do so, the cost function has been

weighted with high costs, if the combined pressure loss of the evaporator and the condenser

channel exceeds the critical value of 1.0 bar.

Identification of the Optimal Plant Design

The optimal module and system specifications have been derived for the different demonstration

scenarios from Tab. 5.4, considering the MD module configurations (V-)DCMD, (V-)PGMD and

(V-)AGMD separately. A comprehensive compilation of the results is provided in Tabs. 5.6 to

5.10. The documentation includes the set of optimal parameters that was identified by GenOpt,

the performance specifications for the MD modules, the water unit costs and a break-down of

the water unit costs into fixed and variable operational costs.

In order to gain an impression of the expected volumetric MD system size, the required total

MD membrane surface area is clustered into fictive industrial-scale module packages that are

introduced in Fig. 5.10. This module concept considers a plate-and-frame design with an effective

frame surface area of 2 × 1m2. The required channel length is considered to be realised by

series connections of several frames. Basically, multiple frames might be included within one

module package in parallel connection in order to scale up the overall output capacity. The

maximal module thickness is considered to be 1m to account for principal limitations imposed

by mechanical loads and module handling. The total membrane capacity of one industrial-scale

module package depends on the module configuration due to different frame thicknesses. For

the considered configurations, the module membrane capacities are specified in Fig. 5.10. The

volume-specific membrane areas fit into the range proposed for plate-and-frame MD modules

in literature [51]. It is important to note that the given geometrical specifications refer to the

effective membrane surface dimensions, so some additional space is required for head structures,

frames and end plates.
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5.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.10: Estimated membrane capacities of a fictive industrial-scale module package in
plate-and-frame design, considering a different periodic channel layer thickness
for DCMD, PGMD and AGMD configurations. Since the specifications refer
to effective membrane surface dimensions, some additional space is required
for head structures, frames and end plates.

At first, a detailed discussion is provided of the results in Tab. 5.6 that have been obtained

for scenario #1. The trends obtained for the optimal membrane thickness meet the expecta-

tions from Sec. 4.3.6. The optimal membrane thickness is identified with the minimal value for

(V-)AGMD, while thicker membranes are suggested for a (V-)DCMD or (V-)PGMD modules.

If the membrane mass transfer resistance is reduced by deaeration, thicker membranes turn out

to be optimal due to their improved insulating characteristics. Long flow channels are identified

to optimise the heat recovery and reduce thermal energy costs. To optimally balance the con-

Table 5.6: Optimal module configuration for scenario #1 (reference)

DCMD V-DCMD PGMD V-PGMD AGMD V-AGMD

δM [μm] 63 97 120 174 30 30
L [m] 14.5 14.9 21.3 21.1 28.2 21.2
ṁEi [kg h−1] 813 807 611 620 398 568
RR [%] 25 29 24 28 28 33
ΔTRX [K] 0.3 0.3 - - - -

jM [kg(m2h)−1] 1.6 1.8 0.8 1.0 0.4 1.1
GOR [−] 14.1 17.9 15.8 19.2 9.2 13.3
na [−] 9 8 21 17 61 24

cw [EUR t−1] 4.01 3.47 3.84 3.31 5.65 3.78

fix [%] 47 50 49 52 46 43
var. [%] 53 50 51 48 54 57

anumber of industrial-scale module packages according to Fig. 5.10
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flicting characteristics of heat recovery and driving force, the specific feed flow rate decreases for

the MD configurations with higher total heat transfer resistance. Consequently, longer channel

length and lower flow rates are obtained for MD configurations with higher overall heat transfer

resistance. For DCMD and PGMD, the optimal channel length and flow rate conditions are

almost independent of the status of deaeration, since the membrane thickness has already been

adapted as a response to the effect of deaeration. For the AGMD variant, the deaeration status

does not affect the membrane thickness and the specific feed flow rate is consequently adapted

by the optimiser as a response to the significant difference in transfer resistance. For the plant

recovery rate, the optimiser identifies rather low values as being optimal. These results reflect

the negative influence of salinity on the thermodynamic module performance, especially for the

given high-recovery module concepts. Slightly higher plant recovery rates are obtained for those

process configurations that are less sensitive to salinity. Due to the dominant costs for thermal

energy, the optimal temperature loss in the external heat recovery system for the DCMD variants

is identified with the minimal possible value. These results fulfil the expectation from Fig. 5.7

that considers the same costs for thermal energy as in this scenario.

Based on the energy costs, the resulting module performance characteristics include high GOR

and consequently low fluxes. Due to the fixed system capacity for the demonstration scenarios,

the flux results directly affect the amount of required membrane surface area, which is reflected

by the number of fictive industrial-scale module packages. It is important to note that the

industrial-scale module packages include a different amount of membrane surface area, depend-

ing on the MD process configuration considered (see Fig. 5.10).

The optimal water unit costs that are obtained for scenario #1 turn out to be similar for all of

the process configurations except aerated AGMD, which does not seem to be suitable for the

given application. Even though high investment costs are accepted for the high-recovery MD

modules, the variable operational costs still amount to approximately 50% of the water unit

costs.

The basic argumentation that distinguishes between the different process configurations in sce-

nario #1 is valid also for the other scenarios. Therefore a focus for the analyses of scenarios #2,

#3 and #4 is placed on the differing project conditions.

Analysing the results in Tab. 5.7, that were obtained with the high-salinity scenario #2, the

optimal membrane thickness turns out to increase significantly for the high-salinity feed water

compared to seawater, as predicted in Sec. 4.3.6. The resulting optimal membrane thicknesses

for the V-DCMD and the (V-)PGMD configurations are identified to be the maximal values

within the valid parameter range. The specific feed flow rates tend to increase based on reduced

channel length in order to achieve higher driving forces and consequently lower sensitivity to

salinity. If the channel length is reduced, the optimiser is allowed to increase the feed flow rate

until it reaches the maximal value that is permitted by the pressure loss restriction. Due to the

high raw water salinity, the optimiser identifies the lowest possible recovery rate to be optimal.

Similarly to scenario #1, a minimal temperature difference is suggested for the external heat
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Table 5.7: Optimal module configuration for scenario #2 (concentrate)

DCMD V-DCMD PGMD V-PGMD AGMD V-AGMD

δM [μm] 146 200 200 200 30 30
L [m] 14.5 14.7 17.9 16.6 25.5 19.7
ṁEi [kg h−1] 822 822 670 703 470 623
RR [%] 20 20 20 20 20 20
ΔTRX [K] 0.3 0.3 - - - -

jM [kg(m2h)−1] 1.3 1.6 0.9 1.1 0.4 1.1
GOR [−] 7.4 9.9 7.4 9.5 6.2 9.6
na [−] 11 9 20 15 59 24

cw [EUR t−1] 5.86 4.83 5.72 4.78 7.13 4.73

fix [%] 34 38 33 36 37 36
var. [%] 66 62 67 64 63 64

anumber of industrial-scale module packages according to Fig. 5.10

recovery system based on the high costs for thermal energy.

Also in scenario #2, the resulting module performance characteristics include high GOR and

consequently low fluxes. However, due to the strong effect of salinity on the thermodynamic

process performance, the GOR is almost 50% lower than for scenario #1. A less conspicuous

influence is identified for the (V-)AGMD configuration, due to its low sensitivity to salinity.

The costs for extracting pure water from high-salinity raw water increase by 1.00 to 2.00EUR t−1,

compared to scenario #1 that considers the treatment of seawater. Due to the increased thermal

energy consumption, approximately two thirds of the water unit costs are caused by variable

operational costs.

Scenario #3 directly reproduces the conditions of scenario #1, but introduces a waste-heat en-

ergy supply with low costs for thermal energy. For the results listed in Tab. 5.8, the optimiser

identifies modules with reduced flow-channel lengths and consequently less capability for heat

recovery, which is a direct response to the reduced thermal energy costs. The suggested flow rates

are higher compared to the results of scenario #1, which also shifts the process characteristics

from high heat recovery towards an improved output rate. It is worth noting that the reduced

channel length also implies a less stringent limitation with respect to hydraulic pressure loss.

Due to the higher driving force that accompanies the recommended channel specifications, the

optimal membrane thickness decreases slightly compared to the results in scenario #1. Further-

more, the negative effect of salinity decreases and higher recovery rates are suggested. Since the

system capability for heat recovery is less important than for scenario #1, slightly reduced size

of the external heat exchangers in (V-)DCMD turns out to be optimal.

Even for the low-priced thermal energy in scenario #3, the suggested module characteristics
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Table 5.8: Optimal module configuration for scenario #3 (medium-grade waste heat)

DCMD V-DCMD PGMD V-PGMD AGMD V-AGMD

δM [μm] 47 74 84 128 30 30
L [m] 8.7 8.7 10.8 10.7 13.7 11.4
ṁEi [kg h−1] 1000 1000 693 695 400 592
RR [%] 38 43 37 42 42 48
ΔTRX [K] 0.8 0.8 - - - -

jM [kg(m2h)−1] 3.2 3.8 1.8 2.1 0.8 2.0
GOR [−] 8.5 10.5 8.8 10.8 5.7 9.2
na [−] 4.5 3.8 9.3 7.8 30.1 12.7

cw [EUR t−1] 2.33 2.10 2.23 2.01 3.06 2.08

fix [%] 58 61 59 62 58 60
var. [%] 42 39 41 38 42 40

anumber of industrial-scale module packages according to Fig. 5.10

include rather high GOR and low flux. However, due to the higher total temperature differ-

ence, flux results are significantly higher and GOR are significantly lower than those obtained

in scenario #1. The required membrane surface area and consequently the required quantity of

industrial scale module packages is halved compared to scenario #1.

The water unit costs decrease significantly if the costs for thermal energy decrease from 0.04 to

0.01EUR (kWhth)
−1. Compared to scenario #1, the costs for thermal energy are reduced by a

factor of 4 while the required membrane surface area to achieve the target capacity decreases

only by a factor of 2, which leads to an increase of the specific fixed cost fraction.

Scenario #4 also refers to a waste-heat energy supply, but here the waste heat is considered

at lower temperature levels and lower costs. The corresponding results are listed in Tab. 5.9.

The design recommendations obtained from the optimiser account for a low total temperature

level and temperature difference as well as the marginal costs that are incurred with low-grade

waste heat. In order to maintain a reasonable temperature gradient across the membrane, the

channel length is reduced significantly while the feed flow rates are set to similar values as in

scenario #3. Since the relative effect of salinity is less pronounced at lower temperatures, the

optimiser indicates thinner membranes compared to scenario #3. Based on the low costs for

thermal energy, heat recovery is no longer the focus and a slight reduction of the external heat

exchanger size is identified for the (V-)DCMD plant configuration.

With the given module specifications, the resulting temperature gradient is similar to the con-

ditions identified in scenario #3. However, less flux is achieved in the given scenario due to the

reduced mean temperature level. As a direct consequence, more membrane modules are required
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Table 5.9: Optimal module configuration for scenario #4 (low-grade waste heat)

DCMD V-DCMD PGMD V-PGMD AGMD V-AGMD

δM [μm] 38 60 66 103 30 30
L [m] 4.5 4.5 5.4 5.4 7.8 6.1
ṁEi [kg h−1] 1000 1000 661 670 368 567
RR [%] 31 38 31 37 35 45
ΔTRX [K] 0.9 0.9 - - - -

jM [kg(m2h)−1] 2.2 2.9 1.2 1.6 0.4 1.5
GOR [−] 3.2 4.4 3.4 4.8 2.3 5.2
na [−] 6.6 5.0 13.9 10.4 56.7 17.1

cw [EUR t−1] 3.01 2.51 2.82 2.37 4.18 2.23

fix [%] 53 57 57 60 61 63
var. [%] 47 43 43 40 39 37

anumber of industrial-scale module packages according to Fig. 5.10

to achieve the target plant capacity. The optimiser favours module characteristics with lower

GOR compared to the results obtained in scenario #3, due to the marginal costs associated with

thermal energy.

The water unit costs for the low-grade waste heat scenario #4 increase only slightly compared

to the results obtained in scenario #3. The difference of the water unit costs for aerated and

deaerated operation is more pronounced, indicating the particular benefit of deaeration at low

temperatures.

Scenario #5 directly reproduces the conditions of scenarios #1 and #3, but introduces a waste-

heat energy supply with zero costs for thermal energy. The corresponding results are listed in

Tab. 5.10. With the thermal energy costing nothing, the module concept is optimised towards

high-flux performance characteristics in order to reduce total membrane demand. Fundamentally

high driving force is obtained with high specific feed-flow rates, so the optimiser identifies short

flow channels and high feed flow rates for the given scenario. For operation with a high driv-

ing force, the sensitivity to salinity is significantly reduced. Consequently, high plant recovery

rates are recommended in order to reduce the raw water demand that defines investment and

operational costs for pre-treatment and deaeration. Due to the low sensitivity to salinity, thin

membranes are recommended for all of the process configurations.

For the (V-)DCMD configuration, a direct heating concept without an external heat-recovery

system is identified to be optimal due to reduced investment costs and reduced pressure loss com-

pared to a variant with external heat recovery. For the AGMD configuration, a direct-heating

concept was chosen for purely energy related reasons. If no heat recovery is considered, the GOR
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Table 5.10: Optimal module configuration for scenario #5 (free waste heat)

DCMD V-DCMD PGMD V-PGMD AGMD V-AGMD

δM [μm] 41 61 48 84 30 30
L [m] 0.5 0.5 1.4 1.6 0.6 1.6
ṁEi [kg h−1] 1000 1000 813 807 564 693
RR [%] 77 77 70 72 76 76
ΔTRX [K] - - - - - -

jM [kg(m2h)−1] 31 37 11.6 12.4 9.0 11.0
GOR [−] 0.8 0.9 1.4 1.9 0.8 1.8
na [−] 0.5 0.4 1.4 1.3 2.8 2.3

cw [EUR t−1] 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.13 0.98

fix [%] 91 90 91 90 89 91
var. [%] 9 10 9 10 11 9

anumber of industrial-scale module packages according to Fig. 5.10

falls below one, which is attributed directly to the thermal efficiency of the process. For the

remaining process configurations, minor heat recovery is still considered in order to reduce the

costs associated with the heat exchangers for heating and cooling. Due to the high flux results,

the overall membrane demand is reduced significantly and only 0.4 to 2.8 industrial-scale module

packages are necessary to achieve the planned plant capacity.

The water unit costs are estimated to be around 1.00EUR t−1, where approximately 90% of the

unit costs are allocated to fixed operational costs.

It is obvious from the given results that the optimal choice of key specifications for an MD

desalination system may vary significantly with the intended application and the individual

project conditions. The new MD cost model may help to identify a suitable plant layout and

an appropriately adapted MD module design. Furthermore, the model provides a quantitative

measure to evaluate and compare the different basic MD process configurations.

It is important to note that MD technology is not yet implemented on a commercial scale and

reliable references on water unit costs from commercial MD projects are not available so far.

Thus, the cost model and assumptions cannot yet be validated in practice and the results need

to be interpreted as preliminary estimations. However, the fundamental methods and resulting

trends are valid, independently of quantitative model validation. The results are considered to

be adequate for providing a reasonable approximation to an expected range for the water unit

costs and their sensitivities for specific project conditions. The quantitative quality of the results

may subsequently be increased by adjustments based on data from future projects.
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Further Reading - Selected References on Related Economic Aspects

A reference on economic aspects could be provided by economic assessments carried out by

other researchers. Quite differing economic predictions for MD have been derived and pub-

lished in pertinent literature so far [187], which might mainly be explained by the early state of

commercialisation. The results are usually obtained with non-standardised methods and model

assumptions. Some authors tend to conservatively rely on experimental experience from mini-

scale pilot plant projects, while others publish marvellous economic figures relying on rather

optimistic future developments or project conditions. In many cases, a description of the cost

model and the associated model assumptions are not transparently discussed or incomplete, so

results from pertinent literature are not generally suitable for reference purposes yet. However,

some analysis and discussion on economic data has been derived from selected references3.

A transparently described techno-economic cost model on (V-)DCMD seawater desalination with

sensible heat recovery has been introduced [20]. The physical model implies a high level of detail

and the basic economic model subdivides the total investment costs into membrane cost, heat

exchanger cost and other costs. The chosen plant capacity and the assumptions on energy costs

for the illustrated example are similar to those applied within this thesis. The water unit costs

have been derived to exceed 10EUR m−3 if potential technical improvement is not included and

a GOR higher than 10 is considered not to be feasible. If membrane properties are enhanced and

membrane costs are reduced based on potential future developments, the water unit costs were

predicted to be about 5EUR m−3. In scenarios where waste heat is considered as the thermal

energy source, the water unit costs reduce to about 1EUR m−3 due to the reduced membrane

requirement and the free thermal energy.

Significantly lower water unit costs have been published by other authors who consider V-AGMD

seawater desalination in a fictive plant with a capacity of 100 000 t d−1 [69, 72]. For a fuel-fired

process, water unit costs of 0.25 to 0.40EUR m−3 are predicted, while water unit costs for a

waste-heat driven process as low as 0.19 to 0.23EUR m−3 have been published. The cost model

is quite simple and does not refer to a techno-economic background to estimate the investment

costs. The GOR is assumed to be around 10, which might be feasible in principle, but no infor-

mation is provided on the implementation of the heat recovery concept and the corresponding

flux. The thermal energy costs are assumed to be more than one order of magnitude lower than

the gas price/solar energy costs considered in this thesis.

Further optimistic economic estimations have been presented for a hypothetical DCMD plant

with a capacity of 24 000 t d−1 [188]. The water unit costs are estimated to be 0.40 to 1.00EUR m−3.

An average flux of about 6 kg (m2 h)−1 was considered for the assessment, while the stated ther-

mal energy consumption correlates to a GOR of about 14 to 17. No detailed discussion of the

heat recovery is provided, so it remains unclear how such high GOR values could be achieved

with the specified fluxes. The costs for thermal energy are assumed to be about 5 times lower

than the gas price/solar energy costs assumed within this thesis, referring to much lower rates

3For convenience of comparison, literature data has been converted to a uniform set of technical or
economic measures, if necessary. Assumed currency exchange rate: 1.00USD ≈ 0.72EUR
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for heating steam from co-generation plants.

Autonomous, solar-powered MD systems have been subjected to economic evaluation based on

experimental experience with two small pilot plants with a total capacity of 100 and 500 kg d−1

[189]. The pilot plants include similar spiral-wound PGMD modules to those discussed within

this thesis. The cost analysis considers the investment costs for the solar thermal collectors and

photovoltaic modules in addition to other key cost positions. The estimated water unit costs

range from 20 to 26EUR m−3.

Usually the water unit costs for MD are compared to the costs obtained with conventional de-

salination technologies such as RO, MSF or MED. The economics of conventional desalination

plants also mainly depend on system size, site conditions, personnel qualification, energy cost

and plant life time.

Industrial-scale thermal desalination plants are typically located next to conventional power

plants, utilising low-grade steam extracted from the low-pressure stages of the turbines. The

thermal energy costs may then be rated by evaluating the associated loss in electric power gen-

eration. A plant power loss of 10 kWhelm
−3 and unit costs of power loss of 0.03USD (kWhel)

−1

are proposed for typical industrial MED and MSF plants [6], leading to significantly lower costs

for thermal energy than the costs assumed within this thesis. Also, the costs for electricity are

assumed to be lower in the context of industrial-scale desalination. Here, electricity costs of

0.05USD (kWhel)
−1 have been mentioned in literature [140]. The energy costs for electrically

driven desalination plants may easily be evaluated by directly applying the relevant electricity

cost. The unit water costs for industrial-scale MSF, MED or RO desalination plants typically

range from 0.40 to 1.10EURm−3 [6]. It is important to note that the unit water costs for cen-

tralised industrial-scale desalination do not include costs for distribution. For smaller systems

with capacities of 1 000m3 d−1, water unit costs take on values clearly above 1.00EURm−3 [6].

It is obvious that small-scale MD cannot compete with established industrial-scale desalination

technology today. Since the cost-model and model assumptions presented within this thesis do

not claim validity for industrial-scale application, the potential for MD in industrial-scale pro-

cesses cannot be evaluated with them. However, due to fundamentally similar thermodynamic

limitations, the high potential to optimise the packing fraction and the substantial substitution

of high-priced metals with cheap polymers, MD may be able to achieve similar or even lower

water unit costs than the classic thermal desalination approaches.

Considering small decentralised plants with a renewable energy supply, also commercialisation

of the established desalination technologies is still considered to be in the development and pilot

phase. The water unit costs reported on such renewably driven and small plants are significantly

higher and vary more widely than those stated for the conventional approaches. Water unit costs

of 3.8 to 10EURm−3 have been reported for 50m3 d−1 stand-alone PV-RO desalination plants

with energy recovery [6]. Estimates on costs for water produced in typically larger wind-powered

RO systems range from 2.5 to 10EURm−3 [190]. MD represents a fundamentally attractive ap-

proach for introducing thermal processes with a high GOR into renewable or waste-heat driven

desalination systems.

Not only water unit costs but also the water price strongly depends on local conditions. While
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the water price in areas abounding in water might be well below 1EUR m−3, the economic value

of fresh water is significantly higher in areas with low water availability and insufficient infras-

tructure. As an example, water is imported to Mallorca by boat during drought, which causes

costs of up to 2EURm−3. Water transfer costs to Greek islands range from 2 to 7EURm−3. In

Aquaba, Jordanian local water costs reach 1.70EURm−3 [191]. In Cape Verde, the water price

is 2.35 to 4.93EURm−3 [190]. If no water supply structure is available at all, very expensive

bottled water is sold at a price, which is often unaffordable for the local population. However,

access to water is essential for life and has even been recognised as a human right, so the value

of clean fresh water cannot be simply defined in terms of economic numbers.

It may be concluded that the economic feasibility of MD in decentralised desalination is difficult

to evaluate due to high uncertainties in the evaluation methods and assumptions, the strong

dependence on local conditions and the diffuse technological and economic references currently

available for competing desalination approaches. Future development and experience with com-

mercially motivated projects will provide reliable references, eventually defining the role of MD

in the desalination market.

It is important to note that MD should not only be considered as technology which is directly

competing against the established approaches. MD could also adopt a complementary role within

an larger system, such as for the treatment of concentrated brines in RO desalination plants or

even for desalination system concepts with zero liquid discharge. However, a successful market

launch based on economic feasibility is more likely to be achieved in the context of alternative

applications that provide higher product value. This scenario is typically given for applications

that aim for very high product water quality or the treatment of highly concentrated brines in

the chemical industry.
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6.1 Summary

Global desalination capacities have increased enormously over the past few decades to combat

water scarcity in regions with discrepancies between water availability and demand. Currently,

the desalination market relies almost exclusively on non-sustainable, industrial-scale processes

without providing a solution to prevent the actual water shortage in rural areas. Therefore, the

development of small-scale, self-sufficient and environmentally friendly desalination systems is

considered to be one of the key challenges to sustainably overcome water scarcity.

Thermally driven Membrane Distillation has been identified as a promising approach for decen-

tralised desalination. However, MD has not been commercialised successfully, still requiring sci-

entific research on material, module and system development. High potential for improvement is

associated with adapted membrane module design appropriate to specific project requirements.

Comprehensive MD design methods, tools and universal design recommendations are not yet

available.

Membrane Distillation (MD) is a thermally driven, membrane-based separation process mainly

suitable for the treatment of aqueous feed solutions. A hydrophobic, highly porous membrane

separates the feed solution from the permeate. When a vapour pressure gradient is established

across the membrane, volatile compounds in the feed solution evaporate and the vapour molecules

are forced through the membrane pores from the feed to the permeate sides. Depending on the

feed composition, the permeating vapour may consist of a single or multiple components. Seawa-

ter does not contain volatile compounds besides water. Seawater desalination can be considered

representative for single-component permeation applications.

Several MD process configurations have been developed in order to meet different specific pro-

cess requirements. This work focuses on the classic MD configurations known as Direct Contact

MD, Permeate-Gap MD and Air-Gap MD, which utilise a temperature gradient to establish the

process driving force.

In MD processes, an enormous amount of heat is transferred through the membrane, mainly

as latent heat but partially also by conductive heat transfer. To reduce the associated thermal

energy consumption, heat recovery is typically implemented either by sensible or latent heat

recovery concepts.
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The main function of the membrane in MD is to reliably support the liquid-vapour interface,

which relies on the essential hydrophobic property of the membrane surface. Commercial mem-

branes specifically developed for MD applications are not yet available, so flat-sheet or capillary

microfiltration membranes are widely used in the context of MD. In order to fulfil mechanical

stability requirements, the thin flat-sheet membranes are commonly laminated onto mechanical

support structures. The membrane is incorporated into a membrane module. Either shell-and-

tube, plate-and-frame or spiral-wound design concepts are typically considered for MD module

design. However, development of MD membrane modules is still in the phase of commercialisa-

tion and any one of the concepts might be considered superior in the future.

It is obvious that module optimisation must include fundamental phenomenological aspects, ma-

terial selection, module concept and design as well as system integration, operational strategy

and costs. Comprehensive design methods, tools and universal design guidelines have not been

available up to now. The scope of this thesis is to bridge the gap between fundamental research

and full-scale module development. A key issue is the thermodynamic evaluation of MD perfor-

mance rather than practical aspects such as fouling, scaling or pretreatment. The objective is

the development of a model-based method suitable for comprehensive evaluation and comparison

of different MD concepts on a realistic application scale, considering key performance parameters

such as output capacity, flux and thermal as well as electricity consumption and subsequently

costs.

The desired methods were developed by applying a scientific three-level approach that started

with analysis of the fundamental MD phenomenology. After that, the scope was widened to full-

scale MD modules and finally economic aspects in the context of small MD desalination systems

were taken into consideration.

The Process Analysis chapter provides the basis for a comprehensive fundamental understanding

of thermodynamic MD phenomenology, including a qualitative and quantitative discussion of

parameters which influence it. The thermodynamic fundamentals include heat and mass transfer

through the membrane and through the hydraulic boundary layers in the flow channels. The

vapour space includes a mixture of water vapour and stagnant air, which acts as further transfer

resistance in addition to the solid membrane structure. Considering typical MD membrane spec-

ifications, Knudsen numbers between 0.1<Kn<10 indicate vapour transfer based on combined

Knudsen diffusion and molecular diffusion. If the vapour space is fully deaerated, viscous flow

phenomena additionally contributes to the overall mass transfer. Transmembrane heat transfer

is based on latent and conductive phenomena. The effective thermal membrane conductivity is

proposed to be derived from membrane porosity and the tortuosity of the membrane solid phase.

Sensible heat transfer was identified to be negligible. If an air gap is introduced, the vapour

space is extended accordingly and heat and mass transfer coefficients are derived for a combined

membrane and air gap. In contrast to the membrane, wet parts of the air gap introduce thermal

bridges and increase the effective thermal conductivity across the air gap. For typical air-gap

specifications, Rayleigh numbers Ra<100 indicate the absence of natural convective transfer
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phenomena in the air gap. Heat transfer from the flow-channel bulk streams to the respective

liquid-vapour interfaces was estimated by generic Nusselt correlations that allow experimental

parameter identification. The geometrical specifications of the channel spacers were taken into

account in the derivation of channel-dependent parameters such as flow velocity and hydraulic

diameter. Due to the transmembrane mass transfer, concentration at the feed-side liquid-vapour

interface is higher than in the feed-side bulk stream. This phenomenon, also known as concen-

tration polarisation, can be estimated quantitatively by the presented theory on mass transfer.

A new “Split-path model” has been developed, accounting for the effects of a membrane backing

on heat and mass transfer. The model refers to technical backing specifications and backing

position.

Based on the fundamental transfer equations, parametric models for the prediction of the trans-

membrane heat and mass transfer under steady-state conditions were derived for DCMD, PGMD

and AGMD channel configurations. The so-called single-node model represents a one-dimensional

approach, in which the channels are divided into a series connection of multiple transfer-resistance

layers perpendicular to the membrane. The models were implemented in the C programming

language and the coupled heat and mass transfer equations are solved with an iterative algo-

rithm.

Laboratory-scale experiments were carried out for process and material characterisation and ex-

perimental model validation. A flat-sheet membrane test cell with flow channel dimensions of

150× 250mm2 was designed. The test cell is integrated into a fully automated test facility that

includes two independent hydraulic circuits, controls and data acquisition. The uncertainty of

flux measurements has been determined to be ±5 g h−1. The precision of the thermal efficiency

measurements is limited by the temperature measurements and ranges from 1 to 16%, depending

on operational conditions and channel configuration.

Different channel spacers were characterised for flow velocities from 0.03 to 0.17m s−1. The

heat transfer and flux performance strongly depend on spacer geometry and can be enhanced by

a factor of up to 2.9 compared to channels without spacers. Thermal efficiency was shown to be

almost independent of spacer geometry and flow rate.

A set of commercially available ePTFE membranes was chosen systematically for experimental

evaluation. The membranes offer different structural properties, mainly differing in thickness

and nominal pore size. The membrane thicknesses range from 23 to 98μm and the nominal

pore sizes range from 0.05 to 0.45μm, while all of the samples had a porosity of approximately

80%. The DCMD flux performance was measured to be within 6 and 18 kg (m2 h)−1 and the

thermal efficiency was between 50 and 92%, when a temperature difference of 8K and tem-

perature levels from 40 to 80 ◦C were applied. Flux results for the different membranes only

differed by 2 to 4 kg (m2 h)−1. As expected from theory, thermal efficiency was identified to be

independent of membrane thickness. The mass transfer phenomena in the different membranes

were analysed by means of membrane deaeration. Flux through the deaerated membranes in-

creased by 41 to 93% and thermal efficiency by 9 to 34% compared to the corresponding aerated

operation mode. According to theoretically derived predictions, the benefit of membrane deaer-

ation is more pronounced for lower operation temperatures, thicker membranes and membranes

with larger pores. The membrane mass transfer coefficients were derived within a range of 11 -
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41 × 10−7 kg (Pam2s)−1 for aerated and 26 - 81 × 10−7 kg (Pam2s)−1 for deaerated operation,

depending on membrane structure and temperature. Effective conductive heat transfer coeffi-

cients of the membranes were determined theoretically to be between 443 and 1887W (m2K)−1.

Optimal membrane selection usually leads to the choice of membranes with low mass transfer

resistance combined with high thermal resistance. An increase of the membrane porosity, pore

size or a reduction of tortuosity will thus lead to improved performance characteristics, while a

reduction of the membrane thickness must be carefully evaluated from a thermodynamic point of

view. The results of a theoretical assessment suggest the use of thicker membranes for increased

salinity levels. The role of the membrane becomes less significant for when poor hydrodynamics

dominate the overall transfer resistance.

Some of the membranes were also investigated as laminates with scrim and non-woven types

of backing structures. When a backing layer is introduced, a reduction in flux and thermal effi-

ciency can be observed. Only 50 - 80% of the flux obtained with an non-laminated membrane

could be achieved with the laminates, mainly correlating to backing porosity and position. Lam-

inates with non-woven backings performed better than laminates with a scrim type of backing.

A backing position towards the condenser side was identified as the preferable configuration.

When a permeate gap is introduced next to the membrane, additional heat transfer resistances

lead to a significant reduction of flux performance. Flux results of the PGMD experiments

ranged between 3.2 and 5.2 kg (m2 h)−1, when a temperature difference of 12K and temperature

levels from 40 to 80 ◦C were applied. Thermal efficiency results were similar to those observed

in DCMD operation. Also in PGMD, the backing led to significant performance reduction, but

its orientation did not distinguish the performance results as much as observed in DCMD. Dif-

ferences can be explained by the fact that the backing increases the overall permeate gap width

and faces stagnant instead of convecting water, if positioned towards the permeate channel.

In air gap configurations, heat and mass transfer resistances were by far dominated by the air

gap, which is about 30 times wider than the membrane. The flux performance ranged between

1.2 and 7.1 kg (m2 h)−1, when a temperature difference of 12K and temperature levels from 40

to 80 ◦C were applied. The influence of temperature level is more obvious than for DCMD and

PGMD, since mass transfer is mainly limited by pure molecular diffusion in the gap. Due to the

poor flux results, improved thermal resistance did not lead to increased thermal efficiency, which

was measured to be between 64 and 92%. The negative influence of the membrane backing in

AGMD was less pronounced than in DCMD and PGMD. When the dominating mass transfer

resistance of the air gap is reduced by gap deaeration, major performance improvements are

achieved, especially at low temperature levels. For operation at 40 ◦C, flux increased by 238%

compared to aerated operation. According to the model predictions, the flux increase at complete

deaeration could reach up to 438% at 40 ◦C. Since mass transfer resistance improves indepen-

dently of heat transfer resistance, thermal efficiency rises to about 90% for any temperature level,

indicating the high potential for deaerated AGMD in the context of low-temperature operation.

Theoretical model predictions were used to derive a break-down of the overall mass transfer

resistance in an AGMD configuration. The mass transfer resistance induced by the membrane

only contributed 11% to the overall transfer resistance for aerated operation. When deaeration

is considered, the role of the membrane increases accordingly. The mass transfer coefficients for a
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combined laminate and air gap of about 2mm were derived to be 0.9 to 1.7×10−7 kg (Pam2s)−1

for aerated and 26×10−7 kg (Pam2s)−1 for deaerated operation. The corresponding thermal con-

ductivity for the combined laminate and air gap was theoretically derived to be 54W (m2K)−1.

A comparative evaluation of DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and V-AGMD process performance

based on fixed bulk stream conditions was presented, considering systematic parameter vari-

ations for each of the characteristic operational parameters, namely mean temperature, flow

velocity, temperature difference and feed water salinity. The effect of concentration polarisation

was estimated to be less than 1.1% and is therefore considered to be negligible for the applica-

tions addressed within this thesis. The effect of salinity was determined to be strongly dependent

on operating conditions. The model indicated a generally low impact of salinity for operation

with large temperature differences.

The experimental data was compared to the model predictions to demonstrate the node-model

validity. Combined mean differences for flux and thermal efficiency were identified to be re-

spectively 4% and 4% for DCMD, 4% and 4% for PGMD, 5% and 5% for AGMD and 6% and

9% for V-AGMD.

The results from the Process Analysis chapter were then applied to develop a comprehensive

full-scale MD module model that provides a high level of physical detail. The Module Analysis

chapter bridges the gap between fundamental scientific research on materials and the thermody-

namic process behaviour on the one hand, and the scale of application on the other. A discrete

multi-node model was implemented in order to account for the local distribution of the opera-

tion conditions along the flow channels in full-scale MD modules. The thermodynamic evaluation

of each local finite channel element was executed with the validated fundamental single-node

models from the preceding chapter, so DCMD, PGMD or AGMD configurations could be eval-

uated individually. Multiple single nodes were thermodynamically coupled by the appropriate

heat and mass balances, allowing the derivation of flow rate, salinity, temperature and pressure

profiles along the channels in the flow direction. The profiles of the relevant counter-current flow

configuration were solved with an iterative algorithm. Sufficiently fine resolution was proven for

a discretisation of 10 nodes per meter of channel length and a minimum of 100 nodes. Generic

module performance parameters such as permeate output rate, average flux, recovery rate, ther-

mal efficiency and thermal energy as well as electricity consumption were derived in order to

allow different module designs and operational modes to be compared quantitatively.

Amodule test rig was developed to characterise full-scale MD modules for experimental multi-

node model validation. The hydraulic components can withstand corrosive feed solutions and

operating temperatures up to 90 ◦C. The test infrastructure includes fully automated controls

and comprehensive data acquisition. For relevant operating conditions, the probable error for

specific thermal energy consumption was estimated to be 3 - 10 kWhth t
−1 and <2% for thermal

efficiency. A distinct difference between the uncertainties of the different MD configurations was

not identified. From an energy balance, the heat loss to the surroundings was determined to be

less than 1% of the transmembrane heat transfer.

Full-scale spiral-wound MD module prototypes with different conceptual, geometrical and

material specifications were fabricated, implementing the specifications studied within the Pro-
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cess Analysis chapter. A set of 9 prototypes included DCMD, PGMD and AGMD modules with

membrane surface areas from 4.9 to 14m2. The modules were designed to allow effective sensible

heat recovery due to the long flow channels of 3.5 - 10m.

A comprehensive analysis and discussion of general aspects applying toMD module operation

was provided. The assessment includes experimental results and model predictions of the key

performance parameters for module operation at different temperatures, flow rates, salinities and

states of deaeration. Furthermore, the influence of flow channel length on sensible heat recovery

and effects of non-ideal flow distribution in parallelised multi-module configurations were eval-

uated and discussed. Further investigations addressed specific aspects of DCMD, PGMD and

AGMD module operation individually. The model predictions all rely on a parametrisation set

that was identified in the Process Analysis chapter. However, it turned out that the average heat

transfer in the full-scale module flow channels is about 30% lower than the results obtained in

lab-scale experiments, which is mainly attributed to the spiral-wound prototype configuration

and a non-ideal velocity field in the inlet and outlet regions of the flow channels.

For the operation of DCMD modules, the implementation of heat recovery automatically in-

volves an external heat exchanger. The size of the external heat exchanger brings limitations

for the DCMD heat recovery capability, since an exergy loss always occurs in heat exchangers

of finite size. The exergy loss that must be taken into account for realistic evaluation of DCMD

energy consumption is determined by the size of the external heat exchanger and increases with

flow rate. If infinite heat exchanger dimensions are considered, the exergy loss of DCMD heat

recovery diminishes. To account for a realistic configuration, an exergy loss of 2K was considered

for DCMD performance evaluation throughout this thesis. DCMD heat recovery was identified

to be quite sensitive to asymmetric module operation. Even if inlet flow rates on the evapo-

rator and condenser sides were equal, asymmetries in flow rate and temperature profiles were

identified, caused by transmembrane mass transfer. This asymmetry already increased thermal

energy consumption by about 20% compared to harmonised operation. Optimal heat recovery

was achieved, when the DCMD module was operated with similar mass flow capacities on the

evaporator and condenser sides. Mass flow compensation was suggested to compensate effects of

transmembrane mass transfer and feed side salinity.

The operation of PGMD modules allowed internal heat recovery, since the permeate is sep-

arated from the coolant by an impermeable polymer film and feed water can be preheated in-

ternally. The impermeable film effectively replaces the external heat exchanger that is required

for heat recovery in DCMD operation. However, the additional gap also introduces additional

heat transfer resistance which is accompanied with an exergy loss. In order to achieve similar

transmembrane driving force, a higher overall bulk stream temperature difference is required.

Since the polymer film surface area cannot be defined independently of the membrane area, the

exergy loss is mainly determined by the gap and film thicknesses that are to be minimised. For

PGMD modules with gap widths from 0.25 to 1.0mm and a film thickness of 127μm, the exergy

losses were determined within a range of 1.5 to 3.5K. For energy-saving reasons, the permeate

was preferably extracted from the cold end of the module. Thermal energy consumption was

reduced by about 10% compared to an operational mode that considered permeate extraction

on the hot side of the module. In the preferable mode, sensible heat was recovered from the
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permeate stream and symmetric temperature profiles were established along the flow channels.

The operation of AGMD modules also allowed internal heat recovery. The air gap introduces

additional heat and mass transfer resistance that adds to the vapour space, in contrast to the

permeate gap. Due to the additional resistances of a 2.0mm air gap, the bulk-stream tempera-

ture difference of AGMD was observed to be approximately 8K higher than the results obtained

with a similar DCMD module. Higher driving force and higher mass transfer resistance is par-

tially compensated, so the overall output rate differed only slightly from the results obtained

with DCMD and PGMD modules. Since stagnant air in the air gap dominates the total mass

transfer resistance, high potential for performance improvement can be attributed to gap deaer-

ation. When gap deaeration was considered in the experiments at 80 ◦C, the permeate output

rate increased by 28% and thermal energy consumption was reduced by 49%, even though the

air gap could not be completely deaerated. The deaeration pressure during this experiment was

176mbar, limited by the vapour pressure of the mixed warm permeate in the reservoir. An abso-

lute pressure profile along the air gap channel could be maintained during steady-state operation,

which was proven by absolute pressure measurements at different locations along the channel.

Since deaeration is more effective at lower temperatures, V-AGMD operation offered low energy

consumption also at low temperatures. Thermal energy consumption at a temperature level of

50 ◦C only differed by 7% to the results for operation at 80 ◦C. The electricity consumption was

estimated to be similar for aerated and deaerated operation, indicating complete compensation

of the additional power loads from the deaeration system by enhanced thermodynamic module

performance.

A comparative evaluation of the performance characteristics of similar DCMD, PGMD,

AGMD and V-AGMD modules with 10m2 membrane area was conducted for identical inlet

conditions. Systematic parameter variations were considered for the most important operational

parameters, namely evaporator inlet temperature, inlet flow rate and feed water salinity. Gen-

eral observations included increased output, reduced energy consumption and higher thermal

efficiency with a higher evaporator inlet temperature. For increased feed flow rates, output per-

formance improved but thermal energy consumption also increased due to less effective heat

recovery. Thermal efficiency was not affected by the feed flow rate. The output results were

very similar for DCMD, PGMD and AGMD and ranged from 8 to 25 kg h−1. Better output per-

formance was obtained for V-AGMD. Thermal energy consumption was measured from 130 to

350 kWhth t
−1, being similar for DCMD and PGMD, highest for AGMD and lowest for V-AGMD.

The overall thermal efficiency ranged from about 50 to 60% for DCMD and PGMD, from 60

to 80% for AGMD and showed almost constant results of 90% for V-AGMD. The influence of

feed-water salinity was tested with artificial feed solutions up to salinities of 200 g kg−1. Even

though a negative effect of salinity was observed for all of the process variants, the associated

sensitivities were quite different. The lowest sensitivity was obtained for AGMD, followed by

V-AGMD, while the highest and similar sensitivities were given for DCMD and PGMD. It was

concluded that MD operation with high driving forces, as given for the air-gap configurations, is

beneficial for high-salinity operation.

The experimental data was compared to the model predictions to demonstrate the multi-node

model validity. The mean deviations for the permeate output rate, the specific thermal energy
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consumption and the thermal efficiency were identified to be 9%, 11% and 9% for DCMD, 6%,

10% and 7% for PGMD, 5%, 7% and 6% for AGMD and 6%, 17% and 5% for V-AGMD,

respectively.

Model-based studies were conducted to clarify the crucial role of membrane selection on

module performance. The optimal membrane thickness turned out to be strongly dependent

on feed-water salinity. For DCMD and PGMD modules, the optimal membrane for the treat-

ment of feed water without salt was identified to be as thin as possible. For the treatment

of saline feed water, the recommended membrane thickness increases, while sensitivity changes

with module configuration and operating conditions. A comprehensive sensitivity analysis on

the interrelation of membrane thickness, salinity level and module configuration was performed,

considering DCMD, PGMD and AGMD modules designed either for high flux or for high heat

recovery. The salinity levels were varied within the range of 0 to 200 g kg−1. Different optima in

membrane thickness were identified, depending on whether output rate or energy consumption

was used as the optimisation criterion. For a high-flux DCMD module without heat recovery,

the optimal membrane thickness was identified to be within the range from 0 to 90μm, while

optimal membrane thickness increased to 0 to 220μm for a DCMD module that incorporated

significant heat recovery. The optimal membranes for PGMD modules turned out to be slightly

thicker. For AGMD modules, the optimal membrane thickness was identified to be as thin as

possible, independently of salinity level. Explained by the fact that the negative effect of salinity

is more pronounced for low driving forces, it was concluded that the optimal membrane thick-

ness increases if the interfacial temperature difference is lowered by any change in the operating

conditions or in module design.

Further sensitivity analyses were presented on the quantitative impact that might be achieved

with advanced materials. Since the role of certain materials on DCMD, PGMD, AGMD and

V-AGMD performance was expected to be different, the analyses were conducted for each of the

process variants and evaluated comparatively. Again, the assessment distinguished between a

high-recovery module concept and a high-flux module concept. The sensitivity of the module

performance to a potential improvement of the channel spacers, the membrane, the backing or

the impermeable film was evaluated separately. Subsequently, a combined potential associated

with a reasonable improvement for each of the key materials was derived. The relevant material

parameters were modified such that the resulting model predictions reflect a realistic potential

for improvement that could be achieved on the medium term. The new set of model assumptions

considered an improvement of the heat transfer by a factor of 1.5 and the membrane permeability

by a factor of 1.4. Additionally, the enhanced model assumptions considered an improved back-

ing structure and a thinner impermeable film. For modules with reasonable heat recovery, the

expected performance improvements included a 3 - 23% higher output rate and a 25 - 50% lower

energy consumption. For high flux modules, the expected performance improvements included

a 3-50% higher output rate.

The last section of theModule Analysis chapter presents a comparative parametric field study

which covers a wide range of module designs and operational parameters. The varied parameters

included flow velocities from 0.01 to 0.30m s−1, channel lengths from 0.5 to 30m and channel

widths from 0.5 to 10mm. Focus was placed on the interdependence of permeate output rate, flux
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and heat recovery, which were comparatively evaluated for DCMD, PGMD and AGMD for aer-

ated and deaerated operation. By considering all of the parameter combinations, the parametric

field study covered 1728 individual scenarios, 576 for each of the MD configurations. Scenarios

that led to results with high hydraulic pressure loss were filtered out in order to maintain prac-

tical feasibility. With the given parametric field, permeate output rates of up to 351 kg h−1 were

achieved and the flux results showed values of up to 115 kg (m2 h)−1. The GOR1 reached values

of up to 22. Maximum output rates were limited by the pressure loss constraint, especially for

scenarios with long flow channels that fundamentally lead to high GOR values. Thus, a high

output rate and a high GOR were identified to be conflicting demands. Furthermore, it became

obvious that high flux and a high GOR cannot be achieved simultaneously and one has to decide

whether a high-flux or high-recovery module concept is preferred. Flux results of up to about

30 kg h−1 might still be achieved with a GOR of 2.5, while maximal fluxes decrease to about

10 kg h−1 for a GOR of 5 and to about 5 kg h−1 for a GOR of 10. The resulting parameter

fields for the different MD configurations were subsequently analysed and categorised in detail,

supported by colour-coded editing. For all of the MD configurations, the strong dependence

of the permeate output rate on feed flow rate could be clearly illustrated by the colour codes.

The higher the feed flow rate, the higher the permeate output rate. Furthermore, the general

dependence of flux from the area-specific feed flow rate was pointed out. The higher the specific

feed flow rate, the higher the predicted flux. The results clearly indicate the role of the most

important interdependent parameters that must be defined for any MD project. Moreover, the

resulting fields identify the thermodynamic limitations that are implied by MD in general and

the different MD configurations in particular. Any MD operational results from elsewhere that

are either obtained experimentally or based on model predictions can prospectively be allocated

to the relevant result field, allowing generally valid categorisation and comparison.

Technological and economic aspects were taken into consideration for the comprehensive evalua-

tion of the MD process presented in the Economic Evaluation chapter. A detailed cost model

was proposed to estimate the estimation of water unit costs used as an integrative quantitative

measure for system comparison and as an optimisation criterion. The widely applied invest-

ment cost model was specifically adapted for the evaluation of MD desalination systems. It is

important to note that the required membrane surface area and consequently one of the most

important cost positions depends not only on the total plant capacity but also on heat recovery

specifications, while other key cost components are not affected by the heat recovery specifica-

tions. Individual relations were derived and discussed for all of the expected key cost positions

such as pre-treatment, deaeration, MD modules, heat exchangers and other system components.

Also, the economy of scale was accounted for. Operational costs included financing, energy costs,

chemicals, membrane replacement, maintenance, labour and insurance.

The expected investment costs were comparatively analysed for different MD configurations

and operational strategies in the context of a small reference plant with an overall desalination

capacity of 200 t d−1. The expected overall investment costs were derived to be in the range

1Gained Output Ratio (GOR), definition in Sec. 2.5.2
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of 0.38 to 0.58millionEUR. Higher investment costs were associated with the scenarios that

considered high heat recovery, due to an increased membrane demand. If a plant configuration

without heat recovery was considered, heat exchanger costs exceeded membrane costs. Costs

for pretreatment and the rest of the plant were almost independent of MD configuration. Costs

estimated for the deaeration system contributed less than 4% to the total system costs.

Sensitivity analyses on the water unit costs were performed, again considering a reference plant

with a desalination capacity of 200 t d−1. Energy costs were assumed to be 0.04EUR (kWhth)
−1

and 0.10EUR (kWhel)
−1. A plant lifetime of 15 years was assumed, while MD-module replace-

ments once every five years were taken into account. The break-down of the water unit costs

clearly indicated an economic optimum for a specific channel length, feed flow rate, recovery rate

or heat exchanger size, when evaluated individually. The value and sensitivity of the water unit

costs were mainly defined by module costs and costs for thermal energy. The minimum water

unit costs then defined the optimal module design specifications, which turned out to be quite

different for DCMD, PGMD and AGMD.

The choice of the capacity of waste-heat driven MD desalination plants directly refers

to the amount of available waste heat and the specific thermal energy consumption of the MD

modules. As an illustrative project scenario, a continuous waste-heat source of 1MWth has been

considered. The system output capacity could be varied from 30 to 460 t d−1 by an adaptation

of the GOR involved with the respective module design. For the projected waste heat scenario,

the water unit costs ranged from 1.30EUR t−1 to 2.30EUR t−1.

An advanced method for integrated module optimisation was proposed in the final section of

the thesis. The generic parameter optimisation program GenOpt� was linked to the MD model

for efficient techno-economic MD module and system optimisation. GenOpt optimises

arbitrary cost functions, in this case the water unit costs, by generic iterative solving algorithms.

Again a desalination plant with a capacity of 200 t d−1 was considered as the reference project.

Five different scenarios reflect different project conditions regarding available temperatures, feed-

water concentration and energy costs. In order to determine optimally customised module con-

figurations and adapted operational conditions for each scenario, the optimiser was allowed to

vary the most important design parameters, namely membrane thickness, channel length, feed

flow rate, recovery rate and heat exchanger size. A fictive, industrial-scale, plate-and-frame mod-

ule package with dimensions of 1x1x2m3 was used as a reference in order to allow an intuitive

impression of the system size. Depending on the MD configuration, one module package contains

about 300 to 600m2 of membrane surface area, which corresponds to a packing fraction of 150

to 300m2m−3. When a temperature level of 80 ◦C was available and seawater was considered as

the feed supply, water unit costs ranged from about 3.30EUR t−1 to 5.60EUR t−1. Deaerated

operation resulted in lower water unit costs. About half of the unit water costs were caused by

variable operational costs. Due to the high cost associated with thermal energy, the membrane

design recommendation tended towards high-recovery modules with a GOR in the range of 9 to

20 and low fluxes that ranged from 0.5 to 2.0 kg (m2 h)−1. The desalination unit consisted of

8 to 60 membrane packages, depending on whether DCMD, PGMD or AGMD was considered.

Slightly higher water unit costs were obtained when the feed-water salinity was increased. When

medium-grade or low-grade heat was considered, the costs associated with thermal energy are
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reduced significantly. In these cases, MD modules with less heat recovery and higher flux are

identified to be optimal and the water unit costs decreased to about 2 to 4EUR t−1. If free

waste heat were available, the water unit costs were estimated to be about 1EUR t−1. The

recommended module design tended towards high-flux modules with low GOR values that range

between 0.8 and 2.0 and high fluxes that range between 10 and 40 kg (m2 h)−1. The desalination

unit consists of only 0.5 to 3 membrane packages, depending on whether DCMD, PGMD or

AGMD was considered. About 90% of the unit water costs were caused by fixed operational

costs. In the high-flux scenario, deaeration operation turned out to be more expensive than

aerated operation under some conditions but not all. The optimal choice of key specifications

for an MD desalination system varied significantly with the MD configuration and the individual

project conditions. The new MD cost model helped to identify optimally customised MD module

design and a suitable plant layout. Furthermore, the model provided a quantitative measure for

evaluation and comparison of the different MD process configurations.

6.2 Recommendations for Further Research

This thesis provides a comprehensive assessment of thermodynamic MD process and module

optimisation including general methods for module adaptation. However, the models and expe-

riments do not include the concept of latent heat recovery, in which thermodynamic and practical

limitations still require evaluation and comparative discussion.

The models and methods presented in this thesis may soon be applied within the context of

commercially motivated MD projects. Such projects could address either saline water treatment

or the seperation of other aqueous solutions. The model results still require some re-evaluation

and revalidation with data from future projects, especially with respect to the cost model as-

sumptions and potential performance impact based on significant scale-up.

Aspects of dynamic operation are expected to influence the optimal MD process and module

design, especially for fluctuating renewable energy supplies. In order to include such aspects,

capacitive effects need to be implemented into the model which should then be embedded into a

system environment that allows time-dependent simulation. Commercially available simulation

tools such as Simulink, TRNSYS or Dymola appear to be suitable for embedding such a new

MD type.

Furthermore, experimental and model-based research should clarify the potential role of MD

within combined technological separation approaches, such as MD-FO, MD-OMD or MD-RO.

The methods presented within this thesis may then be applied to identify the desired MD module

design which provides the techno-economic optimum.

This thesis has focussed on a conceptual perspective to derive a thermodynamic understanding

of MD and appropriate membrane module design. Practical aspects of module scale-up and

module life time have not yet been sufficiently clarified, although limitations in scale-up and

module life time significantly affect the economic and practical feasibility of MD. Research and
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development on module scale-up specifically addresses aspects of module design and fabrication

and is expected to be driven by commercial players. If high-quality module design and fabrication

is assumed, the potential module life-time is limited by the membrane life-time. Fundamental

research is still required to clarify the mechanisms of membrane deterioration and subsequent

membrane wetting in MD, and its dependence on feed composition, fouling, scaling, temperatures

and mechanical stress. Such research should include the development of methods to characterise

membrane deterioration, including a comparison of membrane deterioration from field test sys-

tems and accelerated membrane aging in the laboratory. Such developments are considered

essential for the development and application of advanced MD membranes and coatings and the

development of membrane regeneration or cleaning procedures.

Further MD research is also required on the mechanisms of solute precipitation that may occur

directly on the membrane surface, in the membrane structure or next to the membrane in the

flow channels. A detailed understanding of precipitation in MD systems has specific relevance for

applications with high potential for scaling and for the development of effective scaling minimisa-

tion by appropriately adjusted operation and/or pre-treatment. Reliable control of precipitation

is also relevant for the development of MD crystallisers.
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Figure A.1: Desalination technologies classification based on separation process.
Illustration adapted from [6].

Desalination technology is most commonly classified with respect to the separation process

adapted, as represented in Fig. A.1. Separation may be achieved by thermal or membrane-

based processes. Thermal desalination approaches utilise a phase change to separate pure water

from the saline feed while rejection of soluble contaminants in membrane-based approaches relies

on selective membranes. The membrane distillation (MD) approach is an unusual case, since it

represents a thermal separation process that features a membrane and could therefore be clas-

sified within both the thermal and the membrane categories. The commercial relevance of the

different technologies is indicated in Fig. A.1 by the current share of the desalination market

as presented by DesalData [4]. Reverse Osmosis (RO) has by far the greatest market penetra-

tion, while classic, thermally driven desalination by the processes of Multi-Stage Flash (MSF)

and Multi-Effect Distillation (MED) are still very relevant, especially in the Gulf region. Up to

now, other desalination processes have played a minor role in the global desalination market.
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However, some of these other approaches contribute significantly to the market for alternative

separation applications. The technological approach and key specifications for the most relevant

desalination processes are briefly introduced in the following sections, making reference to perti-

nent literature [140, 192].

The economics of industrial desalination plants mainly depend on system size, site conditions,

personnel qualification, energy costs and plant life time. Industrial-scale thermal desalination

plants are typically located next to conventional power plants, utilising low-grade steam extracted

from the low-pressure stages of the turbines. The thermal energy costs may then be quantified by

determining the associated loss in electricity generation. The energy costs for electrically driven

desalination plants may easily be evaluated by applying the relevant electricity costs. The unit

water costs predicted for industrial-scale MSF, MED and RO desalination plants range from

about 0.5 to 2.0 $m−3.

A.1 Multi-Stage Flash Evaporation

Figure A.2: Schematic diagram of a MSF plant with N stages. Illustration adopted from
[192].

Multi-Stage Flash (MSF) is considered to be the classic industrial-scale thermal seawater de-

salination process. Most MSF plants are operated with steam from co-generation boilers at top

brine temperatures around 110 ◦C. The core element in a MSF system is the flashing chamber,

including a brine sump from which flash type evaporation takes place, a horizontal tube bundle

condenser and a distillate tray. The entrainment of brine droplets by the flashed-off vapour is

prevented by a wire mesh demister, maintaining high distillate quality with salinity values below

10 ppm. Each flashing chamber includes a venting line for the initial evacuation of the chamber

and for continuous removal of non-condensable gases carried into the system by the feed stream

and by air leaking in from the ambient.

The MSF system, schematically illustrated in Fig. A.2, usually consists of 15 to 25 flashing cham-

bers connected in series. Before feed water is introduced to the core equipment, pretreatment

involves coarse filtering, chlorination, deaeration, pH adjustment and/or dosing of antiscalants.
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Then, the cold feed water is introduced at the lumen side of the condenser tubes in the last

flashing chamber, acting as a coolant for the condenser surface there. The latent heat released

during condensation on the shell side of the tubes is recovered within the feed water inside the

tubes, accompanied by an increase in feed temperature. The feed is piped through all of the

stages until it reaches the maximal pre-heating temperature in the first stage. Subsequently, the

temperature of the pre-heated feed is raised to the top brine temperature in the brine heater by

applying heating steam. The superheated feed is then released into the brine sump of the first

stage that provides lower absolute pressure than the feed vapour pressure. The feed partially

flashes until the temperature has decreased. The concentrated feed, also denoted as brine, is then

forwarded to the second flashing chamber that is at lower absolute pressure and consequently

again provides flashing conditions. It is obvious that temperature and absolute pressure decrease

from the first stage towards the last stage. After the brine has passed all flashing stages, it gets

disposed from the final stage at a blow-down salinity of 40 to 70 g kg−1, depending on whether

brine is partially recirculated or not. Since the warm brine is quite aggressive to the metallic

equipment materials, the maximum brine salinity is limited by the maximal tolerable corrosion

rate. Also the collected distillate is forwarded from stage to stage until it reaches the fresh water

release at the final stage.

The more stages are established, the higher the transfer area and the thermodynamic efficiency

of the heat recovery. A reduced thermal energy demand eventually results in reduced operational

costs. Since the flashing chambers are made of high-grade metals such as duplex stainless steel,

copper-nickel or titanium, significant investment costs are incurred by an increasing number of

stages. The GOR2 of MSF systems with 20 to 24 stages and top brine temperatures of 110 ◦C

are predicted with numbers of about 8 to 10. Typical specific heat transfer areas for MSF plants

range from about 140 to 250m2 (kg s−1)−1, mainly depending on the total number of stages. In

MSF, the recovered latent heat that is temporarily stored in the form of sensible heat in the

pre-heated feed stream requires significant circulation before actual re-use in the flashing stages.

The specific electricity consumption of about 3 to 4 kWhel t
−1 associated with MSF desalination

is therefore mainly caused by fluid circulation.

The output capacity of commercial MSF units is 30 000 to 75 000m3 d−1, while a plant project

may involve multiple units. The implementation of small MSF plants seems economically unfea-

sible. During the past decade, only 6 MSF plants with capacities below 500m3 d−1 have been

commissioned, which probably mainly represent demonstration projects [4]. It is important to

note, that classic MSF systems appear to be gradually supplanted in the desalination market,

indicated by the low number of new installations in recent years [4].

2Thermal energy demand reduction with respect to ideal evaporation. A detailed description of the
thermodynamic performance parameters is provided in Sec. 2.5.2
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A.2 Multi-Effect Distillation

Figure A.3: Schematic diagram of a MED plant, illustrated with 3 effects. Illustration
adapted from [192].

Multi-Effect Distillation (MED) is a thermal desalination process that is most commonly op-

erated with steam from co-generation boilers at a medium temperature of about 70 ◦C. The

system usually consists of 8 to 16 effects that are based on horizontal tube falling-film evapora-

tors, as illustrated in Fig. A.3. The motive steam is introduced inside the evaporator tubes of

the first effect. Similarly to the MSF process, the feed water is pre-treated by coarse filtering,

chlorination, deaeration, pH adjustment and/or dosing of antiscalants before being introduced

to the core equipment. Then the feed water is deposited onto the shell side of the evaporator

tubes by spray nozzles. As brine wets the outer surface of the warm tubes, it is heated up to

its boiling point and then evaporates at constant temperature. The concentration of the brine

depends on the amount of feed sprayed onto the evaporator tubes. Brine concentration is typ-

ically limited to about 65 g kg−1, to avoid excessive corrosion. Furthermore, a minimum feed

flow rate is required to guarantee proper tube wetting, since dry patches would result in high

scaling-rate and uneven thermal expansion. The concentrated brine is collected in the sump

of the evaporator and is rejected. The vapour from the first effect is passed through a mesh

demister to the second effect and condenses within the evaporator tubes of the second effect,

releasing the latent heat. The pure fresh water condensate is piped to the plant product water

outlet. Since the vapour space within the second effect has a lower temperature and pressure

level than the first effect, the released latent heat is directly reused for evaporation on the wetted

shell side of the tubes. In the manner described, the latent heat is passed over from effect to

effect, each time operating at a lower temperature and pressure level. The vapour of the last

effect condenses within a final condenser. Since the final condenser is usually operated with cold

feed water, part of the pre-heated condenser outlet stream is branch piped to the spray nozzles

in the effects. Non-condensable gases in the vapour space of the effects must be continuously

vented to avoid reduction of the net-driving force and a blanket effect of non-condensable gases

on the condensation surfaces. To minimise the amount of vapour that escapes from the system

and raises the volume flow to be ejected, removal of non-condensable gases is usually located at

the coldest spot of the effects and the final condenser.
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The thermal energy consumption of MED plants significantly depends on the number of effects.

Considering typical MED systems with 8 to 12 effects, a GOR3 of 6 to 8 is achieved. Many indus-

trial MED systems apply Thermal Vapour Compression (TVC) to enhance heat recovery. The

latent heat incorporated in the low-temperature steam from the last effect is partially recovered

by compressing it with the motive stream in a jet ejector, allowing a subsequent re-injection into

the first effect. The GOR of MED systems with 8 to 12 stages is increased to about 12 to 16, if

vapour compression is applied. Typical specific heat transfer areas for MED plants with 8 and 12

effects are about 150 and 250m2 (kg s−1)−1, respectively. The specific heat transfer area may be

reduced by operation at higher temperatures, but operational temperatures should not exceed

70 ◦C to limit the rate of scale formation and allow the efficient use of vapour compression. Since

the effects are made of high-grade metals such as duplex stainless steel, copper-nickel or titanium,

significant investment costs are associated with the transfer area. The thermal energy demand

and consequently energy costs decrease with an increasing number of effects, while the required

specific heat transfer area and consequently investment costs increase. A major advantage of the

MED approach compared to MSF is the reduced pumping demand involved with the latent heat

recovery concept, leading to a low electricity consumption of 1.2 to 2.0 kWhel t
−1.

The output capacity of commercial MED units is 5 000 to 36 000m3 d−1, while a plant project

may involve multiple units. However, the MED market also includes small units. In recent years,

around 50 MED plants with capacities of less than 100m3 d−1 and 150 MED plants with capac-

ities of less than 500m3 d−1 have been commissioned annually [4]. The MED approach seems

to be attaining predominance on the thermal desalination market, indicated by the significantly

higher number of recent installations compared to MSF [4].

Due to the low temperature specifications, the MED process is attributed a high potential for

using low-grade waste heat from Concentrated Solar Power plants (CSP). Small MED systems

may also be directly driven by solar thermal collectors, but the high thermal system capacity

and limited range of valid flow rates limit the applicability of classic MED to dynamic small

applications with renewable energy supply.

3Thermal energy demand reduction with respect to ideal evaporation. A detailed description of the
thermodynamic performance parameters is provided in Sec. 2.5.2
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A.3 Reverse Osmosis

In the Reverse Osmosis (RO) process, separation is based on non-porous membranes that have

significantly higher solubility and diffusivity with respect to water molecules than to dissolved

salts. The natural osmosis process is countered by artificially applying a high absolute pres-

sure difference from the feed to the permeate side which exceeds the osmotic pressure difference

that naturally occurs from the permeate to the feed side. The osmotic pressure of saline feed is

proportional to its salinity, so the required pressure for RO increases. The osmotic pressure of

seawater is typically around 25 bar. It is obvious that the RO process is technically limited for

the treatment of feeds with high salt concentration.

The membrane elements are the key components in RO systems. Polyamide composite mem-

branes are favoured due to their superior water permeability and salt rejection. Different com-

mercial membrane types are available, specifically addressing the requirements of the different

pressure-driven desalination applications such as Nano-Filtration (NF), brackish water Reverse

Osmosis (BWRO) and sea-water Reverse Osmosis (SWRO). The membranes mainly vary in per-

meability and salt rejection. The higher the salt rejection, the lower is the water permeability. In

today’s commercial RO desalination systems, the membranes are almost exclusively configured

in spiral-wound membrane elements with an axial length of approximately 1m. The membrane

elements contain 20 to 40 spirally wound membrane envelopes that are hydraulically connected

to a central manifold. The outer side of the membrane envelopes is the pressurised feed side and

the inner side of the envelopes is the low-pressure permeate side. One coiled membrane element

provides a membrane area of about 40m2. Several membrane elements are serially aligned and

interconnected within a strong tubular pressure vessel.

Pressurised feed water enters the pressure vessel axially, subsequently passing all membrane el-

ements. While it passes the membrane elements, the flow rate decreases and the concentration

increases due to permeate extraction. It is obvious that flux is reduced for subsequent membrane

elements, due to increased osmotic pressure. The highly modular design allows easy adaptation

of the system capacity by the connection of several pressure vessels in parallel, also denoted a

stage. To increase the recovery rate4, a number of stages may be connected in series, forming

an array of pressure vessels. Usually the number of pressure vessels is reduced from stage to

stage, accounting for a reduced flow rate due to permeate extraction. The configuration ratio is

the ratio of pressure vessels from one stage to the next. The high-pressure feed and concentrate

manifolds are made of stainless steel, while the permeate manifold is most commonly made of

PVC due to the low pressure specification.

The feed pressure and the recovery rate mainly define the economics of RO desalination. Due to

low salinity in typical NF and BWRO feeds, the required system pressures are 7 to 10 bar and 10

to 20 bar respectively, while systems design considers multi-stage arrays with high recovery rates

of 75 to 90%. The recovery rate is limited by the scaling tendency of the concentrate, even with

use of antiscalants. SWRO systems are almost exclusively designed as single-stage units with

recovery rates between 45 and 55%, operated at pressures of 60 to 70 bar. The optimal recovery

4The recovery rate is the ratio of extracted permeate to initial feed.
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rate is limited by the required pressure level, which has a high impact on energy consumption and

investment costs. The flux obtained in SWRO is typically in the range of 20 to 40 kg (m2 h)−1.

Due to the limited salt rejection of RO membranes, the product water quality of a single-pass

RO system is lower than that of thermal desalination processes and typically still contains about

500 ppm of salt.

About 80% of the electricity consumption in RO systems is caused by the high-pressure pumps.

In RO systems of reasonable size, energy from the pressurised concentrate is recovered to the

feed by a Pelton Wheel that is attached to the shaft of the high pressure-pump. More recently,

isobaric piston pressure exchangers have been considered for energy recovery due to their higher

efficiency. The pressure exchangers are suitable also for application in smaller RO systems. Ac-

cording to the efficiency of the energy recovery system and the ratio of feed to concentrate flow

rate, the required pumping energy may be reduced by 30 to 50%. The specific energy consump-

tion for RO plants with a capacity of 55 000 to 325 000m3 d−1 is stated to be 3.8 to 4.5 kWhel t
−1.

Small systems may have significantly higher energy consumption due smaller pumps and less ef-

ficient or no energy recovery.

Special attention has to be paid to the sensitivity of RO membranes and modules to raw water

quality, which defines the scaling and fouling behaviour, cleaning strategy and membrane life

time. Before feed water is used for RO desalination, extensive pretreatment is usually applied.

Conventional pretreatment involves screens, chlorination, pH adjustment, coagulation/floccu-

lation, media filtration, dechlorination, addition of antiscalants and finally cartridge filtration.

Improved RO performance, compactness, reduced requirement of chemicals and improved prod-

uct water quality is identified for the use of membrane-based MF or UF pretreatment. Future

development will show whether membrane-based pretreatment will replace conventional pretreat-

ment in RO systems or not. A major advantage of RO is its modularity, allowing the design of any

plant capacity, ranging from less than 1m3 d−1 to giant plants producing up to 1 000 000m3 d−1.

The special attractivity of RO for small size systems is indicated by a global market share of

more than 90%, considering systems with capacities of less than 1 000m3 d−1 [4]. RO systems

are attributed a high potential for directly applying renewable energy supplies such as wind

energy or photovoltaics (PV), but the implementation of stand-alone RO systems is still in the

development and piloting phase. The membranes are considered to be sensitive with regard to

dynamic operation and must even be replaced after dry-out. Especially if RO is considered with

fluctuating renewable energy supplies such as wind energy or photovoltaics (PV), issues regard-

ing energy storage, smart operational strategies and robustness against dynamic operation and

down-time outline important fields for future RO research and development.
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B Physical Properties of Salt Water

The physical properties of salt water are calculated with empirical correlations from Hömig [112].

The units used for temperature T and salinity S are [◦C] and
[
g kg−1

]
respectively.

B.1 Density

For temperatures from 10 to 180 ◦C and for salinities from 0 to 160 g kg−1, the density ρ is

calculated according to the following equations [112].

ρ = 0.5 a0+a1 Y +a2 (2 Y
2−1)+a3 (4 Y

3−3 Y )
[
kg dm−3

]
with:

a0 = 2.01611 + 0.115313 σ + 0.000326 (2 σ2 − 1)

a1 = −0.0541 + 0.001571 σ − 0.000423 (2 σ2 − 1)

a2 = −0.006124 + 0.00174 σ − 0.000009 (2 σ2 − 1)

a3 = 0.000346 + 0.000087 σ − 0.000053 (2 σ2 − 1)

and

Y =
2 T − 200

160

σ =
2 S − 150

150

B.2 Dynamic Viscosity

For temperatures from 10 to 180 ◦C and for salinity values from 0 to 130 g kg−1, the dynamic

viscosity η is calculated by the following equations (1 000 cP = 1kg (m s)−1). The maximal error

is specified to be 2% [112].

η = ηw ηR [cP]

with:

ln ηw = −3.79418 +
604.129

139.18 + T

ηR = 1 + a1 S + a2 S
2

and

a1 = 1.474 · 10−3 + 1.5 · 10−5 T − 3.927 · 10−8 T 2

a2 = 1.0734 · 10−5 − 8.5 · 10−8 T + 2.23 · 10−10 T 2
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B.3 Vapour Pressure

For temperatures from 0 to 200 ◦C and for salinity values from 0 to 160 g kg−1, the vapour

pressure p is calculated according to the following equations. The maximal error is specified to

be 2.5% [112].

log
p

pw
= −2.1609 · 10−4 S − 3.5012 · 10−7 S2 [bar]

The vapour pressure of pure water pw is estimated from the following equation. pk represents

the critical pressure of water (220.93 bar), while Tk represents the critical temperature of water

(647.25K). The temperatures are expressed in Kelvin [K].

ln
pw
pk

=
Tk
T

8∑
i=1

bi

(
1−

T

Tk

) i+ 1

2

with the following values for the constants b1 to b8:

b1 = −7.8889166

b2 = 2.5514255

b3 = −6.7161690

b4 = 33.239495

b5 = −105.38479

b6 = 174.35319

b7 = −148.39348

b8 = 48.631602
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B.4 Thermal Capacity

For temperatures from 0 to 180 ◦C and for salinity values from 0 to 160 g kg−1, the thermal

capacity cp is calculated from the following equations [112]. The maximal error is specified to

be 1%.

cp = A+B T + C T 2 +D T 3
[
J (kgK)−1

]
and

A = 4206.8− 6.6197 S + 1.2288 · 10−2 S2

B = −1.1262 + 5.4178 · 10−2 S − 2.2719 · 10−4 S2

C = 1.2026 · 10−2 − 5.3566 · 10−4 S + 1.8906 · 10−6 S2

D = 6.8774 · 10−7 + 1.5170 · 10−6 S − 4.4268 · 10−9 S2

B.5 Thermal Conductivity

For temperatures from 10 to 150 ◦C and for salinity values from 0 to 100 g kg−1, the thermal

conductivity λ is calculated from the following equations [112]. However, due to inconsistency

with other literature references, the thermal conductivity is considered to be independent of

salinity and S is always set to zero [193].

λ = (A+B T + C T 2) · 10−3
[
W(mK)−1

]
with

A = 576.6− 34.64 CA+ 7.286 CA2

B = (1526 + 466.2 CA− 226.8 CA2 + 28.67 CA3) · 10−3

C = −(581 + 2055 CA− 991.6 CA2 + 146.4 CA3) · 10−5

and

CA =
28.17 S

1000− S
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C Ionic Composition of Salt Water

Table C.1: Ionic composition of standard sea salt and sea salt from Seequasal, referring
to a standard sea water salinity of about 34.5 g/kg.

standard sea salt [112] Seequasal a sodium chloride solution
element symbol [g kg−1] [g kg−1] [g kg−1]

sodium Na+ 10.6 10.2 13.5
potassium K+ 0.4 0.4 -
ammonium NH+

4 - 0.005 -
magnesium Mg2+ 1.3 1.2 -
calcium Ca2+ 0.4 0.4 -
chloride Cl− 19.0 14.1 21.0
bromide Br− 0.1 - -
sulphate SO2−

4 2.7 8.3 -
sum [g kg−1] 34.5 34.5 34.5
sum [mol kg−1] 1.10 1.00 1.18

aRed Sea salt commercially available for use in aquaria
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Appendix

D Spacers - Enhanced Heat Transfer in the Flow

Channels

Supplementary results on Sec. 3.4.1, regarding the influence of the channel spacer under different

operating conditions.
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Figure D.1: Flux measurements with different feed flow velocities using different channel
spacers. The model predictions are based on the specific heat transfer corre-
lations for each geometrical spacer/channel configuration. Testing conditions:
c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1, ΔTE−C = 8K, DCMD configuration, tap water.
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E Laminates - Membranes on Backing Structures

E Laminates - Membranes on Backing Structures

Supplementary results on Sec. 3.4.3, regarding the influence of membrane backing structures

under different operating conditions.
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Figure E.1: Experimental results and model predictions for membrane M-020A and its
corresponding laminate L-020A-S for different bulk temperature differences.
The backing is positioned towards the evaporator side (BE) or towards the
condenser side (BC). Testing conditions: T̄E−C = 60 ◦C, c̄E/C = 0.08m s−1,
DCMD configuration, S-320 spacer, tap water.
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Appendix

F Uncertainty of Measurement and Error Propagation

Derivation of the equations that have been applied to estimate the uncertainty of measurement

for module characterisation in Sec. 4.2.3. The derivation is based on Gaussian’s law of error

propagation given in Eq. 3.68.

Q̇HX,extR = ṁEi cp,Ei (TEi − TRXo) Q̇HX,intR = ṁEi cp,Ei (TEi − TCo)

Q̇CX,extR = ṁCi cp,Ci (TCXi − TCi) Q̇CX,intR = ṁCXo cp,Eo (TCXi − TCXo)

Q̇E = (ṁEi −
2

3
ṁP) cp,Ei (TEi − TEo)

Q̇E,l = ṁP Δh̄v,Ei−Eo

qHX =
Q̇HX

ṁP
GOR =

Q̇E,l

Q̇HX

ηth =
Q̇E,l

Q̇E

ΔQ̇HX,extR,max = |(cp,Ei (TEi − TRXo)) ΔṁEi| + |(ṁEi (TEi − TRXo)) Δcp,Ei|

+ |(ṁEi cp,Ei) ΔTEi| + |(−ṁEi cp,Ei) ΔTRXo|

ΔQ̇CX,extR,max = |(cp,Ci (TCXi − TCi)) ΔṁCi| + |(ṁCi (TCXi − TCi)) Δcp,Ci|

+ |(ṁCi cp,Ci) ΔTCXi| + |(−ṁCi cp,Ci) ΔTCi|

ΔQ̇HX,intR,max = |(cp,Ei (TEi − TCo)) ΔṁEi| + |(ṁEi (TEi − TCo)) Δcp,Ei|

+ |(ṁEi cp,Ei) ΔTEi| + |(−ṁEi cp,Ei) ΔTCo|

ΔQ̇CX,intR,max = |(cp,Eo (TEo − TCXo)) ΔṁCXo| + |(ṁCXo (TEo − TCXo)) Δcp,Eo|

+ |(ṁCXo cp,Eo) ΔTEo| + |(−ṁCXo cp,Eo) ΔTCXo|

ΔQ̇E,max = |(cp,Ei (TEi − TEo)) ΔṁEi| + |(−2/3 cp,Ei (TEi − TEo)) ΔṁP|

+ |(ṁEi −
2

3
ṁP) (TEi − TEo) Δcp,Ei| + |(ṁEi −

2

3
ṁP) cp,Ei ΔTEi|

+ | − (ṁEi −
2

3
ṁP) cp,Ei ΔTEo|
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F Uncertainty of Measurement and Error Propagation

ΔQ̇E,l,max = |Δh̄v,Ei−Eo ΔṁP| + |ṁP Δ(Δh̄v,Ei−Eo)|

ΔqHX,max =

∣∣∣∣ 1

ṁP
ΔQ̇HX,extR,max

∣∣∣∣ +

∣∣∣∣∣Q̇HX,extR

ṁ2
P

ΔṁP

∣∣∣∣∣
ΔGORmax =

∣∣∣∣ 1

Q̇HX

ΔQ̇E,l,max

∣∣∣∣ +

∣∣∣∣∣ Q̇E,l

Q̇2
HX

ΔQ̇HX,max

∣∣∣∣∣
Δηth,max =

∣∣∣∣ 1

Q̇E

ΔQ̇E,l,max

∣∣∣∣ +

∣∣∣∣∣Q̇E,l

Q̇2
E

ΔQ̇E,max

∣∣∣∣∣
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Appendix

G General Aspects of Membrane Distillation Module

Operation

For the thermal design of counter-current spiral-wound heat exchangers, correction factor F is

suggested for the derivation of the log mean temperature difference [172].

F =
1

(1− (dodi )
2)CN2

ln

(
1 + CN2

1 + (dodi CN)2

)
(G.1)

CN =
k π doH√

(ṁ1 cp,1) (ṁ0 cp,0)
(G.2)

Here, di is the inner diameter of the spiral coil, do is the outer diameter of the spiral coil and

H is the height of the spiral coil. The characteristic number CN is derived from the total heat

transfer coefficient k, the outer surface area of the spiral apparatus and the geometrical mean

value of the mass flow capacities.
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H Specific Aspects of Air Gap Module Operation

H Specific Aspects of Air Gap Module Operation

Supplementary results on Sec. 4.3.4, regarding the influence of membrane backing structures

under different operating conditions.

Figure H.1: Detailed break-down of the electricity consumption of the AGMD process from
Fig. 4.28, comparing a scenario without deaeration and two scenarios with a
deaeration pressure of 0.05 bar. The flow rate for the deaeration module is
300 kg h−1, if no recirculation is considered and 110 kg h−1 if recirculation is
considered; General assumptions: Δp̂HX = 0.15 bar; Δp̂CX = 0.15 bar; ηHP =
50%; ηVP = 15%.
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Appendix

I Selection of an Optimal Membrane

Supplementary results on Sec. 4.3.6, concerning the selection of an optimal membrane.
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Figure I.1: A model-based sensitivity analysis, covering the interdependent effects of mem-
brane thickness and salinity on AGMD high-flux and high-recovery modules.
Operating conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁEi/Co = 400 kg h−1; Module:
L = 7.0/1.0m,H = 0.7m, channel spacer S-320, laminate L-020A-S (BC) (with
varying assumed thickness), gap spacer S-200, impermeable film F-127.
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I Selection of an Optimal Membrane
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Figure I.2: A model-based sensitivity analysis, covering the interdependent effects of mem-
brane thickness and salinity on V-AGMD high-flux and high-recovery mod-
ules. Operating conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, ṁEi/Co = 400 kg h−1,
p̂VP = 0.03 bar, p̂a,residual = 0.05 bar; Module: L = 7.0/1.0m, H = 0.7m, chan-
nel spacer S-320, laminate L-020A-S (BC) (with varying assumed thickness),
gap spacer S-200, impermeable film F-127.
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Appendix

J Parametric Field Studies
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Figure J.1: Parametric field study on PGMD and V-PGMD process configuration based
on the conditions stated in Tab. 4.10. The results that are accompanied
by a hydraulic pressure loss higher than 1.0 bar have been filtered out.
Constant operating conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, SEi/Ci = 35 g kg−1,
p̂a,residual = 0.05 bar; Constant module parameter: H = 0.7m, The material
parameterisation covers a realistic improvement of the materials according to
scenario #5 from Tab. 4.9 (see Fig. 4.42).
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Figure J.2: Parametric field study on AGMD and V-AGMD process configuration based
on the conditions stated in Tab. 4.10. The results that are accompanied
by a hydraulic pressure loss higher than 1.0 bar have been filtered out.
Constant operating conditions: TEi = 80 ◦C, TCi = 25 ◦C, SEi/Ci = 35 g kg−1,
p̂a,residual = 0.05 bar; Constant module parameter: H = 0.7m, The material
parameterisation covers a realistic improvement of the materials according to
scenario #5 from Tab. 4.9 (see Fig. 4.42).
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Nomenclature

Nomenclature

Symbols . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . surface area
[
m2

]
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . annual operational costs

[
EURa−1

]
B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pore factor [−]

C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . costs [EUR]

C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mass transfer coefficient
[
kg(m2 s Pa)−1

]
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . molar concentration

[
mol l−1

]
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . specific costs

[
EUR(kWh)−1

] [
EUR t−1

]
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . velocity

[
ms−1

]
cp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . specific heat capacity

[
J(kg K)−1

]
d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . diameter [m]

Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ordinary diffusion coefficient
[
ms−1

]
f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . factor / fraction [−]

g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . gravity
[
kg(m s2)−1

]
GOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gained Output Ratio (definition in Sec. 2.5.2) [−]

Ḣ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . enthalpy flow
[
J s−1

]
H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . channel height [m]

h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . specific enthalpy
[
J kg−1

]
H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . enthalpy [J]

J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . absolute mass flux
[
kg s−1

]
j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . specific mass flux

[
kg (m2 s)−1

]
K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . capacity measure [a.u.]
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Nomenclature

k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . heat transfer coefficient
[
W(m2 K)−1

]
kA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . heat transfer performance of a heat exchanger

[
WK−1

]
Kn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Knudsen number [−]

L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . channel length [m]

ṁ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mass flow rate
[
kg s−1

]
M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . daily plant capacity

[
t d−1

]
M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . molar mass

[
kgmol−1

]
m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . degression coefficient [−]

m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mass [kg]

n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . life time [a]

n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . number of nodes [−]

Nu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nusselt number [−]

p̂ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . absolute pressure [Pa]

P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . electric power [W]

p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . partial pressure [Pa]

Pr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prandtl number [−]

Q̇ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . absolute heat flux [W]

q̇ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . specific heat flux
[
Wm−2

]
Q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . absolute heat [Ws]

q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . specific thermal energy consumption
[
kWh t−1

]
R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . recovery rate (definition in Sec. 4.1.4) [−]

R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . universal gas constant
[
J (mol K)−1

]
Ra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rayleigh number [−]

Re . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reynolds number [−]
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Nomenclature

S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . salinity
[
g kg−1

]
Sc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Schmidt number [−]

Sh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sherwood number [−]

T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . temperature [◦C]

t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . time [s]

V̇ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . volume flow rate
[
m3 s−1

]
V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . volume

[
m3

]
v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . molar volume

[
m3mol−1

]
x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . concentration (air in water) [−]

x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . volumetric fraction [−]

Z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . circulation factor [−]

z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . interest rate [%]

z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . number of active sides in flow channel [−]

Indices . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

⊥ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . orthogonal

(g) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . gaseous phase

(l) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . liquid phase

(s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . solid phase

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . liquid-vapour interface on condenser side

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . liquid-vapour interface on evaporator side

a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . air

a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . annual

AG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . air gap
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Nomenclature

amb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ambient

asym . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . asymmetric

B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . backing

B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . brine

C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . condenser

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . chemicals

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . conductive

corr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . correction

CX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . external heat exchanger for cooling

D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . deaeration system

d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . diffusive

E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . evaporator

e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . error

el . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . electrical

extR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . external heat recovery

F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . impermeable film

f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . filament

FP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . feed pump

h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hydraulic

HX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . external heat exchanger for heating

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . investment

i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . inlet

In . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . insurance

init . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . initial
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Nomenclature

intR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . internal heat recovery

Kn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Knudsen

L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . labour

L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . laminate

l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . latent

L-AG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . combined laminate and air gap

ln . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . logarithmic

M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . membrane

M-AG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . combined membrane and air gap

max . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . maximal

MD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . membrane distillation module

min . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . minimal

mol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . molecular

noR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . no heat recovery

o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . outlet

P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . permeate

PG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . permeate gap

R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . raw water

rad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . radiative

ref . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . reference

rP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . rest of plant

RX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . external heat exchanger for heat recovery

S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . spacer

s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . salt
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Nomenclature

s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . sensible

SM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . service and maintenance

spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . specific

sym . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . symmetric

th . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thermal

UF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ultra-filtration system

v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . viscous

VP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . vacuum pump

w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . water

Greek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

α . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . heat transfer coefficient
[
W(m2 K)−1

]
α . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thermal expansion coefficient

[
mK−1

]
β . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mass transfer coefficient

[
ms−1

]
Δ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . difference [−]

δ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thickness [m]

ε . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . emissivity [−]

η . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . efficiency [%]

κ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . electrical conductivity
[
mScm−1

]
λ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mean free path [m]

λ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . thermal conductivity
[
W(m K)−1

]
μ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . kinematic viscosity

[
m2 s−1

]
ν . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . dynamic viscosity

[
kg (m s)−1

]
φ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . angle between spacer filaments [deg]
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π . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ratio of circle’s circumference to diameter [−]

ψ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hydraulic friction factor [−]

ρ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . density
[
kgm−3

]
σ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stefan-Boltzmann constant

[
W(m2 K4)−1

]
σ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . surface tension

[
Jm−2

]
τ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tortuosity [−]

Θ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . temperature polarisation coefficient [−]

θ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . contact angle [deg]

ε . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . volumetric porosity/voidage [−]

Γ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . system availability [%]

ξ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . concentration polarisation coefficient [−]
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